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INTRODUCTION
The Space Transportation Materials and Structures Technology Workshop
(STMSTW) was held in Newport News, Virginia on September 23-26, 1991.
The workshop consisted of a two-day plenary session, a one-day breakout
session of three separate panel meetings, and a morning session for panel
feedback and closing remarks.
The proceedings of the STMSTW are contained in a two-volume publication
entitled Space Transportation Materials and Structures Technology
Workshop - Volume I, H; NASA CP-3148. Volume I is an Executive
Summary describing the workshop activities, conclusions and
recommendations of the participants. This document, Volume II, contains
the full proceedings of the workshop, including material from the three
panel breakout sessions. It also presents a more comprehensive
description of the workshop activities.
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1.0 WORKSHOP OVERVIEW
The Space Transportation Materials and
Structures Technology Workshop was
sponsored by the NASA Office of Space
Flight (OSF) and the NASA Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST),
formerly the Office of Aeronautics,
Exploration and Technology (OAET). It
was the third NASA meeting on critical
technology areas for space transportation.
The workshop was held in Newport News,
VA, the week of September 23-26, 1991.
Charles Blankenship, Director for
Structures, NASA Langley Research Center,
chaired the workshop. Co-chairmen were
Salvatore Grisaffe, Lewis Research Center;
Paul Schuerer, Marshall Space Flight
Center; and Don Wade, Johnson Space
Center. The NASA Headquarters
organization committee was comprised of
Thomas Crooker, OAST; Paul Herr, OSF;
and David Stone, OAST. The combined
intensive efforts of the panel chairmen and
organizing committee members led to a
successful workshop.
To ensure that the broad scope of materials
and structures technologies would be
properly addressed, three working panels
were developed. These panels were:
Vehicle Systems, Propulsion Systems, and
Entry Systems. A fourth group, the Vehicle
Technology Requirements Panel, was also
formed to present the status of vehicle
systems for space transportation and to
provide the requirement inputs to the
individual working panels.
The three-day workshop began with
introductory presentations by Charles
Blankenship, LaRC, Ronald Harris, OSF,
and Gregory Reck, OAST, on the afternoon
of September 23. After the introductory
presentations, the plenary session was
delivered by the Vehicle Technology
Requirements Panel. This session
concluded on the morning of September 24.
Following presentations by Samuel
Venneri, Materials and Structures Division
Director, OAST, and Chester Vaughan,
Office of Chief Engineer and Director
Technical Integration and Analysis, OSF,
the working panels met separately through
September 25.
The morning of September 26 included
panel summary presentations delivered by
the panel chairmen, followed by an open
forum. This forum provided a valuable
opportunity for discussions on technical and
programmatic issues relative to materials
and structures technologies.
1.1 Welcoming Remarks -
Charles Blankenship, NASA
Langley Research Center
Charles Blankenship, Director for
Structures, NASA Langley Research Center,
opened the workshop on September 23, 1991.
The objectives of the workshop were
presented as follows:
Identify key materials and structures
technology needs for future space
transportation systems
Assess current materials and structures
technology program plan vs. space
transportation needs
Identify voids and/or opportunities in
materials and structures technology
areas that have substantial benefits to
advanced space transportation
Identify appropriate areas for an
aggressive technology development
program
• Identify approaches to bridge the gap
between technology developers and users
Identify mechanisms for continuation
of the technology transfer process
initiated at the workshop
The continuation of constructing strong
relationships between industry and the
NASA centers was cited as a crucial long-
term goal of the workshop. A long-range
strategic plan must be developed to ensure
advanced space transportation technologies
will be available when needed.
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1.2 Headquarters Perspective:
Office of Space Flight -
Ronald Harris, 0SF
Ronald Harris, Director of Advanced Flight
Systems, Office of Space Flight, continued
the discussion of the challenges identified
by Charles Blankenship.
NASA must consider the advantages of
joint projects with non-U.S, agencies.
Foreign technology capabilities are
constantly improving and NASA can
greatly benefit from such advancements.
Cooperation with non-U.S, organizations
can lead to the ability to achieve both cost
savings and a significant improvement in
U,S. competitiveness. The inquiries into the
NASA budget and management structure by
federal oversight groups further emphasize
the need for a highly competitive agency.
OPENING REMARKS
The OSF Perspective
on the
Materials and Structures
Technology Workshop
The Omni Hotel
Newport News, Virginia
September 23-26, 1991
Ronald J. Harris
Director, Advanced Program
Development Division
Office of Space Flight-*
WORKSHOP CHALLENGES
DERIVED FROM:
• U.S. NATIONAL NEEDS OF CIVIL AND DOD SPACE
PROGRAMS
• COMMERCIAL LAUNCH AND SPACE VEHICLE NEEDS
• INCREASING FOREIGN COMPETITION
• ANTICIPATING LIMITED FUTURE U.S. SPACE
FUNDING LEVELS - DO "SMART" TECHNOLOGY
PURPOSE
• Third In A Series Of NASA Sponsored Space Transportation
Vehicle Technology Reviews / Assessments From The "Grass
Roots" Level
• Workshops Will Bring The Technology[DevelopersJAnd_
Together To Define Future Needs And Assess Current State-of-Art
In Three Vital Areas Of Space Transportation - Vehicle Systems,
Propulsion Systems And Entry Systems
• Provide A Forum For Participants And Attendees To Exchange
Views, Ideas, Information And Preliminary Real Time Planning
• Identify Topics And Mechanisms By Which Materials / Structures
Technologies Can Be Transferred / Inserted Into "Real" Programs
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COST and PERFORMANCE are KEY
• COST OF RESEARCH ITSELF
Maintaining Current Labs
New Labs May Be Required
Technical Staff Viability
• COST OF DEVELOPMENT
- Metallic Alloys
Non-Metallic Composites
Others, Including Coatings, Lubricants, Etc.
Material Physical Property Validations
• COST OF MANUFACTURE / FABRICATION
- NDE vs Reworks
• COST BENEFITS (PERFORMANCE)
- Durability In Space
- Weight
Maintenance Free Operations
Cannot Assume That Technology Advancement Is Market-Driven,Government Support Is ReqUired For Most Space Unique Materials
REFERENCE SCHEDULE FOR TECHNOLOGY
IDENTIFICATION
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1995 2000 2005 2010 2015
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1.3 Headquarters Perspective:
Office of Aeronautics and
Space Technology
Gregory Reck, OAST
Gregory Reck, Director for Space, Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology,
described the perspective of OAST on
materials and structures technologies.
Gregory Reck supported the views of Ronald
Harris regarding the space transportation
challenges facing the materials and
structures community, the need for better
coupling of resources and applications, and
the need for communication between
technology developers and users.
Earth-to-orbit systems, as well as in-space
transportation systems, must be addressed
by the transportation technologies. Areas of
focus include:
Enhanced capabilities for the Space
Shuttle
Technology options for the next
manned launch system
Development of low-cost heavy-lift
launch vehicles
Development and transfer of low-
cost technologies to commercial
ELV's and upper stages
Identification of high-leverage
technologies for in-space
transportation systems, including
chemical and nuclear systems for
transfer between LEO and GEO and
between Earth, the moon and Mars
The OAST Perspective on the
Space Transportation Materials and
Structures Technology Workshop
Greg Reck
NASA Headquarters
Code RS
Z 8
SPACE R&T MISSION STATEMENT
OAST SHALL PROVIDE TECHNOLOGY FOR FUTURE
CIVIL SPACE MISSIONS AND PROVIDE A BASE OF
RESEARCH AND TECHNOL OG Y CA PA BIL ITIES TO SERVE
ALL NATIONAL SPACE GOALS
• IDENTIFY, DEVELOP, VALIDATE AND TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY TO:
INCREASE MISSION SAFETY AND RELIABILITY
REDUCE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATIONS COST
ENHANCE MISSION PERFORMANCE
ENABLE NEW MISSIONS
• PROVIDE THE CAPABILITY TO:
ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY IN CRITICAL DISCIPLINES
- RESPOND TO UNANTICIPATED MISSION NEEDS
INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
SPACE R&T PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
20-YEAR VISION OF FUTURE
FLIGHT PROGRAMS
SPACE R&T PROGRAM
STRATEGIES AND DECISION RULES
/ \
INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN
(BASE R&T, FOCUSED R&T, FACILITIES, R&PM)
/ , \
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INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
SPACE RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH &
TECHNOLOGY BASE
I
CIVIL SPACE
TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE
DISCIPLINE
RESEARCH
,,_rotP_rmodynamlcs
SpaceEneffffConversion
Propulsion
Maledals&Structures
Informa_nandControls
HunanSuppod
Adv.CommunlcaUono
UNIVERSITY
PROGRAMS
SPACE FLIGHT R&T
SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS
SPACE
SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
Sons_g
Observalo,'y Syslems
Science Infocmatlon
|n S_tu Sdence
Techno_gy Righ! Ex_.
PLANETARY
SURFACE
TECHNOLOGY
Sudaco Systems
Human Suppo_
Technology Flight Expts.
TRANSPORTATION
TECHNOLOGY
ETO Transpor_tlon
Space Transportable1
Technology Flight Expts.
SPACE
PLATFORMS
TECHNOLOGY
Earlh_3d>ii_no Platforms
SpaceSlalion=
Deep-Space Plalforml
Technology FligtLt Expts.
OPERATIONS
TECHNOLOGY
Aulomal_on & Robolk_
Infraslruc_ure Operations
Info. & Communications
TechnologyI_ht Exi:_.
TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY
PROVIDE TECHNOLOGIES THAT SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASE OPERABILITY,
IMPROVE RELIABILITY, PROVIDE NEW CAPABILITIES, WHILE REDUCING
LIFE CYCLE COSTS
Enhance safety, reliability,
and serviceability of current Space Shuttle
Provide Technology options for
.......... new manned systems that complement
- : the Shuttle and enable next generation
vehicles with rapid turnaround and low
operational costs
Support development of robust,
low-cost heavy lift launch vehicles
Develop and tranSfer low-cost
technology to support commercial
EVLs and upper stages
:_;:_ : ' _l Identify and develop high leverage
___i _ii: ,_._,_, technologies for in-space
[_l transportation, including nuclear
,.. _. _ , _. ,, _ _,_7 _ :_ classes of science and exploration
_:_ = 1! _.-_.,. -'r_'n___ _:_l propulsion, that will enable new
missions
Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
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TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY
• SSME lmprovemenls
• Durable Thermal Protection Systems
SHUTTLE ENHANCEMENT
• Light Structural Alloys
• Improved tleallh Monitoring
• Lidar.Bused Adaptive Guidance & Control
NEXT GENERATION MANNED TRANSPORTS ""
• Configuration Assessment • Maintenance-FreeTPS • Composites& Advanced Lightweight
Metals
• lllgh Frequency, High Voltage Power • Advanced Reusable Propulsion
Management/Distributlon Systems
• Vehlcle-Level Health Management
• LOX/Lll2 Propellant for OMS/RCS • GPS-Based Autonomous GN&C For Autonomous Operations
• Advanced Fabrication (Forming &
Joining
• STME Improvements
• Allernate Booster Concepts
Joining
• Advanced Cryogenic Upper Stage Engines
• tligh.Power NuclearThermal &
Electrical Propulsion
• High Performance, Multiple Use
Cryogenic Chemical Engine
HEAVY-LIFT CAPABILITY
• On-Vehicle Adaptive Guidance • Health Monitoring for Safe Operations
& Control
• Syslems & Components for • AI-Li Cryo Tanks
Electric Actuators
LOW-COST COMMERCIAL
• Low-Cost FabJAutomated • Continuous Forging Processes for
Processes/N DE Cryogenic Tanks
• Fault-Tolerant, Redundant Avionics
IN-SPACE TRANSPORT
• Hi[_hly Reliable, Autonomous * Long-Term, Low-Loss Management of
Avionics Cryogenic Ilydrogen
• Autonomous Rendezvous, • Low Mass, Space Durable Materials
Docking & Landing
• Aeroassist Technologies
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1.4 Vehicle Technology Requirements
The plenary session on Vehicle Technology Requirements, chaired by Delma Freeman,
followed the introductory presentations. This session included current information from
systems studies on space transportation vehicle systems, with an emphasis on requirements
that will drive future materials and structures programs and the benefits that these programs
will provide.
These presentations are discussed in Sections 2.0 - 5.0.
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2.0 EARTH-TO-ORBIT CARGO
SYSTEMS
The Earth-to-Orbit Cargo Systems session
featured the following presentations:
Cargo Vehicle Architecture Options by
Mr. R. Eugene Austin of Marshall Space
Flight Center
* NLS Structures and Materials by Dr.
Jack 0. Bunting of Martin Marietta
The Manned Earth-to-Orblt Cargo Systems
session featured the following presentations:
Advanced Manned Launch System by
Dr. Theodore A. Talay of Langley
Research Center
Advanced Crew Rescue Vehicle /
Personnel Launch System (ACRV/PLS )
by Mr. Jerry Craig of Johnson Space
Center
Single Stage to Orbit / SDIO by Mr. James
R. French of the Strategic Defense
Initiative Organization
National Aero-Space Plane (NASP)
Airframe Structures and Materials
Overview by Dr. Terence Ronald of the
NASP Joint Project Office (JPO)
The Manned Transfer Vehicles session
featured the following presentations:
• Lunar Transfer Vehicle Studies by Mr.
Joseph Keeley of Martin Marietta
• Mars Transfer Vehicle Studies by Mr.
Gordon Woodcock of Boeing
Aerobreaking Technology Studies by Mr.
Charles H. Eldred of Langley Research
Center
The Advanced Propulsion session featured
the following presentations:
Earth-to-Orbit Propulsion R&T Program
Overview by Mr. Steven J. Gentz of
Marshall Space Flight Center
• Advanced Rocket Propulsion by Mr.
Chuck O'Brien of Aerojet
• Space Propulsion by Mr. John Kazaroff of
Lewis Research Center
• Nuclear Concepts Propulsion by Mr.
Thomas Miller of Lewis Research Center
• Solid Rocket Motors by Dr. Ronn
Carpenter of Thiokol Corporation
• Combined Cycle Propulsion by Dr.
Terence Ronald of NASP JPO
Ng - 2os2
2.1 Cargo Vehicle Architecture
Options - R. Eugene Austin,
Marshall Space Flight Center
Many alternatives exist for evolving 300-600
klb. thrust Mars exploration-class launch
vehicles. Three options of interest, which all
baseline a National Launch System (NLS)
common core with a diameter sized to match
the Space Shuttle external tank (ET), differ
primarily in the choice of strap-on boosters
that would be used to increase the payload
capacity of upgraded versions of the launch
vehicle 1 .
• Option 1: Four advanced solid rocket
motors (ASRM's)
• Option 2: Four LO2/LH2 ET boosters
• Option 3: Four LO2/RP (kerosene)
boosters
1 NASA's cargo vehicle program has
continued to evolve since the workshop. The
effort to develop Option 1 has been cancelled.
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Successful development of a NLS that can
satisfy evolutionary requirements for future
launch vehicles will require overcoming
challenges in several different areas.
Innovative component and system designs
are needed to allow future vehicles to take
full advantage of advances in the state of the
art for materials and structures. New
materials such as advanced composites and
aluminum-lithium (Al-Li) alloys as well as
improved thermal protection systems will
reduce launch vehicle mass, improve
manufacturability, and enhance the ability
of system designers to satisfy mission
requirements in terms of thrust-to-weight
ratios, reliability, margins, shroud size and
cost. For example, both pressurized and
unpressurized structures fabricated using
graphite-epoxy composites would weigh less
than similar structures built with A1-Li, and
A1-Li structures would weigh less than
aluminum structures. The performance of
metal matrix composites (MMC's), however,
is not yet well-defined, and MMC's cannot be
compared reliably with other structural
materials.
The design of a particular structure varies
widely according to material choice.
Optimum performance is only possible if
component designs are tailored to take
advantage of a given material's strengths
and to minimize the impact of its shortcom-
ings. Additional investigations are
necessary to determine if new materials are
fully compatible with the environment
associated with projected applications. For
example, A1-Li 2090 may not be compatible
with certain rocket fuels.
A comparison of comparable manufacturing
and design processes associated with
aluminum and A1-Li reveals that system
costs are driven much more by structural
weight and launch costs than by the cost of the
raw materials. When using A1-Li, which
brings bulk costs that are three times higher
than those of aluminum, system costs are
reduced by selecting a manufacturing
process such as integral machining that
minimizes the final weight of a given
structure, even though it may increase raw
material requirements by a factor of four
because of increased machining waste.
Space Transportation Structures And Materials Technology Workshop
i
Cargo Vehicle Architecture
i
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R.E.Austln/MSFC
September 23. 1991
Space 'l'ransl__rLatioa St_ictuf_s Aad Materials Technology Workshop
"Common Core"
A Modular Buihling Block For National Launch Systems
1.5 Stage A I|LLV
•i.g • omo, I " [
F.rt, Orbit I T I "Sp.ceS,.,io. I :
Spacecraft
Lunar Launcher
• Crew
• Cargo
Mars Launcher
• Enhanced Elemenls
• Mars Mission
Elements
_,RequLrements Potential!
• Space Station Support
• Unmanned Planetary
• Obaervat ories/Platforms
| _. _ 80- 120KLba [
[ _]_-f_l 15Ft. Via. I
Requirements
SEI Lunar (2000 - 2015)
• Transportatlon Node
• Propellants
• MTV Systems
Surface Payloads
- 0.3 To 0.5 MilHon
Pounds Per Minion
SEI Lunar (2015 - 2020___
• Transportation Node
• Propellants
• MTV Systems
• Surface Payloads
• - Two Million Pounds
Per Mission
150 - 300 KLbs
15 - 33 Ft. Dia.
2 - 6]YeLr
300 - 600 KLbs ]
45 - 65 Ft. I)4a. J3 - 7/'Year
I Evolution Challenges
• 1.5 Stage Performance [ • HLLV Performance I " HI_V Performance
w"Common Core" [ • Shroud Size [ • Shroud Size
[ : Weight I" Weight
........ Cos_,.=___ t ..........
_, [ "_ Cost
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Space Transportation Structures And Materials Technology Workshop
NLS
Reference
Evolution Flow
4 ASRM's - 46 x 10G fl Shruud M
• 4 ASRM's
• larger Dia. Core
_ ASRM
• 25 h Shroud
•ETDia. Core
(1.(;9 MIb Prop.)
Payload
(To 220 n. mL)
ET gC_t¢_" , Larger Dia l__.Cor¢_
• Larger Dia. Core^_^
LOX/RP Booster _-- _l_
150--300 Mbs 300-.-600 klbs
Launch Vehicle Material Emphasis
Material Emvhas|s Rationale Vchl¢19 Benefits
:.
Composites [ • Improved Manu'f l[
[[Thermal Proteetio4 _System 1
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Space Transportation Structures And Materials Technology Workshop
Materials Applications
Materi_
A1 2219
AI-IA
Gr-Ep
Metal Matrix
Unpressurlzed Structures
Shrouds. Skirts, Intertanks
Shrouds, Skirts, Intertanks
Shrouds, Skirts, [ntertanks
TBD
Fressurized Structure
Propellant Tanks
Propellant Tanks
Propellant Tanks w IAners
TBD
[Weight Comparison
Unpressurized Structures
o
Al AI-Li Gr-Ep Metal
Matrix
Pressurized Structures
....
A1 AI-Li GroEp Metal
M=trlx
Weldalite TM External Tank
Tank_ . Intertank
Delta Weight Savings fibs)
Element LWT
LO2 Tank 11903
Intertank 12166
LH 2 Tank 27981
Misc. 13595
Total 65645
Weldallte TM Weldalite TM
Substitution Resizing
438 1760
409" 936**
1003 4270
304 304
2154 7290
*540 Additional Pounds Saved Using 2090 Alloy
°%11 AddlUonal Pounds Saved Using 2090 Alloy
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Spaee Transportation Structures And Materials Technology Wor_hop
Benefits of Using AI-L/Alloys
For Cryogenic Tanks
+$1.2M
- $ I5.OM
.- $ I$,SM
I I
I
C,ost-_.Od:dt
$100M
-$18M
Z
Relative Vehicle Performance
Lunar
• AI-LI Improves Payload Capability By 5%
• Gr-Epoxy Improves Payload Capability By Approximately 12%
• Metal Matrix Improves Payload Capability By Approximately 8%
Mars
AI-LI Improves Payload Capability By 4% I
• Gr-Epoxy Improves Payload Capability By Approximately 10%
• Metal Matrix Improves Payload Capability By Approximately 6%
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Space Transportation Structures And Materials Technology Workshop
Summary'
• Improved Vehicle Design
• Margins
• ReHablUty
• Cost Reduction
• Improved Manufacturing
• Less Scraps
• Reduction Of Vehicle Dry Weight By > 15%
• AI-Li
• Composites
• TPS
19
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22 National Launch System
Structures and Materials -
Jack O. Bunting, Martin Marietta
Astronautics Group
Dr. Bunting stressed that A1-Li should be
incorporated as a major structural material
in space transportation vehicles. The
National Launch System, as a joint NASA /
Air Force program, provides an opportunity
to realize the potential of A1-Li. Advanced
structures can reduce weights by 5-40% as
well as relax propulsion system performance
specifications and reduce requirements for
labor and materials. The effect on costs will
be substantial. For example, a redesigned
external tank fabricated from A1-Li would
weigh 8 klb less than existing ET's and, as a
result, reduce effective launch costs by $800
per pound of payload.
Advanced assembly and process control
technologies also offer the potential for
greatly reduced labor during the
manufacturing and inspection processes.
Current practices are very labor-intensive
and, as a result, labor costs far outweigh
material costs for operational space
transportation systems.
The technological readiness of new
structural materials depends on their
commercial availability, producibility and
materials properties. Martin Marietta is
vigorously pursuing the development of its
Weldalite TM 049 A1-Li alloys in each of these
areas. A1-Li alloys are now commercially
available, they have been used in high qual-
ity welds, and they perform as expected in
terms of yield strength and ultimate
strength. Martin Marietta tests have
demonstrated satisfactory welds using a
variety of techniques in test articles
composed entirely of A1-Li and in joining
A1-Li to aluminum. Preliminary
demonstrations of producibility based on the
design of the Space Shuttle external tank
have also been successful, and more complex
tests are continuing.
Martin Marietta is also preparing to test an
automated work cell concept that it has
developed using discrete event simulation.
One of the goals of this effort is to develop a
manufacturing process that features
continuous inspection of welded joints as
they are created and thereby eliminate the
time consuming practice of inspecting welds
after the fact as a separate step of the
fabrication process. Martin Marietta is
currently procuring tooling for initial
demonstrations.
Structures and Materialst
J. O. Bunting
Martin Marietta Astronautics Group
Denver, Colorado
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Baseline Vehicles
_, 1.5 STAGE
_J TITAN IV 86ft
__ SHROUD
NEW
ADAPTER
UPPER
STAGE
OPTION
SUSTAINER STMEs
COMMON CORE
FORWARD INTERSTAGE
FORWARD SKIRT
TANKAGE / INTERTANK
• STD SIZE /
/---" MATERIALS
• BEEFUP FOR 1.5 STG
APPLICATION
AVIONICS
THRUST STRUCTURE /
PROPULSION
• INFMGHT SEP.
SYSTEMS
STMEs
STRUCTURE !
PROPULSION FOR 2
CENTER STMEs
i_ AFT SKIRT
• VEHICLE HOLDDOWN
HLLV
I
w
I
i
i
-- I,
TITAN IV 86ft
SHROUD
OPTIONAL
SHROUD
p_ FOR STS
-- PAYLOADS
-- (40' STRONG-
_ BACK)
-- CTV
ASRMs
i
i
m
m
i
OR
Existing Launch Vehicles
Structures Technology
- Aluminum Alloys 2219,2014
- Fabrication Techniques
- Machine, Stretch Form
- Chem Mill to Tight Tolerances
- Manual Inspection
Assembly & Process Control Technology
- Manual Material Handling
- Manual Part Set-Up
- Manual Part Weld Prep
- Manual Part Fit-Up
- Point Design Weld Processes
- Manual Inspection
Structures Technology
- Reduce Weight (5 - 40%)
- Reduce DirectLabor/Material
- Reduce Support Labor
- Reduce Propulsion Requirements
Assembly & Process Control Technology
- Reduce Direct Assembly Labor (30%)
- Reduce Major Weld Labor (34%)
- Reduce Inspection Labor (33%)
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Delta Payload vs Stretch for Weldalite TM 049 Substitution
20000-
,,O
m
|
J::
10
(o
0
a.
a
15000-
loooo'
5O00
0
,/_/LH 2 Tank Stretch + Weldalite TM 049 Use
LH2 Tank Stretch
Weldalite TM 049 Resizing
-q------ NLS 1.5 Stage LH2 Tank Baseline
' I' I' _ ' I' I' 't' I'' I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
LH2 Tank Stretch - feet
Weldalite TM 049 andThe External Tank (ET)
I• Redesign of the ET Using Weldalite TM 049 Can Result in A WeightSavings of Approximately 8000 Ib
• This Equates to a Savings of Cost to Orbit of about $800/lb
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AI-Li Alloys
r
Success Criteria
• Demonstrated Production Capability
• Demonstrated Cost Advantage through Higher Strength
• Adequate Fracture Toughness
• Adequate Stress Corrosion Resistance
• Demonstrated Manufacturability
Technology Readiness of AI-Li Alloys
Requirement
Commercial Availability
Producibility
Forming
Present Statu_
Alloys Are Currently Available
Full Scale External Tank Gores
and Extruded Chords Have Been
Produced. All Meet Design
Tolerances
- Chem-milling Chem-milled Gores Meet Design
Requirements
Machining Extruded Chords Have Been
Machined and Meet Design
Requirements
23
Technology Readiness of AI-Li Alloys (Concl.)
i iii
Requirement Present Status
Welding
Design Allowables
High Quality Welds Have Been
Produced by All Conventional
Processes Including VPPA.
Backside Shielding Concepts
Have Been Demonstrated
All Product Forms of Weldalite TM
049 Have Been Shown to Meet
the Specified Yield Strength of
85 ksl and the 90 ksi Ultimate
Strength Goal. Reynolds Will
Begin the "S" Basis Allowables
Program in Late 1991
Advanced Cryotank Program - ADP 3106
Weldalite TM 049 Development
,,l_ III
Concurrent Engineering Team
Formed
- Martin Marietta
- Reynolds Metals Co.
- Universities
- Government Agencies
Laboratory Production at RMC
Lab Scale Properties Exceed
Other Tankage Alloys
.=,oot w_Te _:,_o
_1
CSO0
Test Temperature (°F)
Full Scale Production
at RMC
13,000 Ib Ingots
Produced
- Plate and Sheet
Material
Characterized
Typical Properties
Ftu =100 ksl
Fty= 90 ksi
• Small Scale Net
Shaped Products
Manufactured
Hook Forgings
Domes (18" Dia)
Extrusions
• Weldability
Demonstrated
70"
60"
"_50"
_'40'
VPPA 122191
30 .........
-soo-4oo-3oo.2oo-looo loo
Test Temperature (oF) : :
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Advanced Cryotank Program - ADP 3106
Weldalite TM 049 Development
Large Products Produced
- Extruded External Tank
(ET) Chord
- ET Gore Panels
- Domes (42" Dia)
- Extruded BarreIPanels
(is" Width)
. Roll Forged Ring
(34" Dla)
42" Dome Properties
'2° T
UTS UT5 YS YS
RADIAL CIRCUM RADIAL CIRCUM
In Progress:
Integrally Stiffened
Extruded Tube Producing
105" Wide x 360" Length
Barrel Panel
120" Dla Dome Spin
Forming
Weld Process Optimization
STATUS:
• Alloy- Lab to Production
In 3 Years
• NetShapes Demonstrated
• Exceeded Mechanical
Property Goals
ii i i
• Components for 14' Dia
Tank Manufactured
• Fabricate Tank
• Test Tank at Cryogenic
Temperatures
0 _lml_ .....
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3.0 MANNED EARTH-TO-ORBIT
SYSTEMS
3.1 Advanced Manned Launch
System - Theodore A. Talay,
Langley Research Center
Several alternatives exist for the
development of the next manned launch
system. The Advanced Manned Launch
System (AMLS), which represents a clean-
sheet replacement for the Space Shuttle, faces
competition from concepts such as (1) the
Personnel Launch System, which would
serve as a personnel transport to complement
the Space Shuttle, and (2) an advanced
version of the existing Space Shuttle. An
AMLS system could begin operations
sometime between 2005 and 2020, depending
upon the level of national interest and
support. It would probably demonstrate a
payload capacity less than that of the Space
Shuttle, although performance specifications
are far from certain. Even the form of the
AMLS is still under discussion. Design
studies have considered a wide variety of
options including all levels of hardware
reusability; single-, dual- and multiple-
staging; and airbreathing vs. rocket
propulsion. An evaluation of the relative
cost-effectiveness of these options is
impossible without guidance regarding basic
mission requirements such as total number
of launches over the system's life cycle and
the date required. The availability of more
advanced technologies will enable single-
stage-to-orbit (SSTO) designs that are in
general not feasible using current
technology.
Alternative AMLS design concepts vary in
terms of performance, risk and operational
factors. Airbreathing systems minimize the
substantial launch pad investments
associated with rocket systems, but they also
introduce more stringent requirements in
thermal protection, landing gear and air
data.
LaRC AMLS studies indicate that:
A near-term AMLS, operational circa
2005, should rely on a two-stage
propulsion system.
A longer-term system, operational circa
2015, could improve its performance by
using a SSTO design concept.
Additional studies of ground operations
are needed to define life cycle costs and to
better discriminate between air-
breathing and rocket propulsion systems.
Rocket systems maximize the per-
formance of vehicles using payload-to-
orbit as the primary figure of merit.
Air-breathing options provide unique
capabilities in terms of cruise, loiter,
recall, offset launch and all-azimuth
launch.
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ADVANCED MANNED LAUNCH SYSTEM
Theodore A. Talay
Space Systems Division
NASA Langley Research Center
F_E_'_"EI_NI2 P,,'tC.E"_LAP,_N NOT F_ME, D
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THE NEXT MANNED SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
• Satisfy people/payload requirements
• Improve cost effectiveness
• Increase reliability
• Increase margins
WHICH bLLOW?
STS
EVOLUTION
• Evolve existing system
PERSONNEL
LAUNCH SYSTEM
• Separate people from cargo
• Complement STS
ADVANCED
MANNED LAUNCH
SYSTEM
• Clean sheet STS
replacement
1990
SPACE TRANSPORTATION ARCHITECTURE OPTION
1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
I I
ATP
ATP
S )ace Shuttle
ATP
PLS (Assured Access)
I ! I
NLS (Multi-role Heavy-lift)
3O
POST-SHUTTLE AMLS OPTIONS STUDIES
2000 2010 2020
Rockets
Airbreather/
Rockets
Fully
Reusable
Partially Expendable Drop-tank
Reusable Stages SSTO
i Two-Stage J
Mach 3 Mach 6-10
Two-Stage Two-Stage
I I
SSTO
Single-Stage
Airbreather
EFFECTS OF VEHICLE REUSABILITY ON
LIFE-CYCLE COST TRENDS
Life-cycle
costs
Expendable ...."""
..-"" Partially reusable ............--"
Fully reusable
°,°° ._, _,_ .,=,,
..,._._'_" _"_
Total launches over life-cycle
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TECHNOLOGIES FOR AMLS VEHICLE OPTIONS
Ke Space Shuttle Near Term
Technologies Advanced(reference) Technology Technology
Structures • AI structures
Propulsion
Subsystems
• AI tanks
• Limited composites
• Ceramic TPS
• SSME
• Hydraulic power
• Monoprop APU
• Hypergolic
OMS/RCS
• Fuel cells
• Composite structures
• Reusable AILi tanks
• Durable metallic
or ceramic TPS
• Lightweight
SSME derivative
• Turbojet/ramjet
• ATR
• Electromechanical
actuators
• Allelectric
• Lightweight fuel cells
batteries
• Cryogenic/gaseous
OMS/RCS
• Faulttolerant/self
check
i* 13AI composite
structures and TPS
• Reusable
thermoplastic
hydrogen tanks
• Reusable AILi
oxygen tanks
• Extra lightweight
SSME derivative
• Variable mixture
ratio rocket
• Turborocket
ramjet scramjet
propulsion
• Lightweight
subsystems using
advanced materials
• Actively cooled or
carboncarbon
inlets and nozzles
TECHNOLOGY EF_CT ON ROCKET LAUNCH
VEHICLE WEIGHT
1970s STS Near Term Advanced
Technology Technology Technology
\liftoff
weight (
2 /wo mage i
!
Dry weight red_:tlons f_Om STS_;ercent 60 i
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NASP MATERIAL AND STRUCTURE TECHNOLOGY
BENEFITS FOR ROCKET SSTO
Advanced carbon-carbon
nose cap and leading edges -_
Dry
500 _- Thermoplastic
hydrogen tank
400
300
200
100
0
Near-term Advanced
Technology
Titanium
aluminide
structure
Slush
propellants
Aluminum-lithium
oxygen tank
Variable mixture
ratio engines
(rocket technology)
FACTORS INFLUENCING ROCKET VEHICLE SIZING
Vehicle
weight
SSTO
Advancing technology --_
Design for performance
_-- Design for operations, safety, reliability
_-- Increasing payload, margins
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DESIGN FOR PERFORMANCE ROCKET SSTO VEHICLE
5000 -
4000 - 4,206K
Gross 3000-
2000 -
1000 -
500 -
400
Dry 300
w_lgbht' 200
IO0
0
427K
Near-term Advanced Advanced Minimum
Technology Materials
Slush VMR
SSME Subsystems Propellants Engine
DESIGN FOR OPERATIONS ROCKET SSTO VEHICLE
5000
4OOO
Gross 3000
weight,
Ib 2000
Dry
weight,
Ib
5OO
4OO
3OO
2OO
100
0
Design for Robust 15[oercent NoSlush Engine-Out Crew Escape
Performance Subsystem Margin Propellants Capability Module
AMLS DESIGN COMPARISONS
• Design to same mission requirements and technology levels
• Compare rocket vs. airbreather systems
• Compare single-stage vs. two-stage systems
Near-term Technology
• Rocket two-stage
• Air-breather/rocket two-stage
• Rocket single-stage
Advanced Technology
• Rocket two-stage
• Airbreather/rocket two-stage
• Rocket single stage (SSME-derived)
• Rocket single stage (VMR)
• Airbreather/rocket single stage (ATR)
• Airbreather/rocket single stage (SCRAM)
NEAR-TERM TECHNOLOGY AMLS
10K POLAR MISSION
Two-stage
rocket
Two-stage
airbreather/rocket
SSTO rocket
0 1O0 200 3O0
Length, ft
Dry weight, klb
167
440
427
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Two-stage
rocket
Two-stage
airbreather/rocket
SSTO SSME
rocket
SSTO VMR
rocket
ATR/rocket
SSTO
Conical AB
SSTO
'ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY AMLS
10K POLAR MISSION
Dry weight, KIb
99
221
125
112
214
157
0 100 200 300
Length, ft
TOTAL IDEAL VELOCITY REQUIRED TO REACH ORBIT
Delta V,
ft/sec
60000
50OOO F
400O0
30000
20000_
10O00
0
2-STG 2-STG
Rocket AB
Losses
Required
SSME VMR ATR Conical
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RELATIVE PROPELLANT COSTS
Hydrogen costs = 20 x Oxygen costs
Technology
level
Near term
Advanced
Vehicle
Two-stage rocket
Two-stage AB
Two-stage rocket
Two-stage AB
SSME-SSTO
VMR-SSTO
ATR-SSTO
Conical AB SSTO
Oxygen
(liquid or
triple point),
KIb
932
53
598
237
Hydrogen
(liquid or
slush),
KIb
155
548
100
179
1024
1059
638
0
171
126
192
452
Ratio of
propellant costs
to baseline
rockets
1.00
2.73
1.00
1.47
1.00
0.81
1.01
2.03
OPERATIONS TRADE
I OMS eng. I
• Launch pad
I Z_airdata I
I A landing gear
i A thermal
IPneumatics
! Hydraulics
I APUI '! 'lAPI
I
l.Adv, airbreather1
I Adv. rocket
Rocket
System
Option
Airbreather
System
Option
Figures of merit:
Time
Manpower$
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KEY FINDINGS OF LaRC STUDIES
• IOC/technology levels crucial to vehicle options
• IOC 2005 (near-term technology) - two-stage systems
• IOC 2015 (advanced technology) - SSTO
• Ground operations (a key to life-cycle cost) require detailed system and
facility trades to discriminate between rocket and air-breathing options
• Missions and flight operations may be discriminator
• Rocket options best for payload-to-orbit accelerator missions
(lowest dry weight two-stage and SSTO systems indicative of
lowest DDT&E costs)
• Air-breathing options provide unique capabilities
Offset launch } Selectable orbital elements
- All-azimuth launch
- Cruise capability
- Loiter
- Recall
38
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3.2 Advanced Crew Rescue
Vehicle/ Personnel Launch
System -
Jerry Craig, Johnson Space
Center
The Advanced Crew Rescue Vehicle
(ACRV) will be an essential element of the
Space Station to respond to three specific
missions, all of which have occurred
during the history of space exploration by
the U.S. and the Soviets:
Mission DRM-1:
crew members
emergencies.
Return of disabled
during medical
Mission DRM-2: Return of crew
members from accidents or as a result
of failures of Space Station systems.
Mission DRM-3: Return of crew
members during interruption of Space
Shuttle launches.
The ACRV will have the ability to transport
up to eight astronauts during a 24-hour
mission. Not only would the ACRV serve
as a lifeboat to provide transportation back
to Earth, but it would also be available as an
immediately available safe refuge in case
the Space Station were severely damaged by
space debris or other catastrophe. Upon
return to Earth, existing world-wide search
and rescue assets operated by the Coast
Guard and Department of Defense would be
able to retrieve personnel returned to Earth
via the ACRV.
The operational approach proposed for the
ACRV is tailored to satisfying mission
requirements for simplicity of operation (no
piloting skills or specially trained
personnel are required), continuous
availability, high reliability and
affordability. By using proven systems as
the basis for many critical ACRV systems,
the ACRV program is more likely to
achieve each of these mission requirements.
Nonetheless, the need for the ACRV to
operate reliably with little preflight
preparation after, perhaps, 5 to 10 years in
orbit imposes challenges not faced by any
previous space system of this complexity.
Specific concerns exist regarding
micrometeoroid impacts, battery life, and
degradation of recovery parachutes while in
storage.
Current policy requires that the ACRV be
operational at the onset of Permanent
Manned Capability (PMC) of the Space
Station. PMC is unlikely to occur before
1999, and therefore the ACRV program
should be able to meet this requirement.
Dozens of special tests are planned to
ensure that system designers fully
understand unique aspects of the ACRV
vehicle and mission requirements. For
example, water egress tests will ensure that
recovery of both able-bodied and injured
personnel is possible after landing.
Integrated systems tests will verify the
operability of proposed embedded systems
intended to eliminate the need for a skilled
pilot and to interact with ground-based
search and rescue forces. Other tests and
analyses will examine issues associated
with communications, data handling and
power systems, landing opportunities, aero-
thermal analysis and separation from the
Space Station.
Johnson Space Center has initiated a
Manned Transportation System (MTS)
study of other issues related to the full scope
of manned transportation systems. The
objective of this eight-month study is to
reach consensus on needs, attributes, and
architecture products and thereby enhance
the acceptance and subsequent
implementation of the MTS study results.
The MTS study is using a NASA-Industry
Team (NIT) to serve as a forum for
examining selected transportation issues.
In March 1992, the NIT will issue a final
report that:
Quantifies transportation needs as a
function of alternative space mission
sets.
Identifies and weighs the primary
discriminating attributes that future
transportation systems must possess.
Describes and ranks manned
transportation architecture options for
each set of future space missions.
Quantifies top-level transportation
system mission requirements, such as
the amount of payload and its
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destination, for each mission set. This
information will then be available for
further studies.
* Identifies better ways of doing business.
To enhance crew safety, lessons learned
from past experience should be used to guide
the development of future systems. A close
look at past failures reveals that most flight
failures are associated with propulsion, and
that half of them occur within 60 seconds of
launch while vehicle altitude is below 50,000
feet. The current approach to man-rating
launch vehicles relies on added
redundancy, upgraded designs to correct
known weaknesses, and more stringent
quality control procedures. Unfortunately,
these practices have been unable to prevent
tragic accidents, and innovative approaches
may be advisable to improve overall success
rates. For example, one new approach that
could be considered would use a twin C-5 air
launch vehicle to carry a spacecraft mated
to a three-stage solid-rocket booster to a drop
altitude of 40,000 feet. The gross weight of
the twin-fuselage aircraft would be about 1.5
to 1.8 million pounds, with a payload
capacity (spacecraft plus boosters) of up to
one million pounds. Maximum spacecraft
weight at insertion into a 220 nautical mile,
28.5 ° inclination orbit would be 34,414
pounds, sufficient for either an ACRV or
PLS vehicle. Air launches of this kind
would provide a number of design and
operational benefits such as reduced
dynamic pressures and increased time
margins for mission abort.
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ACRV
Project Office
ACRV/MTS
PRESENTATION
TO THE
SPACE TRANSPORTATION MATERIALS &
STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
Jerry Cralg
September 23-26, 1991
rU/_SA
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ACRV Requirements
The ACRV is the Space Station
Freedom Lifeboat
• Return one disabled Space Station crewmember during medical
emergencies. (DRM-'f)
• Return o! S.pace Station crew.from accidents or from failures of
space Star|on rreeoom systems. _UHM-_'_
• Return of Space Station crew during interruption of Space
Shuttle launches. (DRM-3)
Each of these emergencies has
occurred in manned spaceflight.
Report of the Advisory Committee on the
Future of the U.S. Space Program ...
"The emergency recovery capability now
planned for the Space Station is essential"
ACRV Typical Mission Sequence
• Space Station Freedom emergency is declared
• Crew transfers from Space Station Freedom to ACRV
• ACRV isolates crew from emergency and activates lifeboat systems
• ACRV separates from Space Station Freedom and initiates deorbit
• Retrosystem is staged and entry is initiated
• Chutes are deployed and ACRV lands on Earth
• SAR forces transfer crew to safety
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Candidate ACRV Vehicle Approaches
IIIP
SCRAM VEH CLE DISCOVERER SHAPED VEHICLE
APOLLODERIVEDVEH,CLE MID - L/D VEHICLE
L
p,_
,OPerations
SIMPLEr AVAILABLE, RELIABLE AND AFFORDABLE .__R___
OPERATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
SIMPLIFY CREW ROLE
- ENSURE OPERATIONAL READINESS AND QUICK RESPONSE
Approach
EMBEDDED OPERATIONS
OPTIMIZE USE OF EXISTING FACILITIES AND RESOURCES
STREAMLINE PRELAUNCH PROCESSING OPERATIONS
EXISTING CAPABILITIES
USE OF FLIGHT DEMONSTRATED PROCEDURES AND TOOLS
EXISTING SAR CAPABILITIES
SYSTEMS COMMONALITY
OPTIMIZE INTERFACES AND ACHIEVE OPERATIONAL SYNERGISM WITH
SPACE SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION FREEDOM
I    EOOEO I
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ACRV Landing Opportunities
• GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF LANDING SITES PROVIDES MULTIPLE
OPPORTUNITIES PER DAY
• REDUCES WORST CASE WAIT TIME
• PROVIDES BACKUP SITES FOR WEATHER AND MISSED DEORBIT
BURNS
• SITES IN BOTH HEMISPHERES ASSURE DAYLIGHT OPPORTUNITIES
• SITES NEAR 28.5 LATITUDE CAN PROVIDE MULTIPLE OPPORTUNITIES
• ALL SITES MUST HAVE EXISTING SAR FORCES AND MEDICAL FACILITIES
NEARBY
[TYPICAL SUBSET OF CANDIDATE INTERNATIONAL SITES IS SHOWN
OVERLAID WITH ORBIT TRACKS FOR A 24 HOUR PERIOD]
o
G=
J
T'T
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ACRV DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Simple design eliminates complex systems and
interfaces
L
A vaiiable" Space-based vehicle to provide high mission
availability
Reliable - robust design, fail-safe subsystems, utilizing
proven flight space technology
Affordable - designed to utilize existing mission, ground,
and SAR infrastructure
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ACRV 8-PERSON SCRAM
STUDY ASSUMPTIONS/GROUNDRULES:
• BASED ON A LOW LIFT/DRAG CONCEPT CALLED SCRAM
(STATION CREW RETURN ALTERNATIVE MODULE)
• SIMPLE DESIGN, GOOD FLOTATION CHARACTERISTICS
• SIZED TO TRANSPORT 8 CREW FOR 24 HOUR MISSION
• BASELINE WATER LANDER
• USE SUBSYSTEMS THAT ARE SIMPLE, AVAILABLE, RELIABLE AND
AFFORDABLE
• MINIMIZE SSF INTERFACE DURING QUIESCENT MODE
ACRV 8-PERSON SCRAM CONT.
JSC REPRESENTATIVE J CRVcoNCEPT CONSISTS OF:
• 174" (14.5 FT) ODVlKING HEAT SHIELD
• RCS SYSTEM
• CREW MODULE BATTERIES
• 124" (10'4") OD CREW MODULE
• 8 CREW AND COUCHES
• POWER DISTRIBUTION, AVIONICS, ECLSS,CREW PROVISIONS
• TOP AND SIDE HATCHES
• 80"TO 30" SSFIACRV TUNNEL ADAPTER
• 94" (7 10") OD SERVICE MODULE
• BATTERIES
• DEORBIT PROPULSION
• MICROMETEOROIDSHIELDS
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ASSURED CREW RETURN VEHICLE (ACRV)
Reference For External Integration
TUNNEL
__ ADAPTER
80" tO 30" adapter
CREW 1
MODULE
124" OD
188 Inches
Shelby Lawson, ET2
483-861 I
...... Z'_0 Scale (R) 5
A_#ured Crew Return.Vehicle (ACRV) - ToP View
8 man, 24 hour mlsslon
Crew
Modu}e Tanks
I 0 TYP
Side
Hatch
Heat
Shield
Shelby Lawson, ET2
483-661 I
3/27/9 I I I I I I !
0 Scale (ft) 5
RCS Engine
12 TYP
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ACRV 8-PERSON SCRAM CONT.
ii i.llllll i
STRUCTURE AND TPS:
t WEIGHTS WERE ESTIMATED WITH AREAL DENSITY (LBS/SQ FT) PARAMETER
BASED ON STRUCTURAL, THERMAL AND AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF
MODIFIED APOLLO CAPSULE. CREW MODULE, HEAT SHIELD AND SERVICE
MODULE SURFACE AREAS WERE USED TO GENERATE THE WEIGHTS
SHOWN IN THE MASS STATEMENT.
ACRV 8-PERSON SCRAM CONT.
I •
STRUCTURE AND TPS:CONT.
ANALYSIS DOCUMENTED IN JSC-32025. AREAL DENSITIES AND WEIGHTS
ESTIMATED BY ES (SERVICE MODULE STRUCTURE BY ET2)
STRUCTURE:
CREW MODULE: 1,552 LBS
HEAT SHIELD: 500 LBS
SERVICE MODULE: 475 LBS
TPS AND INSULATION:
CREW MODULE: 273 LBS
HEAT SHIELD" 443 LBS
SERVICE MODULE: 71 LBS
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ACRV 8-PERSON SCRAM CONT.
i i
RECOVERY
• APOLLO PARACHUTE SYSTEM AND COUCH ATTENUATION WEIGHTS
REPRESENTED. ASSUME THREE ROUND PARACHUTES WITH PACKING
VOLUME LESS THAN 40 LBSlCU FT.
PARACHUTE ASSEMBLY:595 LBS
IMPACT & RECOVERY SYS.: 186 LBS
MOUNTING STRUCTURE: 156 LBS
TOTAL RECOVERY SYSTEM MASS: 936 LBS
Assured Crew Return Veh;cla Mass Slalemon!
NOTE: ALL MASS
3/1 8791
_S IN POUNDS. .
I FUNCTIONAL
! SUBSYSTEM Crew
COOE ModuJe
1,0 STRUCTURE t,552
2,0 PROTECTION 1,21
3.0 PROPULSION 25C
4.0 POWER 856
5.0 CONTROL 0
6,0 AVIONICS 990
7.0 ENVIRONMENT 1,817
80 OTHER 989
9.0 GROWTH 1,150
DRY MASS 8,820
10.0 NON.CARGO 1,820
II.0 CARGO 120
INERT MAS, c 10,760
120 NON-PROPELLANT 373
13,0 PROPELLANT 264
GROSS MASS 11_397
Service Adapter
Module System
475 544
71
302
732
48
52
252 82
1,932 628
56
0
1,988 625
0
868
2,854 625
DESIGN MASS SUMMARY
ACRV
Berthln_ FSE& Meteorolcl
Assure¢I Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV)
ASE Oebrll 8 man, 24 hour mtss_on
Equip. Profe¢!
1,600 523.4 I / | ('TtJNNEL "-_! I.. - ..L.----4 ^e^,-" --
i t J 121 .
240 79 181_INCHES __
1.840
1,840
602
Shllby Llwlonf I:T2
48_1-6611
3/27191
602 NOTE:
Crew Module:
Sob, lee Module:
Berthing Adapter System:
FSE & ASE Equipment:
1,840 602
Mlc'rometeorold I Debris Protection:
Shelby Lawson, NASA JSC, M,C. ET2, phone 483.6611
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ACRV Project Schedule
1989 1990
Preliminary i
Project Analysis
Requirement iDefinition
Project & Systems
Concepts Definition
System Definition &
Integrated Supporting
Deflnltlon (Including
contractor participation)
System Design &
Fabrication
Initial Ops Capability
SSF Support (PMC)
1991
EE
1992 1993 1994
I I
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
_.ompJ_Un9 Gonlr actor
Teams
Team A - Rockwell
McOonnell
TRW
Honeywell
Team B • Lockheed
Boeing
IBM
I I
OFT PMC
UNIQUE ACRV TECHNOLOGY ISSUES
• LONG TERM DORMANCY ISSUES
• 5 TO 10YEAR ON-ORBIT LIFETIME REQUIREMENT
a VEHICLE REUSE CAPABILITYFOLLOWING ORBITSTAY
• DEBRIS/MICROMETEOROID IMPACT CONCERNS
• IMPACTRESISTANTHEATSHIELDANDSTRUCTURE
• ON-ORBIT PROTECTION DEVICES
• RE-ENTRYCAPABILITYFOLLOWINGIMPACTDAMAGE
• LONG TERM STORAGE OF RECOVERY PARACHUTES
• LONG TERM BATTERY LIFE
• EMBEDDED OPERATIONS
• NO PILOT SKILLS; AUTOMATED OPS
• MINIMAL TRAINING
• AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE OPERATIONS
• EXISTING SARCAPABILITIES
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ACRV REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION TEST/SIMULATIONS
ENTRY G LEVEL EXPOSURE TESTS
HUMANS
- ANIMALS
• ZERO-G EGRESS TIME (KC-135)
WATER LANDING FLOTATION/CREW EXTRACTION FOR ILL/INJURED
DECONDITIONED CREW
• LAND LANDING DESIGN CRITERIA VALIDATION
• APOLLO IMPACT G REQUIREMENT VALIDATION
ACRV WATER LANDING REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION
i i
• INITIATIVE: CONDUCT WATER EGRESS TESTS TO UNDERSTAND DJFFICUI.TIES AND
REQUIREMENTS
BASIC APPROACH IS TO BUILD A SINGLE FULL SCALE TEST ARTICLE (DESIGNED IN-HOUSE) THAT
HAS VARIABLE PARAMETERS (CG, MASS, SHAPE) AND THEN CONDUCT MANNED AND
UNMANNED TESTS AT TEXAS A&M OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH CENTER WAVE TANK
• TEST WILL PRODUCE ENGINEERING DATA ON VEHICLE HANDLING AS WELL AS WATER EGRESS
DATA
• OUR ENGINEERING TEAM HAS ALREADY CONSTRUCTED A SUBSCALE WAVE TANK AND
SUBSCALE MODELS PRODUCING PRELIMINARY DATA FOR TEST PLANNING AS WELL AS DESIGN
OF TEST ARTICLE
• ALSO DEVELOPING ANALYTIC MODELS OF VEHICLE HANDLING USING DERIVATIVES OF NAVAL
ENGINEERING DESIGN TOOLS
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ACRV DEFINITION PHASE B SCHEDULE
Acltvllles
PROJE C T'&_SYSTE k_iS
CONCEPT DEF
-Ck_
SPRD P¢8
• CON'm,AC TCn REV
.c,qs
• PnEBOARO
• REVIEW Wn_l HOD
CONrIG REWEWS (CR)
• REVIEWS
oPREBOARD
.PC8
• HO'I
! C.._RACTOR / NASA TR
(11EC_ REV ]
SYSTEM DEFINITION
SDR {SEGMENT PCBI
• REVI_'S
- PREBOARD
• PCB
•REVtEW$
• PREBOARD
- PC0 !
.HOs
"rDs PLN. CONTRACTOR {DP,O 10}
tSO ACRV INTEGR PLAN
CDKI"RAGTEO150 TESTSl
$1klJUmON$
POP CYCLE
P_ASE C,K) ASM (PLANN_'O)
: ;g91 ' 1992
[ O¢, i Novl DeC t Jan I 19,3F_IM.,tA,,fM.yb_, i J_'I^_ S'P'F0¢'1No,tD_ ......J'"l_JM"IAp'IM'VfJ_"] J_iIA,glS._
"' ,,,r[__ja'--,-L__L._L_L_._L. I ' [
d =
ii
r
t14>I
u_A,
/
t • I
ACRV PHASE B INTEGRATED SUPPORTING DEFINITION
NASA & THE PRIME CONTRACTOR TEAMS * (LMSC & RI) WILL:
CONDUCT ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONAL SIMULATIONS TO VALIDATE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN DEFINITION AND TO IDENTIFY & EVALUATE DESIGN OPTIONS TO
REDUCE/ABATE PHASE C/D RISKS AND ENHANCE THE DOWNSELECT PROCESS
UTILIZE NASA AND CONTRACTOR FACILITIES TO PERFORM ANALYSIS, TEST,
DEMONSTRATION, AND SIMULATION TASKS ON CANDIDATE (GENERIC ANDCOMPETITION
SENSITIVE)HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO .....
SIMPLE & RELIABLE DESIGNS
LOW COST, NO FRILLS APPROACHES
MINIMIZE DESIGN RISKS IN PHASE C/D
CONDUCT INTEGRATED TESTS (PARTIAL ORFULLSCALE), DEMONSTRATIONS, AND
SIMULATIONS TO VALIDATE EMBEDDED OPERATIONS CONCEPTS
'BOTH CONTRACTORTEAMSHAVEIDENTIFIEDSIGNIFICANTCOSTSHARINGWITH NASA
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INTEGRATED SUPPORTING DEFINITION
THE ISD TASKS WILL BE CONDUCTED UNDER THE FOLLOWING MAJOR
CATEGORIES:
ENGINEERING
- LANDING & RECOVERY
- S/W & AVIONICS
- AERO/AEROTHERMAL
- DORMANCY
- DEFINITION CONTRACT SUPPORT
NASA CONTRACTOR
X X
X X
X X
X
X
OPERATIONS
- EMBEDDED OPERATIONS
- SSFINTERFACES
- MAN-MACHINE &MECH. SYSTEMS
X X
X X
X X
INTEGRATED SUPPORTING DEFINITION
i
HANDS-ON TYPE TASKS TO BE PERFORMED IN FY92 & 93
BY
NAS,4 & PRIME CONTA CTORS:
LANDING & RECOVERY ANALYSIS
AERO-AEROTHERMAL ANALYSIS
TPS/DEBRIS IMPACT ANALYSIS
RESERVE LITHIUM BATTERY DEVELOPMENT
GN & C/AVIONICS SUPPORT
LANDING OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS
WATER TESTS & DEMOS
GPS/ANTENNA ANAL & TEST
COMM & TRACK SYSTEM SUPPORT ANALYSIS
DATA SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
DISPLAY & CoN:rRoL sYSTEM ANALYSIS
SYS. & HEALTH MONITORING & FAILURE ANALYSIS (DORMANCY)
SYSTEMS ENG SIM DEVELOP
PWR DIST & CONTROL BREADBOARD
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INTEGRATED SUPPORTING DEFINITION CONT.
HANDS-ON TYPE TASKS TO BE PERFORMED IN FY92 & 93
BY
NASA & PRIME CONTACTORS:
ECLSSSUPPORT & DEMO
SSF SEPARATION/PROX OPS ANALYSIS
* MAT'L & PROCESS EVALUATION
DRM DEV. & DESIGN ASSESSMENT
FAULT TOL/REDUNDANCY MGMT.
KC135 FLTS/MOCK-UP/EGRESS SIMULATIONS
MED COUCH/LrI'rER DEVELOPMENT
MOCKUPS & TRAINERS (l-G) DEVELOPMENT
UPDATE STD-3000 VOL VI
MED OPS CONCEPT PLANNING
FLT OPS CONCEPT SUPPORT PLANNING
* EMBEDDED OPS SIM/DEMO
DESIGN REVIEWS & SUPPORT
SRM & QA SUPPORT
TOTAL DEFINITION EFFORT/KSC SUPPORT
DDMS SUPPORT
ACRV DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
iflll[ ........
Simple
Available
\
Reliable
Affordable
$3

Manned Transportation System
Study
Jerry Craig
NASA/Johnson Space Center
September 23, 1991
MTS Study
Objective
• To reach consensus on the needs, attributes, and architecture
roducts, thereby en_hancing acceptance and subsequent
plementation of the study results. (In lieu of being policy
makers, this can only be achieved by using a logical, measurable,
and repeatable process.)
Approach
* Pull together representatives from NASA and industry, and try to
obtain consensus on the needs, attributes, and architectures
• JSC, MSFC, I.aRC, KSC
• Boeing, General Dynamics, LMSC, Martin Marietta, McDonnell
Douglas, RI under 8 month contract to JSC (Aug 91-March 92)
• NASA Headquarters
• Perhaps some additional industry input in specific areas
PR_'@I=DIt_ P/IC_F P_LANK NOT FB.IVII_
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MTS Study Products
I Quantified transportation needs as a function of the space agenda
scenarios ("IFs')'NASA may pursue from thepresent to 2020 (i.e.,
what you want the transportation system to do)
2 Determination and weighting of the primary discrimina "t_ing
attributes tl__at the transportation system must possess (i.e., a
"bottom-line measure of how well the transportation system does it)
3 Due to the considerable uncertainty in our specific requirements for
transportation (due to the uncertainty in our space agenda), we will
a) determine and rank manned transportation architecture
options. These architectures are a function of time and are
specific to each space agenda scenario (*'IF')
b) determine top-level output requirements (such as mount and
location of any cargo associated with the next manned
transportation elements) to be used in future studies or design
phases. This provides the framework for NASA and industry to
_letermlne the optimum solution(s) for personnel transportation
to and from space.
4 New ways of doing business "better"
Study Approach
• NASA - Industry Team (NIT) Foru m
• Bring together the best in NASA and industry to work together
to obtain maximum consensus
• Have JSC, industry, headquarters and other centers work
together in a single focused activity
• Architecture solutions will be "needs-based" as a function of the
programs that may be implemented. For example,
• If we just do Big Science program missions
• if we do Big Science and basic SSF program missioris
• If we do Big Science andbasic SSF program missions and SEI
* Determine and prioritize (weight) attributes desired of the potential
solutions
• Assemble/develop candidate transportation elem_ent concepts that
meet the need, determine the values of their attributes, assemble
in to architectures, and score the architectures
Note
• Don't force consensus where consensus doesn't exist
• Obtain credible data to support conclusions reached
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MTS Study Schedule
Activities
MT5 KICKOFF
1992Jan L Feb I Mar
L_
TECHNICAL FORUM MEETINGS i_ _,
AT JSC)
TASK I - Needs Analysis _-
TASK 2 - Attribute Identification
TASK 3 - Tech Data & Analysis _¢--
TASK 4 - Admln Data & Analysis
CONTRACTOR TECHNICAL DATA
PACKAGE DELIVERED
NIT FINAL REPORT
A A A
.... k
Manned Transportation Long Range Schedule
(Calendar Years)
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MANNED TRANSPORTATION
DESIGN PRINCIPLES TO
ENHANCE CREW SAFETY
LESSONS FROM HISTORY
LAUNCH SYSTEMS- DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS/FAILURE
• MAJORITY OF FLIGHT FAILURES ARE PROPULSION
• FIFTY PERCENT OF ALL FAILURES OCCUR WITHIN FIRST 60
SECONDS AND BELOW 50,000 FEET
• HIGH DYNAMIC PRESSURES ASSOCIATED WITH GROUND LAUNCH
CONTRIBUTE TO RAPID BREAK-UP WHEN FAILURES OCCUR --
RE/_T|ON TIMES ARE REEATIVELY SHORT
• SATISFACTORY ABORTS FROM LOW ALTITUDE FAILURES ARE
EXTREMELY DIFFICULT
• SUCCESS RATES ARE EXTREMELY LOWCOMPARED TO OTHER
SYSTEMS -- CONFIRMED BY HIGH INSURANCE RATES
• IMPROVEMENTS IN SUCCESS RATES ARE ESSENTIAL FOR FUTURE
MANNED SPACE LAUNCHES
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LAUNCH SYSTEMS- PRIMARY REQUIREMENTS
MISSION TYPE PRIMARY REQUIREMENT
MANNED SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY (CREW SAFETY)
UNMANNED CARGO
- FREQUENT FLIGHTS
OPERATING COST
HEAVY HEAVY CARGO
- INFREQUENT FLIGHTS
DEVELOPMENT COST
* MISSION SUCCESS IS CRITICAL TO ALL TYPES
MAN-RATING APPROACH TO I. AUNCH VEHICLE SAFETY
• ADDED REDUNDANCY WHERE NEEDED AND
PRACTICAL
• DESIGN FIXES FOR ALL KNOWN DESIGN
WEAKNESSES
• EXTRA QUALITY CONTROL TO MINIMIZE PROCESS
FAILURES
- MAN-RATING APPROACH ALONE HAS NOT PROVEN EFFECTIVE
- MAN-RATING APPROACH IS NECESSARY BUT NOT SUFFICIENT
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PURPOSE OF CASE STUDY
• DEMONSTRATE THAT A LARGE INCREASE IN
RELIABILITY IS FEASIBLE
• IDENTIFY ANY MAJOR IMPEDIMENTS TO
FEASIBILITY (SHOW-STOPPERS)
• AIR LAUNCH WITH SOLID ROCKETS NOT THE
ONLY SOLUTION
TWIN C5 AIR LAUNCH VEHICLE
FI_IAL V_ P,.SION
$p,==d 0.611• 0+1I/_i
O_V_ "0,673s1_
8_. _1 / I.II11_ • 1.1"_1_ _ll
..l,,il lO.lll
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AIR LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
Spacecraft
Launch wt. (Ib)
Insertion wl. (Ib)*
Stage 3
Total wt. (Ib)
Propellent wt. (Ib)
Visp. sec.
Inert wt. (Ib)
SLage wt. [tb 1 750Motor t. 7,271
Stage 2
Total wt. lib)
Propellent wt. (Ib)
'isp. sec.
nert. wt. (Ib)
Stage wt.(Ib) 2,095
Motor wt. (Ib} 16,695
Stage 1
Total wt. (Ib)
Prop. wl. (115)
Visp. sec.
Inert[ wt. (Ib)
Stagewt.(Ib) 3,257
Motor wt. (Ib) 66,517
Gross Ignition wt. (lb)
' To 220 n. rnl. 28.5"
3 Stage
45,624
34,414
88,021
80,000
301.6
8,021
218,790
200,000
293.1
18,790
757,379
687,605
283.5
69,774
1,111,806
¢p_l
r--
"%.! ,.;
/;.v.v.'t
't,_.'.,..
"_---"1
I
I
I
..<--I
I
I
I
I
MAJOR PARAMETERS
PARAMETER.
SIZE OF SYSTEM
AIRCRAFT CHOSEN
DROP ALTITUDE
ROCKET DESIGN
VALUE
+1,000,000 POUNDS
TWIN C5
40,000 FEET
3-STAGE SOLIDS
RATIONALE
LARGEST PRACTICAL
ADAPTATION OF
EXISTING AIRCRAFT
VERY LARGE HIGH-WING
AIRCRAFT
ADAPTATION OF EXISTING
SOLID MOTORS
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SPACECRAFT
ASSUMPTIONS
• SPACECRAFT PROVIDED FUNCTIONS-- STS CONCEPT
GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL
. COMMUNICATIONS, DATA MANAGEMENT, AND TRACKING
SYSTEMS
. PYROTECHNIC SEQUENCING, SAFE AND ARM FUNCTIONS,
EXCLUDING INDEPENDENT RANGE SAFETY STAGE
REQUIREMENTS
THERMAL PROTECTION DURING ASCENT (NO SHROUD)
PROPELLENT AND THRUST FOR ORBITAL INSERTION AND
CIRCULARIZATION
SPACECRAFT WEIGHT AT INSERTION (220 N.MI., 28.5 °) = 34,414
POUNDS
FOR REFERENCE:
PLS LIFTING BODY, 10 PEOPLE ........................... 34,354
PLS BICONIC, 10 PEOPLE ..................................... 30,524
ACRV, LAUNCH CONFIG., 8 PEOPLE, EST .......... 27,000
- LOW DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONSIDERATIONS
• THE MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURE ENCOUNTERED WITH AN
AIR LAUNCHED MANNED SPACECRAFT IS APPROXIMATELY 1/3
TO 1/2 THAT ENCOUNTERED WITH G_OUND LAUNCH
• FLIGHT VEHICLE STRUCTURAL BENEFITS OF LOW DYNAMIC
PRESSURE_ L_.____-- .: -: !7:::,-:::-- -
- LOWER Q'S WILL TEND TO REDUCE THE Q-ALPHA OF THE
LAUNCH-VEHICLEWHIGH INTURN WILL REDUCE THE
OVERALL BENDING MOMENT INDUCED INTO THE
STRUCTURE
• LOWER AXIAL LOADS ON THE FLIGHT VEHICLE
STRUCTURE =-- " .....
• LOWER DELTA PRESSURES ACROSS THE SKIN OF THE
FLIGHT SYSTEM
• LOWER INITIAL PRESSURES IN THE VENTED FLIGHT
SYSTEM COMPARTMENTS
• IMPROVED ABORT SYSTEM AND CREW REACTION TIME
MARGINS
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LAUNCHVEHICLE FLIGHT ENVIRONMENTS
LAUNCH SYSTEM
LIFTOFF
T/W
MAXIMUM DYNAMIC
PRESS.,PSF
MAXIMUM AXIAL
ACCELERATION, G'S
SHUTTLE 1.4 720 3
DELTA 11-7920 1.25 1205 5.9
TITAN iV 1.3 950 5.6
ATLAS I 1.2 650 5.5
AIR LAUNCH 2 STG. 1.39 *296 3
AIR LAUNCH 3 STG. 1.32 *327 2.77
* NOTE: LOWER MAXIMUM DYNAMIC PRESSURES ARE SIGNIFICANT
AIR LAUNCH DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
• USES ROCKETS WHERE ROCKETS ARE EFFICIENT,
AIRBREATHERS WHERE AIRBREATHERS ARE EFFICIENT
• MAY PERMIT CROSSING CERTAIN THRESHOLDS
LARGE MONOLITHIC SOLID MOTORS
FIXED NOZZELS
FULLY REUSABLE BOOSTERS
• THESE FACTORS SHOULD BE EVALUATED IN THE CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN PROCESS
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ASSUMEHISTORICALAVERAGE RELIABILITY
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS .9896
SEGMENTED SOLID MOTORS .9910
MONOLITHIC SOLID MOTORS .9983
AIRCRAFT TURBOFAN ENGINES .9999+
ABORT CHARACTERISTICS
FRACTION OFFAILURES ABORTABLE (ASSUMED)
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS
SEGMENTED SOLID MOTORS
MONOLITHIC SOLID MOTORS
TURBOFANS
FRACTION OF ABORTS SUCCESSFUL (ASSUMED)
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS
SEGMENTED SOLID MOTORS
MONOLITHIC SOLID MOTORS
TURBOFANS
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LV-A
LV-B
W/ABORT
CAPABILITY
.7
0
.9
0
AIR LAUNCH
.5
.9999
.9
.9999
SUGGESTED RELIABILITY GOALS FOR SPACE
LAUNCHED SYSTEMS 1991 -- 2000 & BEYOND
1 : 10,000,000
1 : 1,000,000
1:100,000
w
k-
g;
1:10,000
uJ
w
u. 1:1000
st._cEss R,AnO ........ 10eW_ r
F/4LUI_ R,_'tlO...... ! I 1,170,U4
1:100
eu,_ uul _no Jn_i
CREW
SURVWN. PATE Ir,J_=_ ,_
Fk_,.tmE t=r4e
.9 ,99 .999 .9999 .99999
!i:i
.999999
SUCCESS RATE
ASSESSMENT OF FEASIBILITY
• NO MAJOR SHOW-STOPPERS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED
• POTENTIAL EXISTS FOR SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN
FLIGHT CREW SAFETY
• LIFT CAPABILITY OF 30,000 LB. TO 220 NMI. CIRCULAR AT
28.5 ° INCLINATION IS FEASIBLE
• AIR-LA UNCH WITH SOLID ROCKETS NOT THE ONL Y
SOL UTION
- BETTER SOLUTIONS ARE PROBABL Y A TTAINABLE
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3.3 Single Stage to Orbit/SDIO-
James R. French, Strategic
Defense Initiative Organization
This paper included a discussion of the
United States' need for a launch system that
demonstrates both high capacity and low cost.
Current systems, which typically require two
years' lead time to provide on-orbit service to
space platforms, are too inflexible for many
missions. A system is needed that is able to
operate in much the same way as existing
commercial aircraft. The SSTO program is
focused on satisfying aircraft-like
operations and logistics support
requirements such as engine-out intact abort
capability and seven-day, 350-man-day
vehicle turnaround times.
The SSTO program underway by the
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization
has the following objectives:
To unite today's advanced aeronautics
and space technologies developed by the
government and industry for NASP and
other relevant applications
To demonstrate an alternative U.S.
launch system with the potential for
weekly or daily scheduling and low
operational costs
To ensure the capability to meet civil and
military space mission needs involving
both satellite deployment and personnel
transfer
To design, develop and validate an SSTO
launch system for manned and
unmanned missions
SDIO's SSTO program is benefiting from
previous investments in advanced
technologies to aggressively challenge
existing limits on vehicle operability,
maintainability, reliability and cost. The
present program has completed Phase I,
which featured competition between Boeing,
General Dynamics, McDonnell Douglas and
Rockwell International. The initial
solicitation allowed industry to consider a
wide variety of potential designs such as
vertical and horizontal take-off and landing
schemes, winged vehicles and ballistic vehi-
cles. Phase I demonstrated that multiple
SSTO concepts using all-rocket propulsion
appear feasible.
The SSTO program is now proceeding into
Phase II with the fabrication and flight test of
a subscale "X" rocket demonstration vehicle
using the ballistic vertical take-off, vertical
landing design developed by McDonnell
Douglas Space Systems Corporation
(MDSSC). In parallel, SDIO and MDSSC
will define a full-scale "Y" rocket. Based
upon the results of Phase II, which is
scheduled to extend through FY 1993, the
SDIO will decide upon proceeding with Phase
III and the fabrication and flight testing of
the "Y" experimental prototype.
The SSTO program, which is predicated on
full reusability, is using a streamlined set of
mission-oriented contract specifications.
Key performance parameters, such as the
ability to take 10 klb. to polar orbit, or 20 klb.
to a lower inclination orbit, would allow
SSTO to handle 60-80% of U.S. payloads. The
SSTO vehicle is also intended to ultimately
satisfy requirements for improved oper-
ability and man-rateable levels of safety.
The "Y" vehicle will include a cockpit and
crew compartment for use on manned mis-
sions, but a crew is not necessary and the
SSTO vehicle will be able to operate
unmanned. In fact, the cockpit and crew
compartment could be removed for
unmanned missions although the advantage
of greater payload capacity would be offset by
the added complexity of recertifying the
vehicle for manned flight following the
reinstallation of the cockpit and crew
compartment.
The SSTO vehicle will carry its payload
amidships. This offers the important
advantage of minimizing the impact of
payload mass and mass distribution on the
vehicle's center of gravity, and it also
provides operational advantages in
preparing for launch on short notice as well
as minimizing the change in vehicle flight
performance after the payload is delivered to
orbit.
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The McDonnell Douglas operations concept
includes vertical take-off, up to four days of
on-orbit operations, a nose-forward reentry
with a crossrange capability of 1640 kin, and
a nose-up vertical landing following a pitch-
up maneuver at an altitude of 10,000 feet. The
SSTO office is aware of the many technical
challenges that they must overcome to make
this concept a reality. For example:
Special care is necessary to control
propellant positioning in the tanks and
lines during the pitch-up maneuver prior
to landing.
Weight growth is critical because the
viability of all SSTO designs is closely
tied to propellant mass fraction and,
hence, vehicle weight. Langley Research
Center reviewed the current baseline
design for the SSTO and provided
important feedback to SDIO. In particu-
lar, LaRC suggested that vehicle inert
weight, which was at that point estimated
to be 80 klb. and has since increased to
about 100 klb., might grow to as much as
150 klb.
Engine performance is also extremely
important. The existing program
includes two L02/LH2 engine design
options for eventual use in the "Y"
vehicle: a modular aerospike engine,
and a cluster of new high-performance
bell engines. The much smaller "X"
vehicle will use four RL-10's modified for
sea-level start and throttling.
Three materials and structures issues are
evident:
Thermal Protection System. A thermal
protection system is needed which
demonstrates elevated temperature
limits, minimum weight, resistance to
impact by bird strikes, minimal or no
coating requirements, and no moisture
absorbancy. Absorption of moisture is
impermissible because of its effect on
performance and vehicle weight. If a
coating is required, it should last for at
least five-to-10+ flights to lessen its
impact on operations and turnaround
time.
Cryogenic Tankage. Cryogenic tanks
must be easy to fabricate and operate
leak-free for many thermal cycles. The
ability to conduct reliable and
meaningful inspections of tanks between
flights becomes a very important and
difficult challenge, especially for
wrapped tanks.
_. Vehicle structures must
provide adequate rigidity, strength, and
vibration damping with minimum
weight. They must also be compatible
with effective joining techniques and
resist all types of mechanical failure,
including fatigue, for the number of
cycles the structure will undergo during
the total vehicle lifetime.
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BACKGROUND
LAUNCH CAPACITY VS CAPABILITY
-- NUMEROUS BO]-FLENECKS IN INTEGRATION AND OPERATIONS
-- SCHEDULES OFTEN PERTURBED BY LAUNCH DELAYS
-- COMMERCIAL USERS DISCOURAGED BY LACK OF SCHEDULE ASSURANCE
-- LAUNCH RATE LESS THAN ONE-THIRD OF THE USSR
U.S. SPACE LAUNCH IS HIGH COST
-- LARGE STANDING-ARMIES REQUIRED FOR LAUNCH SUPPORT
q CUSTOM BUILT SINGLE EVENT SYSTEMS (DISPOSABLE/PARTLY REUSABLE)
U.S. SPACE SYSTEMS LACK MARGIN
LAUNCHES HELD UP BY WEATHER (RAIN, COLD, W!NDS ALOFT, CLOUDS)
-- PAYLOADS HAMPERED BY LACK OF GROWTH POTENTIAL
NO SLACK IN TURNAROUND TIME
-- TRAFFIC LIMITATIONS - #LAUNCHES/YEAR
SDIO SSTO OBJECTIVES
BRING TOGETHER TODAY'S TECHNOLOGIES
-- NASP AND SDIO MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
-- BITE AND OTHER AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGIES
-- COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION AND DESIGN ADVANCEMENTS
DEMONSTRATE A U.S. LAUNCH SYSTEM ALTERNATIVE
u HIGH CAPACITY (WEEKLY/DAILY SCHEDULE)
m LOW COST ASSURED ACCESS TO SPACE
ENSURE A WIDE VARIETY OF POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
SDS DEPLOYMENT (GPALS)
SPACE EXPLORATION INITIATIVE (SEI)
-- PERSONNEL TRANSPORT
ON-ORBIT SERVICING AND REPAIR
DESIGN, DEVELOP, AND VALIDATE MANNABLE SSTO LAUNCH SYSTEM
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DESIGN GOALS
• AIRCRAFT LIKE OPERATIONS AND LOGISTICS SUPPORT
-- ENGINE OUT INTACT ABORT CAPABILITY
-- 7-DAY, 350 MAN-DAY TURNAROUND
• 10,000 POUNDS TO POLAR ORBIT
• 600 FT/SEC ON-ORBIT AV FOR MANEUVER
• MANNED OR UNMANNED
SDIO SSTO PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
USE RAPID PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY (DELTA 180, 181, & DELTA STAR)
-- SMALL TECHNOLOGY COMPETENT GOVERNMENT TEAM
-- SDIO, NASA, AF SPACECOM, SSD, NASP ASTRONAUTICS LAB
-- TASK/ON-CALL MODELING/SIMULATION FOR THE GOVT TEAM
-- SHORT SINGLE LINE OF AUTHORITY
-- MINIMIZE MICROMANAGEMENT -- GIVE THE CONTRACTORS ROOM TO BE INNOVATIVE
-- USE APPLIED TECHNOLOGY WISELY; AVOID TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS
-- DO NOT OVER ENGINEER THE CONCEPT; DO NOT OPTIMIZE TO DEATH
DE MON STRATOI_PROTOTYPE APPROACH
SHOW THAT SSTO IS AN ENGINEERING PROBLEM NOT A TECHNOLOGY QUESTION
-- BUILD AND FLY VEHICLE NOT EXCESS PAPER
-- USE TEST BUILDING BLOCK APPROACH
-- SUBORBITAL DEMO SHOWS AIRCRAFT OPERABILITY IN THE FLEET MODE
-- GET HARD DATA NOT ESTIMATES OR ENGINEERING JUDGEMENTS
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PHASE ONE COMPLETED
• FOUR CONTRACTORS
-- BOEING
-- GENERAL DYNAMICS
-- MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
-- ROCKWELL
• CONCEPT DEFINITION
--CONCEPTEVALUATION/
SELECTION
--CONCEPT REFINEMENT
AND RISK REDUCTION
BOEING
MCDONNELL DOUGIAS ROCKWELL
PHASE ONE RESULTS
• VEHICLE CONCEPT DEFINITION & EVALUATION
- BASIC CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
- TURNAROUND APPROACH DEFINED AND ANALYZED
- EARLY RISK REDUCTION DEMONSTRATIONS
- DEFINE APPLICABLE TECHNOLOGIES
• PROGRAM EVALUATION
- PROGRAM PLAN & SCtIEDULE DEFINED
- EMPHASIZE LOW COST
- IDENTIFY INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS
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PHASE TWO
• TWO TRACK APPROACH
- PROTOTYPE VEHICLE DESIGN TO "CDR", LATE FY 93
- PARALLEL TECHNOLOGY/HARDWARE DEMOS LEADING TO
SUBORBITAl. FLlGl.rr 1N '95
• COMPETITION FOR PHASE TWO CARRIED OUT MAY THRU
AUGUST '91
- THREE BIDDER "rEAMS
- MDSSC - LED TEAM SELECTED
THE MDSSC DELTA CLIPPER
CONCEPT
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MAJOR MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
TECHNICAL ISSUES
• THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
- TEMPERATU I_ LIMIT
- MINIMUM WEIGHT
- NO MOISTURE ABSORBENCY
- IMPACT RESISTANT
-NO (OR MINIMAL) COATING
• CRYOGENIC TANKAGE
- CYCLE LIFE
- LEAK FREE (COMPOSITE)
- FABRICABILITY
• STRUCTURE
- MINIMUM V_rEIGHT
- RIGIDITY
- VIBRATION DAMPING
- FABRICATION / JOINING TECh'NIQUES
- FATIGUE / CYCLE LIFE
FISCAL YEAR
Phase I
Concept Exploration
90 91
Phase II
Prototype Design &
Hardware
Demonstrations
Phase lII
Exoerlmental Prototype
[[I COM PLK'I_D
SCHEDULE
92 93
Design
Selection Final
ak A Revtevv_
RF_'A _ Zk Zk
I
94 95 96 97 98
'X Rocket Fabrk'atlorl &
Fhg u Test
"1" Prototype Desigl
Hardware Demos
Isi Fltgh
A ZX SSTO
]
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3.4 National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) Airframe Structures and
Materials Overview - Terence Ronald, NASP Joint Project Office (JPO) 1
Terence Ronald presented an overview of the NASP airframe structures and materials. Due to
International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR) restrictions, this presentation has not been
reproduced for this publication.
1Speaking on behalf of J. Arrington, who was unable to attend.
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4.0 MANNED TRANSFER
VEHICLES
4.1 Lunar Transfer Vehicle Studies-
Joseph Keeley, Martin Marietta
Lunar transportation architectures exist for
several different mission scenarios. Direct
flights from Earth are possible, as the Apollo
program clearly demonstrated.
Alternatively, a space transfer vehicle could
be constructed in space by using the Space
Station as a base of operations, or multiple
vehicles could be launched from Earth and
dock in LEO without using a space station for
support. Similarly, returning personnel
could proceed directly to Earth or rendezvous
at the Space Station for a ride back home on
the Space Shuttle. Multiple design concepts
exist which are compatible with these
scenarios and which can support
requirements of cargo, personnel, and
mission objectives. Regardless of the
ultimate mission selected, some technologies
will certainly play a key role in the design
and operation of advanced lunar transfer
vehicles. Current technologies are capable of
delivering astronauts to the lunar surface,
but improvements are needed to affordably
transfer the material and equipment that
will be needed for establishing a lunar base.
Materials and structures advances, in par-
ticular, will enable the development of more
capable cryogenic fluid management and
propulsion systems, improved structures,
and more efficient vehicle assembly,
servicing and processing.
Advanced materials such as aluminum-
lithium and graphite epoxy composites are
anticipated to reduce the weight of vehicle
structures and increase the payload mass
fraction of space transfer vehicles. Even
without optimizing the component design to
most advantageously use the improved
properties of these materials, a comparison of
the weights of system elements indicates that
component dry mass could be reduced by 15%
to 55%. The greatest weight savings are
available on items such as tanks and Lunar
Excursion Vehicle lander legs.
Additional studies are needed to assess and
prioritize technology development efforts.
The assessment of alternative concepts must
include more than just life cycle costs.
Performance, schedule and other factors,
such as operational life, producibility,
maintainability, and fault tolerance, are
also key discriminators. Nonetheless,
affordability is undeniably important, and a
careful examination of the life cycle costs of
aeroassisted vs. all-propulsive systems
reveals that payoffs may exist for the use of
aerobrakes for reusable manned lunar
transfer vehicles. If aerobrakes are used as
part of the propulsion system, advanced
structural and material sciences will play a
key role in their development.
PREG_.DING PhGE _L_K t_OT FtLM_J:)
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LUNAR TRANSFER SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGIES
Joseph Keeley
(303) 977-8614
PRECEDING PAGE BL_NK NOT FILM#,D
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A le,nda
Space Transfer Objectives
Lunar Transfer Concept
Technology Applications/Benefits
Aerobrake Technology
"Design of Experiments" for Materials
Program Summary
Lunar Transfer Options
TO the Moon
• Direct Flight and Return (Apollo) i
• Space Based (90 Day SEI Study)
• Ground Based Rendezvous & Docking in LEO
Er_qm thQ Moon --
• Return Direct to Earth (Apollo) --"
• LEO Rendezvous at Station/Shuttle Deorbit/Landing F-
ro
z
8O m
LTV Confi_luration with Cargo
Cargo
Cargo Attach
Stru,
Mass Properties Summary (t)
Structure 1.00
DropTanks 6.50
Core Propulsion .97
Main Engines 1.24
RCS .14
GN&C ,12
C&DM ,26
Power .45
Thermal Control .15
Aerobrake 1,81
Crew Module 6,63
Contingency 2,89
Total Dry Weight 22.16
i
,Single Propulsion Lunar Transportation System
Crew Cab
Return
Tanks
Cargo
\
Side View
• Single Stage Yields Low Life Cycle Cost
Single Propulsion System
Single Crew Module
- High Reusability Of Elements
• No Aerobrake Penetrations
• Piloted Configuration Supports 33.0 mt
"Cargo-Only" Requirement
• Single Stage Yields Lowest Number of
Mission Failure Modes
- No Crew Transfers
- No Cargo/Crew Transfer
• Potential For Reusable "Cargo-Only
Vehicles"
• 25 ft x 100 mt ETO Capability Requirement
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LTS Configuration Family
Piloted Configuration
,Cargo (Reusable) Configuration
i
Cargo (Expendable) Configuration
Single Propulsion System
Common Propulsion/Avionics Core
Single Craw Module
Large Cargo Platform ~ 14.8 m x 10.5 m
Rigid Aerobrake - 13.7 m
Piloted Cargo - 14.6 t
- w/Propellant Mass - 174.0 t
Expendable Cargo - 33.0 t (max - 37.4 t)
- w/Propellant Mass - 146.5 t (max - 161.3 t)
Reusable Cargo - 25.9 t
- w/Propellant Mass - 169.3 t
STV as HLLV Upper Stage
h
• Several STV DRMs Require Similar aVs
&V=3.96km/s
(5 day Transfer)
.27 km/s
Future HLLV's Will Need
a Generic High Energy
Capability
Any New HLLV Will Be At
Least 27.6' Diameter
(Same as ET)
Upper Stage (STV)
Should Be Designed to
Maximize Payload
To Commonly Used
Destinations: GEO, LLO,
X-Mars
Burnin_l Upper Stage to
LEO Drives Stage to
Different Design
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STV Objectives
ii
• Define the Preferred Concept(s) and Programmatics of a Space
Transfer Vehicle System to Accomplish Unmanned Delivery and
Manned Exploration Missions
• Evolve from an Initial Vehicle that Captures National Unmanned
Earth Orbit and Planetary Missions (DOD and NASA)
• Identify Critical Technology Requirements and Provide
Technology and Advanced Development Program Planning Data
• Expand Space Transfer Vehicle Interfaces/Interactions For:
Operating at Space Station, or LEO Node
A Range of Launch Vehicles
Manrated Reusable Vehicles
NASA & Air Force Joint Use
I Provide a Cost-Effective Space Transfer Vehicle System Capable
of Meeting National Goals for Unmanned Space Transfer and
Meeting the Needs of a Manned Exploration Program Leading to
Human Presence on the Moon and Evolution to Mars J
LTV/LEV Configuration
Crew Cabs,
10.2m _1
8m
Lunar Transfer Vehicle
(LTV) Lunar Excursion Vehicle(LEV)
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STV As HLLV Upper Stage
Bay]gad Ca_bllltles to LLO N km/s) 34.6
(All Masses in tonnes)
Heiaht (m) 82.3
Gross Mpss 2,172
staoe-0
2 Advanced Solid Rocket Boosters 1,214.5
Staoe-1
External Tank & SSME Engine Pod 780.5
(Ignited Sub-Orbital)
Usable Propellant 106.1
Inert Mass 14.6
Total Engine Thrust (kN) 392
Specific Impulse (sec) 468
Payload Falrlna (ALS Design) 20.4
TV Represents Potential Upper_
tage Candidate to Support |
n-going HLLV Development J
STV Technology & Advanced Development Areas
Cryogenic Fluid Management
Avionics, Power, Software and Vehicle Health Mgt
• Cryogenic Engines and Propulsion
• Vehicle Structure and Tankage
• Aerobrake
• Flight Operations
• Ground Operations
Advanced Propulsion
Vehicle Assembly, Servicing & Processing
Crew ModuleEnvironmental Control & Life Support System
• Lunar and Mars Surface Operations
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STV Space-Based Zero Base Technology Concept
STV Phase 1 Lunar Study Reference Vehicle
With State-Of-The-Art Technology
• RL10A-4 Engine (Man-Rated &
Space-Base Certified)
• Aluminum Tanks and Structure
• Centaur Cryogenic Fluid
Management/Wet Tanks
• Off-The-Shelf Aluminum/Mylar MLI
• Space Station Avionics
• Nickel Zinc Batteries
• Apollo Thermal Protection System
• Hydrazine Auxiliary Propulsion
System
Tech./Adv. Dev. Cost & Perform. Benefits
Zero Base Technology Concept Recurring Cost Profile : 90 day Reference Vehicle
2000
Launch Ops $87'5 M.
• Program Man. $h_BM /.
• System Eng. $24 M /
[] LTS Production $134 M/// _ [] Launch Ops. $ 5 M
/ • ETO $ 870 M
03
" 1()00
a.
_ I_1 Crew Module $57M_ [] Aerobrake $ 3 M0 • Structures $ 60 M
m Avionics $ 48 M
__ • Propulsion $16 M
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STV Technolo ly & Adv. Dev. Assessment Criteria
• Cost Life Cycle Cost - Recurring and Nonrecurring
Recurring Savings per Vehicle
DDT&E and R&T Costs
Cost Benefit - LCC/R&T Cost
Net Present Value @ 5%
• Performance Satisfy Operation Requirements
Satisfy Safety Requirements
Reliability
STV Impacts
Launch Vehicle and Infrastructure Impacts
Robust Design - Large Margins
• Schedule Readiness Level 6 by STV Preliminary Design Review
Risk - Lead Time
• Other Operational Life - Reusability
Producibility
Maintainability
Adaptability
Ability to Man-Rate
Fault Tolerance Capability
Ability to Space-Base
Aeroassist vs All Propulsive
Objectives
Ground Rules
• Determine Relative LCC Benefits of Aeroassist as a
Function of:
Aerobrake Mass Fraction
ETO Cost per Pound
Aerobrake Development Cost
• Return to LEO From Lunar Mission
Rigid AB, 5 Reuses
Concept
Single Propulsion Module
Single Crew Compartment
AB Stays in LLOf0r Aergas_!st Version
TEl/LEO Propellant Tanks Stay in LLO for All Propulsive Version
• ASE Engines; lsp = 476sec_ _
• Piloted Vehicle Missions Only, 21 Flights
• 14.6 t Cargo iD Addition to Crew
• AV from _eroassist = 3i50 M/_ec (10,332 ft/sec)
• AB Recurring Cost = $12M
AB Development Cost = Variable
ETO Cost ($/Ib) = Variable
AB Weight Fraction = VariableAB Weight Fraction Definition:
AB Str/TP_ Mass
Total Entry Mass
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LTV Aerobrake
folds
13.72 m (45 ft)
Diameter Rigid
Aerobrake
Folds In 2 Places
Aerobrake LCC Savings Relative to All Propulsive
20
15
0% Savings Plane
Break Even Plane
IETO Costs of $2500/Ib i
8?
LTV Aerobrake Technology Needs
Aerobrake/Aeroasslst Structures/Materials
TPS - Rigid/Flexible, Temps to 3500 ° F,
Reusable, Human Safe, Repairable in Space,
Propellant Resistant, High Q
Backup Structure - Stiff, Heat Resistant > 600°F
Light Weight, Foldable
Hinge and Lock Mechanisms - Erectable,
Automated Foldout/Lock Up,
Failure Redundant, Backup/Dual System,
Human Operator Backup
NDE/ND! - Pre Flight Configuration, Mfg Inspection,
In Flight or Space-Based Certification
Thermal Control
Solar Cells - Flex Deployment/Retraction
Debris/Environment Protection
Aerobrake Summary
ResuItF
• Rigid vs Flexible
Rigid Retained as Baseline
- 3-Piece Hinged Concept Minimizes Rigid A/B on-Orbit Assembly Operations
- Rigid Brake Technology More Mature
- Flexible Brake Technology Should Be Developed Since It Offers Better (Lower
Cost) ETO Manifesting, Fewer Joints, and Assembly Advantages
• Aerobrake vs All Propulsive
Life Cycle Cost Payoffs Exist for Aerobraking Over a Wide Range of Aerobrake
Efficlencles
Issues
• Flight Testing Prior to Full Scale Vehicle Flights
• Reusability
• Shape - Wake Heating / Packaging
g$
Structures DOE Analysis
• Evaluated Structural Components of the STV Phase I Configuration
- Core Structure, Aerobrake, Drop Tanks, Crew Cab, Core Tanks,
Lander Legs and Drop Tanks Support Structure
• Evaluated Three Materials
- Aluminum, Aluminum-Lithium and Composites (Graphite Epoxy)
• Maintained Same Design Configuration for All Materials
- Did Not Optimize Component Design for AI-Li or Composites
- Composite Sizing Based on Constant Material Properties, Not
Adjusted for Ply Direction or Minimum Ply Thickness
• DOE L27 Matrix Used to Evaluate Combinations of the Seven
Structural Components with the Three Materials
- Response is the Vehicle Dry Mass
- 15% Growth Factor Included in Dry Mass
• All Pressure Vessels Sized for Burst Pressure
Structural Component Mass Summary
I
• Structural Component Mass (kg) Based on Material Selection
• Aluminum-Lithium Structure Reduces Component Dry Mass
By 16 to 50%
• Composite Structure Reduces Component Dry Mass By 18 to 56%
* Composite Structure Not Optimized - Greater Mass
Reduction Possible if Structure Redesigned
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Structures DOE Analysis Results
• DOE Reduced Number of Analysis Combinations from 343 to 27
343 = 7 Components with 3 Combinations
• Comparison of Component DOE Results to the Percent of Overall
Vehicle Mass Indicates Which Component Was Influenced Most by
Materials Change
a)
o
60
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Structural Component
• % Contribution to Variation
(DOE Results)
• % of Overall Vehicle Dry Mass
Comparison of Structural Material Changes
• Comparison of Materials Change on Vehicle Components
- Aluminum Structure Is the Heaviest Option
- Overall Vehicle Dry Mass Reduced Approximately 28% By Using
Advanced Structures
- Vehicle Dry Mass Reduction Trends Illustrated in Graphs
Comparison of Material Change on Crew Cab,
33000
32000
_ 310130
_' 30000
O
o
29000
28000
27000
Drop Tanks and Aerobrake
! i i
AI AI-Li Comp
Material
Comparison of Material Change on Drop Tank
A 33000 Structure, Core Structure and Core Tanks
3oooo1
28000
27000 I , . , . ,
AI AIoLi Comp
Matertal
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LTS Program Overview
Lunar Transportation S stem Overview
LTS SUMMARY IyCCHEDULE
Bele_alc¢M_tQ_
Proaram Mllestonn
Phase B Conce_
&Definilion
Tech / Adv. Developmenl I]- ..... - _
Phase C/D Design & Dev
• LT$ Design
- Subsystem Development
• LTS Dual Testing
(STA, FlA, PTA, GTV)
•Operational Suppoc[ Eqmt
,KSC Facilities
__ _999 2000 200_ 2002 2o03 2o04
I JZl314p 121314Jl12131_J314 ]1 _2_3_4Jl 1213J4
/vB HLLV
D_zm° T_TFIt
O B O C/I) C/Coml:)nt C/Ground FII 1st Cargo
ATP ATP S[)R PDR CDR Dual Tests Test Mission
v _ vv v vv v v v
CDR B4.
, IIII
PDR CDR
m ,,
ASDR_APDR _COR AC_CO
LTS (90 Day Reference) At LEO
!
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Program Flexibility & Schedule Is Technology Limited
Study Developing Technology Roadmaps
- Technology Assessment
- Improvement Schedules
- Prioritization
Schedule & Vehicle Flexibility/Evolution Are Constrained By
Technology Maturity.
- RL-10 vs. ASE
- Propulsive vs. Aeroassist
Expendable Upper Stage vs. Advanced Avionics Architecture
Operations Intensive vs. Autonomy
• Aggressive Technology & Advanced Development Program Required
To Meet All Objectives.
- Early Flight Tests For Technology Validations
'Z/,,_,l,/_llll, I/,/=_(,I,/.I,tlll_[l_(llJ_l/ll_111(_ll_111_ll_l_l//_
The _ t v _tuay wnti uaent_ty/ne Hequtrea i ecnnotogy _JfAI
Accelerations And Improvements Incorporated via _/'J/"_
Planned Sta_ed Insertion. P'///JII
//////////////LZZ////////_U_'_///////l//l/////l/////////////_///_
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4.2 Mars Transfer Vehicle
Studies -
Gordon Woodcock, Boeing
Earth-to-Mars distances vary from 60 to 400
million kilometers over a 14-year cycle.
This complicates Mars mission design as a
function of calendar time. Stay times at
Mars are also strongly driven by
opportunities for a return flight path which
are within the limits of delta-V associated
with practical space vehicles.
The biggest difference between Mars and
lunar transfer missions is mission time,
which grows from a few days for the moon,
to as much as a few hundred days for Mars
missions. As a result, modules for
similarly sized crews must be much larger
for Mars missions than for transfer to
lunar orbit.
Technology challenges for one Mars
mission scenario analyzed by Boeing
include aerobrakes, propulsion, and life
support systems. Mission performance is
very sensitive to aerobrake weight fraction
and, as a result, there is an incentive to use
high performance materials such as
advanced composites and thermal protection
systems. Lander aerobrake would be used
twice (for both planetary capture and
descent to the Mars surface), and it would
need to survive temperatures up to 3500
degrees.
The ascent from the lunar surface could use
a cryogenic propulsion system to maximize
performance. Cryogenic storage concepts
such as a vacuum jacket combined with
multi-layer insulation could be used to
insulate the cryogenic tank. Otherwise,
storable propellants would need to be used.
Boeing has examined various propulsion
systems. Nuclear propulsion systems offer
good potential performance, but aerobrakes
are still needed for the descent vehicle even
if the transfer vehicle uses propulsive
orbital capture at Mars.
Nuclear thermal propulsion systems use
all-hydrogen fuel. Because of its low
density, these nuclear thermal systems are
sensitive to hydrogen tank fraction, which
depends greatly on tank structural and
thermal control technologies.
Studies at LeRC have shown that acceptable
trip times can be accomplished by nuclear
electric propulsion systems with powers on
the order of 15-20 MW. Nonetheless, high
power nuclear electric propulsion systems
can also involve serious technology chal-
lenges such as high power dynamic power
conversion, assembly in space of large
mechanical structures and fluid systems,
long-term performance of liquid metal
systems, and overall complexity.
Solar electric systems are, in many
respects, simpler to deal with than the
alternatives. Although they are large,
fabrication involves repetitive operations,
they have minimal fluid systems, and they
are inherently redundant. Technology
challenges include the need to reduce the
cost of the arrays by a factor of about 10
(from approximately $2000 to $200 per watt)
to make solar electric systems affordable.
Terrestrial solar arrays are currently
available for about $2 per watt.
Assuming an ETO launch vehicle with a
capacity of 100-150 tons, it would take six or
seven launches to stage in LEO a transfer
vehicle with a nuclear thermal propulsion
system. Assembly would also require
establishment of a platform as a base for the
assembly process. New concepts and
technologies are needed to facilitate in-
space construction. For example, it may be
possible to use some of the systems and
structures of the Mars transfer vehicle to
support the assembly platform, rather than
first constructing a separate and self-
contained assembly platform.
Aerobrakes have their own set of
construction issues which vary somewhat
with aerobrake design parameters such as
the [/D ratio.
Boeing has studied the challenges
associated with the need to place large
cargos on the Martian surface. Assuming a
cargo diameter of seven-to-eight meters and
a length of 15 meters, the size of the cargo
drives the overall size of the lander. If
more than one lander is used to deliver, for
example, separate sections of a Martian
base, then the landers will also need some
ability to relocate on the surface (so that the
payload elements may be joined after
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delivery) unless the mission also includes
a separate surface transporter.
It would be possible to deliver a Mars lander
to LEO in a single piece using a 150-ton
class launch vehicle. However, the launch
vehicles included within the proposed NLS
program will not be able to accommodate the
mass and configuration of the Mars lander
analyzed by Boeing.
Mission requirements for Mars are not yet
fixed. Mass requirements seem to be
growing with each new study. As mass
requirements grow, it increases the
advantage of using a separate, electrically-
driven vehicle to deliver cargo in advance
of the crew vehicle. Solar electric
propulsion could be used, especially if it was
augmented by a beamed power system using
a terrestrial laser beam. Such a system
could increase the power density of the solar
array by a factor of five-to-ten over solar
illumination and greatly shorten the time
required to escape from Earth orbit as well
as reduce the size (and cost) of the solar
array.
The trade-off analyses for Mars transfer
vehicle concepts are, obviously, very
complex. Options such as solar and nuclear
electric offer high reusability and low
launch mass. Chemical propulsion systems
using cryogenic expendables require higher
launch mass and feature less reusability,
but have significantly lower development
costs.
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MARS TRANSFER VEHICLE
STUDIES
GORDON WOODCOCK
BOEING
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Nuclear Ops Working Group Mission Ground Rules
Mission #1 - 2o14
• Outbound direct, conjunction-like profile.
• Window close (latest) departure 2456690 = 2/2/2014
• Mars arrival 2456840; 90-day stay.
• Earth return via Venus swingby 2457240; total duration 550 days.
• Aborts: (1) powered, on nominal trajectory; (2) unpowered Venus swingby
720-day total duration.
• Mission options:
(!)
(2)
(3)
(4)
All-up, single mission.
Surface cargo sent ahead prior opportunity, NTP all-up test.
Surface cargo and crew MEV sent ahead prior opportunity, rendezvous
in Mars orbit.
Like (3) but extra propellant sent ahead for fast return' trip.
Mars arrival 4170
Finite burn (est) 100
Earth depart impulsive
(max at window close)
Finite burn (est.)
I'lane change
4240 m/sec
300
100
4640Talal F.arlh depart
Total Mars arrive 4270
Mars depart 3260
Line of Apsides 150
Total Mars depart 34 I0
24-hr capture
at Earth
return 1440
Mission Profile
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Earth deparlure
1/17/14
C3--13.9 \
\ Deep space maneuver
\ 312115
..... Av=2.95
X', _ . r _...Mars" departure
// " ..-\ 10/19/14
Mars arrival/ \ C3:73.2
7/I 1/14 Earth return
Vhp=6.2 6116115
Vhp=5.8
Earth departure
1117114
C3=13.9
Venus swinghy
2/28/15
nonpowered
• \, _ tars departure
.. / 10/19/14
Mars arrival// ........... | C3=42.2
7/11/14 Earth return
Vhp=6.2 7/26/I 5
Vhp=5.5
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Plane Change Delta Vs
for Range of Elliptic Orbit Periods
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e,,
1500
!000
500
0
0
4 hr
48 hr
72 hr
• i f i 1-
20 40 60 80 100
Plane Change, Deg.
Three Burn Departure Opens Launch Windows
Elliptic orbit with
proper perlapsls First burn
location, conlalnln B orbit 500x
departure vector 24 - 72 hr
Plane change
at apoapsls
TM!
burn
LEO orbit
8round track
Locus of
perlapses for
In-plane burn
Io departure
'%" vector
S-vector "tail"
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Nuclear Tllermai Propulsion Vehicle
2013 Opposition (100 d stay) 175 d Outb Transfer Mass Statement
Reusable, crew of 6. two 75k Ibf thrust PBR engines at 925 Isp. T/W=20, MEVs:43 tons cargo minus asc stg
Element Number of MEV's : 0 I 2
MEV total 0 72236 144472
M'rv crew habital system Iol 549(X1 54900 549(1(I
MTV frame, sisals & RCS inert wl 5200 52l_ 52(Xl
Reactor/engine weight 3402 3Jil2 3402
Rsdiation shadow shield weight 9(_0 91NK) _._XX)
EOC propellant (dV= 1756 m/s) 24830 24830 24830
TEl propcll_nt (dr= 3840 m/s) 72426 72426 72426
TEi/EOC common tank wt (1) 15862 15862 15862
MOC propcllanl (dV- 3457 m/s) 108930 148470 18828U
MOC tanks (2) 20094 25216 30356
TMI propclhm_ (dV=4318 m/s) 237250 320220 405200
TMI umks (2) 36986 47105 58405
ECCV 8000 80(]0 8000
IMLEO 596700 806687 1020153
Cumulative Mission Boiloff vs. Time
for Reference NTR Vehicle
e=
o
o
3OOO0
25O00
2OOOO
150(}0
IO0(D
5OOO
...... ! • , , ! • , | •
0 100 200 300 400 500
Mission Time (days)
o TMIS Boiloff
• MOC Boiloff
x TEI/EOC Bolloff
" Asc/Descent Stage Boiloff
Total Bolloff
• ° 1
60O
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CRV Configuration
(
AC$ _ consumables and
EiLS storage
- $
1
6 Crew CRV heatshield
batiet'ys,
power dist.
sand control-- crew couch
Habitable volume : 12 m3
rem/yr to BFO
Upper Deck
L
Ernv!ronmeM
ii9.27 rem/yr
I Soltr Minimum
IOtzzm_mn(_,_ ="l
,l | i
it I I
lll l
|11 !
Lower Beck
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NTP Reference Mission Description P. 1
.
*
4
Mission Evenl/Sequenc¢
Multiple ETO launches to
assembly station - sequence:
• Assembly station (first time)
• Habitat
• Truss
• Engine & aft tank assembly
• MEV(s) (if needed)
• Expendable tanks, loaded
• Top-off tank, if required
Cargo Transfer Vehicle (CTV)
serves as ferry from ETO
delivery orbit to assembly
station.
Checkout crew delivered to
MTV for pre-launch tests
and checkout.
Issues and Open Oueslions
• Lift capacity and shroud size for
ETO vehicle; number of launches.
• Whether mission is split; how many
MEVs go on crew mission.
• Location of assembly station re
Space Station Freedom (presum-
ably co-orbital).
• How much EVA is needed
(presumably very little).
• Where CTV is based and how
refueled. (Recommend basing at
SSF & refueling by fuel pod
on each ETO MTV cargo launch).
• Tests performed after assembly
complete, or incremental crew-
aboard testing?
• Means of crew delivery
(presumed CTV).
NTP Reference Mission Description P. 2
Mission Event/Seouence
4. Mission crew delivered to MTV
for countdown and launch.
5. First burn to 72-hr elliptic
orbit. Finite burn raises
perigee to about 1000 km.
6. Coast to apogee.
7. Second burn at apogee for
plane change.
8. Coast to third burn start point,
approx. 1000 km. altitude
9. Third burn accomplishes TMI.
TMI tanks jettisoned.
Issues and Open Ouestions
• Delivered by ETO launch or
from Space Station Freedom (SSF)?
(Presumed SSF.)
• OK to depart from assembly orbit
at ~ 500 km? (Not clear that
moving to "nuclear-safe" orbit
measurably improves safety.)
Is it OK (safety) to depress perigee
on this burn to reduce third
burn delta V.?
If either NTR engine fails before or
immediately after TMI, mission
rules call for crew abort return to
Earth. Reactor disposal means in
this event needs to be determined.
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NTP Reference Mission Description P. 3
Mission Event/Sequence
10. Coast to Mars; midcourse
corrections accomplished
by GH2RC_'using com-
pressed boiloff.
! !. NTP capture into elliptic
orhit at Mars. Period
hetween 12 and 24 hours
to optimize mission.
MOC tanks jettisoned.
12. If the mission is split such that
both MEVs go earlier, a
rendezvous with the cargo
mission is required.
13. MEV descent(s) to Mars using
aerobrake.
Issues and Open Ouestions
• If abort decision prior to Mars
capture, first choice is powered
abort to fast return trajectory.
Second choice is free-return;
nominal trajectory or longer return
time (opportunity dependent).
• One or more reactor disposal options
may prohibit NTP capture at Mars.
• Is there a feasible cargo mission
parking orbit that enables
minimum- energy rendezvous?
• Cargo MEV lands first. One
candidate split mode sends the
cargo MEV earlier with automatic
landing.
NTP Reference Mission Description P. 4
Mission Event/Sequence
14. Crew conducts surface
mission.
15. Crew returns to MTV using
crew MEV ascent stage.
MEV-active rendezvous.
16. Nuclear propulsion for TEl.
17. Coast to Earth; midcourse
corrections accomplished
by GH 2 RCS using com-
pressed boiloff.
18. Crew separates in Crew
Return Vehicle ~ 1 day
before Earth arrival; direct
entry to Earth landing.
Issues and Open Ouestions
• Does the entire crew land or is it
necessary to leave one or more crew
in orbit to tend the MTV?
Assumed that entire crew lands.
• One or more reactor disposal options
may prohibit NTP return to
vicinity of Earth.
• In-plane return to Space Station
Freedom orbit is generally not
possible due to misalignment of
lines of nodes.
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NTP Reference Mission Description P. 5
Mission Event/Sequence
19. NTP vehicle propulsively
captures into 500 km by
24-hour orbit at 28.5"
inclination.
20. Wait up to 55 days for nodal
alignment with Space Station
Freedom orbit.
21. NTP vehicle refueled by cryo.
LTV; about 30 t. LH 2
22. NTP vehicle deorbits to
500 kin. circular; rendez-
vous with assembly node for
refurbishment and reuse.
Issues and Open Ouestions
• One or more reactor disposal options
may prohibit NTP return to
vicinity of Earth. Assumed that
return to Earth orbit is OK.
• See discussion of reactor disposal
options.
• This must be carried out quickly
(~1 day) because differential nodal
regression is about 6 ° per day.
Nuclear Reactor Disposal Options, NTP
• Assumed that NTP including reactor captures into safe Earth orbit
(500 km x 24 hr) if nuclear engine has enough life for next mission.
Otherwise, engine/reactor require safe disposal.
• Dedicated disposal vehicle, delivers reactor from safe Earth
parking orbit to safe disposal orbit, e.g. between Earth and Venus.
• NTP serves as disposal vehicle, delivers reactor from safe Earth
parking orbit to safe disposal orbit, e.g. between Earth and Venus.
Crew cab can be removed for reuse prior to disposal mission.
• NTP vehicle performs Earth swingby/gravity assist at Earth return.
Subsequent maneuvers may be required to avoid Earth.intersecting
orbit. Crew hab could be separated and a_erocaptured (unmanned).
• NTP left in long-life Mars orbit; cryo propulsion for trans-Earth
injection.
• NTP performs Mars swingby/gravity assist at Mars arrival. Aerocapture
used for Mars orbit capture and cryogenic propulsion for trans-Earth
injection. Subsequent maneuvers may be required to avoid Mars-
intersecting orbit.
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Mission Planning Issues
• th)w clo we deal witll space assembly and ground ops overlap between cargo
and crew missions?
• Shouhi we plan the first cargo mission as an all-up test of the nuclear
thermal propulsion system, including propulsive return to LEO?
• Is direct entry and landing (DEL) of MEVs an option for later cargo missions?
• What aclditional equipment cloes tile MEV need to fly tile DEL mocle?
• Cant cargo be prepositioned in elliptic parking orbits compatible with
later rendezvous by crew missions?
• Is it acceptable to plan on powered aborts where a timely free return is
not available?
Assuming cargo is predeployed on Mars' surface, what health monitoring
implications follow from the need to have the payload powered clown
(to a power level consistent with deployable array) until the crew arrives?
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4.3 Aerobraking Technology
Studies -
Charles H. Eldred, Langley
Research Center
For a Mars Expedition, aerobrakes can play
a vital role in several major mission
events, including aerocapture to achieve
orbit and descent to the planetary surface
both at Mars and upon return to Earth. The
feasibility of aerobrake designs will depend
upon materials and structures technologies
because they will serve as a key factor in
determining:
• Aerobrake mass and mass fraction
The extent to which aerobrakes can
survive the thermal environment. This
is especially important for reusable
aerobrakes. With the cancellation of the
Aeroassist Flight Experiment, the effort
to validate aerobrake designs has
focused on laboratory test and analysis.
The feasibility of assembling and/or
deploying large aerobrakes. On-orbit
assembly is a critical issue for all
spacecraft intended for Mars
exploration missions. Current studies
are addressing options related to in-
space assembly and construction.
• Configuration lift-to-drag (L/D) ratio..
High L/D increases convective heating,
whereas low IJD emphasizes radiative
heating. In general, the lowest L/D
design that can satisfy mission require-
ments is preferred.
Most aerobraking environments are
different than those experienced by previous
space programs. An aeroassisted Earth
entry from the Moon would be similar to the
Apollo missions, but significant
differences are involved in aerocapture for
Earth orbit. The velocities of vehicles
returning from Mars could be as high as 15
km/sec. This compares to 8 km/sec for the
Space Shuttle and about 11 km/sec for return
from the Moon. The use of aerobraking
technology in the Martian atmosphere
would go far beyond our past experience and
require mission planners to accommodate
highly variable entry and atmospheric
conditions including possible dust storms.
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4
Charles H. Eldred
Aerobrake Technology Project Manager
NASA Langley Research Center
to
Space Transportation
Materials and Structures Technology
Workshop
September 23-26, 1991
Newport News, Virginia
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Aerobraking
• Aerobraking Benefits
• Aerobraking Modes & Applications
• Structures & Materials Issues
• Aerobrake Status
• Summary
Aerobrake Systems vs Propellant Mass
_V,
km/
sec
4.0
I H _ Aerobrake
Mass Fraction
2O%
3.0 Chemical NTP J
j 15%
2.0
_ lO%
1.o _
0 I _ I
0 500 1000 1500
Specific Impulse, ._c
I Aerobraking enhances propulsion performance for large AV maneuvers I
I i i | i
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AEROBRAKING MODES
Aerocapture
( from hyperbolic trajectory
Direct Entry
(from hyperbolic trajectory
or high orbit)
• °
tb_al
Mars Propulsion Options
Mission
Event
Sequence
ITMI Manned J
MOC _ Cargo
ME MEV
MAO
TEl MTV
EC/EE t
NTP
Propulsion Options
Chem/AB NTP/AB
Hybrid
NTP Chem NTP
NTP AB AB
AB AB AB
Chem Chem Chem
NTP Chem Chem
AB AB AB
I Aerobraklng is required for 1/3 to 1/2 of all major mission events
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Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Vehicle Concept
Acrobrako
Mi3V
lore dh.x 30m Ll|2tank --------_
lore dh, x 17m Lll2iank
c_:_-__ _ ,::"-->
I(_,,,li,._I9,,,l.il2t=,k- _\/._._._
Cryogenic Aerobraking Vehicle Concept
7.4m dla. x 15m w/shieldhlg --,
ftIJ- BQ
JOIII
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Nuclear/Aerobraking Hybrid Vehicle Concept
Mats
H ab-A_-_)_-b,. /Aerobrake
"_ , ,dln,,/,_r'_ _ LHp Tank _ I "7"-J-)-ll _ : Habilat-a
Structures and Materials Issues
• Configuration L/D
• Mass fraction
• Thermal environment
• Assembly/deployment
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The L/D Issue
Issue High L/D Low L/D
v'Control Authority
g loads
Nav errors
Atmosphere variations
Payload packaging
Weight
Heating
Convective
Radiative
Guidance
Control Complexity
Adaptive Guidance
v'
v'
t/
v'
i/
t Strategy: Find the lowest L/D which satisfies mission requirements, i
i
Minimum
required
I.JD
MINIMUM AEROBRAKE _FOR MARS AEROCAPTURE
1 '=CORRIDOR WIDTH REQUIREMENT, 5-G DECELERATION
LIMIT, AND ENTRY INTO A 1 SOL PARKING ORBIT
1.5-
1.0
High e_ High
0 I I I I
6 7 8 9 10
Vat m , km/sec
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300"
Mass Fraction Effects on
Benefits of Lunar Aerobraking
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250-
Initial Mill 225-inLeo(t)
200-
175-
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Savings
+............ _.......
, , ]2o.a(90.c,ys,,._y) t
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t' Aergbrake Mass ,_ (%)Aerobrake Mass Fraction _.Total Return Mass /
I=p R=_ (V=cuum)
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Aerobraking Environments
Lunar Missions:
• Extension of Apollo flight experience
Entry velocity conditions the same
Repeatable for various opportunities
• Significant differences in flow conditions between:
Direct entry (like Apollo) and aerocapture
Mars Missions:
• Extend flight environments significantly beyond our past experience for
both Mars aerocapturs and Earth aerocapture/direct entry
• Highly variable entry velocity conditions with:
Opportunity year
Type of mission traIectory
• Highly variable Mars atmosphere
Atmospheric density
Dust storms
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EARTH ENTRY VELOCITY ENVELOPES
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GEO Return/AFE
Lunar Return/Apollo
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Aerobrake Heating Environments
Peak
Stagnation
Heat Rate,
W/cm 2
1200
900
6O0
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0
0
Increasing /_
ballistic _ ///////
c°efflcle nt_//_"/_"/inc reasing
./////.- .,oc,,,
Earth orbit capture
and direct entry
or Mars return
_ars orbit capture
._
,_ Lunar Earth return STSi I I I I
20 40 60 80 100
Heat Load, KJ/cm 2
TPS Dust Erosion
• Possible Mars dust storm during aerocapture maneuver
• TPS erosion modeled for worst case dust storm,
high aerocapture velocity
• Surface erosion calculated as about 10 mm
in stagnation region for ablator TPS
• Assessment: A manageable problem
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Aerobrake Deployment/Assembly
Issue:
Aerobrake
Sizes, dia
Lunar, 15m-
Mars, 33m
Aerobrakes are too large for conventional intact launch
and require precision assembly. What is the impact of
Aerobrake deployment/assembly requirements?
Answer:
• Current studies are examining:
- Designs for simplified assembly
- Alternatives to assembly
Intact launch options
Deployable, space dgldized
Precision assembly is not unique to Aerobrake
- Propellant feedline connects/disconnects
are common to all configurations
On-orbit deployment]assembly and precision
assembly Is required regardless of
Aerobrake utilization
I On-orbit assembly is a critical issue for Aerobrakes |
l=
as well as all Exploration missions. Current studies I
__ are addressing a variety of options.
Aerobraking Status
• Synthesis Report :
Nuclear Thermal Propulsion for all missions
Aerobrake design Issues elevated to showstoppers
• AFE Cancellation Impact
Shift validation emphasis to ground test
• Architecture Assessments -
Baseline NTP but trade alternatives
• Technology Program L
Multidlscipline, based on flight demonstrated technologies
High priority in transportation thrust
Continuing at reduced level
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Aerobraking Summary
Aerobraklng provides:
Essential capabilities for Mars entry and return to Earth
Potentially enhancing capabilities for Mars orbit capture
• There are no Aerobraking showstoppers
• There are significant structure and materials challenges in
Performance
Low weight
Thermal protection materials
Operations
Assembly/deployment
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5.0 ADVANCED PROPULSION
5.1 CSTI Earth-to-Orbit
Propulsion R&T Program
Overview - Steven J. Gentz,
Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA supports a vigorous Earth-to-orbit
(ETO) research and technology program as
part of its Civil Space Technology Initiative.
The purpose of this program is to provide an
up-to-date technology base to support future
space transportation needs for a new
generation of lower cost, operationally-
efficient, long-lived and highly reliable
ETO propulsion systems by enhancing the
knowledge, understanding and design
methodology applicable to advanced
oxygen/hydrogen and oxygen/hydrocarbon
ETO propulsion systems. Program areas of
interest include analytical models,
advanced component technology,
instrumentation, and validation/veri-
fication testing. Organizationally, the
program is divided between technology
acquisition and technology verification as
follows:
• Technology Acquisition
- Bearings
- Structural Dynamics
- Turbomachinery
- Fatigue, Fracture and Life
- Ignition and Combustion
- Fluid and Gas Dynamics
- Instrumentation
- Controls
- Manufacturing, Producibility and
Inspection
- Materials
• Technology Verification
- Large Scale Combustors
- Large Scale Turbomachinery
- Controls and Health Monitoring
The ETO Propulsion Technology Program
is tightly linked to the user community, and
it supports all advanced engine programs.
Many of these program elements are
directly related to advanced materials and
structures, as are recent program highlights
such as the demonstration of extended life
silicon nitride bearings.
NASA's ETO Program is well-coordinated
with research and development activities by
industry and other government agencies to
avoid duplication of effort. NASA's efforts
in the area of aerospike engines are limited
to a small study effort because SDIO is
sponsoring significant research as part of
its SSTO program. Similarly, the ETO
program is monitoring the airbreathing
propulsion work in progress by NASP
rather than fund a separate effort.
pREI_EDING PJ_CjE BLANK NOT Fll..MKD
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NASA CST!
Earth-To-Orbit
Propulsion R& T Program
Overview
James L. Moses
MSFC
Presented
by
Steve J. Gentz, MSFC
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NASA Earth-To-Orbit Propulsion R& T Program
Purpose
• Provide an up-to-date technology base to support future space transportation
needs
Objective
• Continuing enhancement of knowledge, understanding, and
methodoloov applicable to the development of advanced oxygen/hydrogen
and oxygen/hydrocarbon ETO propulsion systems
Justification
• Space transportation _systems can benefit from advancements in propulsion
system performance, service life and automated operations and diagnostics
Contents
Analytical models for defining engine environments and for predicting
hardware life (flow codes, loads definition, material behavior, structural
response, fracture mechanics, combustion performance and stability, heat
transfer)
• A¢;tvanced component technoIoev (bearings, seals, turbine blades, active
dampers, materials, processes.coatings, advanced manufacturing)
• In_;trumentation for empirically defining engine environments, for
performance analysis, and for health monitoring ( flow meters, pressure
transducers, bearing wear detectors, optical temperature sensors)
• n_.ineerina testina at subcomponent level to validate analytical models,
verify advanced materials, and to verify advanced sensor life and
performance
• Component/test bed engine for validation/verification testing in true operating
environments
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NASA Earth-to-Orbit Propulsion R& T Program
Work Breakdown
• Technology acquisition phase
- Seeks improved understanding of the basic chemical and physical
processes of propulsion
- Develops analyses, design models and codes using analytical
techniques supported by empirical laboratory data as required
- Results are obtained through ten discipline working groups
• Bearings
• Structural dynamics
• Turbomachinery
• Fatigue/fracture/life
• Ignition/combustion
• Fluid & gas dynamics
• Instrumentation
• Controls
• Manufactu ring/producibility/inspection
• Materials
Work Breakdown (Continued)
• Technology verification phase
- Validates technology arising from the acquisition phase at the
large scale component, subsystem or engine system (-I-I-B) level
- Three categories of effort
• Large scale combustors
• Large scale turbomachinery
• Controls and health monitoring
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Transportation Technology
Earth-To-Orbit Transportation
I Earth-to-Orbit Propulsion I
OBJECTIVES
• Programmatic
Develop and validate technology, design tools and methodologies
needed for the development of a new generation of lower cost,
operationally-efficient, long-life, highly reliable ETO propulsion
_,.BE.12ULE
• 1992 Electronic engine simulation capability operational
• 1993 3D CFD codes for turbomachinery flows validated and
documented
• 1995 Low cost manufacturing processes applicable to shuttle
and NLSIHLLV propulsion verified and documented
systems
• Technical
Manufacturing
Safety
Maintainability
Ground Ops
Performance
Advanced Cycles
High quality, low cost, Inspectable
Safe shutdown to fault tolerant ops
Condition monitoring diagnostics
Automated servicing and checkout
Max commensurate with life
Full flow, combined cycle, etc.
RESOURCES, cu..z.'r
1991 $21.8 M
1992 $28.7 M
• 1993 $33.9 M
• 1994 $25.1 M
1995 $26.4 M
1996 $27.6 M
* 1997 $28.8 M
• Note: This element is closely coordinated with development
efforts in NASNOSF and other related government
programs; resources shown are NASNOAET only
o1996
• 1999
.2_5
System monitoring capablfity for safe shutdown and for
enhanced preflight servicing and checkout demonstrated
Probab411sflc codes, fatigue methodology and life
prediction/damage models validated and documented
Advanced manufacturing processes and design
methodologies applicable to fully reusable, long-life AMLS
propulsion verified and documented; propulsion system
monitoring and control for automated operations
demonstrated
PARTICIPANTS
• Marshall Space Flight Center
Lead Center-lechnology acquisition, test rig validation, large scale
validation, technology test bed
• Lewis Research Cenler
Participating Center-technology acquisition, test rig validation
• Langley Research Center
Supporting Center-vehicle systems analysis
• Stennls Space Center
Supporting Center-facility turbomachinery
ETO Propulsion Technology Approach
• Civil Space Technology Initiative (CSTI) program emphasizes validated technology
delivered on schedule.
• Concepts, codes, techniques obtained in the Technology Acquisition Phase.
• Validated at the appropriate level by means of component subsystem or system
level testing (TTB).
• OAET provides technology to TTB. OSF provides integration funds to incorporate
technology items into "FIB.
• Technology is transferred to industry via papers & conferences such as Biannual
Propulsion Conference at MSFC and Biannual Structural Dynamics Conference at
LeRC.
- Technologists also are working flight programs
• Technology must be generic, but should be applicable to on-going or anticipated
programs.
- Goal is to provide a broad technology base that will support a wide variety of
propulsionoptions
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ETO PROPULSION FUNDING SUMMRRY - SK
I FY891 FYg01 FY91I FY921 FY931 FY94l FY95I FY96
TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITION
BEARINGS
STRUC. DYNAMICS
TURBOMACHINERY
FATIGUE/FRACTURE
C,OM BUSI"ION
FLUID & GAS DYN.
INSTRUMENTATION
CCNTROLS
MANUFACTURING
MATERIALS
TOTAL TECH. ACQ.
VALIDATION
COMBUSTION VAUD,
TURBO. VALID,
SYS. MONITOR. VALID.
TOTAL VALIDATION
TOTAL PROGRAM
PMS
CENTER TOTALS
2093 1561 1562 1200 1200 800 1000 1200
1371 1162 1350 1400 1800 1500 1700 1700
1229 1137 1764 1600 1600 1100 1050 1200
1285 837 1115 1200 1410 1200 1200 1200
3123 2875 t126 1700 1960 t200 1000 1200
1600 989 1697 1300 1200 900 1000 1200
1420 836 920 1100 1400 1000 1000 1200
1753 t182 1455 1800 1600 1000 1050 1200
763 835 1088 1100 1650 1300 1300 1400
1580 1020 1270 1000 1400 800 1000 1200
16217 12434 13347 13400 15220 10800 11300 12700
2160 622 750 1100 1780 1100 1200 2000
5285 2412 4619 3000 4700 3600 3600 3600
4578 4459 2606 8000 8800 6000 6500 5300
12023 7493 7975 12100 15280 10700 11300 10900
28240 19927 21322 25500 30500 21500 22600 23600
3375 3484 2616 3200 3400 3600 3800 4000
31615 23411 23938 28700 33900 25100 26400 27600
IN-HOUSE
25.5 %
FY91
ETO FUNDING DISTRIBUTION
MSFC & LeRC
PRIME
CONTRACTORS
12.7 %
UNIVERSITIES
16.9 %
GOVERNMENT
12.7 %
OTHER
CONTRACTORS
32.2 %
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ETOPROPULSIONTECHNOLOGY
EMPHASIS
MSFC& LeRC
PY91
COMMON
LOW COST
PERFORMANCE
INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY PLAN FOR THE CIVIL SPACE PROGRAM
FLIGHT PROGRAMS VISION
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
I
I _ I
_:?:_::_'_ST.M.[_" _ HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE
t
CARGO TRANSFER VEHICLE (CTV)
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NASA Earth-To-Orbit Propulsion R&T Program
R_cen| Program Highlights
• Silicon nitdde bearings have shown greatly extended life overSSME flight bearings in MSFC
bearing tester.
• Completedassemblyof a cryogenicrollingelementbearingtesterat LeRC.
• Turbopumpteststanddesigncomplete. Standis inMSFC FY93 C of F budget.
- ReviewedwithHeadquartersAugust1990
• Firstever measurementof heatflux on a flight typerocketengine turbinebladewitha plugtype
heat flux sensor.
• Management approval obtained for proceeding with advanced main combustion chamber
technology (full scale program).
- Reviewed with HeadquartersApril 1990
- Concept adoptedby STME and evolutionarySSME
• CFD Consortium turbine team is interactive with ALS Design Process
Earth-To-Orbit Propulsion R& T Program Activities
• Conducted biannual ETO Technology Conference May 15-17, 1990. 123
papers presented. 400 attendees.
• Conducted Propulsion Program Review for OAET, September 16-18,1991.
• Conducted Detailed ALS assessment of ETO Propulsion Project,
March 1991, MSFC.
• Conducted 3rd screening of technology items for TTB March 8, 1991.
• Conducted biannual Structural Durability Conference at LeRC, May 1991.
• Presented program to Space Systems and Technology Advisory Committee,
June 1991.
• Presented program to Space Technology Interdependency Group (STIG)
July 12, 1991, JSC.
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Focused Technology: ETO Propulsion
Summary
The ETO Propulsion Technology Program supports all advanced engine programs. Half of the
200 tasks in the Program were judged by an ALS consortium contractor team to be directly applicable to
ALS propulsion technology needs. ETO addresses the top 3 priority technology issues of the Office of
Manned Space Flight.
USER COORDINATION; Closely tied to SSME/ALS. SSME review held at Tyson's Comer, Va., Oct.1989.
ALS/SSME review held at MSFC February 1990. A special ALS review was held for ALS at MSFC in March
1991. Interagency coordination provided by Space Technology interdependency Group (STIG).
TECHNICAL REVIEWS: Annual RTOP review held in Nov/Dec each year, Government only. Covers each
task, technical and budget, in the program. Other reviews as required.
OVERALL TECHNICAL and PROGRAMMATIC STATUS: Activities are maturing. Technology items for
validation are being developed, such as bearings, sensors, and health monitoring algorithms.
.P_L___Q_NAL_Ef _AUGMENTATION: Several areas require additional funding, Advanced Manufacturing,
Propulsion System Studies and Additional Testing Capability. In addition the combination of budget
constraints and the CSTI emphasis on validated technology starves the program of new technologies.
M__A_J_ORTECHNICAL/PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES: Several propulsion options are available to the U.S. for
the next generation of vehicles. The ETO program must maintain a broad base of technology to address a
range of options. In addition, the absence of Program Advanced Development programs makes the ETO
program the Nation's propulsion Advanced Development Program by default.
What Earth-To-Orbit Does Not Address
TOPIC COMMENTS
• Aerospike nozzle
• Airbreathing/Combined
Cycle
• Storable propellants
• Hybrid propulsion
• Pressure fed
• Small study efforts
• SDIO is spendingsignificant funds
on Aerospike SSTO
• NASP Program
• OEAT Workshop is plannned
• No identified requirement
• Commercial program; augmented
for '95
Residual activity at MSFC, no
further work planned after
current contracts expire
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B9 Blade Tip Rubbing Stress Prediction
B14 StnJctural Darning Prediction
Methods
B18 Detection of Degradation in
Turbomachinery Bearings
B 19 Acoustic Characledstics ot
Turbomachinery cavities
B20 High Frequency Flow/Slructure
Inter_K:lion
B22 Turbine Blade-Damper Analysis
B23 Dynamics of Bearings Components
B24 Dynamics Analysis Program
MSFC Structural Dynamics
Summary
",+,orl'=+_'J=Y+',FY921FY,3,FYe4]P-Yes2_
1 I
1
I I
I
I, I I
I I
I I
I
Product
Verified Method lot Predicting Blade Tip Rubbing Stress
Summary of SSME Measured Damping Characteristics
Tesl Verir._l Method of Idenlifying Bearing Signalures
Prediction Method for Acoustic Response 04 Tu_achinery
Cavities
Method lot Predicting Flow/Slructure Interaction
Analysis Capabilily for Large Blade-Damper Systems
Method for Predicting the Dynamic Motion of Bearing Batls&
Cage
Implement a Universally Acce_abla General Purpose
Analysis Code
B15(A) Probabilistic Structural
Analysis Methods
B14(C) Analysis/Tailoring
B 1 5(F) Coupled Fluid/Structure
Interaction
B15(G) Probabilistic Fracture
Finite Elements
B16 Composite Load Spectra
LeRC Structural Dynamics
Working Group Summary
P+rtF+'0t++,I. +,2.°1 1+.,
___.J._ , ,_, , _ "_
I
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Product
Methods/Codes for RelialYlity & Risk
Contract/Grants Code Validation & Concept
Demonstration
Methods/Codes Hot Fluid/Structure Interaction
Methods/Codes for Probabilistic Fracture
Methods/Codes for Probabilistic Loads Simulation
M1 HydrogenAlloyDevelopmenl
Deletm]natJoil 0f Ignition
M2I Tamc)eralures end Burning Rates In
HIgh Pressure Oxygen
M2b Oxldatk)n of Mateda¼ In HIgh
Prmure Oxygen
M2c Coefficient of Friction
Invest_galloni
M4a Fracture Characterise*caof Single
C_ata] Blade Maledalz
M4b Evaluation and Charac'ledzatinn of
Single Crystal Material=
Me8 Devek:_pmen!of • New Cage Matedai/
Corrfx:_te for Cryogenic Bearings
M19a Development of New Matadab for
Cryogenic Tut'o_oump9earingl
MlgO Deve_orllenf of Fracture Tough end
Con'oslon Resistant Beadng Material
M20 Crack Growth In Tur'oopump Bearing
Mate,'fail
M22 Dedlle Ceilings for Hydrogen
Embrlltlernent Profsctlon
M2"3 Hydrogen Test Standardization
M27 Supeq)_asfic and Solid-Sta_e Joining
P_ocen De-,,ek:,fx'nem
MSFC Materials
Development/Evaluation
Working Group Summary
Product
Weldab_, High Strength, Corrosion Resistant Structural
Alloy Wlth Imn_n#y 1oHydcogen Effects
Develop Theonttlcal UnderstanDing of Fundamental Oxidation
Proceu in _gh Pressure Oxygen
Devebp Methodology Ior Evaluating Maledail Undergoing
Oxldaflofl In High Pl"er,4ure/remperalure Environments
Develop l TN.I System to Evatuate the Coefficient of Fdctk_ ol
i Mldedail in I_gh Ptx|um Oxygen
Devek)p Methodology and COnelatlonl fo+ Fracture SurlaCel o.f
Hydrogen Envbonrnlnf es a Function ¢dTemperature,
Fres,lure, and Matedat
Cha_acterlzallon ol Orlentaflon Effects ol PWA 480 as a
Function of Temperature and Environment
Devek_p a 3,000 l_I LOX CompafFole 8earlng Cage Malarial
Complete Beadng Matedats Cortisone AccorDing 1o
Oevekc, ed Mated_ Eva_uatk_ Crt_etta
Formulefe Fundamen(af Me(hodology for Devefopmenf of
Fracture Tough and Con'os|on ReKlstenl Cryogenlc Beadngl
Vatldlfe Crl_ Oro_h Model of Defects In Beerl,_gRacewayl
Develop Ductile Coatl_$ for Hydrogen Prof_on of Advanced
Ptoputelon Component (Over Existing Guidelines)
Publish NASA Specification Outlining Guidelines for Materl_s
Tasdog in High Pteleure Hydrogen
Iden/WyMatedail and PToowesRef[nemenfs for Incorporation
into Advin_d Pmpuilion Cor'l_pOnefttS
M12 ADVANCED SINGLE CRYSTAL
TURBINE BLADE MATERIALS
MJ3b FABRICATION PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT FOR W.Re-Hf-C
WIRE
M13C FRS ENGINEERING DESIGN
PROPERTY STUDY
M21 HYDROCARBON
FUELS/MATERIALS
COMPATIBILITY
M24 TUNGSTEN/COPPER
COMBUSTION LINER MATERIAL
PROPERTY STUDY
M25 FIBER REINFORCEMENT
COMBUSTION LINER
FABRICATION STUDY
M26 ADVANCED COPPER ALLOYS
LeRC Materials
Development/Evaluation
Working Group Summary
]
Product
Advanced single crystal processing techniques to increase
tile and rellabliity of tu_copump turbine blades
A demonstraled process 1or production of .014 rm'l
W-Re-Hf-C wire foe use in W-W'_re re_nfoqced superalloy
turbine blades
A characterized fiber reinforced superalloy system ready lot
scale-up for turbopump turbine blades
Validated approach 1o prelect MCC cooilng channels from
sulfur corrosion and a rnelhod l_ cooling passage
refurbishment
A validated computer code to assisl in ihe design of f_er
reinforced com_slion chamber liners and characterization
of the effect ol composite wire O_str_oufion on mechanical
and thermal propedies
A full scale contoured combJstton chamber with a liner of
refractor7 me4al wire reinforced copper alloy capable of
b_ing lest fired.
Improved copper-base alloys lot high heat flux applications
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5.2 Advanced Rocket Propulsion-
Chuck J. O'Brien, Aer0jet
Existing NASA research contracts are
supporting development of advanced
reinforced polymer and metal matrix
composites for use in liquid rocket engines of
the future. Advanced rocket propulsion
concepts, such as modular platelet engines,
dual-fuel dual-expander engines, and
variable mixture ratio engines, require
advanced materials and structures to reduce
overall vehicle weight as well as address
specific propulsion system problems related
to elevated operating temperatures, new
engine components, and unique operating
processes.
High performance propulsion systems with
improved manufacturability and
maintainability are needed for single stage
to orbit vehicles and other high performance
mission applications. One way to satisfy
these needs is to develop a small engine
which can be clustered in modules to provide
required levels of total thrust. This approach
should reduce development schedule and cost
requirements by lowering hardware lead
times and permitting the use of existing test
facilities. Modular engines should also
reduce operational costs associated with
maintenance and parts inventories.
Advanced Rocket Propulsion Agenda
C.J. O'Sden
Aerojet Propulsion Division
o Summary of Approaches
o Modular Platelet Engine
o Dual Fuel Dual Expander Engine
o Variable Mixture Ratio Engine
o Materials & Structures Issues
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Advanced Rocket Propulsion Approaches
o HighPc
o HighF,'W
DUALFUEL
DUAl..EXPANDER
ADVANCED
ROCKET
PROPULSION
NOZZLE
CONFIGURATION
• Plug smJctum
(MIST)
COMBUS_ONUNER
0 PlateletRegertUnenl
0 Plalelet Forn',lngToch,Nol
o HIp Bonding
COMPOSrI'E
SUBSTffUIION
o High F/W
o FoP,yarde.g.
Advanced Propulsion Operating Parameters
Engine
Propellants
Cycle
Pc, psJa
FV, K1bf
Area Ratio
MR O/F
IsV, sec
H2 Pd, psla
02 Pd, psta
HC Pd, psla
02 Tit, R
H2 Tit, R
FV/Wt
Technol Level
Source
HPE HPE DUAL HR
02/H2 O2/H2 02/H2
AUG EXP SC/EXP SC
2640 4887 4157/2736
135.8 500 525/376
217 73/169 60/120
6 6 14/7
464 466 346/465
6826 17762 9904/7046
6734 6536/15662 5080/3756
NA NA NA
995 OR 484FR 313011868 FR
896FR 25_00FR 3130/1838FR
96 97 t74
1992 ADVANCED VERY ADV
APD RKD P&W
5STO AL-TR-90 AL-TR-90
-051 -036
DFDE
02/C3H8/H2
6G/SC
6000/_000
284/89
89/146
3.317
384/461
7632
6685
7166
1660 OR
1880 FR
99/142
1970/1990
APD
F04611-86
-C-0113
DFDE
02/C3H8/H2
GG/5C
14000/7000
278/86
171/276
3.3/7
400/471
15894
14763
15371
1660 OR
1880 FR
190
VERY ADV
APD
AIAA 91
-2049
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Advanced High Pressure Cycles
LO2/LH 2 Engines with Extendible Nozzles
_
imm
I'_" L__'_"
'Cerm_m"
Tur_w
tJ_ Lm=
LOX
LO=
HPE (RKD) Fuel-Rich Hybrid
Cycle With Regenerator
Dual MR (P&W) Cycle
Modularity is the Key to SSTO Engine
Manufacturability and Maintainability
• Develop a Small Engine and Cluster / _/P"
In Modules
- lOOK Ib vs. 1 M Ib Thrust Range/
• Benefits _ MPE Module
- Shorter Hardware Lead Times
- Lower Development Hardware Cost
- Available Test Facilities
- Lower Testing Cost
- Shorter Turnaround For Development Iterations
- Lower Spares Cost/inventory For Flight Program
- Easier Handling, Lower Cost For Maintenance and Servicing
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Composite Materials Needed For SSTO Weight Reduction
Hi Augmeeter
Thrust Chamber Assembly
Fluid Passages Producibility
±
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Platelet Structure Can Be Scaled Photographically
Or Wlth More Or Less Pletelets
HighThrust
it See Level
Low 111rust
mtAJtltude
Dual Expander Operating Modes
Match SSTO Trajectory Requirements
Duel Expander Chamber Mode 1 Operation
Ouel Expander Chamber Mode 2 Operation
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Dual Expander Engine Cycle Features
• Mlnlmlzes Use of LH2
• Mixed Gas Generator/Staged
Combustion Cycle
• Allows HI Pc at Low Pump
Discharge Pressure
• Performance Penalty Small
at Low Altitude
• LH2 Cooled Chamber=
• Transplretlon Cooled Inner
Throat Section
• O2/H2 Stoichlometdc Prebumer/
Gas Generator
• No Unburned Propellant
Afterburning at Turbine
• Low Temperature Turbine
Possible
• Platelet Chamber Fabrication
Maintains Throat Alignment
DUAL-EXPANDER ENGINE CYCLE CONCEPT
Gas
gene_rator
Fuel-rich LOX C3 H8 _ Oxidizer-rich
prebumer turboptanp turbopuml_
• /_ preburner
Formed Platelet Combustion Chamber Benefits
• Very Thin Hot Gas Walls
• Higher Coolant Temperatures (Expander Cycle)
• Increased Cycle Life - Lower Liner AT
• Cooler Wall Temperatures - Higher (3 to Coolant
• High Aspect Ratio Coolant Channels
• Chamber Pressure Drop Savings
• Large Number of Coolant Channels - More Uniform
Temperature Distribution Through Liner
• Piatelets Offer Design Flexibility
• Complex Cooling Channel Designs
• Ribbed Coolant Channels
• Gas Side Wall Ribs Easily Incorporated
• Lower Cost Fabrication
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Composite Material Application to Liquid Rocket Engines
• Component Weight
Savings up to 80/=
with Composite Material
• Engine Welght Savings
up to 30% with 1980
Composite Technology
• Future Savings to 45%
• Composite Material
Substitution Technology
Needs Development
• Reinforced Plastic
Composites Selected for
Cost, Fabrlcabllity, and
Specific Strength
• Metal Matrix Composites
to be Considered for High
Temperature Application
• Contracts NAS 8-34623
& NAS 8-33452
÷
,N
Advanced Rocket Propulsion
Structures and Materials Technology Issues Summary
Engine Technology
MPE • Jacket Box Bond
APD • Composite Material Substitution
• Plug Nozzle Material
• Lightweight Engine Vehicle Structure
• Advanced Regenerator Material
• O2-Rich/Augmenter
Dual MR • Oxidation Resistant Main Chamber Coating
P&W • Active Turbine Cooling With H2
• Active Strain Management Chamber Structural Design
• Altitude Compensating Nozzle
• Dual Element Main Injector
HPE • Advanced High Temperature Wall Material
RI/RKD • Composite Structural Shell & Nozzle
• Protected/Coated Carbon-Carbon Nozzle
• Cast Advanced Materials Injector
• Composite Cold & Hot Ducts
DFDE ° Dual Chamber Assembly/Structure
APD • Oxidizer-Rich (Stoichiometric) Prebumer
• Composite Material Substitution
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5.3 Space Propulsion-
John Kazaroff, Lewis Research
Center
Lewis Research Center is developing broad-
based new technologies for space chemical
engines to satisfy long-term needs of ETO
launch vehicles and other vehicles
operating in and beyond Earth orbit.
Specific objectives are focused on high per-
formance LO2/LH2 engines providing
moderate thrusts of 7,5-200 klb. This effort
encompasses research related to design
analysis and manufacturing processes
needed to apply advanced materials to
subcomponents, components, and
subsystems of space-based systems and
related ground-support equipment.
High-performance space-based chemical
engines face a number of technical
challenges. Liquid hydrogen turbopump
impellers are often so large that they cannot
be machined from a single piece, yet high
stress at the vane/shroud interface makes
bonding extremely difficult. Tolerances on
fillets are critical on large impellers.
Advanced materials and fabricating
techniques are needed to address these and
other issues of interest.
Turbopump bearings are needed which can
provide reliable, long life operation at high
speed and high load with low friction losses.
Hydrostatic bearings provide good
performance, but transients during pump
starts and stops may be an issue because no
pressurized fluid is available unless a
separate bearing pressurization system is
included. Durable materials and/or
coatings are needed that can demonstrate
low wear in the harsh LO2/LH2 envi-
ronment.
Advanced materials are also needed to
improve the lifetime, reliability and
performance of other propulsion system
elements such as seals and chambers.
SPACE PROPULSION
JOHN M. KAZAROFF
AEROSPACETECHNOLOGYDIRECTORATE
NASA LEWIS RESEARCHCENTER
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SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
SPACE CHEMICALENGINESTECHNOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
LOOKS TOWARD LONG-TERM MISSIONS IN AND BEYOND EARTH ORBIT AND INTO THE
SOLAR SYSTEM. BROAD BASED TO BE UTILIZED BY EARTH TO ORBIT (ETO) ENGINES.
OBJECTIVES
GOAL IS TO PROVIDE THE TECHNOLOGY NECESSARY TO CONFIDENTLY PROCEED WITH
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MODERATE-THRUST (7.5-200 KLBF) HIGH PERFORMANCE
LIQUID OXYGEN/LIQUID HYDROGEN ENGINE FOR VARIOUS SPACE TRANSPORTATION
APPLICATIONS. MAJOR PROGRAM OBJECTIVES INCLUDE:
• IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT OF PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS;
IDENTIFICATION, CREATION, AND/OR VALIDATION OF DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGIES/SOFTWARE, MATERIALS WITH REQUIRED/DESIRABLE PROPERTIES,
AND RELIABLE, COST EFFECTIVE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES;
DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF ENGINE SUBCOMPONENT, COMPONENT,
SUBSYSTEM, AND SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES FOCUSED ON IMPROVING PERFORMANCE,
COMPACTNESS, DURABILITY, RELIABILITY, AND OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY, AS WELL
AS REDUCED COST;
DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF TECHNOLOGIES FOR
OPERATIONALLY-EFFICIENT SPACE-AND/OR GROUND-BASED PROPULSION SYSTEM
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT.
SPACE ENGINE LIQUID HYDROGEN TURBOPUMP
CHARACTERISITICS
PRIMARY _ECONDARY
FLOWRATE 773 GPM $03 GPM
DISCHARGE PRESSURE ltl? psi 4503 p=l
DESIGN SPEED _lZe rpm _24e rpI
TURBINE POWER 1295 hp lille bp
TURBINE ROTORS
IMPELLER t, I
IN,,UCER \ _[_l:il] IM,'ELLERS
=OL-E,.E,,R,No,\ J !iil __ / \
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SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
IMPELLER - FABRICATION DIFFICULTIES
• DIMENSIONSARESUCH,CANNOTMACHINEOUTOF ONEPIECE
• HIGHSTRESSATVANE/SHROUDINTERFACE,BONDINGON SHROUDDIFFICULT
• TOLERANCEON FILLETSCRITICALDUETO SIZE
SBE TURBOPUMP BEARINGS
DESIRED A'I-I'RIBUTES IN A BEARING
• LONG LIFE AT HIGH SPEED • RELIABILITY
• HIGH LOAD CAPACITY • LOW COOLING FLOW
LOW FRICTION LOSS ° ADDED DAMPING
LEADS TO FLUID FILM BEARINGS AS PRIMARY CANDIDATES
HYDROSTATIC "X_ FOIL
FOIl. HOUSING __
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SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
MATERIAL ISSUES FOR FLUID FILM BEARINGS
MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE IS ACCOMMODATING TRANSIENTS -
THE TURBOROTOR'S STARTS AND STOPS WHERE NO PRESSURIZED
FLUID IS AVAILABLE AND WEAR IS MOST SEVERE
DIRECT SLIDING STARTS & STOPS OFFER SEVERAL ADVANTAGES
• NO NEED FOR SEPARATE BEARING PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
° LESS ENGINE WEIGHT
• SIMPLER, FEWER PARTS
NEED
DURABLE MATERIALS/COATINGS THAT PROVIDE LOW WEAR/LUBRICITY
IN LH2 AND LOX ENVIRONMENTS
MATERIAL CONCERNS FOR SEALS IN SPACE BASED ENGINES
OBJECTIVE:
CANDIDATE SEALS
LOXSPIRAL-GROOVE
FACE SEAL
SOFT WEAR- RING SEAL
BRUSH SEAL
LONG LIFE, LOW LEAKAGE, LOW POWER LOSS SEALS
pROBLEMS APPROACH
• Oxygen Compatibility • Inconel 718 Runner with
• Floating Ring Must Have Low Inertia Silver Plate on Lands
• Wear During Start/Stop • P5N Carbon Floating Ring
• Oxygen Compatibility
• Rubbing Contact Creates Ignition
Source
• Uneven Wear Opens Clearance
• Large Debris
• Hydrogen Compatibility
• Wear of Bristles
• Wear of Rotor/Coatings
• Frictional Heating
• Bonding Coatings to Rotor for Either
LH 2 Use or 1500OF GH 2 Use
• Frictional Ignition Tested
VESPEL SP21 and KEL-F
against MONEL K-500
Rotor in 300 PSI LOX at
17,000 RPM
- VESPEL SP21 Ignited
- KEL-F Did not Ignite
• KEL-F Generates Stringy
Debris
• Bristles made of Haynes
25
• Will Test Bare Inconel
718 Rotor & Coatings
of AL20 3, Silver, and
Chrome Carbide in LH 2
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SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
LONG LIFE RELIABLE CHAMBERS
• HIGH HEAT FLUX ENGINES NEED LONG LIFE MATERIAL FOR CHAMBERS
• LOW COST CONSTRUCTION
• PRESENT METHODS AND MATERIALS; CHANNEL AND ADVANCED COPPER ALLOYS
• OTHER METHODS AND MATERIALS BEING INVESTIGATED
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5.4 Nuclear Concepts / Propulsion-
Thomas Miller, Lewis Research
Center
Nuclear thermal and nuclear electric
propulsion systems will. enable and/or
enhance important space exploration
missions to the moon and Mars. Current
efforts are addressing certain research
areas, although NASA and DOE still have
much work yet to do.
Relative to chemical systems, nuclear
thermal propulsion offers the potential of
reduced vehicle weight, wider launch
windows, and shorter transit times, even
without aerobrakes. This would improve
crew safety by reducing their exposure to
cosmic radiation. Advanced materials and
structures will be an important resource in
responding to the challenges posed by safety
and test facility requirements, environ-
mental concerns, high temperature fuels and
the high radiation, hot hydrogen
environment within nuclear thermal
propulsion systems.
Nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) has its
own distinct set of advantages relative to
chemical systems. These include low
resupply mass, the availability of large
amounts of onboard electric power for other
uses besides propulsion, improved launch
windows, and the ability to share technology
with surface power systems. Development
efforts for NEP reactors will emphasize long-
life operation of compact designs. This will
require designs that provide high fuel burn-
up and high temperature operation along with
personnel and environmental safety.
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
SPACE TRANSPORTATION MATERIALS
AND STRUCTURES WORKSHOP
THOMAS J. MILLER
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Integrated Technology Plan
for the
Civil Space Program
_OCUSED TECHNOLOGY: NUCLEAR PROPULSION i
Nuclear Thermal Propulsion Nuclear Electric Propulsion
FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY: NUCLEAR PROPULSION
SUMMARY
• IMPACT: _ : :: " :
- Nuclear Propulsion Enables and/or Enhances Space Exploration Missions
Nuclear E/ectri¢_r0Dulsion (NEP) Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP)
Enables: Robotic Science Missions Mars Piloted
Enhances: Lunar & Mars Cargo, & Mars Lunar & Mars Cargo, Lunar Piloted &
Piloted Space Exploration Robotic Science Space Exploration
• USER C-O_D_ATIONi _i
- Exploration Studies Identify Nuclear Propulsion as a Key Technology
- OAST/RZ - Provide Performance Predictions for NASA Studies
- OSSA Study on NEP for Robotic Science Missions
- DOE, DoD & NASA Included on Steering CommiRee (also Astronaut Office)
• TECHNICAL REVIEWS_ _ :=
- Interagency Design Rev!ew Teams will Periodically Review Technical Progress
• OVERALL TEC:HNI-CALAND PROGRAMMATIC STATUS:
- High Priority Technology Areas Identified (some efforts initiated)
- Budget Deliberations Continue
- Single Multi Agency Plan Defined for FY92 Implementation
• MAJOR TEcHNICAL/PROGRAMMATIClSSUES:
- Agency/Department Roles
- Funding to Initiate Technical Efforts
- Projected Budget Does Not Support Schedules
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fNuclear Thermal Propulsion
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
PARAMETER STATE-OF-THE ART OBJECTIVE
THRUST (Lbf) 75K (NERVA) 75K-125K/Englne
250K (PHOEBUS) _ #,_._ _
CHAMBER PRESSURE 450 500 - 1000
POWER (MWt) 1100 (NERVA} . ;¢ 1,800
4,200 (PHOEBUS) 1.0
REUSABILITY (No. Mlsslon_) 1
CHALLENGES
• High Temperature Fuel and Materials
• Hot Hydrogen Environment
• Test Facilities
• Safety
• Environmental Impact Compitance
• Concept Development
MISSION BENEFITS
• Short Transit Time Missions are Enabled
• Reduced IMLEO (~ 1/2 of Chemical)
• Crew Safety Enhanced
• Wider Launch Windows
• More Mars Opportunities
• High Thrust Available
• Aerobrake Not Required
Nuclear Electric Propulsion System Schematic
Example High Power
Dynamic System for
PLloted Missions
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NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINE SCHEMATIC
PUMP
TUI_BINE
CONTROLS
REFLECTOR
PRESSURE VESSEL
LINES
PROPELLANT
TANK
REACTOR
BLEED PORT
NOZZLE
TANK
VA LV E
TURBINE EXHAUST
Nuclear Electric Propulsion
I I I
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
PAHAMETER STATE.OF.THE ART OBJECTIVE
POWER si_1oo
POWER LEVEL (I_N.'e) e.t >1o_
,S_EORCMASS(K_we) 3o
PRO_ON JO_ :" " _ ;)ON__ am:
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (see) 2000-9_* _ lO00-_O0 L _'20004¢00 lO00-70ge
o.7..oJEFFICIENCY 0.7-0.11 *0,._ "' .:_. - .
POWEn_L_,) o.o_.o.= o.ol-o.5 ._-= , _l.s
• UF_.E _=) 10,000 _i:? . 10.0_ z=O0o
PMJ_
EFFIC_ENC_ OJlO 0-q5
SPEOFIC _ (KWKWe) 4 • u
REJECTION TEMP. CK) 400 eO0
CHALLENGES
• Long Operational Lifetime
• High Temperature lReactor_ Turbln¢$, Radlaton
• High Fuel Burn-up Reactor Fuels, I)esigns
• Efficient, High Temperature Power Condilionlng
• High Efficiency, Long Life Thrusterl
• Safety
• Environmental Impact Compliance
• Concept Development
MISSION BENEFITS
• LowResupplyMass
• Availability of Onboard Power
• Reduced IMLEO Sensitivity w/Mission
Opportunity
• Broad Launch Windows
• Commonalit.y with Surface Nuclear Power
• Aerobrake Not Required
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PROJECT WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
I
DEVELOPMENT
& SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
[NASA] (NASAl
I NUCLEAR PROPULSION PROJECT IPROJECT MANAGEMENT
I !
INNOVA1WIE ELECTRIC I
TIECHNOLOGV PROPULSION I
TIECHNOI.OGY J
CONCEPI_
CRr11C_
EXPERIMEN'rs
• ANALY_
NONNUCLEAR
TECHNOLOGY
(NAS/_
NUCLEAR
TECHNOLOGY
(c<_')
I
-11THERMALPROPULSIONTECHNOLOGY
NONNUC_
TECHNOCOGY
(NASA)
NUCt.EAR
TECHNOLOGY
NONNUCtJEAR
FACIJ11r_
(NASA)
NUCLEAR
FACIL_
II-o,IRELIABILn'YENVIRONMENT
NUCLEAR
SAFETY
SAFETY
OPERATION_M.
FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY: NUCLEAR PROPULSION
,_UMMARY
IMPACT:
- Nuclear Propulsion Enables and/or Enhances Space Exploratlon Missions
Enables:
Enhances:
Nuclear Electric Prooulslon (NEP_
RoboUc Science Mi_,sions " -
Lunar & Mars Cargo, & Mars
Piloted Space Exploration
USER COORDINATION:
Nuclear Thermal Pro mdslon (NTP]
Mars Piloted
Lunar & Mars Cargo, Lunar Piloted &
Robotic Science Space Exploration
- Exploration Studies Identify Nuclear Propulsion as a Key Technology
- OASTIRZ - Provide Performance Predictions for NASA Studies
- OSSA Study on NEP for Robotic Science Missions
- DOE, DoD & NASA Included on Steering Committee (also Astronaut Office)
TECHNICAL REVIEWS:
- Interagency Design Review Teams will Periodically Review Technical Progress
OVERALL TECHNICAL AND PROGRAMMATIC STATUS:
- High Priority Technology Areas Identified (some efforts Initiated)
- Budget Deliberations Continue
- Single Multi Agency Plan Defined for FY92 Implementation
MAJOR TECHNICAL/PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES:
- Agency/Deportment Roles
- Funding to Initiate Technical Efforts
- Projected Budget Does Not Support Schedules
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5.5 Solid Rocket Motors - Ronn L.
Carpenter, Thiokol Corporation
Structural requirements, materials and,
especially, processing are critical issues
that will pace the introduction of new types
of solid rocket motors. Designers must
recognize and understand the drivers
associated with each of the following con-
siderations:
Cost. Developers must understand the
cost constraints of the users as well as
the important cost drivers of solid
systems and alternative technologies.
The simplicity of solid rocket motors
should produce significant cost savings
relative to other systems, but current
systems have not achieved their full
potential in this area. A better
understanding of solid propellants is
needed to allow product improvement
based less on empirical methods and
more on analytical methods.
Specifically, constitutive propellant
theories are needed to explain how
different processing techniques and
high stress environments influence the
properties and ultimate performance of
solid rocket motors.
Ener_¢ density. Future systems must
continue to demonstrate high power
output. The Space Shuttle solid rocket
motors consume two million pounds of
propellant in two minutes.
Long term storage with use on demand.
Although this was originally a
requirement based on military uses of
solid rocket motors, it is still an
important consideration for civil
systems which hope to demonstrate
acceptable operational flexibility and
cost.
Reliability. Currently, both solid and
liquid systems demonstrate reliability
levels of approximately 98%. Failure
mode analysis is most effective when
started early in the design stage of new
systems. The ability to conduct health
monitoring of key design variables
must be designed into new systems.
Safety 0f processing and handling. To
improve system safety, future
propellants should be insensitive to
impact and to electrostatic discharge,
and they should ignite only when
pressurized.
Operability. Simplified on-site
preparation of solid rocket motors will
help to reduce launch delays and, as a
direct result, decrease unplanned costs
of space programs relying on solid
rocket launch vehicles.
Environmental acceptance. Solid
propulsion systems must continue to
address environmental effects of
manufacturing processes, waste
disposal and motor exhaust. At a
minimum, the cost of toxic waste
handling and disposal will continue to
escalate. Ultimately, it may become
necessary to evaluate the continued cost-
effectiveness of current systems by
carefully analyzing the expected costs,
impact on performance and
environmental benefits of alternatives
such as solvent-free manufacturing,
waste reclamation or incineration, and
propellants which are chlorine- and/or
metal-free.
The performance of solid rocket motors is
directly related to the technology status of
key system elements such as:
Insulated Case. The case contains hot
combustion gases, provides thrust
takeout, and, in some cases, supports the
vehicle on the pad. Cases should be
lightweight, and they should also both
facilitate and tolerate the shipping and
handling process.
Insulation is normally applied to the
case in sheets or as a thermoplastic
spray. Finding areas where the
insulation has failed to adequately bond
to the case is not uncommon. This
implies that (1) the materials are too
sensitive to the processing methods used,
or (2) the effects of processing methods
on bonding the insulation to the case
material is not understood.
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Current case manufacturing processes
rely heavily on final proof tests as the
primary inspection method. At this
point in the manufacturing process it is
often too late to easily make corrections.
Improvements are needed in in-process
testing to better predict and control the
performance of the final product.
Propellant. Solid rocket propellants are
evaluated in terms of the system
considerations described above.
Mechanical strength, ease of production
and nonhomogeneity reduction are also
important.
Nozzl¢_. Nozzles typically consist of
several components bonded together,
and the bonded interface can cause prob-
lems. The nozzle environment is very
harsh. In the entrance region,
temperatures and pressures can exceed
3000 ° C and 700 psi, respectively.
Chemical and Mechanicol IntCrfac¢_.
The most serious failures of solid rocket
motors often are caused by chemical or
mechnaical interface problems. This
may sometimes occur because the
responsibility for interfaces often
resides in more than one organizational
element. As a result, interface manage-
ment can suffer.
Interfaces must be strong and stable
over time, providing tight seals against
hot, high pressure gases and corrosive
chemicals. They should be easy to
inspect, or they must be so robust that
inspection is not necessary. Further-
more, they should be simple to process
and insensitive to variations in pro-
cessing procedures. This last
requirement is often the most difficult to
meet.
Chemical Interfaces. The typical
solid rocket motor cross section
includes the case, primer,
insulation, liner, and propellant.
The close contact of each of these
different elements to its neighbors
allows chemical constituents such as
plasticizers and moisture to migrate
across boundaries into adjacent
materials. As a result, the key
parameters of each element may
change from its original, specified
value. These variations must be pre-
dicted and, as much as possible,
controlled to ensure that the final
product will operate as intended.
Mechanical Interfaces. Although
current designs for mechanical
interfaces are strong and tight, they
are also complex and involve time-
consuming assembly procedures.
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Solid Rocket Motors
Structural Requirements, Materials, and Processing
Ronn L. Carpenter
"_7"_CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
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Considerations for Solid Rocket Motors
• Low cost
• High energy density
• Storable with use on demand
• Reliability
• Safe processing and handling
• Operability
• Environmental acceptability
Solid Rocket Motor Components
Case
Propellant
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Insulated Case
Functions of Insulated Case
• Contains hot combustion gases
• Provides thrust takeout
• Supports vehicle on pad
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Filament Wound Case Manufacturing
Mandrel Wind Insulation
Wind Skirts
Wind Case "_
Cure Case
t
Remove Mandrel
,-[
9
I m.. I
Inspect Case Proof Test
Methods for Insulating the Case
ii ii
• Lay Insulation sheets In case
• Spray thermoplastic InsulaUon in case
• Either of above approaches
• Lay up Insulation on mandrel
• Strlp-wrap Insulation on mandrel
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Propellant
Desired Propellant Properties
• Easily produced and formed into grain configurations
• No degradation with time or exposure to ambient
environment
• Safe to manufacture and handle
• Low variability
• High energy density
• Good mechanical properties
• Low-cost ingredients and production
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Propellant Ingredients
_ 'ngred'e"t ., ]
AP (ammonium perchlorate)
Function
Oxidizer
AN (ammonium nitrate) Oxidizer
HAN (hydroxyl ammonium nitrate) Oxidizer
NaNO 3 (sodium nitrate) Oxidizer
OxidizerHMX (nitramine)
AI (aluminum) Fu'ei
Mg (magnesium) Fuel
HTPB (ASRM binder) Binder
PBAN (shuttle binder) Binder
TPE (thermoplastic elastomer) Binder
PVA (polyvinyl aicohol}' Binder
Propellant Batch Processing
Pre-MIx Inert Ingredients
,i
Transport to Casting Pit Vacuum Cas! Moto_r
r
Cure Motor Remove Casting
Tooling Inspect Case/Graln
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Propellant Continuous Processing
Pre-Blend Ingredients
Propellant
Remove
Tooling Inspect Case/Grain
Cast Pro )ellant in
Motor and Cure
Nozzle
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Solid Rocket Motor Nozzle
Forward Exit Cone
Exit Cone
Flex Bearln
Throat
Nose Inlet Flex Boot
Assembly
Conditions Within a Solid Rocket Motor Nozzle
Gas Flow _ Throat
- 800 ..._ I ...........
[ °.-°°"\ ,, .....
s,5oOs,o_700\\ _ ......... _- \\ I\ /""
---..
° _ 3oo / I )\ HeatFlux -..
." I _ _. _ "..._ Static Temperature
3,0003'500 200100;"" II _ Pressure_"_ _ _
°_2s
I
I
0
I I I I , .
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Axial Position (In.)
D
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Nozzle Manufacturing
Carbon Phenolic
4;>
Weave Rayon Cloth Carbonize Cloth Impregnate Cloth
Cut Cloth on Bias
I Sew Into Tape Tape Wrap Part
Bag and Cure Part Machine Part Inspect Part
Nozzle Manufacturing
Carbon Carbon
Manufacture Carbon Fiber Preform Impregnate Preform Carbonize Preform
Repeat I
Machine Part
From Billet Inspect Part
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Interfaces--Chemical, Mechanical
Solid Rocket Booster Components
Sphere R
d_ 141
Frustum
_--Folweld Attach Fitting
Pilot en Skirt
Drogue
Parlchute$
niter (SRMI
Thlee /---- Forward Rocket Motor Casting Segment
/Parachuter
Forward Cent_ Rocket Motor Casting Segment
Recover
Beacon Aft Centel Rocket Motor Casting Segment
3 AIr
Atlllch
Struts
(ET Attach Ringl
gmenl
RSRM
Component|
Three
Sliflenei
Rings Two
TVC
Actuators
Aft
Exit Cone
Separation
Molors (4} 2OK Each
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Requirements for Interfaces
• Remain stable with time
• Maintain pressure seal in hot gas (5,000°F. 1,000 psi}
environment
• Provide a mechanical bond
• Act as a chemical barrier
• Be simple to process and insensitive to process
variations
• Allow for inspection or be so robust as to not
require inspection
Propellant/Insulation/Case Bond
Propellant
Curative
Plasticizer
Liner Insulation Primer
Reinforcing Agent_ _
Moisture --,_
Case
(n
¢g
"6
(p
rt
(/)
E
Propellant Liner Insulation I I
Propellant Liner Insulation
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Issues to Consider in Developing Solid
Rocket Motor Technology
• Environment
• Reliability
• Operability
• Cost
Environmental Solid Rocket Motor Technology Needs
• Determine if there are environmental problems with current
systems
• Manufacturing processes
• Waste disposal
• Chemicals in motor exhaust
• Particulates in motor exhaust
• If there are problem areas, define technology and associated
cost benefits
• Solvent-free manufacturing
• Waste reclamation or incineration
• Non-chlorine-containing oxidizers
• Non-metal-containing propellants
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Operability Technology Needs
• Shorten timelines associated with on-site preparation of solid
rocket boosters
• Simplify assembly and checkout processes for solid rocket
boosters
• Design attach structures and associated handling
equipment that allows for rapid attachment and alignment
of solid rocket boosters
• Reduce hazards associated with the handling of solid rocket
boosters
• Develop propellants that will not ignite unless pressurized
• Develop electrostatic discharge-insensitive propellants
• Develop impact-insensitive propellants
Reliability Technology Needs
Improve component and system design processes
• Understand failure modes
• Link design variables to failure modes
• Link process characterization and control to key design variables
• Limit-test key design variables
• Design in inspection and health monitoring for key design variables
Reduce variability
• Use reproducibility as a driver in material and process selection
• Simplify formulations and designs
• Identify and control critical ingredient parameters
• Eliminate sensitive processing steps
• Identify and control critical processing steps
• Develop bond systems that are less sensitive to processing conditions
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Reliability Technology Needs (cont)
Improve analytical methods by basing them on a fundamental understanding of
materials and processes
• Propellant, case, nozzle, and bondline processing
• Propellant constitutive theory
• Composite case performance
• Resin flow and cure
• Nozzle performance
• Bonded interfaces
Cost-Related Technology Needs
• Eliminate delays and failures through better design practices and
increased emphasis on fundamental understanding, design, test,
process characterization, and process control
• Simplify designs and processes
• Braided nozzles
• Single instant-cure resin for case and insulation
• Develop materials that allow for low-cost, robust processes
• Thermoplastics
• Moldable materials
• Develop low-cost materials
• Ammonium nitrate oxidizers
• Reduce waste
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5.6 Combined Cycle Propulsion - Terence Ronald, NASP JPO
Terence Ronald gave a presentation on combined cycle propulsion. Due to International
Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR) restrictions, this presentation has not been reproduced for
this publication.
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6.0 CHARGE TO PANELS
6.1 Samuel Venneri, Office of
Aeronautics and Space
Technology
Technology issues associated with
materials and structures for launch
systems concern metallics, composites,
design concepts and, more importantly,
manufacturing methods that allow cost-
effective implementation of new designs by
relying on new technologies. NASA
conducts a great deal of research and
development, but it must rely on industry to
implement new technologies using new
manufacturing methods.
New materials and structures technologies
will help to address requirements in many
application areas such as vehicle structures,
cryotanks and thermal management. In
addition to offering improved performance,
new technologies must be affordable in
terms of fabrication, sub- and full-scale
testing of prototypes, and routine inspection
of operational systems. The need for
spacecraft to satisfy particular mission
profiles introduces additional constraints
on new technologies in terms of their ability
to survive in a variety of space
environments.
The development of new aerospace technolo-
gies now proceeds as an integrated effort in
which systems developers work closely with
materials and structures specialists so that
performance requirements and specifica-
tions evolve along with and are tailored to
the capabilities of new materials and
structures. Fabrication and test of
hardware are also essential elements of the
development process. As a result, new
systems can take full advantage of the
strengths of emerging new technologies.
Similarly, current space research efforts
are tailoring the performance of new
materials to meet the challenges of the space
environment head-on.
Consider the Space Shuttle External Tank
(ET), which uses aluminum (AL 2219) as
the primary structural material. Current
manufacturing techniques, which are based
on 1970's technology, start with a block of
aluminum and machine much of the raw
material to produce the desired product.
Changes are needed as NASA prepares to
move into the 21st century. For example, as
part of the USAF Advanced Launch System
Program, an alternative method has been
proposed which would use joining
techniques such as spot welding or adhesive
bonding to produce a built-up structure that
makes much more efficient use of raw
materials. Waste of raw materials becomes
particularly important to system cost when
considering a switch to high performance,
high cost materials such as A1-Li.
During development and operations, some
Space Shuttle main engines have encoun-
tered problems associated with blade crack-
ing in the main turbo-pump, hydrogen
embrittlement, coatings, and acoustic and
thermal loading. Deterministic analysis
methods used by the SSME development pro-
gram did not adequately assist SSME
designers in avoiding these problems
because of uncertainties in the engine load
spectrum and in material response proper-
ties. Instead of the standard design
approaches used in the past, designers must
rely on stochastic methods to accurately
account for uncertainties in both (1) the
exact properties of operational components
(because of variability in the manufac-
turing process) and (2) the load placed on
each individual component during each
phase of its operational life. This approach
requires new thinking in terms of risk
analysis because it requires specification of
a numerical risk of failure rather than a
positive safety margin. How to select an
appropriate value for the risk of failure of a
given component or structure, and who
should assign it, is an open question.
Certification of systems for flight is another
key area where advanced technologies can
play a role. Imbedded sensors, new
methods of conducting non-destructive
evaluation, and smart structures may all
have important roles to play in this area.
Keeping the above points in mind, delibera-
tions by the Workshop panels can signifi-
cantly help NASA in the development of
advanced technologies suitable for opera-
tional systems of the future. In particular,
OAST needs to understand the interests and
needs of participating organizations in
terms of technology - not mission -
requirements. Validation of advanced tech-
nologies and relevant manufacturing pro-
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cesses are particularly important. Develop-
ment of point designs for large-scale mis-
sions, however, is neither practical nor cost-
effective.
Another important aspect to consider is the
benefit of industry-government cost-shar-
ing, even if it is in the form of IR&D or
indirect cost-sharing. How should NASA
structure its efforts to work more effectively
with industry? NASA and industry need to
depart from business as usual.
Deliberations should consider both near-
term efforts that can build on existing sys-
tems and technologies as well as longer-
term efforts focused on applications such as
nuclear propulsion. It may also be
beneficial to investigate cost savings that
may be available from the use of non-
aerospace approaches to solve potential
problems.
|
[
SAMUEL VENNERI
OAST MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
DIRECTOR
m
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INDUSTRY IDENTIFIED TECHNOLOGY INTERESTS
FOR EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
Advanced A1-Li Cryotanks
Isogrid Structures
Common Dome Concepts
Composite Intertank/Shroud Stmctues
Composite Cryotanks
LH 2 Impermeable Tank Liner
Improved Thermal Insulation
Structural Loads/Response
Tank Inspection/Testing
Test Technology
MANUFACTURING
A1-Li Welding
Automated Weld, Process Control, NDE
Metal Forming Methods
Advanced Composite Fabrication
Joining Technology
Automated Assembly
In Process NDE
Scale-Up/Size Limit
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EARTH-TO-ORBIT TRANSPORTATION
Tecl_oloqy Element
Vehicle Structures and Cryotanks
T_chnoloq_y _;vb-Element_
Materials Characterization
Structural Design/Analysls
Low-Cost Processlng and Fabrication Development
Sub-Component Design, Fab and Test
STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS FOR LOW4_OST
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION
Lightweight Efficient
Materials Properties Related Design Structures
vs _ _-_n. l°rm.m=g_...... F Driven
Processing _ ___-_ItS_wr_Jn_7_ / Design
Benefits:
Low Cost Manufacture
• 20-30% weight savings
• 30% cost savings
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SPACE TRANSPORTATION
TechnoloqX Element
Vehicle Structures and Cryotanks
Technoloay Sub-Elements
Materials Characterization
Materials Processing
Environmental Effeots and Durability
Cryogenic Insulatlon/TPS
Structural Design/AnaFysis
Sub-Component, Design, Fabrication, and Test
ADVANCED MATERIALS, STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS,
AND FABRICATION METHODS FOR VEHICLES
MATERIALS STRUCTURAL
CONCEPTS
FABRICATION
METHODS
LIGHT ALLOYS
ALUMINUM-LITHIUM
TITANIUM
INTERMETALLICS
METAL MATRIX
.C._QMPOSITES
POLYMER MAT_RIX
COMPOSITES
bDVANCEDTP_
CERAMIC MATRIX
COMPOSITES
CARBON, CARBON
SPRAY-ONFOAM
INTEGRALLY
TI_S3J_EEE_.O
_H_ELL_
HONEYCOMB
SANDWICH
INTEGRAL
STR .U.CTURE-CRYQ
HYBRID STRUCTURE
(COMPOSITES/METAL)
LIGHT ALLOYS
SUPERPLASTIC
FORMING
DIFFUSION BONDING
POWDER PROCESS
MI_TAL MATRIX
COMPOSITES
HOT PRESSING
JOINING
pOLYMER
COMPOSITE_
TAPE PLACEMENT
WOVEN PLY LAY-UP
PULTRUSION
RESIN INJECTION
THERMOFORMING
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MATERIAL SCIENCE
POWER AND PROPULSION MATERIALS
TECHNOL OG Y NEEDS
• High Temperature, Creep Resistant Materials for Nuclear Power
Systems
• Very High Temperature, High Strength Materials for Nuclear
Propulsion Systems
• Advanced, High Temperature Composite Systems for Nuclear
Power Applications
• Low Mass, High Conductivity Materials for Thermal Management
Systems
LAUNCH VEHICLE HEALTH MONITORING
OBJECTIVE
• Develop and validate adaptive structures technology for application to
health monitoring of launch vehicle structures
- Develop/demonstrate the technology as applicable to launch vehicle
siructuros and structural components
- Validate technology for acceptance by launch vehicle programs
APPROACH
• Leverage extensive adaptive structures technology work performed to
date for large space truss structures for use on launch vehicle structures
• Investigate cradle-to-grave structural health monitoring needs
• Coordinate development/validation effort with launch vehicle program to
facilitate technology transfer to launch vehicle production
- Perform feasibility studies based on actual requirements
- Perform technology development for application to current and planned
launch vehicles
- Perform validation experiments required for program acceptance
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BENEFITS OF USING AL-L| ALLOYS
FOR CRYOGENIC TANKS
..... r :_219 I 80% raw meterlalwelght
e.vlng.'_:_.':'?_;eo'v':_i[ ,.,.gre,,ym_ch,.e0I ::_Lng,'Ju_'0°;_°uce_
speoificpropertle,/. ?/ =_==¢m¢_ | ,cr, p :,'_Yi
AI LI ;_ i' _ AI-Lii Built-up ,truoture I
i _ / -:_1 ii Raw material 250K Ibs]l __ |
Tankweight 42.5K IbsL--, I .__.._1 Tank weight 42.SKs.1:K.IbsjlbslIRa_,:,.m_t_rl_l213KIb, I I I ! I Rawmat_rlel
-- ......... I $ 2000/tblto orbit I _: --_. ......-*
I =_.OM I I / Cost-_o-0rb,q I I $1.0M Ii _,._. I I/ _o.o,L-I I i =,.o_ I
I _ S 100M _ I
p, I
/ I., I J -$15.0M/
PANEL ACTIONS
• Identify and Prioritize Critical Technology Areas for Various Vehicle
Classes
• Establish Potential Benefits for New Material Systems and
Fabrication Methods
Use Current Baseline SOA as Reference
- Provide Cost-Benefit Comparisons (X% Lighter and X% Part
Count Reduction, X% Acquisition Cost Reduction)
• Explore "Nonaerospace Approach" for Structural Design
- Higher Safety Margins and Weight for Lower Vehicle Cost
• New Material Concepts for Engine Designs
- Ceramic and Carbon-Carbon Nozzles, Turbines, etc.
- High Temperature Composites
• Proposed NASA/Industry Teaming Approaches
Specific Technology Development Activities
Potential for Cost Sharing
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MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
FOR SPACE TRANSPORTATION
(continued)
• Combined NASA Funding and Industry Cost-Sharing (IR&D)
• Comprehensive Technology Program Plan
- Near:Term Requirements
- Far-Term R&D
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
FOR SPACE TRANSPORTATION
• Identify Industry Interest and Needs
Establish Industry/NASA Team Concept
Jointly Planned Programs
Use NASA NRA to Solicit Competitive Approaches
• Technology Development and Validation
Evaluate Cost-Effective Manufacturing Concepts
Establish Materials Screening and Testing Activity
Develop Fabrication Methods
Establish structural Demonstration Program
* Subcomponent Level
* Full-Size Test Articles
* Validated Design Concepts
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NASA AERONAUTICS STRATEGY FOR
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
• Focus on Industry Requirements and Needs
Integrate NASA/Industry Teams: Aerospace Primes; Material
Suppliers; Fabrication Companies; NASA
Establish Critical Technology Objectives and Goals
• Establish New Approaches for Program Implementation
Requires Material Suppliers Working with Prime Contractors
Compete for Best Ideas Using NRA
• Use Workshops, Conferences as Mechanisms to Disseminate
Technical Data and Accomplishments
NASA AERONAUTICS STRATEGY FOR
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
(continued)
• Technology Hardware Demonstration Programs Final Product
• Requires "Technology" Project Office Activity at NASA
In-House Programs Included in Critical Path
Industry Teams Compete Ideas
Technology Transfer of R&D into Product
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6.2 Chester Vaughan, Office of
Space Flight
The Space Shuttle will remain in use
through the 2015-2020 time frame. That is a
long time to use technology that dates back
to the 1970's, although there will be
opportunities to initiate block changes to
upgrade the Shuttle fleet. The Assured
Shuttle Availability program will prevent
problems associated with the obsolescence of
parts based on 30-year-old designs as well
as improve Shuttle performance. The
elusive Space Shuttle hydrogen leaks
during the summer of 1990, which were
caused by a total of four seals which had
undergone ineffective acceptance testing or
improper installation, demonstrated that
small problems in critical areas can cause
major impacts on operational programs.
NASA is preparing to embark on the deploy-
ment of Space Station Freedom which will
remain operational for 30 years. Other
major initiatives include the NLS program.
Introducing new technology into these and
other programs will be a great challenge
because of both the cost and risk associated
with transferring new technologies to opera-
tional space systems.
During the conception of the Space Shuttle,
the goal was to develop a fully reusable, two-
stage launch system capable of 65 launches
per year for about $300 per pound of payload
delivered to LEO. Although the Space
Shuttle clearly provides unprecedented and
still unique capabilities, it is also true that
budget and technical realities have
prevented NASA from accomplishing its
early goals in terms of affordability and
operability.
From a technology point of view, there is an
opportunity to examine only a limited num-
ber of new concepts and vehicles.
Therefore, NASA must carefully invest its
resources to maximize their payoff.
Limiting the number of initiatives will
ensure that individual efforts have enough
resources to make a real difference in
NASA's future.
Nonetheless, a broad technology base is
essential to maintain U.S. leadership in
space. With respect to materials and struc-
tures, the emphasis should be on:
• Materials and processes for selected
applications
• Design and construction methods for
space-based systems
Use of space as an R&D facility, as
NASA demonstrated with the Long
Duration Exposure Facility
The deliberations of the Workshop Panels
should attempt to answer several key ques-
tions:
• What needs to be done to make new
capabilities technically viable?
• Can improved materials technologies
alone provide the desired capability?
• What relative priority should NASA
assign to the recommended efforts?
• What are the expected benefits to the
NASA user?
Is the development and operation of the
proposed new technology likely to be
affordable?
• Are there other potential sponsors or
users besides NASA?
If NASA looks at things a little differently,
it may be able to use existing and future
assets to develop new concepts with greater
effectiveness. It is also important to
consider factors such as the cost impact of
using materials which have limited or no
use outside NASA and which are available
from only one or two vendors.
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MATERIALS
OSF - USER NEEDS
AN INTRODUCTION
TO THE
AND STRUCTURES WORKSHOP PANELS
CHESTER A. VAUGHAN
Chief Engineer and Director,
Technical Integration & Analysis Div.
Office of Space Flight,
NASA Headquarters
Office Of Space Flight
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REFERENCE SCHEDULE FOR TECHNOLOGY
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OSF - STRATEGIC PLAN
° UTILIZE SHUTTLE FOR MANNED MISSIONS THROUGH 2015-2020
" DEVELOP AND OPERATE SPACE STATION FREEDOM FOR 30 YEARS
- FIRST ELEMENT LAUNCH (FEL) IN 1996
• DEVELOP NLS AND CTV AS A COMPLEMENT TO SHUTTLE
FOR CARGO
• DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE TO SHUTTLE FOR MANNED MISSIONS
- START IN 2005-2010 TIME FRAME
• IMPLICATIONS OF THE OSF STRATEGIC PLAN -
"REALITY OF NEW PROGRAM OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPLEMENTING
NEW TECHNOLOGIES IS LIMITED"
° CHALLENGE FOR EXISTING AND NEAR TERM PROGRAMS
- LOOK FOR OPPORTUNITIES TO UPGRADE THROUGH BLOCK CHANGES
KEY ISSUES FOR THE PANELS TO ADDRESS
• NASA STRATEGIC PLANNING SUGGESTS SEVERAL NEW MAJOR
PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
- NLS
- CTV
- SEI
• ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF PLANNING OPTIONS AVAILABLE
• NEED IS TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE THOSE ACTIVITIES THAT
NASA CAN / SHOULD PURSUE
• THREE AREAS FOR CONSIDERATION ARE APPARENT:
- MATERIALS AND PROCESSES ISSUES FOR SELECTED APPLICATIONS
- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION METHODS FOR SPACE BASED SYSTEMS
- UTILIZATION OF THE SPACE R & D FACILITY FOR CHARACTERIZA'rlON
kHOW CAN/WILL THE USER COMMUNITY UTILIZE MATERIALS AND
STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGIES?
CHARGE TO THE PANELS
• OSF HAS PROVIDED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS TO OAET (Apr. 1991)
M AJOR AREAS OF INTEREST IN M & S:
- Advanced Heat Rejection Devices
- Aluminum-Lithium Characterization
- Thermal Protection Systems For High Temperature Applications
- Orbital Debris Protection
- Environmentally Safe Cleaning Solvents, Refrigerants, & Foams
• THREE PANELS WERE FORMED TO ASSESS THE M & S TECHNOLOGY
BASE Propulsion Systems (Incl, Advanced Nuclear)
- Vehicle Systems
- Entry Systems
• OSF HAS INITIATED BRIDGING PROGRAMS AS A RESULT OF TWO
PREVIOUS REVIEWS (Avionics & Propulsion)
- Aluminum - Lithium Characterization
- AGN&C
- Electro-mechanical Actuators
- Vehicle Health Monitoring (New Start, FY92)
• PANEL DELIBERATIONS ARE CRITICAL TO THE IDENTIFICATION
AND PRIORITIZATION OF OSF ADVOCATED TECHNOLOGIES
- Define Specifically What Needs To Be Done To Make The Capability
Technically Viable
- Does Improved Materials Technologies Alone Provide This Capability
- Provide Some Perception Of The Relative Priority; What Is The Benefit To The NASA User!
- Can We Afford To Fully Mature It; ---and Then Use It
- Are There Other Apparent Requirements / Sponsors ?
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OSF Technology Requirements Evaluation
NASA Program Unique Technologies
1 Vehicle Health Management
2 Advanced Turbomachinery Components & Models
3 Combustion Devices
* 4 Advanced Heat Rejection Devices
5 Water Recovery & Management
6 High Efficiency Space Power Systems
7 Advanced Extravehicular Mobility Unit Technologies
8 Electromechanical Control Systems/Electrical Actuation
9 Crew Training Systems
* 10 Characterization of Al-LiAlloys
11 Cryogenic Supply, Storage & Handling
* 12 Thermal Protection Systems for High Temperature Applications
13 Robotic Technologies
* 14 Orbital Debris Protection
15 Guidance, Navigation & Control
16 Advanced Avionics Architectures
Industry Driven Technologies
Signal Transmission & Reception
Advanced Avionics Software
Video Technologies
* Environmentally Safe Cleaning Solvents, Refrigerants & Foams
Non-Destructive Evaluation
(*) OSF Materials Technology Requirements
SPACE R&D FACILITIES
• USE SPACE ENVIRONMENT TO CHARACTERIZE ADVANCED
MATERIALS
- Atomic Oxygen
- Radiation Exposure
- Cycles At Environmental Conditions
- Orbital Debris, Etc. (Physical Impacts)
In-Space Fabrication
• CONSIDER "LDEF" TYPE PROGRAMS TO GAIN ESSENTIAL
CONFIDENCE IN CURRENT AND NEW MATERIALS,
MATERIAL PROCESSES & FUNCTIONS
- Establish Partnership Between Code R & Code M
- What Can/Should Be Implemented On SSF To Achieve Long-Term Objectives
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DESIGN / CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
° IDENTIFICATION & DEVELOPMENT OF
INNOVATIVE STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONCEPTS
- MECHANISMS FOR DEPLOYMENT OF LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
-- Antennas
-- Solar Collectors
-- Large Truss
-- Aerobrakes
-- Etc.
- INNOVATIVE DESIGNS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SHIELDS
-- Micrometeorite
-- Radiation (Natural and Nuclear Propulsion and Power Systems
- INNOVATIVE DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR IN-SPACE ASSEMBLY
- TECHNIQUES FOR VERIFICATION
" POTENTIAL / CANDIDATE MATERIALS AND
PROCESSES
-- Aluminum- Lithium
-- Metallic- Composites
-- In-Space Material Processing/Fabrication/Assembly
MAJOR MATERIALS AND PROCESSES ISSUES
• PROGRAM MANAGERS ARE RELUCTANT TO CHANGE METHODS
DUE TO TECHNICAL AND COST UNCERTAINTIES
• LIFE AND CYCLIC LIFE (OPERABILITY) ISSUES MUST BE
ADDRESSED AND DEFINED UPFRONT
- MINIMUM GAGE CRYO TANKAGE
- MLI
- NUCLEAR POWER RADIATION EFFECTS
• MATERIALS SELECTION / MATURATION / CHARACTERIZATION
MUST ACCOMMODATE MORE THAN ONE APPLICATION
-A SINGLE PROGRAM CANNOT BE THE SOLE SUPPORT OF MATERIALS DEFINITION,
CHARACTERIZATION, MANUFACTURE AND TESTING
° EASE OF PRODUCTION AND REPRODUCIBILITY OF PROPERTIES
- TECHNIQUES MUST BE MODERNIZED/IMPROVED
- INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURING PROCESSES WITH PROCESS CONTROL
• SELECTED MATERIALS MUST BE AMENABLE TO NON-DESTRUCTIVE
EVALUATION (NDE) TECHNIQUES
- WHEN NEW
- AS A FUNCTION OF AGE, CYCLES, EXPOSURE
- REWORK: TO MINIMIZE AND/OR DETERMINE WHEN
LONG DURATION AND I OR SPACE BASED, MULTI-MISSIONS REQUIRE
NEW METHODS I NEW WAYS OF DOING BUSINESS
I MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT WITH SHORT TERM TERRESTRIAL OR IN-SPACE
CHARACTERIZATION OF PROPERTIES IS INADEQUATE AND INSUFFICIENT FOR
LONG TERM APPLICATIONS
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CLOSING COMMENTS
RIGHT PEOPLE COMMUNICATING WITH ONE ANOTHER
TO DO THE JOB
- Code MD Hqs. Program Office Representatives
- Code RM Hqs. Program Office Representatives
- Field Center Personnel
- Key Industry Technologists Participating
AVIONICS & PROPULSION SYMPOSIUMS HAVE BEEN
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL AND PRODUCTIVE TO
THOSE PARTICIPATING:
- Follow-On Activities Are The Result
VERY IMPORTANT ACTIVITY TO NASA FOR FUTURE
PROGRAMS
- Provide Good Technology Foundation
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7.0 PANEL SUMMMARY REPORTS
The final paper presentations were made on the final day of the workshop. This section
includes the final presentations by the Vehicle Systems Panel, the Propulsion Systems Panel,
and the Entry Systems Panel. Papers presented during the individual panel deliberations are
included in Sections 8.0, 9.0, and 10.0.
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7.1 VEHICLE SYS_MS PANEL
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7.1.1 Final Presentation
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
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REUSABLE VEHICLES
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS- EXPENDABLE
I1 I] "lET........
INTRODUCTION
PERSPECTIVES OF THE SUBPANEL ON EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
STRUCTURES AND CRYOTANKS
• NEW MATERIALS PROVIDE THE PRIMARY WEIGHT SAVINGS EFFECT ON
VEHICLE MASS/SIZE
- PROVIDE ROBUSTNESS IN DESIGN
YIELD SYSTEMS COST SAVINGS
• TODAY'S INVESTMENT
DISPROPORTIONATELY SMALL
- SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS-APPARENT
- NO FOCUSED PROGRAMS IN MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGIES
WITHIN NASA FOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• TYPICALLY 10-20 YEAR_ TO MATURE AND FULLY CHARACTERIZE NEW
MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES MUST BE DEVELOPED CONCURRENTLY
- USER NEEDS CAN ACCELERATE MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
- SELECTED EXAMPLES (8090, 2219, 7XXX)
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS ADDRESSED BY THE EXPENDABLE
LAUNCH VEHICLES AND CRYOTANKS SUBPANEL
• MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
- ADVANCEDMETALLICS
COMPOSITES
- TPS/INSULATION
• MANUFACTURINGTECHNOLOGY
° NEARNET-SHAPEMETALSTECHNOLOGY
. COMPOSITES
- WELDING
• NDE
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EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES AND CRYOTANKS
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• ADVANCED STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• IN THE LAST 10 YEARS, MANY NOVEL MATERIALS
HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED THAT HAVE APPLICABILITY
TO SPACE PROGRAMS
• THESE INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
- ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT AL ALLOYS
- METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
• POLYMER BASEDCOMPOSITEB
• DEVELOPMENT O_ THESE MATERtALS TO MATURITY,
AND APPLICATION _ NASA PROGRAMS, WILL HAVE A
PROFOUND INFLUENCE ON WEIGHT AND COST
SAVINGS AS WEll A8 TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• EVALUATE THE APPLICATION AREAS AND STATE OF
MATURITY OF THESE NEW MATERIAI_
• DESIGN AND ANALYTICAL TOOL TO REALISTICALLY
CALCULATE COST ANO WEIOHT BENEFIT8 ARISINO
FROM INCORPORATION OF SUCH MATERIALS
• PRIORITIZE AND BELECT FOR FUNOING _ SEVERAL
MATERIALS THAT OFFER THE MOST 810NIFICANT
PAY-OFF IN THE 3-10 YEAR TIME FRAME
• INSIST ON A TEAMING APPROACH THAT INO.UDE8
NASA, PROOLIOER8 AND USER8 AND INVOEVIE8
8ELECTION, DEBI(]_, MANUFACTURING, AND
ENGINEERING CRITERIA
DESCRIPTION:
• NEAR NET SHAPE FABRICATION TECHNOLOOY FOR
VEHICLE STRUCTUI_8
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• CURRENT VEHICLE SYSTEM STRUCTURES EMPLOY
CONVENTIONAL MATERIALS AND FABRICATION
TECHNOLOGY
• RESULTANT STRUCTURES ARE TYPIC,6J.LY HIGH COST
AND WEIGHT PENALTIES ARE BUILT INTO THE DESIGN
• NUMEROUS NEAR NET SHAPE FABRICATION
OPPORTUNITIES EXIST, EMPLOYWO FORMING AND
JOINING TECHNOLOGIES WHICH ARE RECOGNI_ED.
BUT REQUIRE DEVELOPMENT
• PAYOFFS WILL INCLUOE SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS
IN PERFORMANCE ANO LO_R FABRICATION AND
TOTAL PROGRAM ODSTS
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REOUIREMENTB:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• INITIATE AOGRESSlVE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM TO DEMONSTRATE FORMING AND JOINING
PROCESSES SUITABLE FOR ALL APPROPRIATE
VEHICLE SYSTEM STRUCTURES
• IDENTIFY VEHICLE STRUCTURES DESIGN CONCEPT8
AND REQUIREMENTS AMENABLE TO NEAR NET SHAPE
PROCESSING
• 8ELECT NEAR NET SHAPE PROCESSES AMENABLE TO
VEHICLE HARDWARE
• DEVELOP CANDIDATE HARDWARE PROGRAM TO
DEMONSTRATE/VALIDATE FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY
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EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES AND CRYOTANKS
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• NDE OF ADVANCED STRUCTURES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• NEED AUTOMATED REAL-TIME TECHNIQUES TO
REDUCE COST
• HIGHER-STRENGTH MATERIALS NEED MORE
RELIABLE NOE
• FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DRIVEN DESIGNS REQUIRE
PRECISE FLAW IDENTiFICATION/DETECTIGN
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• NOE PROCESSE8 TO EVALUATE INCLUDE:
- REAL-TIME X-RAY
- REAL-TIME ULTRASON)C8
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
EDDY CURRENT
• INCORPORATE AUTOMATION FEATURES
• EVALUATE BUILT-IN SENSORS FOR COMPOSITES
DESCRIPTION:
• A/-U: TECHNOLOGY
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• SPACE PROGRAMS REQUIRE UNIQUE LIGHT WEIGHT
MATERtAL8
• ALLOYS DEVELOPED FOR COMMERC_L AND MILITARY
AIRCRAFT NOT DLRECTLY APPLICABLE
• MATERIAL PRODUCERS ARE NOTCURREN'TLY
PLANNING TO INOEPENDENTLY DEVELOP THE
REQUIRED LAUNCH VEHICLES ALLOY_L
DEVELOPMENT W1LL BE MARKET/USER DRIVEN
• NEAR-TERM/g-U ALLOYS CAN PROVIDE UP TO 15
PERCENT W_IGHT SAVINGS. LONGER.TERM ALLOYS
HAVE POTENTIAL WEIGHT SAVINGS UP TO 30
PERCENT
• A_U ALLOYS PROVE)E UNIQUE PROCESSING
OPTIONS, I.E. SUPERPLA_TK_ FORMING
• _ OF CODE R FUNDING LIMrTS EFFECTWENE_ OF
BRIDGING PROGRAM
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• FUND GOVERNMENT, INDUSTRY, AND PRODUCER
PT_OGRAM TO ACCELERATE NEAR-TERM AND
FAR-TERM A_LI DEVELOPMENT
• TAILOR MATERIALS DEVELOFMENTW1TH _LECTED
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
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BENEFITS OF USING AL-LI ALLOYS
FOR CRYOGENIC TANKS
15% lank weigh
savings due to Impro_
speolflc [
AI-LI
Inlegrally machined
• TL,
Tank weight 42.5K Ibs
Raw ma!e!'lat 213K Ibs
i Material costs
$1.0M
$4.2M
+$3,2M
I System costs savlngs ]
+ $ 3.2M l
- $15.0 M _
I. -$11.13 M' i
2219
Integrally machined
Tank weight 50K Ibs
Raw malerlal 250K Ibs
2219 @ $4/tb ] AI-LI @ $2011b
I $20O0/tb;oorbit
I II Costloorbli i
i I be.etlt I
[_ $100 M I_,
"1 =eSM I"
I=,,M /
I -
80% raw malerlel weighl
savings due to reduced
scrap rate (80:20)
AI-LI
Built-up slruelure
Tank weight 42.5K Ibs
Raw material 5tK tbs
Material$1.0M$1.0Mo¢osl= I
EXPENDABLE LAUNCHVEHICLES AND CRYOTANK8
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• COMPOSITETECHNOLOGYFORCRYOTANKSANDDRY
BAYSTRUCTURES(WITHEMPHASISONFIBER
REINFORCEDPLASTICSYSTEMS)
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
BACKGROUND& RELATED FACTORS:
• PROCESSES MUST BE DEFINED TO A_ FOFI FRP
MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIE8
• A TOTALLY INTEQRATEO MATERIAl.B, DESIQN,
MANUFACTURING, INSPECTION, AND TESTING
PR(X_ESS MUST BE IDENTIFIED WHICH WILL ACCOUNT
FOR THE UNIQUE PROCESS NEEDS AND CAPABILITIES
O_ cOMPO6r_EB
• WE_HT REDUCTION POTENTIAt. IS 20- _ PERCENT
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• ES'r/_L_ cot_posmECRYOT/U_KSYS'm4,OSS_N
REQUIREMENTS, IDENTIFY LINER REQUIREMENTS
• DETERMINE STATE-OF-THE-ART CJ_ABIUTIE$ IN FlIP
COMPOSITES FOR MATERIALS, DESIGN.
MANUFACTURING, INSPECTION AND TESTING.
SPECIFICALLY CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:
• IN-LINE INSPECTION
• IN-81TUCUREM_OGY
• TOOLINGAPPROACH
• JOINING_OGY
• COMPO6REDAMAGETOLERANCEANOREPAIR
• DESIGNABASELINECRYOTAM<
• CONDUCTMANUFA_,CTURINGPROCESSTRADF._
• ESTABLI,,_IABASELINEMANLF_'•'RJRINGPFKX_g
• DEFINEF/_JUTYS_E REQUIREDTOSUPPORTFlIP
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MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY FOR
SPACE TRANSFER VEHICLES
Cryotank Core primary structure
Materials _ • Materials
• AI-Li I)i_
• SiCp/AI MMC _'_
LOW cost fabrlcat,on
• Spun formed domes
• SPF, Built-up structure_
• Filament wound _
• AI-Li
• B/AI MMC
• Gr/E
• NDE/durable materials
• Real time radiography
• Advanced ultrasonics
• Space hardened materials
• Protective coatings/platings
RMC tanks
Explosively formed
components
Benefits
Advanced materials:
• Low cost fabrication:
• NDE/durable materials:
20-30% weight savings
Increased payload
Greater range
30% cost savings
Reduced assembly time
Increased reliability and vehicle life
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEI_CLES AND CRYOTANK8
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• WELDING
- PROCESSUNDERSTANDING,OPTIMIZATION, AND
AUTOMATIONFOR JOINING STRUCTURES
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• WELDING U,.qEDAS JO_ING TECHNIQUE ON ALLMAJOR
AEROSPACE HARDWARE
• REPAIR OF WELDING DEFECTS MAJORCOST IN
MANUFACTURING
• HUMAN ERRORS AMAJOR CAUSE OF WELDING
DEFECTS
• LACKOF UNDERSTANOINGOF PROCESS VARIABLES
AND THEIR INFLUENCEON PROPERTIES
• AUTOMATIONPOTENTIALLYCAN REDUCEhIDE
MILE_I'ONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONg:
• IDENTIFYPI:IOC_SS VARLABLESRELATIONSHIP8
• DEVELOP PROCESS MODELS
• IDEN'flFY AND DEVELOPSENSORS FOR PROCEg_
MONffORING AND FEEDBACK
• IDENTIFY AND DEVELOPCONTI:K)LHARDWAREAND
_)FTWARE
• VERIFY AND VALIDATEPROCESSES AND CONTROLS
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EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES AND CRYOTANKS
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTIOfl:
• NEAR NET-SHAPEMETALS TECHNOLOGY
• BUILT-UP STRUCTURES FOR CRYOGENICTANKS
AND DRY-BAYAPPLICATK:_NS
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• INTEGRALLYSTIFFENEDSTRUCTURES FABRICATED
BY MACHINING FROM A THICKPLATERESULTS IN
HIGH SCRAP RATES(85%_)
• LOW BUY-TO-FLY RATIO REQUIREDFOR ECONOMIC
UTILIZATIONOF NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE METALS
• BUILT-UP STRUCTURE APPROACHIS APPLICABLETO
BROAD RANGEOF STRUCTURALCOMPONENT8
ENCO_PASSINGITANKSAND DRY-BAYSTRUCTURES
• PAYOFFSWILL INCLUDE SIGNIFICANT
IMPROVEMENTS IN PERFORMANCEAND LOWER
FABRICATIONCOST
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY VEHICLE STRUCTURES,DESIQN CONC_.PTII
AND REQUIREMENTSAMENABLETO BUILT-UP
STRUCTURE APPROACH
• DEVELOP FORMING AND JOINING PROCE_ TO
FABRICATEAPPROPRIATE8TRUCllJ_AL PREFO_B
• DEBK_N.FABRICATEANO TEST BTRUCTURAL
SUBELEMENTS
• DEMONSTRATE STRUCTURAL INTEQRiTY UNDER
REAL_11C SERVICECONDrTK)N8
• VALIDATE TECHNOLOGYTHROUGH DESIGN,
FABRICATIONAND TESTS OF FULL-SCALETANKSAND
DRY-BAYflIIIUCTURAL ARTICLES
SUMMARY OF THE DELIBERATIONS OF THE EXPENDABLE
...... LA-UNCH ANI) CRYOTANKS= sUBPANEL _ :_::
• THE MAJOR NEAR TERM ISSUE FOR AI-U IS WHETHER FUNDING WILL BE
PROVIDED TO ASSURE INCORPORATION IN THE NLS
PRODUCTION CAPABILITY IS IN PLACE FOR 8090. WELDALITE, AND 2090
NEAR NET SHAPE PROCESSES.............HAVE BEEN DEFINED AND SCALE UP
ACTIVITIES ARE UNDERWAY
- PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DECISIONS ARE REQUIRED TO EXPLOIT
POTENTIAL
• MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS WITHIN NASA ARE TOO
LIMITED/RESTRIC11VE
- NO FOCUSEDPROGRAM_iNMATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGIES
WITHIN NASA FOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
- CLEAR NEED FOR SUSTAINED/CONTINUING PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT USER
N_ NASAM1SSK3N_
• SIGNIFICANT NEEDS EXIST FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION
PROGRAMS
• NDE TECHNIQUES AND METHODS MUST BE EXPLOITED TO ASSURE
INTEGRITY, RELIABIUTY AND COST REDUCTIONS
• JOINING AND BONDING TECHNIQUES AND CONCEPTS MUST BE DEVELOPED
. AND CHARACTERIZED FOR FUTURE LARGE LAUNCH VEHICLE APPUCATIONS
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REUSABLE VEHICLES SUBPANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
PERSPECTIVES
• FUTURE VEHICLES REQUIRE LOW COST, HIGH RELIABILITY, ROBUSTNESS.
LOW MAINTENANCE, ON-TIME LAUNCH CAPABILITY
• CURRENT TECHNOLOGY GAPS EXIST RELATIVE TO ACCOMPLISHING THE
ABOVE GOAL
• MAJOR TECHNOLOGY CATEGORIES
- MATERIALS
- STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS
- FABRtCATION_IANUFACTURING
- DESIGN/ANALYSIS/CERTIFICATION
• NON-DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION (NDE)
MAJOR PAYOFF ITEMS
MATERIALS
ii
• COMPOSITES
• AJ-LI
• TPS
STRUCTURAL
CONCEPTS
• NEAR NET
SHAPES
• INTEGRALLY-
MACHINED
FABRICATIOW
MANUFACTURING
• BOND
• WELD
• EXTRUDE
• FORGING
• POWDER
• LIQUID
ATOM_ZAT]ON
DESIGN/ANALYSIS
/CERTIFICATR)N
• CRITERIA
• SYSTEMS
OPTIMIZATION
NDE
, DESIGN FOR
iNSPECTABILITY
,HEALTH
MONITORING
DESCRIPTION:
• IN SPACEJOggiNG
• WELDING
• BONDING
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• REPAIR TECHNIQUESFOR/N _°ACE HARDWARE
REQUtREO
• kNSPACEASSEMBLYTECHNK;)UESFOR LARGE
STRUCTURE8
• WELDINGAND BONDING PROVIDEHIGH WEIGHT,
LEAKPROOF STRLICTURES
• SOVIETS HAVE MADE EMERGENCYWELDINGREPAIR
ON MIR
• ELECTRON BEAMpROCESS ONLY PROCESS
PRESENTLY USED IN VACUUM
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IOENTFY AND DEVELOPWELDINGAND BONDING
PROCESSESFOR IN SPACEUSE
• IOENT_ LIMRING FEATURESOF ARC _LDING
PROCESSESFOR USE IN SPACE
• DE.LOP WELDINGHN_DWARE_F'IY/N_E FOR
SPACE USE
• ©ENTFY SAFETY LSSUESkSSOCU_TED WITH
WELD_Q IN SPACE
• DEVELOP REMOTECONTROL ANOMANU_JLATOR8
FOR OPERATIONS
• PLANAND CONDUCT PROOF OF EXPERIMENT FOR
$HUTI'I..E FLIGHT
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REUSABLE VEHICLES SUBPANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• DAMAGE TOLERANT DESIGN FC_I COMPOSITE
STRUCTURES
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
• PUBLISH DAht_OE TOLERANT DESIGN DATA BOOK
FOR COMPO6tT_ STRUCTURE
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
, SPACE TRANSPORTATION MISSIONS ARE WEIGHT
DRIVEN
, COMPOSITES REDUCE WEIGHT, REDUCE PART
COUNT AND ARE ADAPTABLE TO COMPLICATED
SHAPES
• UNLESS PROPERLY DESIGNED, EASILY DAMAGED
• GOAL: VISUALLY INSPECT ONLY WITH M INIMAL
IMPACT ON WE IGHT
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP DAMAGE TOLERANT PHILOSOPHY/CRITERIA
• ASSEMBLE INDUSTRY AVAILABLE TEST DATA
• IDENTIFY CANDIDATE FBERB, RESINS, LAY-UPS, AND
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR DAMAGE
TOLERANT SKIN DESI(_,NS
• DEVELOP DESIGNED EXPERIMENT UTILnnt_3 DAMAGE
TOLERANT TESTING TO IDENTIFY DRWERS
(TEMPERAI'L_E RANGE RT. TO e00"F)
• UTILIZE BEST SKIN DESIGNS FOR HONEYCOMB
PANELS AND PERFORM DESIGNED EXPERIMENT TO
AGAIN IDENTIFY DRrVERS (TEMPERATURE RANGE FLT.
-eoo_
DESCRIPTION:
• OPTIML71:D SYSTEM ENGINEERING APPROACH TO
ENSURE ROBUSTNESS
BACKGROUND & RELATEDFACTOR9:
• LOW MARGINS IN THE A_.._ENTOPERATIONAL
ENVELOPE INCREASES OPERATIONAL COST
• MAINTENANCE AND REFURBISHMENT OF LOW*LIFE
PARTS IS COSTLY IN INSPECTION, ANALYSIS AND
CHANGE_DUT
• ROBUSTNESS PROVIDES LOWER TOTAL COST, LESS
REWORK. LAUNCH TIME. HIGHER PERFORMANCE AND
LESS COMPLEX OPERATION
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REOUIREMENT$:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP OONCURRENT ENOtNEERING TOOLS FOR
FLIGHT MECHANICS, CONTROL, PERFORMANCE,
LEADS, _TICITY, MANUFACTURIN6L
OPERATIONS.
• DEVELOP INTER-DISCIPLINARY, TOTAL COST
OPTIMIZATION AND TRADES ANALYSIS TOOLS
• DEVELOP ACCURATE 8TAT_TICAL OUANT]FICATION
TOOLS FOR ALL SENSITIVE PARN_ETER8
• DEVELOP ATMOSPHERIC (Y,qNDS) CHARACTERISTICS
FOR DESIGN AND OPERATION
• ANALY'ricAL TOOLS TO MORE ACCURATELY PREDICT
AERODYNAMK_. PLUMES, ACOUSTICAL, l¢.. INDUCED
ENVIRONMENT DATA CFD
• DEVELOP MODEL SYNTHESIS TOOLS TO REDUCE
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
• DEVELOP SYSTEM PROSABILISTIC TOOLS TO GUIDE
OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA
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REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES AND CRYOTANKS
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
o MAINTENANCEAND REFURBISHMENTPHILOSOPHY
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
, CURRENT REUSABLESPACEVEHICLES
ESSENT_Y DE-CERTFIED AS FLIGHT VEHICLES M
THE MOMENT OF TOUCHDOWN
RE-CERTIFICATION REQUIRESLARGE SCALE
DISASSEMBLY,INSPECTION,AND TEST PRIOR TO
NEXT FLK_I"
THESE ACTIVITIESARE LABORINTENSWE AND
ACCOUNTFOR A lARGE PARTOF THE OPERATIONS
COST OF THE VEHICLE,
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• EXAMINE MAINTENANCEAND REFURBISHMENT
PHILOSOPHIES OFNON-SPACE VEHICLE OPERATORS
TO IDENTIFY %ESSONSLEARNED"FOR 8P/_E
SYSTEMS
• DEFINE EXPERIENCE DATA SA_ FROM PAST
REU_L.BLEVEHK::t.EFUOHT$ TOALLOW STATISTICAL
CORRELATION OF SYSTEM FAILURE MODES,
EFFECTS, AND FREQUENCIES WITH MAINTENANCE
AND REFURBISHMENTAPPROACHES
• DEVELOP CRITER_ TODESIGN FOR MAINTENANCE
AND ASSEMBLY
• IOENTFY MAINTENANCEAND REFURBISHMENT
REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPOSED VEHICLE
T_CHNOL.OGIES
• COORDINATE TESTPHILOSOPHY
STRUCTURAI.K)ESIGN CRITERtA EFFORTS (LE,
DESIGN FOR ASSEMBLY/REPAIR APPROACHES)
_L
TECHNOLOGIES
• ADVANCEDSTRUCTURAL MATERIALS
• AL-LI:TECHNOLOGY
• NEARNET SHAPE FABRICATIONTECHNOLOGY FORVEHICLE STRUCTURES
. NEARNET SHAPEMETALSTECHNOLOGY
• NEAR NET SHAPE EXTRUSIONS FOR STRUCTURAL HARDWARE
• NEAR NET SHAPE:FORGINGS
• NEAR NET SHAPE:SPIN FORGINGS
• WELDING
• IN-SPACEWELDING/JOINING
• COMPOSITES TECHNOLOGY FOR CRYOTANKS AND DRYBAYSTRUCTURES
• JOINING TECHNOLOGY FOR COMPOSITE CRYOTANKS
• TOOLING APPROACHFOR MANUFACTURING LARGE DIAMETERCRYOTANKS
• DEVELOPA CURE METHODOLOGY FOR LARGE COMPOSITECRYOTANKS
• STATE,F-THE-ART BUCKLINGSTRUCTURE OPTIMIZER PROGRAM
• STATE,OF-THE-ART"SHELLOF REVOLUTION"ANALYSIS PROGRAM
• NDE FOR ADVANCEDSTRUCTURES
• IN-LINE INSPECTIONOF COMPOSITES
• SCALE-UPOF LAUNCH VEHICLES
• LAUNCH VEHICLETPS/INSULATION BEYOND 27.5 FT. DIAMETER
• DESIGN & FABRICATIONOF THIN WALL CRYOTANKSFOR SPACE EXPLORATION
(5-20FT.D_)
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7.1.2 Supporting Charts
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REUSABLE VEHICLES SUBPANEL
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• CRYOGENIC TAN_
- QUALIFY AL-LI TANKA(_
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• LIGHTWF_IGHT CRYOGENIC TANKS WILL INCREASE
THE PAYLOAD TO ORBIT OF VARIOUS LAUNCH
SYSTEMS
• AL-LI HAS NOT REACHED THE MATURITY TO
INCORPORATE INTO THE DESIGN WITHOUT
CONSIDERABLE ADDITIONAL EFFORT 8_-YONO THAT
CURRENTt.Y FUNDED.
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• SUFFICIENT DATA BASE FOR PROGRAM MANAGEP,8
TO ACCEPT THE MATERIAL IN N_W LAUNCH
V£HIDLE PROGRAMS
RECOMMENDED ACTK)NI:
• CONOUCT A PROGRAM COOND_I_L_TED wn'H
EXISTING _S TO ENSURE THAT THE
NECESSARY TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN
DEMONSTRATED ANO THAT ENGINEERING
PROPERTIES INCt UOING MIL.HOB_(-5 STATISTICALLY
0£RI_ED PARENT MATERIAL AND WE1.D PROPERTIES,
FRAC_ TOUC, HNE$8. STRESS _IDN.
R;:SISTANCE. ETC. HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED
DESCRIPTION:
• CRYOGENIC TANKA(_
- QUALIFY COMPOSITE TANKAGE FOR USE
WITH LIQUID HYDROGEN
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• GREATER PAYLOAD TO ORBIT CAN BE OBTAINED
WITH COMPO61TE TANKS SUITABLE FOR USE WITH
LIQUID HYDROGEN
• RECENT TESTS WITH A 1/3 FULL SCALE NASP TANK
WITH LIQUID NITROGEN 0N2) DEMONSTRATED THAT
THE COMPOSITE WAS NOT PERMEABLE AT LN2
TEMPERATURES. EARLIER SMALL SCALE TESTS
WITH GASEOUS HELK)M AT -,420F OEMONS]RATED
TECHNICALLY ACCEPTABLE PERMEABILITY A/'K)
RESISTANCE TO M_ WHEN
THERMALLY CYCLED. NASP 1/3 SCALE TANK IS
CURRENTLY IN TEST. THERMAL CYCLE TESTS AND
LIQUID HYDROGEN LOADING ARE BEING
CONDUCTED.
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• ESTk_LISH THE ENABLING TECHNOLOGY TO BUILD,
INSULATE ANO TEST A SUB_qC'..AUE TANK. TANK
TEST SU(X_SSFUL
• 10_NT]FY _-IERE THE TECHN(X.OGY IS ADEQUATE
AND WHERE DEVELOPMENT IS REQUIRED
- REMONSTRATE ADEQUATE TECHNOL(X3V
- DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY (S_
• DECI_ ON MANUFACTURING
• OESIGN SUBSCALE TANK WTTH ALL THE FEA'nJRES
OF A FULL SCALE TM4K
• FABRICATE. INSULATE. INSPECT AND TEST TANK
wrm u+t
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• CRYOGENK; TANtO_GE
QUALIFY COMPofln_ TANKAGE FOR USE
WITH LIQUIO OXYGEN
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• GREATER PAYLOAD TO ORBffCAN BE OETAINIED
WITH COMPOSITE TANKS SUffAS/_E FOR US_E WN14
LOX
• RECENT TESTS WITH A I/3 FI_ SCALE NASP TANK
WITH LIQUID NITRO_N (LN2) DEMONSTRATED THAT
THE TANK WAS NOT PERMEABLE (IN AN
ENGINEERING SENSE) AT I.N2 TEMPERATURES.
NASP 1/3 SUBSCALE TANK IS CURRENTLY IN TEST.
THERMAL CYCLE TESTS ANO LIQUID HYDROGEN
LOADING ARE BEING CONDUCTED.
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
• DEMONSTRATE THE ABILITY TO MEET SAFETY
REQUIREMENTS
- FEASIBUTY PRK)GRAM 1,5_0K
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• ESTABLISH FEASBILITY PROGRAM WTrH THE
FOELOWING AS A MINIMUM :
- ESTABLISH SET OF DESIGN GFIOUNO-_8
DEVELOP LINERS WITH OAM/K_E THAT WIL
PREVENT A CONFLAt_tATION
- TESTS TO DE MONSTRA TE NO CONFLAGP, ATION
- 1000 CYCLES OF RAPID 02 PRESSUR_.A]ION
- CONDUCTRAPI0 FILL WITH PARTICLE
IMPINGEMENT
- BURST TEST
DESCRIPTION:
• LAUNCH VEHK_LE TPS_NStXLAI'_N
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• CLEAN AIR ACTS MANDATE FI IMINATIONS OF FREON
BLOWING AGENTS
• ROBUST DESIGN PHIt.OSOPHY DICTATES DURABLE
7PS SYSTEMS
• LONG DURAT)ON SPACE MISSIONS REQUIRE SPACE
QUALIFIED TPS MATERIALS TO SURVNE
ENVIRONMENT AND NOT CREATE DEBRIS FCR
OTHER CRITICAL OPERATIONS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• CONTINUE ALS _ TO DEVELOP ALTERNATE
BLChVING AGENTS
• LOOK BEYOND NEAR-TERM FI_S TO FUND
LONG-TERM REPLACEMENT MATERiN., -q
• DE%_LOP RO,B_T/REUSA_E OR EASILY
REPLACEABLE 11_
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• DURABLE PASSNE THERMAL C_ DEVICES
ANOR_ COATINGS
BACKGROUND • RELATIED FACTORS:
• REUSABLE CTV PROGRAM REQUIRES LIGHTWEIGHT
DURABLE INSULATION FOR MINIMUM COST AND
QUICK TURN AROUNO
MILESTONES AND RESOIJRCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DE'VIELOP ROBUST HIGH PERFORMAN_. lOW COST
AND RE_ABLE THERMAL CONTROL DEVICES AND/OR
COAT_GS
DESCRIPT}ON:
• DEVELOPMENT AND _TERIZATION OF
PROCESSING METHOO$ TO REDUCE
ANI,.qOTROPY OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES IN AI4J
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• _ AN_SOmOPY OF AI-LL ESPECU_LLY 11.4E _O
STRENGTH IN THE SHORT TRANSVERSE DIRECTION,
SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACTS THE UTILrW OF
APPLCATE_S
• DESIGN ALLOWABLES ARE FREQUENTLY DICTATED BY
THE S-T STRENGTH (PREVENTING THE ACHIEVEMENT
OF MAXIMUM BENEFR FROM At-U USE) AND
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT BUILDERS HAVE HESITATED
TO USE AI-U BECAUSE OF CONCERN OVER THE LONG
TERM EFFECTS OF ANIS_
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMFJ_rs:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• REFINE EXISTING LABORATORY SCALE PROCESS TO
PROOUCE ISOTROPIC N-U
• SUPPORT 9CALEJUP OF LAB PROCESS TO
PROTOTYPE COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION VOLUMES
• CHARACTERIZE MATERIAL PROTOTYPES OF AI-LI
PRODUCED BY THESE METHOOS
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPllON:
• DURABLETHERPIALPROTECTIONSYSTEH
(TPS)
MILErrONU AND RESOURCE REOUIREMrrJ¢II:
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• FUTURE nEUS_L_ VEHICLE PROC_,R,_aSREOURE
LIGHT_I_/D4J_LE TPS FOR MINIMUM COST
AND QUICK TURNAROUND
DURABILITYFOR W1ND,_IAtNAND SERVICING
OPERATIONS IS REQURED
MECHANICALLYATTACHABLETPS CAN PgOVIDE
ACCESS FOR INSP[_TION AND REPLACEMENT
TPS FOR INTEGRALLOAD CARRYING CRYOGENIC
TANKAGEDOES NOT EXIST
RECOMMENDED ACTION_
• CoN'nNUE DEVELOPMENT OF _ BOND-ON
CERAMIC TILES
• CONTINUE DEVELOPMENT OF DURABLE
MECHJI,NICALLYATT/K_HABLEMETALLICAND
CERAMIC DESIGNS
• DEVELOP HIGH TEMPERA_ ADHESIVES FOR
BOND.ON DESIGNS
• DEVELOP SPECIFIC TPS DESIGNS FOR INTEGR_
LOAD _I'¢G CRYOGENIC TANKAGEINCLLIOING
HK_..ISTRENGTH & TEMPERA_ FOAM
INSULATION-MAY INVOLVE OROUNO PURGE8Y$1'EM
• DEMONSTRATESUfTABIJW OF DESIGNS BY
FABRICATIONANOTESTING TO APPROP_llE
WIND/RAIN. ACOUSTIC. AEROPRESSURF. 114ERMAL
REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• UNPRESSURIZED AI-USTRUCTURES (INTERSTAGES.
THRUST STRUCTURES)
- OUN_FY N-U FOR USE WITH UNPRESSURED
VEHICLE AND STABILITYLIMITED STRUCTURES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• MAJOR PORT_S OF VEH_:_-ESTRUCTURES ARE
STABILrw LIMITED, THESE iNCLUDE COMPRESSION
/U_D 8EXDING LO_U)EOSTRUCTURES. A_U ALLOYS
OFFER INCREASEDIN SPECIFIC STIFFNESS OF
OVER CURRENT_UUINUM ALLOYS, wnH THE
POTENTU_ FOR CORN_SPONDk_G WE K?dcrSAv_3s
IN THESE STRUCTUR_
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• RJM) DE"_OPMENT AND TEs'nNG OF
DCMONSTRATIONOF STAIBIJTY LIMITED STRUCTURES
[THRL_T STRUC_S. WTERTk,qKCONNECTORS,
WING 80XES)
. CO01_INATE WIIH LOW COST MANUFACTURINGAND
HE_:t NET SHAPE ACTNII_S
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• NEAR NET SHAPE SECTIONS
- EXTRUSIONS
. FORGINGS
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• COST OF SCRAP METALON iNTEGRALLYMACHINED
HARDWARE IS NOTCOST EFFECTIVE FOR NEWER
MET& ALLOYS
• RECENT ADVANCES IN ROLL FORGING AND
INCREMENTAL FORGING OFFERS SIGNIFIcNcr
MATERIAL COST ANOPARTCOUNT REDUCTIONS
FOR LAUNCHVEHICLES
• PROCESS PARAMETERS NEED TO BEDEVELOPED
FOR EACH NE'WALLOY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY CANDIOATE HARDWAREFOR LARGE
EXTRUSIONS, ROLLAND INCREMENTAL FOFtGING
PREX:_SSES
• DEVELOP CANOIDATEHARDWARETO
DEMONSTRA'Wr.NALIOATEFABRICATION
I_CHNOLOGY
• GENERATE DESIGN ALLOWABLES
DESCRIPTION:
• PRES,SI._DI:D STRUCTURES
BACKGROUNO • RELATED FACTORS:
• PRESSURIZED STRUC_S COMMONLY USED
AS CREWCOMPARTMENTS ON SHUTn.E AND
SPACE STATIONARE CURRENTLY FABRICATED
FROM CONVENTIONAL MATERIALS,
• NEW APPLICATIONSSUCH AS NASP,SSTO, ANO
MTV=WlLL HAVE GREATERDEMANOdSTO
REOUCEWEI(]-IT WHILE BEING SUGJECTEOTO
HARSHER ENVIRONMENTS
• ADVANCED MA'ITRIALr9SUCH AS AI*UANOK)R
COMPo6rrEs HAVEPROPERT¢S CONDUCNE
TO THE ABOVEREQUIREMENTS. INTEGRAL
SKIN ANOSTRINGER. SANDW1CHPANELS, e_..
ARE ALLDESIGNS WI-IERETHESE MATERIAL8
WOULD PROVE ADVANTAGEOU6
MII.E_rONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• CONTINUE DEVELOPMENT OF DESr.-_ CRn_RUL
FOR THESE STRUC_S
• CONDUCT _LOPMENT TESTS TO DETERMINE
THE APPLICABILITYOF THESE MATERIALSTO MEET
THE REOUIREMEN'rS
• DESIGN AND FABRICATETEST ARTICLESTO VERIFY
THE APPROACH
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DEgCRIPTION:
• WELD_G _ JOIN_O
- PROCESS UNOERSTANOING,OPTIMIZATION, ANO
AUTOMATIONFOR JOINING STRUC1URES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• REPAIROF '_LDING DEFECTS MAJOR COST IN
MANUFACTURING
. HUMAN ERRORS A MAJORCAUSE OF WELDING
DEFECTS
• LACKOF UNDERSTANDINGOFPgOCESS VARLJI_LES
AM) THEIR INFLUENCEON PROPERTIES
• WELDING USED ASJOININO TECHNK)UEON ALL
MAJOR AEROSPACEHARDWARE
• AUTOMATION POTENTIALLYCAN REDUC_ NOE
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENT1FY PRO_SS VARLABLESRELATIONSHIPS
• DEVELOP IH:IOCESSMODELS
• IDENTIFY ANO DEVELOP _ NSOR8 FOR PROCESS
MONITORING ANOFEEDBACK
• IDENTIFY ANO O_'VELOP_ NA.qOwARE k_O
S(_rWARE
• VERIF'YAND V.4kLIOATEI:_IOCESSESAND COWTTIOLS
• DEVEOPMENTOF TELEROgOTICCAPASlJTYFOR
ON-ORBIT REP/UR/MAINTE_TION
DESCRIPTION:
• MICROMETEOROIO _ 0EBRIS HYPER91ELOC_TY
SHIELDS
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• THE THREATTO SPACEVEHICLES FROMOP,BITAL
DEBRIS HASBEEN RAPIDLYINCREASING
• Ct.IRRENTALUMINUM DOUBLE-BUMPERSHIELDING B
VERY HEAVYAND NEWERSYSTEMS SUCH AS
NEXTEL HAVENOT BEEN(_JALFED
MILESl"ONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACT)ONS:
• DEVELOP AND OUALFY LIoFrrWEIGHT SHIELDS AM)
ATTACHMENT TECHNIQUES
• OONDUCTAPFIO(_MM TOE'VALUATELIGHTV_IOFTT
SHIELDING DESIGNS TO MF.ETTI4E THREAT
REQUIREMENTS.
• ESTASLISHANOVERIF'YAEIALYTICN. 14OO_LS. GOAL
IS TO MINIM171:"SECONDARYEJECT AS WELL AS
DEVELOP AND OUALIF'YANLILTRA-L_IGHT
SHIELDING DESIGN
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• ,.,9TATE.OF.THE-k, RT SHELL BUCKLING STRUCTURE
OPTIMtZ£R PROGRAM TO SERVE AS A RAPIO DESIGN
TOOL
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• CURRENT EMPHASIS ON DEVELOPMENT OF LARGE
COMPLICATED FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAMS SUITED
TO DE"TkJLED ANALYSIS, NOT DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
• AVAILABLE COOES ARE OUT OF DATE, NOT
COMPREHENSIVE AND USER UNFRIENDLY
• WILL IMPROVE THE OUALFTYAND SPEED OF BOTH
PRELIMINARY DESIGN ANO DETAILED DESIGN
MILIE_I'ONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTg:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• PROVIOE FOLLOqVlNG FEATURES
- MACINTO6H OR WINDOWS USER INTERFACE
GRAPHIC DI_YS AND PULL-I_ MENUS
- SIMPLE USER FORMAT DESIGNED FOR USE BY
BOTH DESIGIN AND ANALYSIS DISCIPLINES
- COMPLETE LIBRARY OF S 11FF ENE D SI.'IELL
CONFIGURATIONS
DESCRIPTION:
• TEST PHEOSOPHY
- RESTRICT STRUCTURAL TEST TO A LOAD FACTOR
THAT ALLOWS ALTERNATE USAGES OF EXPENSIVE
HARDWARE
- NO TEST FACTOR
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• HARDWARE HAS BEEN TESTED TO DESTRUCTION OR
YIELD TO THE POINT WHE]tE IT IS UNUSABLE FOR
OTHER APPLICATIONS
• STRUCTURES OF ADVANCED MATERIALS PRESENT
SIGNIFICANT COST TO P_S
• q_OTEST FACTOR' MAY BE USED AS AN ALTERNATE
WEIGHT MAY NOT BE CRITICAL
MILE_rONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEI/ELOP A TEST COO(E THAT RESTRICTS TEST TO
LOADS WHICH MAXIMIZE THE STRUC11JRES
"REUSABILrlrY." INDEPENDENT TESTS SHOULD BE
CONDUCTED THAT ALLOW FOR DATA
EX'ITUM_t.ATION _ THE LOWER LEADS TO
QUALIFY HARDWARE
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• REDUCED LOAD CYCLE TIME
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• LONG TURNAROUND TIME LOAD CYCLES GREATLY
iNCREASES COST AND RESTRICTS IMPLEMENTATION OF
NEEDED CHANGES
• LOAD CYCLE COSTS ARE EXCE_SNE
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTtON$:
• PROVIDE AN INTERDISCIPLINARY LOADS ANALYSIS
TOOt. THAT OUTPUTS LOADS AND sTRESS INSTEAD
OF"SEOUENTIAL LOADS AND STRESS ANALYSIS
• DEVELOP MODEL S_NTNESIS TECHNIOUESTO
REDUCE MODEL DEVELOPMENT
• DEVELOP AN OPT1MOCD COOE TO REDUCE
COMPUTER COEIT
DESCRIPTION:
• STRUCTURAl. ANALYSIS METHOOS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• CURRENT ANALYSIS METHODS INVOLVE ANALYSIS
BEING CONOUCTED BY ISOLATED GROUPS AND
OlSTRISUTING RESULTS TO NEXT GROUP IN A SERUU.
FASHK)N
• ITERATIONS ARE LONG AND LABORIOUS
• ANALYTICAL ME'IT4OOS, PARTICULARLY IN THE AREA
OF STABILITY IOdOCK-OOWN FACTORS, SNOULD BE
REVIEWED, UPDATED AS NECESSARY AND
FORMALIZED
MILE_rONF._ AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENT3:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• _ Et£-CI'_ONCJU.LY4NTI_FIC, IE_JI_
,If.R<XPYI,¢_I_¢. THEJ_COO"tNMMC. _ I, lIT REal
ANALYS4STO,OUl THAT ALLOWRAP_ IT'IERATIONAND NePLY
TI.IE BENEFnl OF CO_.,t,q_EJ_ E]D,_£B_J_
• 1_=_41EW AVALAB4JEI_zOCUMEI_rAT1ONON S'T_BlUTy AJUU.y_I
I_IVING C_C_JF_EN_._ O_ KNOC_ D_I FACTOP_ TO _E
t_D _ A_ _)_A_V_
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REUSABLE VEHICLESSUBPANEL
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• OPTIMIZATION OF STRUCTURALCRITERIA
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• CURRENT STRUCTURAL CRJTERIADOES NOTALLOW
ASSESSMENT OF VEHICLE RISK ASRELATEDTO LO,_D
vAqtASCr_, SUBSYSTEU REDUNDANCY ANOFACTOR
OF SAFETY
• LACKOF SIMPLE PROBABILISTICAPPROACHTORISK
ASSESSMENT STIFLES EXAMINATIONOF REQUIRED
FACTOR OF SAFETY TO MEET _ OBJECTWES
• CURRENT APPROACH IS TO USEF.S_ 1.25FOR
UNMANNED AND F.S. z 1.4FOR MANNED SYSTE]dS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• D_VELOP SIMPLE PROBABLISTIC APPROACH WITH
NECESS_qY DATA TODERIVE AND JUSTIFY
STRUCTURAL CRITER_
• D£VELOP ANALYSISTOOLS TO IMPLEMENT
STRUCIIJRAL RELIABILITYAPPROACH AND
SELECTIONOF FACTORS OF SAFETY
DESCRIPTION:
• DEVELOP AN ENG_EER_G APPROACH TO
PROPERLY TRADE MATERIAL ANOSTRUCTU_
CONCEPTS SELECTION. FABRICATION.FACILITIES,
_O COST (TOTAL COST)
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
MILES'tONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTg:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• STRUCTURAL SIMPLICITY REDUCES ASSEMBLYCOST
AND OPERATIONAL C06T
• PROCESSING CAN INCREASE COST, MR HARDWARE,
AND LOWERMARGINS (SENSfTIVmE_
• TOTAL COST IS THE DRIVER, NOT JUST WEIGHT
• SEQUE:NTIALENGINEERING IS COSTLY
• SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING TENDS TO HIOE
SENSlTNITIES ANO PROPER TRADES
• DE'V_LOP CONCURRENT ENGINEERING TOOLS (ALL
DISCIPLINES) THAT PROPERLY TRADE I_EN
MATERIAL. STRUCTURALCONCEPT, FABRICATING
FACI.mES, PERFORMANCE. AM:)OPERAI'ION
• DE'VIELOPOPTIMIZATION CRrTERIA FOR TOTAL C06T
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7.2 PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
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7.2.1 Final Presentation
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I
LIQUID PROPULSION
L...Johnston/ MSFC
R. B_uce/ SSC
O.Dennies/Aerojet
W. DickensonIKSC
R.Dreshfield/LeRC
W. Karakulko/Lockheed
M. McGaw / LeRC
P. Munafo / MSFC
C. Rherner / P&W
R. Sackheim/TRW
J. Wooten / Rocketdyne
G. Woodcock / Boeing
PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
I
PANEL
Co-Chairman
C. Bianca / MSFC
R. M_ner/ LeRC
t
SOLID PROPULSION
R. Clinton / MSFC
G. BaaJdini/ LeRC
J. Crose / PDA
F. Davidson / ARC
W. F_ge / ARC
D. Guillot / Thiokol
A. Holzman I UToCSD
W. Kearney / Aerojet
J. Koenig / SRI
B. Loorn/s/ SAIC
B. Marsh I MICOM
C. O_sen/ Thiokol
R. Sullivan / MSFC
G. Wendel / Hercules
K. Woodis / MSFC
I
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
J. Stone / LeRC
S. Bhatachan/ya / Argonne
R. Carruth / MSFC
M. Cooper / Westinghouse
R. Cooper / ORNL
G. Halford / LeRC
T. HerbeU/ LeRC
B. Matthews I DOE
W. Long I B&W
J. Wooten / Rocketdyne
ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
SOLID PROPULSION
CASES:
• HIGH RELIABILITY CASE JOINTS AND ATTACHMENTS COMPATIBLE WITH
OPTIMIZED COMPOSITE DESIGNS (1)
• COMPOSITE CASE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY (5)
• CASE MATERIALS AND MATERIAL FORMS SUITABLE FOR
E_ONMENTALLY SAFE, LOW COST, RELIABLE, HIGH RATE PRODUCTION (1)
• CASE EQUIPMENT AND PROCESSES SUITABLE FOR LOW COST/HIGH
RATE PRODUCTION (1)
• COMPOSITE CASE CODE DEVELOPMENT (1)
• SELF-INSULATING CASE (1)
• LOW COST/RAPID TURNAROUND CASE TOOLING (1)
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I
ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
SOUD PROPULSION
NOZZLES:
• CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIAL RESPONSE AND CONSTITUTIVE
MODELING OF ABLATIVE MATERIALS (4)
• PROCESS UNDERSTANDING AND LIMIT DETERMINATION FOR OPTIMIZATION
AND CONTROL OF NOZZLE COMPONENTS (4)
• NOZZLE FAILURE CRITERIA, DAMAGE. MATERIAL VARIABILITY AND EFFECTS
OF DEFECTS (3)
• ROBUST ABLATIVE NOZZLE MATERIALS AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (4)
• NOZZLE THERMOSTRUCTURAL CODE DEVELOPMENT (2)
• NOZZLE DESIGN METHODOLOGY (3)
• LIGHTWEIGHT. LOW TORQUE FLEX BEARING DESIGN MATERIALS. AND
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (1)
• ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND CLEANING PROCESSES FOR CASE AND
SOUD PROPULSION
NOZZLES(CONT):
• CORRELATION OF CHEMICAL PROPERTIES TO MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FOR CRITICAL NOZZLE MATERIALS, STRUCTURAL ADHESIVES. ABLATIVE
COMPOSITES. FLEX SEAL ELASTOMERS (1)
• LOW COST ABLATIVE NOZZLE MATERIALS AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (1)
• DESIGN GUIDE FOR NOZZLE STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE SELECTION (2)
• CARBON-CARBON CHARACTERIZATION AND MICROMECHANICAL MODELING (1)
• CONSTITUTIVE MODELING AND FAILURE CRITERIA FOR NONINSULATORS (2)
• EROSION MODELING OF NOZZLE MATERIALS (1)
• LARGE NOZZLE 3D CARBON_ARBON ITE AND BACKUP INSULATOR
DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION (2)
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lr,
ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
SOLID PROPULSION
BONDMNES/PROPELLANT:
• MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIABILITY REDUCTION
• ANALYTICALLY DRIVEN TEST TECHNOLOGY FOR PROPELLANT AND
BONDLINE CONSTITUTIVE MODEL DEVELOPMENT
• BONDLINE DESIGN FOR INSPECTABILITY
• BONDLINE STRUCTURAL AND HEALTH MONITORING METHODOLOGIES
• BONDLINE CONTAMINATION STUDIES
• PROPELLANT AND BONDLINE FAILURE CRITERIA
• EFFECTS OF DEFECTS FOR BONDLINES
• CLEAN SOLID PROPELLANT DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION
• BONDLINE PROCESSING PROTOCOL (REPAIR/REWORK)
• NDF FOR PROPELLANT
(3)
(11)
(4)
(S)
(1)
(7)
(S)
(1)
(1)
(1)
SOLID PROPULSION
INSULATION:
, THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMER (TPE) INSULATOR FABRICATION
TECHNOLOGY AND BONDLINE CHARACTERIZATION FOR LARGE MOTORS
• ADVANCED BONDING CONCEPTS FOR LINERLESS INSULATION
DEVELOPMENT
• LOW COST INSULATION PERFORMANCE TEST METHODOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT AND CORRELATION WITH MOTOR PERFORMANCE
• FIBER/POLYMER INTERACTION TAILORING FOR DEVELOPING IMPROVED
FIBER FOR INTERNAL INSULATORS
• SPRAYABLE SOLVENT-FREE, HIGH TEMPERATURE TPE THERMAL
PROTECTION (EXTERNAL) SYSTEM
HYBRID ROCKET PROPULSION:
• HYBRID ROCKET PROPULSION FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
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ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
LIQUID PROPULSION
• IMPROVED FABRICATION PROCESSES (11)
• IMPROVED ANALYSIS AND TEST METHODS (4)
• PROPELLANT COMPATIBLE MATERIALS (E) (6)
• IMPROVED BEARING AND SEAL MATERIAL AND FABRICATION
PROCESSES (E) (7)
• IMPROVED COMBUSTION CHAMBER MATERIALS
DEVELOPMENT (E) (7)
• IMPROVED TURBOPUMP MATERIALS (4)
• IMPROVED NOZZLE MATERIALS (4)
• DEVELOP GLOBAL MATERIALS AND PROCESSES DATA BASE (3)
• LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURAL MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT (2)
• LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATION MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT (E) (1)
• IMPROVED ENGINE HARDWARE (4)
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• I¢IPRER_D FABRICATIG_ PROCESSES
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQ#JIREMENTB:
BACKGROUND & RIELATEO FACTORS:
• OFTIM[ZATION OF FABRICATION PR_,_$
IS REQUIRED TO INCREASE YIELD ANO
OUALrI'Y AND REDUCE OOBT
• CUFIRENT SSME MOO PRCX_SS TI_
COUtD BE REDUCED BY 70%
DEMONS'TT_TION OF FABRCATION
PFK_E,,_E50iq FULL SCALE HARDWARE 18
RE'(_I_D TO DEFINE PROCESS
LIMITATIONS ANO ASSURE TRANSITION TO
PRCOUCTK)N
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• FULL-SCALE CGMPC_ENT TRIALS FOR COMBU b"TION
CHAMBER FABRICATION TECHN(X.(X_'
- PLASMA SPRAY FORMING
. RLATELET TECHNOLOGY
. LIQUIO ECrEI_ACE DktFUSION BONDED
• TUBULAR CO_'_'TI:LICTION
• _EFUZATION OF' IMPROVED FABRICATION
PROCESSES
• NEAR NET SHAPE FABRICATION
- FINE_RAJNED _IINOS
- SUPE_IC _ING ENGINE COMPONEICrS
. MACHINING OF HIC,H/_C=CT RAT IO COCLkNT
CHANNELS
- ELECTROFORMING
- IMq.ATICN FORMED LASER-_'LDED COOLANT
TUOES
• JOIN ING PROCESS OEVELOPME]MT I=OFiFUI.L_.,JMJE
ENGINE
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LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• IMPROWD ANN.YStS ANO TEST
BACKGROUND & RJELATED FACTORS:
• INADE_ATE /I_ALYSIS AND CERTIFICATION TEST
PROGRAMS FOR LONG UFE ENGINE CCUPONEMT$
AND SYSTEMS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOU;REMENTI:
RECOMMENDEDAC11ONS:
• DEVELOP DURABILITY kaOOEUNG PROCEDURES IN
CNE CCIdPUTER CO(HE 'n-iAT N_OUNT FOR:
- CYCUC INTLASTIC COND_J'IONS
. CRN_ INfT1ATION ANO GROWTH
• DEVELOP TESTINO METHOOS TO EVN. UATE THE
CHARACTEFUSTIC$ Of MATERIALS AM)
COMPONENTS IN A _ PERKX) SIGNIFICANTLY
SHORTER THAN THE ACTUAL INT1ENOEO SERVICE
LIFE
DESCRIPTION:
• PROPEt LANT-COMPATBLE MATER_LS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• FUELS FOR SP_ SYSTE MS MAY DEGRADE
MATERIALS _HAV[)R
- HYD_
- suLFUR IklHYDRCW:)N:_BONS
- NITROGEN "rE'r_x_
- _INE
• MATEFIJALS WHICH RUB IN AN OXIDIZING
ENVIRONMENT MAY IGNITE AND BURN
• ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS DICTATE ELIMINATION
OF HAZAP.OOU5 MATERIAI.S
MilESTONES AND RESOURCE I_EQUIFIEMEN"I'B:
• EPIA-DRNEN REQUIREMENTS (ENABLI, K_
RECOMMENDED AC11ONS:
• _N RESISTk_'r MATERIALS
• IMPROVED MATERtALS FOR RUQSING IN OXYGEN
ENVIRONMEh'I" (IMPEtUERS, TURSICES, BEARINGS.
ETC)
• ENVIRONMIENTALLYCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS FOR
PRE_LEANSNG AND FINE-CLEANING
• METHOOTONEUTRN.J_ EFFECTS OF NITROGEN
I'ETROXlDE IN RCS VALVES N_O PLUMBING
• EFFECTS CF IMPURFrY N3orrlcNS IN _
• FUNOAMENTAL STUOYOF blATERLAL BEHAVIOR N
O0(YGEN
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• IMPROVED BEN:liNG AND SF_AL MATER_L AND
FABR_,AT K3N PROCESSES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• TURSO_UMP BEARINGS ARE LIFE-LIun'wG IN SSME
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENlI:
• CR_ $ UDNO WEAR 11_'T3R
- LOX r.A.*,_ILffY
• Ir_E HYOIt(_TA'NC _ (1I)1_ (EtqLMKJN_
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• ODNT1NUEok'_ILoPu_r OF ROU.JNO_ E_tNG
• CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT OF"BEARINGS AND
$_EALS IS REOUff::IED TO INCREASE RELIABILffY OF
REUSABLE ENGINE SYSTEMS
• DEVELOPMENT OF HYDROSTATIC _A.q_
PROVIOIE SIMPLER DESIGNS. EASE OF
MANUFACTURE AND HGHER STIFFNIES_ AND
DAMPING WITHOUT STEADY-STATE WEAR
M_'rERL_J _ CRYO_Ig_IC API_JCA'rIOMB
• CO_I'INUE DEV_,.OPMENTOf i_UmO _ I,M'rlg_N.JI
_10._ PROVlOE_UD LUIRICA'NONTO 114EROUJNQ
• 0EV'ELOPIWPROVED_ MA_
• ICV_TiGATE 14AT_I/&I, F(3RAPPUCATICNTO C,RYOGENC:
_TATI¢ JF..JI,;Ttl_l
• 0E VIELOPFOILIF.A.':W,IO8
• ,D_NTI¢I_ NVl_ TIGATION(_FDUALIm'ROPERTYIF.A,RI_
_ FllOGE_SIHG
• IN'#I_TIOATE 114EAPPUCATIONCf C_t_C MATI_IAUI IN
• IN'4F.SIIG_TETI4EkelqJC-_TIONCF NMIOO_YI_T_U.UNE
_T1ERMIJI TO gF.k'_lqO_
PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
BASE R&T pROGRAM
FINDINGS:
• TECHNOLOGIES HAVE BEEN PRIORITIZED WITH A VIEW TOWARD RELATIVELY
NEAR TERM REQUIREMENTS
• A SUBSTANTIAL BASE R&T PROGRAM IS ALSO REQUIRED TO ADDRESS
HIGH-PAYOFF TECHNOLOGIES
• SIGNIFICANT POTENTIAL EXISTS FOR SHARING ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH BURDEN WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND INDUSTRY
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• A LONG-RANGE TECHNOLOGY PLAN TO DEFINE LONG-TERM PRIORITIES
• AN AGGRESSIVE INITIATIVE TO ESTABLISH TECHNOLOGY-SHARING
AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS SUCH AS:
- CERAMIC TURBINES WITH AIR FORCE
- ELECTRIC PROPULSION WITH AF AND SDI
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PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
PERIPHERAL TECHNOLOGIES
RNDINGS:
• MAJOR PERFORMANCE-ENHANCING TECHNOLOGIES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED
WHICH ARE NOT CLEARLY WITHIN THE PURVIEW OF MATERIALS AND
STRUCTURES:
- CFC-FREE INSULATIONS
. GELLED PROPELLANTS
• QUAD CHARTS OF THESE TECHNOLOGIES ARE INCLUDED IN THE PANEL
REPORTS
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• THESE TECHNOLOGIES TO BE CONSIDERED FOR INCORPORATION INTO THE
CODE R RESEARCH PLAN
UOUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• HIGH RELIAB&.ITY CASE JEXNTS/ATTACHMENT$
COMPATIBLE WITH OPTIMIZED COMPOSmE CESIGN
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• DERCIENCES:
- JOINT DESIGNS HEAVY/S31_UCTURALLY
INEFFICIENT
- LOW RELI/U_ILrr'Y
- INCOMPATIBLE W13_l OPTIMIZED
DESigN
• SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS:
- CRITICAL NEED FOR ALL SYSTEMS USING
COMPO_I_ CASES
• BENERT_PAYOFFB:
- IMPROVED FIELIABILffY
- REDU(_D WEl(_rr
. REDUCED co_r
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUII:IEMENT8:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
0EVELOP CASE DESIGNS WHICH MINIMmI: OR
ELIM INAI'IE JO_
OPTIMIZE JOINT 0ESIGNS COM,OATIBLE W1"IrH
C_MPOGtTES.-ELIMINATE HOLES, MINIMIZE LOCAL
REINFORCEMENTS
FAbRICATE/rEST JOINT DESIGNS
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UOUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
OESCPJPTION:
• _1T_J_'II_N OF _11_l_ RESPON_ _ OCNI_
M<:OELNGOF AI4J_TM_MATERI_JI
- CHli_4_d. O¢_OIdPOSII_N PHYIMCS
• Ptl_OCVll_ &_ll R.OW
• UATERIN. _ ¢I4_I_'IT_QA'noN
• OKVla._ _JIRED IIOCKIJI
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTOR_
• OEFtOI_ClE¢
. 114_UCRXtAL _6_0NSE OF ABLAll_I NOT
IMJ_qOENTLYUNDB_STOOOFOR_ DI_IION
• _ PRRSI4J_ Gr_F._TIOM II THE UNDEP4.YING
CALISEO4:POOCE'I3NG.PI.YLIFT.WlEiX_EOUT.
I_L_IIC_TIOK ml-
- CORR_ ITA'rK-oF.TH_*A/_TIN NO77'1¢D.I_JON
N_.N.Y'SISLACIUI,E._ UC.tT"_cEslD.TIdE/_,_X¢PO_IE
PRESSURE
• IMPROVIEDC_STffLffI_ RELA"rx_ ARE REQUI_O
FOR ACCURATEAN_VTC.AL PREDtCI"K_/_D SAFE
DES<_MP
• |'_rBd A,PPU_TIO_:
- ALLIWlI"EMS _/_,BtATIVE TP$ INCLUDI_Q
MIni, AS_4. NLB,ANOALLOTI4ERSOUO ROCKET
kk3TOm (POTBVllALA_UCATtON IN I_TRY
$_;TEMB)
• _AYOF'FI,:
- 'II,IIBEiCFOICTII TI4EI_'Y TO OPT1MOED0_SJ_l.
I_ ROVEORELU_LrrY, CORRECTMA'rERIN_
IMEI..EC'rto_ AP,_LOWER$'fl _ I_'VELOI_K_T
_NO _TtCN_. CC411
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOU|REMENI_:
• _PADRNEN REOU_M_NTS) (ENABL_O)
RECOMMENDEDAC11ONS:
• _ N_O _NDUCI' _TORY _Y
EX_'ERidBCrll TO _ I_"Y PPtOF_'T'I_
PERr-oRM AN_Y'_8 TO _ EJCI,EJ_NT I_I_N.
DATA _ATm AND_ _T1(_4
Ok-VF.L_' CONI TITt,nl'_ RELATIONBI10_ 'TI4ERMK.G_
I_OW ANDITR UCTURALMOOELING
_ T_E HECE_T_ F<X_OOt.mLEWPROOR£UME
N¢_,.YI_II
C:O_,T'RUCTN4D CONIX.'¢T M4A.OO LXPE.RBI_ql, TO
V,_L_OA"IT.Id_ELII
F._ LO_E 114[ USE OF MICROM_ _ TO
I,IPROVE N_,LY'_S 'rl_'rA,BIUTY
INVESTIGATETI4EEFFT=Cll CF fftOPEFR'Yv_,q._ BY
ALTERNATEIdATERIALI
DESCRIPTION:
• PFKX:ESSUN(_RSTANDiNC, AND LIMIT
DGTER,U_NAT1ON FOR OPTIMIZATICN AND CONTROL
OF NOZZLE COMPONENTS
• TAPEWP.AFq_DK_URED ABLATIVES
- FI_EXSEAL FABRICATII4Q
o ADHESIVE BONOING
BACKGROUND • R_L_TED FACTORS:
• 0EFICENCES:
• I/,ATERIAL _0 PROCESS VARIABLE IMFLUENCE ON
CRITICAL PROI_RTES _ NOT SUFTiCEk"TI.Y
UND_RSTOO0 FOR DESIRED RELIABI.Jl"Y
MILESTONESANDRESOURCEREQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
* PERFORM DESIGNED EXPERLMENTS TO IDENTIFY
CRITICAL PROPERTIES
• EVALUA'n_ MATERL4L AND PFKX_ SS VN:IIABLE
INFLUENCES ON CRITICAL PRO_RTIES
- LACK OF UNDERSTANDING OF PROCESS REDUCES
MANUFACTU_ YELD
• 8YS'I_M APPUCATIONS:
- ALL SYST_ MS INCUJD_G RSRM, ASRM. TrrAN.
SRMU. ANO NLV
• B£[NEFrr S,IPAYOFF$:
- THISEFTORTCONTRISUTES I,,ICRF.AS_D
RELL_81LRY. REPRCOUCIS_TY. AND
MANUFACTUPJNG YELD
• ABLATWES
- PERMEABIJTY
- INTERLAMU_R PROPERTIES
- MIC_
- VOLAllLE _MO_nJRE
- FLEXSF_AL
- SHIM/ELASTCMER WTERFACIAL BONOING
- ADHESIVES
- BOND S'm£NGTH
• ESTABLISH RAW MATEI_LAL ANO PFiOCESS LIMITS
AND CONTROLS
• VERIFY ANO VALIOATE PI:tOCE SS_ESAND CONTROUi
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• PROPEU.ANT AND BONOI.INE MATERIAL ANO
PROCESS VARIABLrrY REDUCTION
- INSULA'T_. LINER, ADHES/VE, ,AJqOPROPELLANT
VARIABIUW D_-rERMINATION
- PI:iCC_M OONTFC¢ AND MO_IITCRNO
• TOM _: I_n'ERACTICN WITH MATERt, M.
IIUPR.ERII
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• DEF_IENCE$:
• IMPACT OF RAW MATERIAL V_ITY ANO
NOI_.A_FOIqlJ_O MATERIALS ON BONO
STRENGTH AND PROCESSES IS NOT FULLY
- LACK OF QUANTIFICATION OF I:_OCESS
VARU_.ES ON CRrTCAL PROPERTES
•$YSTEM APPUCATION:
• ALL CURRENT AND PROJECTED SOLID ROCKET
MOTORS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFI_:
- REDUCED IKATEPJAL ANO PflK_ESS VARIABIJTY
W1LL LEAD TO IMPROVED RELUt,BI.ffY AND
REDUCED FABRICATICN COST
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUtREMENTII:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTFY CRITICAL MATERL_S ANOACC_PTANCE
TESTS WlTH SUPI:_JER INTERACTION
• CONCIJCT STATISTICAL TESTS TO OEFNE DEGREE
O r VARIABLITY CF _ENTS PROPERTIES ANO
EFFECT (_ BONDIJNE STRENGTH AND I:'ftOCESSE8
• DEVELOP A CRADUE-TO-ORAVE AHALYTIOAL
PROCESSING MODEL TO COfTTIO. AND MONITOR TO
A STATE (LE. DEGREE (_ CURE_ NOT TIME.
TEMPERATURE. PI_ESSURE, ETC.
• ESTABt.ISH ED OCIt_:).._O cRrTE RIA
H V8,¢1@ ENOllVE OPE ,A T/ON
0,49
OEA/EI_,4[O£
,,,vozz, e"
VA_ VE _
• . ..-!_.- . ;..,__i_._:._,_./._ :': .
UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCIRIIPTK_I:
• HYBPdO ROCKET BOC6TER OEMCNSTRATION
- DEVELOP COOES AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA BASE
F(;_q THE DESIGN OF LARGE HYBRID
kIOTOflS
• DEUONSTRATE _ ROCY,ET klOTORS AT
BOOSTER THRUST LEVELS (lSOK-1 .SM b THRUST)
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• HYBRID ROCKETS OFFER:
- INERT HANDLING
- CLEAN EXHAUST
- EL]MINATION OF"EX]_.OSIVE HAZARD6 ANO
EFFECTS OF DEFECTS IN CRACKS AND DEBOND6
• HYBRID ROCKETS CAN BE:
- THROTTLED
• SHUTDOWN
• THE COST OF HYB._O BOOb-'PER5 IS ESTIMATED AT
IO'& TO 100% OF SRMs AND MUCH LOW1ER THE LRB=
• HY_JD$ USE EXSTING TECNNO_.OOY FOR CASE,
NOZZLE. AND UOUID FEED SYSTEMS
• HIGHER b_ THAN SOLIOS ANO [-QUAL TO THAT OF
LOX/HVDROCARBON
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENI_:
• TEST FACILITY CAPABUE OF',
- 1,r_J-lb THRUST
$,500 Ib/_e LOX FLOW @ 1200 l_m
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• CODE DEVEL_NT AND DATA BASE AT _04b,
15_4b, AND tSOK-Ib THRUST LEVEL (,K_NT
_TE UqU_D
• _ _ _b'_T DE MC)4_IS_TRAT ION
• t .5M-Ib THRUST DE MON 5TRATI_i
RNDINGS:
• INTERFACE ACROSS GOVERNMENT AGENCIES IS CRITICAL FOR TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER TO AVOID DUPLICATION OF EFFORT
• CONCURRENT ENGINEERING IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENT OF A SOLID ROCKET MOTOR SYSTEM
• KEY TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS OFFERING THE POTENTIAL TO
SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE COST, IMPROVE RELIABILITY AND PERFORMANCE OF
SOLID ROCKET MOTORS ARE COMMON ACROSS ALL SUBSYSTEMS
- UNDERSTANDING AND CONTROL OF MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIABILITY
- ANALYTICALLY DRIVEN TEST METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPROVED CONSTITUTIVE MODELS
- ESTABLISHMENT OF FAILURE CRITERIA
- UNDERSTANDING EFFECTS OF DEFECTS
- DESIGN FOR INSPECTABILTY
- ENVIRONMENTALLY DRIVEN PROCESS AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
• SOLID PROPULSION INTEGRITY PROGRAM (SPIP) AND ALS LOW COST CASE
INSULATION AND NOZZLE (LOCCIN) PROGRAMS ARE CORNERSTONES FOR
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFER (COMMUNICATION WITHIN
INDUSTRY)
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• FORM A TECHNICAL STEERING GROUP WHICH CONTAINS REPRESENTATIVES
FROM THE MAJOR PROPULSION HOUSES, MEMBERS FROM THE JANNAF
STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR SUBCOMMITTEE. THE COMPOSITE
CASE SUBCOMMITTEE, AND THE ROCKET NOZZLE TECHNOLOGY
SUBCOMMITTEE STEERING GROUPS UNDER A CHARTER TO PROMOTE AND
ENHANCE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR TECHNOLOGY
• UTILIZE A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN PREPARATION OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS TO ADDRESS TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
AND AS A CRITERIA FOR FUNDING
• IMPLEMENT THERMAL ANALYSIS IN FLEXSEAL AND PHENOLIC MANDREL TOOL
DESIGN
TRANSFER DEVELOPED NOZZLE DESIGN, ANALYSIS, AND TESTING
TECHNOLOGIES THROUGH ESTABLISHMENT OF REGULARLY SCHEDULED
SEMINARS, HANDBOOK DEVELOPMENT, AND ACCESSIBLE COMPUTERIZED
DATA BASES
PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
"BRIDGING THE GAP"
• FORMALIZE THE PROCESS FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
- PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO Ti_--_CHh/OLO_YDEVELOPERS-----IN THE RTOP CALL
-- MAJOR PROGRAM DIRECTORS/CHIEF ENGINEERS "TOP TEN" LIST OF
TECHNOLO_,Y NEEDS -
- KEEP MAJOR PROGRAM-DirECTOrS/CHIEF ENGINEERS INVOLVED IN THE
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW PROCESS
-- REVIEW AND COMMENT ON DEVELOPERS PROPOSED RESPONSE TO
TECHNOLOGY NE_DS LIST _ = =
-- PROMOTE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BETWEEN DEVELOPER AND PRIME
CONTRACTORS (ESTAB=I.=ISH_=EARLYCO=¥MUNICAT/ON LINKS BETWEEN
TECHNOLOGY Di_VELOPERS AND TECHNOLOGY USERS- PRIME AND
SUBCONTRACTORS)
- USE TECHNOL INTERNAL CONSULTING RESOURCE
• BUILD ON THE INFORMAL PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPERS AND TECHNOLOGY USERS ESTABLISHED IN THE STRUCTURES
AND MATERIALS WORKSHOP
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PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
rl
ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
• NTP FUELS/COATINGS (E)
• NEP REFRACTORY ALLOYS (E)
• NEP FUELS (E)
• NEP RADIATOR MATERIALS (E)
• NTP NOZZLES (SPI)
• TURBOPUMP MATERIALS (SPI)
• LIGHT-WEIGHT TANKAGE / INSULATION (SPI)
• HI TEMPERATURE THERMAL & ELECTRICAL INSULATION (SPI)
• PRESSURE VESSELS (SPI)
• NON-FUEL COATINGS (SPI)
• HI TEMPERATURE SEALS
• NEUTRONIC CONTROL MATERIALS
• LIGHT RADIATION SHIELDING
• RADIATION HARD. HI TEMPERATURE ELECTRONICS
NUCLEAR PROPULSJON SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
NT P FUIG_ AND C,_i,I'INOJ:
- 10_. FIIWOM pROOIJkCT Rk'TBcrlcN
Ti.IEI_J¢_ STASI./TY (LOW blN_ LO_; AT 1'_3,0_K IN H21NS I._
HION MELTINO PC_,Cr ( _. $400_
HIGH I:UEL OQ_JTY _U] >l (R_
_ IIHOCK RJESJ$'TANCG
IL_ D¢-ORJ_kl'K:N ME-Ct-_N BMI.
CHEMICAL COMPATIMJI_ wrrH O04TING _10 _TN_X I,_T FJ_I41_
HIGH INJ_ACE AREA TO VOLUME RATIO
FABRk?J_Kn'Y
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• IqUlL11¢ ¢J, RIXOE FUEUICM_6T EXPERIG_<_.. 111L.q
PROVI_ OPrcRATIN_ _RIGNC[ TO ;I?SO_ FOR Z_ IN Ht
IWIIJECT TO 114ERMN. PA4OCK. _. I H_ 00¢_610N
• PLAI_ IIBLE DESIGNIB LIP TO $eC_K F.XJT TEI4P N,dD T.'Wal
• CS_IETliB'R.tCTORVFUBJI lS_./_ff, li06_li_
140eUGT FUEL DGSI_N. CCMPAllBL£ wn_ x2
- HIOH mmCN PRODUCT RETBdTt_I
- LOW Um k%'O THR UB T,'#FJONT
• pAJI'11C_ IILrO CAIUM0( FU_.$ (l_S T pERFORI,/,t.NC_
- H)O,N THRuirrNvE_iHT. HIGH OF'BFkAT1NG _
• HIGH FL_L _ AND Iq88K:N PAOOUCF_ R.B.,_J_
- NO I_O_ENB4CE POR U:_G IJl_. 1410H "ff_CHN)Oi. OGY P/_K
• _ulr=ous FUe.S (MOST ImOTT'_
• 00NTk4_M_rT AND OOMPAT_IL/TY _F GAS _ FI.EL
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• _ vla.O_lds, rr. __ AN0 _ 'II_TIN_ TO
INELECT HIOH I"I_JPER_TURE NTP FU_L. IIR_
• ll_ "lTr_ FACIt JT1ES/IND PBI_{_%M PROTOTYPICAL
11_'m - lull
• OONSTRUCT NIX_LF.AR FURNACE N4D TEST _S£MB.IES - 111_
• R4,D ON ADVN, K::F..D¢ONC4_TI - C(_NrT1NUIM_
• BLIOGk"tl 0F.PtE_ ON NUMm:R (_ OONC.EP111. HICNRI_r
EVALL_T1Ce_ S XOtJLD IXE COMPt.£TED BEFORE
SPt_ CI_:IC TESTINIQ
RE_ENOEO ACTIONS:
• _,c( COCS"TSit,, _er Nm C_TJ_ f_Ue,_.VNO
NONP_I4CORMERS. DOWN S_LECI1NG. AND CG_ BINI_IG D£SlGJ,_
• Irr_RT RitO Ciq COM_ FUF.L_ & OOATllIO Tr_CHNOLOOY _;_.NEB
• CC_III"RUCT l_SllNG IrACILffl_,
• START Rll O TO _TRAll_ k'VOLUTIO_ ll_ ROVI_JI3_T IN
li_ ETY _iO liWr.RFOqtLMK_ (INi_F._E TIME • _RATURE,)
• START F,_BR_,AIrIC_ ,4qO CHARACT1ERIZAT)ON DEVELOPI,JI3_T
• I;TART ImOTOl"elqC,,_ FIJEL EI.J_I _/T _
• O_RAT_ OATA
IUPPORT EN_ I¢ f._J_ I_i OEIt.I_NI
CCMLFY OF.r..RATIMO t/,kRG INII
• PIkBD¢'T RG._iaJ'I'Y
. COMpL.rI'E _ ETy N4N.ySEI
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NUCLEAR PROPULSION SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESC,':UPTR_:
• NEPI:_FRACTORYALLOY TECHNOLOGY FCR ALL
MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS
• LIFETIMES =.2 'tEARS AT TEMi:_RATURES =. ISOOK
- CQMISATIBI..r/_wr/_C._O_,I, TE FUELS
- COMPAT BILJl"Y WITH WORKING FLU IDS N_D
O0(XN_TS
- HIGH 8TRENGTU AT OPERATING TEMPERATURE$
. RESISTANCE TO RADIATION D,Q4AGE
- READLYF_TED WTOCOMPLEX
_NT8
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• MOST CAND_ATE ALLOYS ARE NOT IN PflO(X)CTION
NOW
• A SIGNFICANT TECHNICAL DATA BASE EXITS FROM
THE SPACE POWTR PI:IOGFIAMS (l_O'S) A,NOI").E
SP.loo Cli_O3)
. NbANOTa_EDALLOYSHAVE A HIGH LEVEL OF
DEVELOPMENT
- COMPLEX_ENTS SUCCESSFIX_Y
FASPJCATED
- LA_ DATA BASE
- MO ANO W-BA_ED ALLOYS HAV_ A LOWER LEVEL OF
MA_
- DIFFICULT TO FAERICATE
- LIMITED TO bKX)EST DATA BASE
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
• REC_ElYlEI_TFC]RMSOFCANOtOATE MATERIALS
BY1M4
• ACQUIRE PRELIM_ARYDATAEJ_ES-19ee
• J_EC_WJCAL PFIO_RTIES TESTS ANO DESK_
VALIDATION
FP, AD_T_ON DAMAG INO EFF'ECT
WORKING FLUID AND COOLANT P_MPATIBILITY
• DOW_SELECT OPTIMUM ALLOY FOR FEFERENCE
SYSTEM DESIGN - lm7
• AC:OUIRE ENOINEERING DATA BASE _UITABLE FOR
APPROVAL FOR GROUND OPERATIOI OF REACTOR-2001
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• REDOCE CANDIDATE CONCEPTS AND SELECT
CANDIDATE MATERIALS
• DEVELOP MATERIALS SPECFICATIONS
• OPTIMIZE FABRICATX_N METHODS
• IDENTIFY SUPPLY INFRASTRL_TUFE
• GENERATE PFIEUMINARY DATA BASE FOR:
- R_T,_,' DA,MA_ EFFECTS
- _PATIOLITY WITH _ & WORKING FLUID6
. HGHTEMPERATURE M£-CHANICALPROPEFITES
• RE FURBISH FACIUTE$ TO SUPPORT THE ABOVE
DESCRIPTION:
HIGHgURNIJ_, t_B AT. _ I_0_ _ Mk"rAL_O(J_ J_O
_$ AT. %r-_R G_ O00Ua) _d_'TOIm
. LOWFelSm OAS RE1.EA_ AND llWTLUNO
PRODUCT COMPATlmlJ_
- P,)B. CIADOe_ IN_Olql'Y
. HIOH(:_EEP _ CLAD01NGMA_
- _IC F_ E]JEMFJ4TIkffEON1"_
- llENIONOF'F_AL I_E_,C_U_C$
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• UOCtO I_rl'AL COOUE_ REJ_'_lrO4tFUEIJI
DE._'f'RATE UN OPERA_ AT_ AT. % II1_ A'Ti_0_(
. Op_IAT1CINTO H) AT, % AT ISOOKpL_
• DEMOkI_TR&_ UO_ TI_. OPE/_kTIONATlI_4K FOR| Y1EARB
• O_TION _ t_ _ AT 240_4(Pg_O_LIE]h_TgG_
• ,g_,ll¢o,0LIm It rd_"To_ F UF.UI
OPERAI_S W_,ELLIIQ.OW RJE1.S41,MATENALSCAPAMJTIIDI
• O#IERATI_ WAY k-'YC_ IK_NUP E_ERII_ClE II_E
'rl4E_ _ WITH NE_ RF.N_OFIS _J_E1T4E141GHm
I_UIRED TO C,CMIq.EI_ MI_N T_klIEEAND RI;LkTNELY
TEMPERATUNm _ TO Dr_.RF._ MA_.TO-I_r.R R_.TIO
MILESTONESAND RESOURCE I:I_OUIREMEN111:
• L_SC_LECOMPA11B4JTYTES11HO- Im
• pII_TOT_IC_. _ _ TT_TING
aINOLE PIN II_kD_TIO_ TErrlNO - t m
R.,T=L,k_SSMgLY TEIrTII_ -_
IIY_EM SEt.ECTtON - _e
• I_rtT=Gt_llUPGROUNDI_GN_;_40&YSI"EMTESTF_.4Jl"Y ,_
• _UOOE'f3 DEP'B40 ,_NNUI_BE..RoIr OONClEF'I3.
EWLLk4T_NS SHOQU) Ik[ CZ_F_ED Bt_ CG_GE_
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• _c_ co_c_ svor_nm_c_n_m__L_T_
NON4_RFO_4£RS, DO_I I_r4JECIING.AND C_M_NINO _
• DEV_.OP NdOT1E$'TSTABL_ OOMPkq.AI_E. H_H TI_4PE.qATURE
R,aF.LS
• frAR1 PROTOTYI_ 141044_J_qNUP_TT_I4 TESTIMO
P_GRMa
• C_HSIltUCT _ TESYD4G_
• O_TE OAT&
s UPPORTE)r.,INS]_UI_ OF.SlGI_
. (y,,_kLJF'yO4wG.R_TING _
- P_E_'T n_LMiNLn_
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NUCLEAR PROPULSION SUBPANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• LIGHT, HIGH TEMI:_RATURE. HIGH PEF_C_tMAN(_
RADb_TOR MATERIALS
- T>IOOOK
- HIGH SPECFIC CONDUCTNn'Y
- PROTECT K_N FROM/¢JO_J METNJ
- HIGH STRENGTHISTFT'I_SS
- HIGH EM_>Swn'Y_OATING
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• REFRACTCRY METALS WELL DEVELOPED BUT HEAV_
• C_ARSON COMPOSffES USING HIQ_
STRENGTH FIBERS DEVELOPED, BUT LOW STRNN TO
FAILURE OF HIGH CONDUCTWffY RBERS LMIT
FABRICATICN OF COMPO_rrE$ LIGHTWEIGHT
PROTECTION FROM/4.YJCJ METALS ALSO A PROeLEM
• GRN_/TEsCOPPER UNDER DEVELOPMENT.
ICrERFACIAL STRENGTI-I/WqE:'TTINO IS PROBLEM
HEAVIER THAN C__ NEED PROTECTION
FROM ALKALI METALS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
. SELECT MATERU¢ SYSTEM lees
• RADIATOR PROTOTYPE OEMONSTRATK_d 19ee
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• CARBON,CARBON
- SELECT MOST I=IC(3UST HIGH CONDUCTIVITY FIIBER
- DEVELOPCOMPO_RE ARCHITECTURE TO REDUCE
WEIGHT AND INCREASE THROUGH-THICKNESS
CONDUCTIVITY
DEVELOP UGHT PROTECTIVE LINER
• OPTIMIZE SURFACE EMISSIVITY
• GRAPHffFJCOPPER
• OPTIM[ZIE INTERFACIAL BONOINO
- DEVELGP JOINING RqOCESS
- OPTIMIZE SURFACE EMSSNRY
• FABRICATE SUBSCALE RADIATOR SEGMENT
PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
= i i
NUCLEAR PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUBPANEL
FINDING:
• OPERATING CONDITIONS LIKELY TO BE SIGNIFICANTLY OUTSIDE CURRENT
EXPERIENCE BASE
• MULTIPLICITY OF UNCERTAINTIES EFFECTING DURABILITY
• LARGE NUMBER OF MATERIALS WHICH MIGHT BE CONSIDERED FOR VARIOUS
COMPONENTS
• CRITICAL MATERIALS ARE NOT AVAILABLE
- NO LONGER PRODUCED
IN LABORATORY DEVELOPMENT
- IN CONCEPTUAL STAGE ONLY
• FUNDING PRECLUDES CONCURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF MANY CANDIDATES
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• ENSURE CONCURRENT ENGINEERING BETWEEN SYSTEM DESIGN AND
MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
• ENSURE MINIMAL DUPLICATION IN QUALIFICATION OF MATERIALS BETWEEN
DIFFERENT PROGRAMS AND CONTRACTORS
• ENSURE ADVANCED DESIGN METHODOLOGYNALIDATION IS INCLUDED EARLY
TO ASSURE A HIGH PERFORMANCE, DURABLE, AND SAFE DESIGN
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7.2.2 Supporting Charts
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sp,c__IpNSPO_*_ONST.UJi_UR_*.O MAT_*LS WO.KS.OP
I_ROPULSION ;_YSTEMS P'ANEL
ISSUES / TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
_;OUD PROPULSION
IMPLEMENTATIONOF THERMAL ANALYSISIN FLEX SEAL AND PHENOLIC
MANDRELTOOLDESIGN
NOZZLEDESIGN/ANALYSISTECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BY SEMINARS,
HANDBOOKDEVELOPMENT,AND COMPUTERIZED DATA BASES
(1)
(1)
SOUD PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
FINDINGS:
• INTERFACEACROSSGOVERNMENT AGENCIES IS CRITICALFOR
TECHNOLOGYTRANSFERTO AVOID DUPLICATION OF EFFORT
• CONCURRENTENGINEERINGIS ESSENTIALFOR THE SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENTOF A SOLID ROCKETMOTOR SYSTEM
• KEY TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENTS OFFERING THE POTENTIALTO
SIGNIFICANTLYREDUCE COST, IMPROVE RELIABlUTY AND PERFORMANCE
OF SOLIDROCKETMOTORS ARE COMMON ACROSS ALL SUBSYSTEMS
- UNDERSTANDINGAND CONTROL OF MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIABILITY
- ANALYTICALLYDRIVEN TEST METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPROVEDCONSTITUTIVE MODELS
- ESTABLISHMENTOF FAILURECRITERIA
UNDERSTANDINGEFFECTS OF DEFECTS
DESIGN FOR INSPECTABILTY
- ENVIRONMENTALLYDRIVEN PROCESS AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
• SOLID PROPULSIONINTEGRITY PROGRAM(SPIP) AND ALS LOWCOST CASE
INSULATIONAND NOZZLE(LOCCIN) PROGRAMS ARE CORNERSTONESFOR
TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTAND TRANSFER (COMMUNICATION WITHIN
INDUSTRY)
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUF_rTECHNOLOG¥ REQUIREMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS:
FORM A TECHNICAL STEERING GROUP WHICH CONTAINS
REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE MAJOR PROPULSION HOUSES, MEMBERS
FROM THE JANNAF STRUCTURES AND MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR
SUBCOMMITTEE. THE COMPOSITE CASE SUBCOMMITTEE, AND THE
ROCKET NOZZLE TECHNOLOGY SUBCOMM[1"rEE STEERING GROUPS
UNDER A CHARTER TO PROMOTE AND ENHANCE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
TECHNOLOGY
UTILIZE A MULTtDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN PREPARATION OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS TO ADDRESS TECHNOLOGY
REQUIREMENTS AND AS A CRITERIA FOR FUNDING
• IMPLEMENT THERMAL ANALYSIS IN FLEXSEAL AND PHENOLIC MANDREL
TOOL DESIGN
TRANSFER DEVELOPED NOZZLE DESIGN, ANALYSIS, AND TESTING
TECHNOLOGIES THROUGH ESTABLISHMENT OF REGULARLY SCHEDULED
SEMINARS, HANDBOOK DEVELOPMENT, AND ACCESSIBLE COMPUTERIZED
DATA BASES
DESCRIPTION:
• HIGH RELIABiLRY CASE JOINTS/ATTACHk(ENT8
COMPATIBLIE WITH OPTIMIZED COMPOSITE DESIGN
BACKGROUND & RELAllED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• JOINT DESIGNS HEAVY/STRUCTURALLY
INEFFICIENT
- LOW RELUkBILrTY
- INCOMPATIBLE WITN OPTIMIZED
COMIK)SlTE DESIGN
• SYSTEMS APPL)CATIONS:
- CRtTC, AL NEED FOR ALL SYSTEMS USING
COMPOSITE CASES
• BENEFITSJPAYOFF$:
- IMPROVED RELIABILITY
REDUCED W_ _a_T
• REDUCED CO_T
MILESTONES .I,ND RESOURCES REOUIREMEN'rS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
, DEVELOP CASE DESK)NS WHICH MINIM(2_E OR
ELIMINATE JOINT_
+ OPTIM_ JOINT DESIGNS COMPATIBLE WTTH
COMPOSlTE$_el.IMINATE HOLES, MINIMIZE
LOCAL REiNFOAC:EMENT9
FABRICATE/TEST JOINT DESIO/_
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SOUD PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• (:X:_ITE CA_EOESIGNANOkN_.YS_
METHOOOLOGY
- DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIAL TEST METHOOS
- FAILURE CRITERIA AND EFFECTS OF DEFECTS
- CO_PO_ITE CA._E PROCESS MOOELINQ
- DESIGN GUIOE FOR COMP(_ITE ROCKET MOTOR
CA_S
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• OEF£1NC_
t_CK O_ IT_ FOR_ O(3_ANAL_IMt
CURP,ENT _ mOCEDUI_8 _ _ADL'OUATE
HKIH _ OF llYJ_L_ TF.J_ING
MATERIALP_ OF.FINIT_ IS iN_OUATE
OCAJJ_ PflENOMID_AMUST K UNDF_J_TO00
ANALYS_ ANDTFJ'T DATAARE NOTAVAJLASLZFOR
DETF._NING EFFECTOF DEFECT
- NEED TO CONSIDF_RALTF.P_AT_IEMANUFACTUP414G
ME'rHOOe
(E G.,INFLATABLEMANOf_'wL)
• NEED TO ADO4_SS I_.J_IOUALrI:IES,9_S FRO_I
MANUFACTURII_
• SYSTEM APPtJCATIOCJ:
• ALLSRM UT_ F|LAJMENTWOUND CA_
• IN[NEFTT8ANDPAYOFF;
• STAN_TION TO IrrREAMUN ETH_ DE81ONANO
VERIFICATIO_ I_,
• MOP_ oPnk_JM DESIGNS ANDLOWER COGTOF
DEVELOPMENT
MILESTONES AND RESOURCESREQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTION_:
• ASSEMBLEiNTERDiSCIPLINARYTEAMOFEXPERTSIN
CASE OESIGN/kNALYSB/TEST
• DEVELOP CON_EN,_U_ ANO DOCUMENT RELEVANT
THEORIES OF BEHAVIOR A9 FUNOAMENTAL BASIS
FOR DES IGN/ANALYSI_/TEST
• DEFINE COMPREHENSr_ TEST I:_QUiREMENT8
• DES_3N/ANALYZ_ST ANALOG EXPERIMENTS FOR
CASE DESIGN V_RIFiCATION
• DEVELOP A COMPREHENSNE MATERIAL PROPERTY
DATABASE
• CONDUCT ANALYTICAL CORRELATION TO UNIFY
ANALOG, SUB-SCALE AND FULL-.._.3_LE
RESPONSE WITH MATERIAL PROPERTY OATA_E
• DEVELOP VERIFIED FAILURE CRITERIA
• EXPLORE THE EFFECTS OF DEFECTS
• DOCUMENT TECHNOLOGY IN THE FORM OF A DESIGN
GUIDE
DESCRIPTION:
• CAS_ MATERIALS/MATERIAL FORMS SUITAOLE FOR
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE. LOW COST, RELIABLE
AND HIOH RATE PROOUCTION
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- MATERLAL_JMATERIAL FORMS POTENTIALLY
UNSAFE. NOT SUITABLE FOR HK_"_qATE
PRODUCTION. PROCESS SEN,_'TN_
• SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS:
- CRRk?.,AL FOR ALLCOMPOSfTE STRUCTURES
INCLUOINO CASES
• BENEFIT_PAYOFFS:
- REDUCED PRODUCTION CO_T
- ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE MATERIALS
- IMPROVED PERF_MANC_ ANO RELIA_LITY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCESREOUIREMEITT_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP LOW CO_T/HIGH P_RFORMANC_
ENVIRONMENTALLY-_AFE riSER/RESIN SYSTEMS
• DL_LOP PROCESS INSENSITIVE MATERIALS FORMS
SUITABLE FOR HK_H-RATE PROOUCTION
• DEMONSTRATE HIGH-RATE CAS_ PRODUCTION
CAPAB_,IT_ES USING ANALOO CASES
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• CASE EQUIPMENT/PROCESS SUITABLE FOR LOW
COST/HIGH RATE PRODUCTION
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• SLOW/COSII.Y, LIMITED IN-PROC,£$S CONTROL
• sYSTEMS APPLiCATiONS:
- ,ILaPLiCABLE TO FABRICATION FOR
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES. INCLUDING CASES
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
. IMPROVED RELIABILITY
- REDUCED CO6TS
- HK_t-RATE pRODUCTiON
MILESTONF.8 AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTB:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• EVALUATE 8.OX IN COMMERCL_. COmPOSiTE
PR(X)UCTK_N SECTOR
• fiELECT/DEVELOP OPTIMUM EQUIPMENT/PROCESS
FOR LOW-CQ6T, HIGH-RELLABILtTY CJ_
PROOUCTION INCLUDING It&LiNE PROCESS
OON TROL/INSPECT ION
• OEMONSTP, AT_ TECHN(X.OGY FO_ $U8- N_O
FULL_SCALE ANALOG CASES
DESCRIPTION:
• ¢OMPOGRE ¢J_SE _MALYIIB ¢OOE DEVEL_
- &COOE W_ICH _ T_E RESULTI Of TECHNOLOGY
JJ_VANCE_FJ_ W _ _F.A OF PRE_Cll_O _RUCTUC_L
RESPO_N OF _ MOTO_R
- CO01ETO _ THE "C,_ IUT TO OONTA_
A,CCUF_TI SUB-MOOC=LJOF O/rUN. IJW_q.,4TOR. IK>HD.-LNE
AND AI"rAc_MENT IrrRUCTURBI
• THE GOAL I A STANOARDCZEO OOE THAT PREOICT| CA,E
VERY A_RATELY
BACKGROUND& RELATEDFACTORS:
• OCDlalgC._k
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• PHA_ 1 Pf_ TO ADO_ STANDA.qD(ZATION,USER
NC_tlT_N_,RD _HODOU_Y
- _I_JL_-IN IJ_#G D¢_I_N _ATATO CR_TIE AO,BOLM.TEIdoD_JI
INADEQUATE_T_ _ _ _
1t¢_!
_ A_ FORLARGE_ _D ROTATION
Bq:ECI$
_ANT_,TED IrAI.UREC_IT_IIqA
_ I_ S_l_J_T_R_L PFK_I_TtEI
BUILDUPoE(&4ETRYNOT_
FOO(q&_4FJ_qPLYIJ_ Ir_ V_O¢q'r ANDI!10_ R_ K_11
_OORMOOe.NO OFJOenl
I_K'rB4 A,_tJC_TIONI:
¢OIdPOBTEP,JELTANKI
IE_srlTs _$D I_VOFFII:
k_C_[ACCURATEANALYIN8_ _ I_1=1_1_"
Iq_M)'rr_ PlglFORkM,_ EU_ORAO_ ,M¢O¢OI,tI"F_UTEl TO
IB,a,,_N<_D R¢1fAmJW.
FEATUI_:$ AND INTEGRATIO_ WITH MUt.'rl_ COIdMERCtAL
IIOF'P/VAR_ PACKAGFJIB4THECAO ANDCAJEN:F_AI U_ER
FF..ATUI_ TO I_C LUO( RAPIOOEOMILrTRYD(FINtTIO_ UNKBD
TO DESIGN FEATUt_.. AUTOMATED MESH O_N(RA'I_ON,
MATEP4ALPROPERTYOENIERATIONUSING MICRO-MECHANK_
AND _EI_ZIE_D OAT,&BASF_, INTEFIFACI_TO BUCKLING
Ooo_I. POGT-PftOCE_NG FOR P_Y ITRE_..$. FIBER
ITREBSlE_ AND
PHAS_ 2 PRC.O_AMTO ADOFtES_ NONUNF.AR MATEF_AL
INTERFACES,_ AND _ _ JOINTS,
SHEAR MOOULU_ MATIE_M4._,CRAZING. ET¢.). PHASE
_M'(OULDBE_NATED _ AN F..J@_IJ_ATORYTEST
DP_EN TECHNOLOOYD_,rELOPI_'N'/' _ _ $HOUt.D
ALSO BE D(VELOPI_O IN _RT _ _IJ_-SCALE TEBT DATA.
PHA_ 3 PROGAAMTO AOOFf._ FAIUJ_ OI_TERi& FRACTURIE
Id_CHAN_ _ PH_ IN IFTU MATEFI_L
PROPERTIES, MODELING MAJ,RJF_ EFFEC'I_ (E G.,
RESIO',JALITRE_S).O_IM_,TK_. _ $ SHOULD
DLrMONSTRATIEACCURATE_ OF FULL-SCALE
RF_ AN[) CONNECTTO COUI_ ANO _NJB-_&LE DATA.
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• SE_F tNSUtATINGCASE
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIEs:
- CC_TLY MULTI-STEPINSULATIONAND
CASEFABRICATION
• POTENTIALBONDLINEFAILURE
• SYSTEMSAPPLICATIONS:
- ALLSYSTEMSUSING COMPOSITE CASES
• EENEFITS_AYOFFS:
• ELIMINATESBONDLINEFNLURE THEREBY
IMPROVINGRELIABILITY
- REDt.ICEDC06T
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENI_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONI:
• DEVELOP SELF.INSULATINO
MATERL_S/I:_:KX_E_
• FABRICATE/OEMONSTRATESUB-AND FUII.gCALE
CASES
DESCRIPTION:
• LOW COSTR:IAPIDTURN-_I.JNO CASE TOOLING
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- TOOLINGCOST EXCESSIVE
- REQUIRELONG LEAD TIME
- INCAPABLEOF ASSISTINGPROCE88
CONTROL
• SYSTEMSAPPLICATIONS:
ALL SYSTEMSUSING COMPOSITE CASES
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- REDUCEDC06T
IMPROVED RELIABILITY
RAPIDTURN-AROUND
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEN'TS:
RECOMMENDED ACTION_:
• DEVELOP LOWCOST/NIGHRATE TOOLING
CONCEPT8
• FABRICATE/DEMONSTRATESUB-AND
FULL-.,,_3ALETOOLINGCONCEPTS
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• C_CTER_TK_ OFUA_ULLr_S_NSE
coNsTrn_ .O0(L_GOr_LA_VEUAT_WJ
• C,E_L OECOUP,_mON_W._
. ImfROL'rlil _
- MATERIAL IN_I_RT_ CHARACTERIZATION
- OEVII,DP _IEN_
BACKOROUND& RELATEDFACTORS:
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEN"rB:
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• 0EFIC IENCIEI:
- THERMO@TRUCTURALRF.iPONSlE OF MILATIVIE| NOT
SUFF1C_k'I"LYUNDEP6_'OO0 FOR PJEUAlk_
• PORE PRES._JRIEGENERAT_JN t_"rHE UNDEP4.YINGCAUI_
OF POCKETING. PLY LIFT, WEDOE OUT, DELAI&NATDON,_..
- CURRENT STAT[-OF.THE_ IN _,O]_t.E DES)ONANALY_8
tACKS EXPUC,'TI_F.AT_h_" OF pORE PRESSURE
• II,_ROV1EDCONSTfI'VT_ RELATIONS AREI_OUIREO FOR
ACCURATE ANALYTICALPR_D4CTIONSAN{) _!U_FIEDfJ_NIII
* ALLIY_TEM$ U_NG ABLITIVI[ TPS INCLUOIN_ P_RM,
NL.%M_D ALLOTHER SOUD PCXCKETMOTORS (IIOTENTiAL
API_TK_N IN ENTRY IYSTEM_)
• BEklEF(T&/P&YOFFII:
- TH_I EFFORT B "rile KEY TO OFT1MIZEDDElk_N. I_
I_L._UTY, C.OI_CT MAI"E_. ISEt.ECTIONA_O LOW_q
IYITIEMI DL_/LrL_MEI4T AN{:)OPERATIONAL(_)ITl
(_SlON ANDCONOUCT _TO_¥ _TORY
_J(P[RIIENll TO Cl¢_TI_E KEY _RTIFI
PE_ORM ANAL_I_ 1"OSuPPoFrr EX.I_&IENT DE,9_¢, DATA
DEVELOP CON_TITU'TIVE F_"t.ATIONSFOR THERMAL, GAS
FLOW AND STW_TURAL MOOEI.IN@
EXPLORE THE _ OF _HEMk_t,L MOOm_ TO lUpROVt[
ANALYSIS TI_tC'TA_/LrrY
D_ET_RMINETHE NEC_.._T'Y FOR COUF_.._PR_(_.E_.IVE
ANALYS_I
INVESTIGATE _ EFF_CTII OF PROPERTY VARMTION BY
CHAPACTEPJZINGALTERNATE MA_
CONSTRUCT A_O CONDUCT A_LOO [XPER&IENTI TO
VAUDATE
DESCRIPTION:
• PROCESSUNOERSTANOINGAND LIMIT
DETERMINATION FOR C_TIM _.AT_ON AND CONTROL
OF NOZZLE COMPONENTS
- TAPE WRAPPEDK_URED ABLATIVE8
- FLEX_=AL fABRICA'rlON
- ADHESIVE BONDING
BACKGROUND i RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- MATERIAl. AND PROOESS VARIABLE INFLUENCE ON
CRf'I"/CAL PROPERTIF.._ 1_ NOT SUFFICIENTLY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTION_:
• PERFORM DESIGNED EXPERIMENT_ TO IDENTIFY
CRITICAL PROPERTIF_
• E'VALUATE MATERIAL ANO PROCC-_ VARIABLE
UNDERSTOOD FOR DESIRED RELIABILITY
- I..AC_(OFUNDERSTANDINGOF PROCESS REDUCES
MANUFACTURING YI_LO
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDING RSRM, ASRM, TITAN,
SRMU, AND M.V
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- THIS E/:FOR T CONTRIBUTES INCREASED
RELIABILITY, REP_UCIBILITY. AND
MANUFACTURING YIELD
INFLUENCES ON CRITICAL PROPERTIES
- ABLA_VES
- PERMEABILITY
- INTERLAMINAR P_RTIES
- M ICROSTRUCT'URE
- VOt.ATI.ES_O_
- FLEXSEAL
- SHIM_LASTOMER INTERFACIAL BONDING
- ADHESIVES
- BOND STRENGTH
, ESTABLISH RAW MATERIAL AND PFK)CESS LIMITS
AND CONTROt.S
• VERIFY AND VALIOATE PROCESSES AND CONTROLS
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• pe(_sj[ fAILURECRmEfl_k
CNTE)qIATOASSES6PI_
VA,qkqilLfTYASRa.ATB) TOIAATl_qkkLIINUEE
C(]qME14._ND(T OlFllCTll
AS,AW DerEcTi TOPt_FOR_ANCE
Dk"rEpl_tr I1_ NOEFO_tD_"i'l_;'r_ OF _.l I_E OEJr[.¢ll
INkLUAll[ RILP&L.I'rYOFNO! DETIECTICN
0EVII,C_ WBTISaPERFOWa4kNCERB.4T1[ON:X::EPTANCE
CNT_
• DA'V'g._ klOr.4AAllE_ HIgTO_y_
• UI1Lnw MIOVll1Q IO_T A41NQplql¢11
BACKGROUND& RELATEDFACTOR9:
_T_E_qE _[ NOC:Okq,_NLYAOCE)ITEDFORMU,.ATIONI;FORFAILURE
CNT E_WOF _ P,'IEHOUCl
CUIU_ _ I NOTRB.ATEDTOK_ D_r IB(_11
L4JI.TtAXW.,OfT JU_IE,k_D FRAC_14( MEC:HA_.! _TA
REAJ.LYLACKNG
IM_UENC:E_ I.k_HUFACTURNG YAP_BLEll C_114*,TERIN.
lmOPERTYvJ_qsATX_IS
CURRENTAC_PTA_,_ CNTE_L( _ HOZZ_..][IlTRUC'TCmESARE
IM._[D ON_'RVI[ RUt.[S I_TH_ _¢4N UNDERS'I'N_DIk_ CF
Iq-_llC.kLANOCHEM_ALASPECTSOF FALURE
I_T[_ _ALSA_O I_OC,ES8VA_I_TJC_SA_[ D4F_OULTTO TR_,4[
Ct.ml_ODII_:_PANCY REVIEW
• WSTB.41SAPR.£ATI_4:
- &U. pJ.I I_T[]d8 M4)O.I UBE_LATWE'_IERMAL PROTECTI_I
Ir_lTa
• ll_ I_'/I,_AYOF_
• IMa.UD_I MmOV I_ RELI_BLff_.lamO/ED DE:SIO_N4_?_IL
MILESTONES AND RESOURCESREQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• DE'TERI_NE UULT1-AX_4L.OfF AXe. FRACTURE MECHANk?JI
AND OTHER DATATO FOI_JULATETHE FAILURE C,WTERJAFOR
NOZZLE kLkTERLkU;
• DE'VE'I.DPCO,RR_I_E BE'T'W_EN_ CRITICAL
VALUE.E.AND APPROPR_TE NONOESTRUC_
TECHNI(_)EI
• EXPAND AND OPTIMIZECAPAB_q.,I_SELECTED NO_
TECHN_OUF._FOR FU(.L_ZE C,OMPONENI_
• C,O_FIR,IdC_LAT_ 8Y APPLJCATIONOF S,EI.ECTEDN{)Ce
TO REALCOMPONENTll,AND TE3TS GOIdPARED F_X:XMTHO_
PAPCfSAT THE INOICATEDLOCATIO_
• C_P AND EVALUATETHE EFFECT| OF OEFECTII AND
AO;NO ON CRIT¢,_ P'_OPERTIE_
• OLrV1ELOPROBUST T!_13 FOR CRITICALPI_OPERTtES FOR
AS ACCEPTANCE TEITI
• 04EY1ELDP|Y_TEM FOR MATERIAL14_TORY TRACE_I.ff_
DE_RIPTION:
• ROBUST ABLATIVE NOZZLE MATERIAL AND
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
BACKGROUND& RELATED FACTORS:
MILE91"ONE9AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEN13:
RECOMMENDEDACTIONS:
• DEFICIENCIr 8
- CURRI:NT MATERIALS ARE DEFECT AND P_OCESS
SENSITIV_
* PROMISING CANDIOATES EXIST BUT WARRANT
MATURATION OF MATERIAL AND F_::tOCESS
CONTROL
• SYSTEM APPLICATION
CURRENT ANO PROJECTED LAUNCH VEHICLE
SRBI (RSRM. ASRM, TITAN. SRMV ANO DE).TA)
INCORPORATE ABLATN_ NOZ2LE COMPONENT
• BENEFIT OR PAYOFF
- CONTRIBUTE INCREASED RELIABILITY,
REPRODUCIBILITY, AND MANUFACTURII_ YIELD
• DEFINE MATERIAL REQUIREMENT_J
• ENGINEER MATERIALS WHICH ARE INSENSITIVE TO
RAW MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIATIONS
(TARGET _T AND EXTr CONE)
• EVALUATE CANOIDATE MATERIAL SYSTEMS
• PAN FI_R/LOW K PAN
- ALTERNATN_ ARCHITECTURES
• NONCONOENSATE RESINS/NiGH CHAR YIELD
LOW DEN_'W EXIT CONES
• HARDWARE DEMONSTRATION/VALIDATION
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUECrECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• NOZZLE THERMOSTRUCTURALCOOE
DEVELOPMENT
- COOE REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
- CODE DEVELOPMENT- _ COUI_ED NONLINEAR
NEAT TRANSFER, PYROLYSISGAS GENERATION
AND FLOW,AN0 8TRUCT'LRAL k'4ALY818
C.APABILr'_
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• OEFtC IENCIEI.
• IK)LJD ROCKET MOTOR ANALYIN8 COMMUNITY BEUI_
THAT THE ONLY VALJO SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
ANALYZING _ _ MIk COUPt.ED HEAT TRANSFER,
PYROLY_I_, OAS GENERATIOn-FLOW, AND
STRUCTURAL ANALY1N) I)OLUTION
- A 8'n_NG NEED IDOSlll TO DE'V_LO# HUME]_..AL
TECHNIOUES THAT EMI_OY NEW IK&TI_IIAL _UTrV_
RELATIO_J. MATEP_AL DECOt,IPO_k'r_',I MOO4ELS.
PYROLY31$ GAS FLOW M(X_LS AND WH_H E_P_LY
ACCOUNT FOR PYROLYSIS GAS PORE PRE_URIE
- CURRENT tIOF'_A,RE TOOLB CJ,H kK_'r PERFOF_I THE JOin
. ALL 8OUO I_x_KE_r kK)TOP_ WHICH USE ABLATIVE TPE
• S[NEFIT OR PAYOFF:
• TH_ EFFORT WtLL DE'VtELOP THE NEC.FJ.SARY 80FTWAF_
TOOL8 FOR ACCURATELY ff_O_CTING THE
THERMO6T RUCT URAL REIN_)NSE OF NOZZLE UNLrR
EtAT_ IT W_.L P_ OPERATIONAL AND
DE'V_t_IENT _ AND IMPt_OVE I_I._ABIUTY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IOENTFY THE F.XT ENT OF NEOEIISN=_ _ II[l"_ff.T_
THE VA_ On
. EFFECT oir ETRE_ rrxTE ON PERUEAMJW
• EFFECT Of UE_ I[TPJUN ON _ PRESSL_E
. EF F1EGT Of ETRE1J_ STATE ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVtTY
• O(FIN E THE NUME'I:ICAL _S ANO BOLUTION
ALGONTH u" NE]E_
• JUDO_ YO4ETHER PATH OF_8 ARE REOUII_-D
• THE COOE SHOULD BE BUILT IN STb, OES, MOO4EUNO THE
_T PHENOMEN_ FI_. fOLLOWED BY THE
INGOR.eO_"t'_N OF MO_E COta:N.EX. COUR.ED PHENOMENA
ONCE THE C;OOE _ I_.&CH ED A _UF FtCiENT LEVEL OF
MATURn'_
• THE EFFORT W_LL BE ,4CCOMP1.BHED BY A I_ULT6COMPANY
TEAM C<_Au_D G_ EX_RTS IN THE VARIOUB DtSCIPUNEI
ALONG WITH CONSULTANTS FROM GO'VERN MENT AND
UNIVE RS/TII_II
DESCRIPTION:
• NOZ21.EDESK3NMETHODOLOGY
DEVELOPA TESTII_ ANOCORRELATIVEANALY$1_
PHILOeOPHY WHICH CAN BE USEDTO VERFY AN
IMPROVED DESIGI_ANALYSIS METHOO
- EVALUAT_ NEW MATERIALS (E.O., PAN, BRAID,
LFP_A/_ ANO EK)VEL DES_
- INCORPORATE PORE PRESSURE DRIVEN ANALYSIS
METH(XXXOGY AND OE-V_LOP REQUIRED
MATERIAL PROPERTE8
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
MILE_rONE$ AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENI_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• O(FICIENCJE_:
- CUI_ I_ TH_I'RUCTU NU. JUgrCVIN_ AJ_
OE SK_4E'D JU_ 1"O Ml_ WNiMUM CONTRAGT
REOU_E MEk"r_ AND DON'T REALLY II_AGT DEIGN
OEC,n_O,N_
- NEED_ IDOIT TO VENFY ANALYS! RE_L'_S
. BEP_q_TT_ffTY TO MATERIAL AND PROCESS PA_ERS II
POORLY UN0_R_T'OOO 0_UECTINO NEW MATERIA_ FOR
FUTURE NOZ2tJE_ m RISKY.
- THE POTENTIAL OF NEW MATERtAL_ B CO_rl.Y TO
D_ER_INE __.._F_F.NfN_I METHOO_ ARE INA_C4JAT'F..
• AFFL_"r$ I_'L_. IrABRI_TION C,O_T. MATERIAL
8.E_EC'nON. PROOUCTION I_rlGIENCY. corr.
• SYSTEM APP,..,ICATION_:
• ALLE,_AW,_TNE k_:_2L[JI(RS,q_d,_/J. NUI. E"_.)
• _ENEFIT_ AND PAYOF1F:
- _ 18 KEY TO IMPRDVED _UABIUTY. OPTIIAZED I_qlON_.
_Lrr_. WE)OHT MINIMIZATION, LOWER FABP_TION
COeT.
DEVELOP A _J111_ OF ANALOG TESTS WHERE EACH TEST
IGOLATE_ A PARTIOLLAR WdYSICAL EVEI_" UNDER KMOWN
BOUNDARY _ONOfT'ION_. IO THAT ANALYS_ CAN 8E MEI_FIED
_h_:_E_E_TA_LY
ANALY_ O_ ANALOO_ _I04)LD lie rrERATNI_ W'ffH UPOATF_ OF
THE J_.d_rlo_ Jrd_O _ UNTIL GO00 COF_ELA'noN
I_ OETAJNII_
0k"VLrLOP _[N._I_ITY DATA THRO4JOH EXTEN_IIVE pARAMETlIC
IITUCXE_. ID _TIF'Y U_EIr UL _ICAL OE_ P_PTIONS OF
T_ENDB_
UTIUZE I_ PO_ C4:)OE COMPATI_LrrlF._
F_E_ID IWh_OEUNG ME'THOO_ TO NEW HOZZLE Ca_,NCEP'TIi
CONDUCT INTE]RACTIV_ P_I_ BE_EN
MATEP_ALq/TESTIAN_L_S FOR OESIGN E'VC4.UTION
_OCUMENT MATEI_ PROI_r.J_TY AND _OOE INPUT OATA BABE
CHARACTI_E I_ PRE_ DI_VEN I_RTtE_ FOR
"NEW" MA_
VENFY A,lliALY'BIS _ HIGHLY INSTRUMENTED SUIF_CJIU..E
MOTOR _.
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DE_RIi_qOH:
. L_IGHT, LOW TORQUE FLEXBEARING
DESIGN, MATERIALSAND PROCESSD_OPMENT
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFK_IENCIE$:
• CURRENT FLEXSEALSARE PROCESS _NSITIVE
- NOTOPTIMIZED FOR PERFORMANCE (WEIGHT,
TORQUE)
- NEW ELASTOMERAND SHIM MATERIAL8AND
FLEXSEALDESIGNCONCEPTS ARE AVAILABLETO
OPT_ Q:EPERFORMANCEAND REDUCE VARIASILfP(
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
- ALLLAROE SOLIDROCKETMOTORS ANOETO
BOOSTERS
• BENEFITOR PAYOFF:
• IMPROVED RELIABILITY
• REDUCED SYSTEMWEIOI..rTYIELDS INCREASED
PAY1.OADCAPABILITYAND LOWERCOST TO ORBIT
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEFINE REQUIREMENTS
• ENQINEER MATERIALSAND PROCESSESTO
OPTIMIZE PERFORMANCE
• EVALUATECANDIDATES
• HIGH STRENGTH/HIGH-STRAJNELASTOMERS
- HIGH STRENGTHSHIMS
• IMPROVEOAND AUTOMATEDPROCESSING
(INJECTION)
• HARDWAREDEMONSTRATIONAND VALIDATION
DESCRIPTION:
• ENVIRONMENTALLYBOUNDCLEANING PROCESSES
FORCASE AND NOZZLE BONDING
- CHEMISTRY REQUIREMENTS
- FACALrnfREOUIREMEN11
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTOR8:
• OEFICIENClE8:
- ENVIRONMENTALREGULATIONLIMIT USE OF
VAPOR DE-GREASERS
• OTHER SOLVENTSYSTEMS HAVE SAFETY AND
EFFICIENCY L_UES
- PUBLICPERCEPTION OF NASA CRITICAL TO
CONTINUED SUPPORT
• SYSTEM APPLICATION
- ALLSRM CLEANINGAPPLICATIOI_S
• BENEFCrOR PAYOFF
• IaPgOVED RELIABILITY
- ENABLINGTECHNOLOGY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
INVOLVECONTRACTORSAND NASA TECHNOLOGY
CENTERS
INVESTIGATETECHNOLOGYTRANSFERFROM
AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS
INCLUDECORROSION RESISTANCE,BONO
STRENGTH AND MANUFACTURABILITYIN STUDY
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REOUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• CORRELATION OF CHEMICALPROPERTIESTO
MECHANICALPROPERTIESFOR CRITICAL
MATERIALS
• STRUCTURAL ADHESIVES
- FLEXSEALELASTOMERSABLATIVECO#&PC_ITES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENClEg:
RELATIONSHIP BETWEENRECEIVING INSPECTION
AND MATERIAL PERFORMANCEIS UN_UANTIFIEO
MATERIALVARIATIONS HAVEDETRIMENTAL
UNDOCUMENTED EFFECTSON COMPONENT
PERFORMANCE
FAILURE INVEST1GAllONSUNABLETO GATHER
NEEDED DATA FROMA,CTERTHE FACT EFFORTS
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
- ALLSRM SYSTEMS
• BENEFR OR PAYOFF
- IMPROVED RELIABILITY
- REDUCED FABRICATIONCOSTS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• CHARACTER_ CRITICAL MATERIALS,ADHESIVES,
ABLATIVES,NOZZLE ELASTOMERS
• DETERMINE OPTIMUM ME_ OF INSTRUMENTAL
ANALYSIS
• PERFORM DESIGNED EXPERIMENT TO CORRELATE
ANALYSISTO MATERIAL PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTIC8
• ESTABLI_ STATISTICAL DATA BASE FOREACH
CRITICAL MATERIAL
DESCRIPTION:
• LOW C06T/U_LATIVE NOZZLEMATERIALS AND
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
INNOVATNE DESIGNS AND MATERIAL/
STRUCI"LWtE$ARCHII_'nJ_II
• RAW MATERL,fl.8
- PRGCE88
- LIFE CYCLE C08TDEFINITION/ASSESSMENI"
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
CURRENT sYSTEMS EMPLOYEXPENSIVE RAW
MATERIALS WHICHRECURE COMPLEX
PROCESSES
* CO6T AND RELIABILITYARE DRIVERS FOR N_
LAUNCH SYSTEMS
- NEW MATERIALS ANDPROCESSESARE REQUIRED
TO MEET REDUCED COSTGOALS
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
- FUTURE SYSTEMS UPGRADESINCLUDINGRSRM,
ASRM. TTTANAND NLS
• BENEFIT OR PAYOFF:
- REDUCED COST
- INCREASED RELIABILITY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEFINE MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
• ENGINEER MATERIALS WHICH CONTRIBUTETO
REDUCED COST
• EVALUATECANDIDATE MATERIAL SYSTEMS
LOWC06T FIBER9
* NET SHAPE FABRICATION
• INJECTION MOLDING
• HARDWAREDEMONSTRATION/VALIDATION
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• DESIGN QUtDE FOR NOZZLE STRUCTURAL
ADHESNE SELECTION
• RECOMMENDED SELECTION TEAM BTRUC_
- REC_MENDED SELECTION PARA_ETT='RS
- SCREENINO TEST METHOOB
• OPTIMIZATION
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES
• "EXPERT" OPiNiON USED IN THE PAST TO SELECT
ADHESIVES, NO OPTIMIZATION PROC_._
• REQUIREMENT FO_ SIMILN::LITY TO PREVIO_
APPLICATK)kis LIMIT CHOICE OF MJ4TERIALS
- IMPORTANT SELECTION CRITERIA ARE NEGLECTED
DECISION PROCESS
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
- ALL NEW _qM NOZZLES
- ADHESIVE REPLACEMENTS
• BENEFIT OFt PAYOFF
• IMPROVED RELiABiLITY FROM ROBUST DESIGN
IMPf:IOV_D PROOUCTICN TIME
MILESTONESAND RE,'3OURCESREQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• APPLY CONCURRENT TEAMS TO SELECTION
PROCESS
• USE ANALYSIS CODES IN PRELIMINARY SELECTION
pHASE TO ESTABLISH PROPERTY REQUREMENTS
• DOCUMENT ACTUAL SELECTION PROCESS IN A
DESIGN QU_DE
DESCRIPTION:
• CARBON-CARBON CHARACTERIZATION AND
M _OC_E M _..AL MODEL_
- DATA FOR ADVANCED MODELING (20/30)
- EFFECl'_ OF: OE_ECTS/ACC_PTANCE CRITERIA
- MATERIALS DATA BARE
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENC_S
- ASRM rTE REJECTED IN PART DUE TO NEGATIVE
MARGINS
• TECHNO(.OOY DOES NOT EXIST TO UTILITr AND
DESIGN 30 CC ITE AND OTHER CARBON-CARBON
STRUCTURES
- ANALYSIS INCON_ISTENTWITH EXPERIENCE
• DATA BASE DOES NOT EXIST FOR DESIGN
(PARTIAL 2D/POOR 30}
- ENABLING TECHNOCOGY. IMPROVED RELIABLiTY
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
- SRM SYSTEMS WHICH USE CARBON-CARBON
COMPONENTS
• NASP AND OTV
• BENEFIT OR PAYOFF
• IMPROVED RELIABILITY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• ITERATIVEANALYSIS/TESTPROGRAM FOR
iMPROVED PREDICTION CAPABILITY
• PROGRAM FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF EFFECTS
OF DEI:ECTS, AND RELATIONSHIP TO NDE
• DEVELOPMENT OF A PHYSICAL, MECHANICAL AND
THERMAL PROPERTIES DATA BASE
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• EROSION MODELING OF NOZZLE MATERLAL$
• PARTICLE EROglON: UECHANICAL AND
CHEMICAL MECHANISMS
PARTICLE RADIATION: DATA AND MODELS ARE
LACKINO
CHEMICAL RE/r_TION8 AT 8URF'ACE':
EOULIBRIUM OR KINE"rlCALLY CON'rRO(.LED
• SLIRFACE CONVECTIVE BOUNDARYCONOITION:
TURBULENT, R_ALL REOIME
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEF_IENCIE$
- SURFACE CANNOT BE PREDICTED WITH
ACCURACY WITHOUT RESORT TO EMPIRICALLY
DETERMINED ADJUSTMENT FACTORS:
DEMONSTRATED IN FIRING AND FLIGHT
• SYSTEM APPLICATION:
ALL SRM SYSTEMS, PARTICULARLY NL8 BOOSTERS
• BENEFIT OR PAYC_F
- MORE ACCURATE PREDICTION OF: PERFORMANCE
AND INSIGHT INTO MATERIAL [MPROV_MENTS,
RESULTING IN IMPROVED RELIABIt.rW
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED AC'TIONS:
• CONSTRUCT AND OONOUCT EXPERIMENTS TO
EXPLORE:
- PARTICLE IMPACT ON CHARRING ABLATIVES
RADIATION HEAT LOAD AT _IRFACE
- G'.-L_-G,_ CHEklISTRY
CaNVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
• LABORATORY, ARC-JET AND_ GROUND TEST
• ANALYZ_ DATA_CONSTR_TMCOELB
• VALIDATE MODELS T_H ANALOG ANDR)R
PREDICTIONS OF GROUND FIRINGS
• DISSEMINATE COMPUTER CODE MODULES
DESCRIPTION:
NONI_IJL&T_
• MEAI_RE R.IX K,_I_ B.,_rrauI_ _TI_L
. OL_/IjOf _ IIIS,.ATIOMB_=ORWU_ llrr_INB
ELASTOMmS
Oel'AJNirrl_e_l_ ImOPERTEI FORJ_HIBEND
Dt'VlIJ_ FALURECNTE_ FORAOHEIWBIUQEDN NGi_J[
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS"
MILESq'ONF.S AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• THEAPPnOPRL_TEr-oRMOFTHECONSTn'UTNE
- 'I_IERt=I_ CUMI_i'TLYNOUNN'tT_ALt.YAOP.EI_"EDA_ I_
MO0_ Ik_ I_E ITIqUC_JR_ RI_PONI_ OF I_ME B_CDUIIEI
8OME AM_LYmSMOD_ THI__ A_A _NTINUUM I_
_S OI'HI_I M_O_ !'14EIIONtCNE$ _T14IPRE_ ELBa_¢_
l_-IImE • _M ENVY NOUNM[_#4J.Y ACCET_D FAL2JI_
cRrrlERIA_0R NGZ_.EliOND_IS
• TH_]qEIll Al._l( O_t4_71[N/d. I_OP_ TI_ TO IL)PIk_T
_i_llE |klO UNErI_RSAI._.yACCBIT_ AIIE_OI+CH_
N_Z_[ P,.[X ll_.ANr_ 8OM[ NOZ]_ M_U_AC l_lq[M bi[X_.
IlT4EILA_TOII,_EI_Ck_TE_. U_EDIN _ I_J_RINGIIASAUNF._
B.SUlTt¢ktM E_£. WHEN.IN FACT.THE_ t,_ 'rT.m_¢l A_E
_Y II.,_l'r¢
• I_1£R| I ALAE_ 0¢ AVAI.AI_LEM_TI_IAL I_E PRO_WrlE_
TO BLI_PORT_O CONSTtl_TNIEMOO_JI FOR
THE &TIIq:_SBE9 Of k_Z_E REX IIF..AR_ SAREOB4I_I_L.LY
W_L PI_OI_I_D, TI4ETN.IE_PNI_SOFAFtJE_ IIF._q_NOB
I_OTIO4(_M4UNTIL'n4Elq._ B_u_RldO_ UT ANDTErlT_D
IWIrT154AJN_LICA_
+ +441IICUDR_.._ET_t_J'¢3_41
• II,4IN_I_, RI;M_I.J'I'Y
RELATION_ FOR ADHESIVES USED AS NOZ21JE
BONOLINES SHOULD BE DETERMINED THROUGH
EXPER_ENTAL METHO08
• OONSTTTU'r_ COEFFICIENTS FOR ADHESIVE
BONDL_S SHOL_.D BE DETERMINED
• A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT FORMS OF A FAILURE
CRITERIA FOR NOZ21.E BONDLINE$ SHOULD BE
INVESTIGATED
• TESTING SHOULD 8E CONDUCTED IN ORDER TO
SELECT THE APPROPRIATE FORM OF THE FAILURE
CRITERIA AND TO DETERMINE THE STRENGTH
PARAMETER_ FOR ADHESNES IJ_ED AS NOZZLE
BONDLINE$
• CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FOR ELASTOMERIC
MATERIALS _I4OLED BE INVESTIGATED
• TESTS SHOULD BE CONDUCTED TO DETERMINE THE
APPROPRIATE FORM OF THE CONSTITUTIVE
RELAT_ ANO TO DETERMfNE 11.(ECO'NST_TUTWE
COEFFICtEN'rS FOR BONDLINES AND EI..A_TOMERIC
MATERIALS
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUECrECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• L_oe .¢ZZL_C.,U',eC_.C,_DON_( ANDS_'VP _nsu_t_q
D4E'VELOPMENTANDCHARACTER_.ATIO_
• D_E_P TH[ 'r_DHkK_LOOY PEDalIP_D TO DF.S_fON,_Z_.
CHARACTERIZEAND Pt_C_..EU _ C.kRBON_ St) ITE
WITH OWTtMUMI_OPERT_ID
• MATEPMCB_Ig_g.ATION, D(IIQ_ AND ANALYme
• PROG,EII UNOERITANDINO AND OPTtMIZATIO41
• IqqO,OUCT_TIOM
BACKGROUND& RELATEDFACTORS:
• DERCENCIBI
• INAI_ TO ACCURATELYAICtLYZE _0 C-.CMATEREALI
- IN.ABLq'YTO EXPERIMENTALLY06TAJN NOHORTHO<iONAL
- PI:tOC,E_ING 8CAL,E-UPI_UES APE UNK.HOW_
• INSPtECTIONTECHHK_JES LIMITED;EFFECt1 OF DIEFtECTII
NOT UNDERSTOCO
• MATERLtL_ D,ATA BASE 18UE&q'EO.NO DATAEXISTS ON NE_V
FIBER SYSTEMg
• FAILURECF:Ifr_uL ARE INSUFFICIENT
• BYgTEU APPl.JC.ATION
• FUTURE SRM SYBTEM9AND UPO,_DE$ TO O4_/TAL
TRANSFER VEHICLESWITH 901.JD,LIQUIDO_ NUCLEAR
PAO#ULIIJON
• BENEFITOR PAYOFF
• IMPROVEDANALYT)C,AL ANDMATEPJALTEBTINGI
CAPAEJI./TIE8FOR ALLDJU:tIION..CAJ:LBON
• ADVANCEDik_PECTION TECHNIQUE8 AND RE'UABiI.ffY
A.93,E,_IdENT CONFIDENCE
- p_OV1D( NEW MATEI_ALII WITH INHEP_4T_LyHIGHER
L_r E'I_ MAR_N_
• ADVANCEDCAJtBON_N T1ECHI_O_3Y ENABUN_
_T)ON TO NEW I_IITEMI
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
• NON_)EGRADING THERMAL STRUCTURAL INSULATOR
DEVELOPMENT
RECOMMENDEDACTK)N_:
THREE CURRENTT_ OOMPRIE TH_ RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
• TAIIX I - MAT'ER_ CHA.RACTEI_TION, D(_IGN AND ANAL_III
• EXP'LDR_TORY
• ITPE:B:S-6TRNNlaOOEL
- FALUPE G/_'ERIA Dk'VEL._PMENT
• CHARACTENZATION.TEST ME'TT4OOOLOGYANDDATA
GENERATION
• TASK2- I_0_ UNDERgTANDINOA_O oT_rlIUEzA'rH_I
. Ca_NSTITUENTMATER/JU.AND PlqI(_Eg_ DE'VEUC_'MENT
• pI:I_S_ kK)OELD_I._NT AND VEJ_FI_ATION
- PROCESS_PI=IOP_RT_8ENSrnV_TY kqALYglS
• TASK3 - FI=X_OUG'TV_RIFICATION
- ACC.EFTANCETEIT _
• NO( TB(_HN_I.II_AND A_)V,IJMC.EME_4T
• EFF'_rG'rllOF Df_'ECTII CHARACTERIZATtON
DESCRIPTION:
• PROPELLANT AND BONDLINE MATERIAL AND
PROCESS VARIABILITY REDUCTION
• INSULATION, LINER, ADHESIVE, ANO
PROPELLANT VARIABILfTY DETERMINATION
- PROCE_CO_LAND MONITORING
- TOM PHILOSOPHY: INTERACTION WITH
MATERIAL SUPPLIERS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
IMPACT OF RAW MATERL, Id. VARIABILITY AND
NONCONFORMING MATERIALS ON BOND
STRENGTH AND PROCESSES IS NOT FULLY KNOWN
MILESTONESAND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACT)ON_:
• IDENTIFY CRITICAL MATERIALS AND ACCEPTANCE
TESTS WITH SUPPLIER INTERACTION
• CONDUCT STATISTICAL TESTS TO DEFINE DEGREE
OF VARIABILITY OF COMPONENTS PROPERTIES AND
- LACK OF QUANTIFICATION OF PROCE_
VARtA_LES ON CRITICAL PROPERTIES
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL CURRENT AND PROJECTED SOLIO ROCKET
MOTOR_
• BENEFIT_dPAYOFF_:
- REDUCED MATERIAL AND PRCX_,q VARIABILITY
WILl. LEAD TO IMPROVED RELIABILITY ANO
REDUCED FABRICATK)N CC_T
EFFECT ON BONOLINE STRENGTH AND PROCESSES
• DEVELOP A CRADLEmTO-GRAVE ANALYTICAL
PROCEgSING MODEL TO CONTROL AND MONITGR
TO A STATE (I.E. DEGREE OF CURE) NOT TIME,
TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, ETC.
• ESTABLISHED G_-OO CRITERIA m
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• ANALYTICALLY DRIVEN TEST TECHNOLOGY FOR
PROPELLANT AND BONDLINE CONSTITUTIVE
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
- DEVELOP STANDARDIZED TEST TECHNIQUES
- EVALUATE PSORELLANT_9ONDLINE RESPONSE
- DEVELOP I_OEL8 AND INCORPORATE iNTO
STRUCTURAL COOES TO DETERMINE EFFECT
ON DEglON MAROJN9 OF OAFETY_TRUCTURAL
INTEGRrtY
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- CURRENT TEST DATA TYPICALLY USED IN
ANALYSES INADEQUATE TO DESCRIBE
PROPELLANT AND BONDLINE BEHAVIOR UNDER
ACTUAL LOADING CONDITIONS
- MOOELS AND CONSTITUTIVE THEORY
DEVELOPMENT LIMITED BY INABILITY TO MEASURE
PROPELLANT/BONDLINE BEHAVIOR UNDER REAL
LOADING CONDITIONS
• MULTIAXIAL ANDMICRC_TRUCTURAL TEST
TECHNOLOGY CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TOO
COSTLY TO BE PRACTICAL
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL SOLID ROCKEr MOTOR8
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- HIGHER RELIABILITY
MILE_rONE$ AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENrS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• SURVEY LITERATURE FOR CURRENT MULTI-AX_.
AND MICRO_TRUCTURAL TEST TECHNIQUES
• DEVELOP LOW COST TEST TECHNIOUE9 FOR
M ULI"I-AXL_ PROPEL_/BONDLINE
CHARACTERIZATION
• DEVELOP TEST TECHNIQUES TO EXAMINE MICRO-
AND MACROSTRUCTURAL BEHAVIOR UNDER
ACTUAL MOTOR 9TRESS/I_ERMAL CONDn'IONS
• DEVELOP MOOELSX::ONSTITUTIVE THEORY TO
DE_'_,RISE MULTI-AXIAL AND MICROSTRUCllJRAL
PROPELLANT BEHAVIOR
• COMPARE PREDICTED THEORETICAL BEHAVIOR
WiTH DATA OOVE]_INQ A BROAD _ OF
MEASURED BEHAVIOR
• INCORPORATE MOOELSX:IONSTITUTIVE THEORY
INTO STRUCTURAL IU_LYSIS
t'_J"_rl1:9.AJIL-rNt'_l _R
DESCRIPTION:
• ANALYTICALLY DRIVEN TEST TECHNOLOGY
• INSULATK_I. LINER. ADHESN_, AND
PROPELLANT VARL_ILrw DETERMINATION
• PROCESS CONTROL ANO MONITORING
- TOM PHILOSOPHY: INTERACTION Wm-I
MATERIAL SUP_.ERS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
MILErI'ONES AND RESO4JRCES REOUIREMENI_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONg:
• iDENTIFY CRITICAL MATERPU.S AND ACCEPTANCE
• IMPACT OF RAW MATERIAL VARIABILITY AND
NON-CONFORMING MATERIALS ON BOND
STRENGTH AND PROCESSES I,'3NOT FULLY KNOWN
- LACKOF QUANTIFICATION OF PROCESS
VARIABLES ON CRmCAL PROPERTIES
SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL CURRENT AND PROJECTED SOLID ROCKET
MOTORS
BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- REDUCED MATERIAL AND PROCESS VARIASLiTY
WILL LEAD TO IMPRO_D RELIABILITY AND
REDUCED FABRICATION COST
TESTS WITH SUPPLIER INTERACTION
• CONDUCT STATISTICAL TESTS TO DEFINE DEGREE
OF VARIABILITY OF COMPONENTS PRC_ERTIES AND
EFFECT ON BONDLINE STRENGTH AND PROCESSES
• DEVELOP A CRADLE-TO-GRAVE ANALYTICAL
PROCESSING MODEL TO CONTROL AND MONITOR
TO A STATE (IE. DEGREE OF CURE) NOT T1ME,
TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, ETC.
• EST/_BLL_ED GO/NO-GO CRITERIA
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SOUD PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• BONDLINE DESIGN FOR INSPECTABILIW
AS3URE ACCESSIBILITY FOR NOt BY
- uOO_"YINO EXI$11NO OESK_NS
- ADAPTING EXISTING hIDE METt_LOGIF.S
- USING EMBEDOED SMART SENSOR8
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORg:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• CURRENT BONDLINE DES_N IS BASED ON
PERFORMANCE w COST AND SAFETY w DESIGN
MARGINS thqTH MINIMAL CONSIDERATION GIVEN
TO THE ABILITY TO VERIFY BONDLINE INTEGRITY
PR)OR TO LAUNCH
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL SOL_ ROCKET MOTORS
• BENEFIT_AYOFFS:
• IMPROVED RELIABILITY O_ 90NDLINE SYSTEM9
- REDUCED MAINTENANCE COST
• C06T SAVING8 THROUGH THE REDUCTION OF
MATERUU. REVIEW BOARD
- INFORMATION GENERATED WILL HELP MAKING
FUTURE SRMs MORE REPROOUCIBLE
MILE_rONE8 AND RESOURCES REQUIREMEN'T_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY UNINSPECTABLF. UNINSPECTEO AND
UNDER INSPECTED AREAS
• ASSESS STATE..OF-11-1E-AJ:IT N0E AND MODIFY AS
NEEDED TO EVALUATE CRITICAL AND
OIFFICULT.TO.INSPECT REOIONS
• DEV_LOP/INTE(_TE NEW ND_0C MOOALITiE$
INCLUDING SUN:IT MATERIAL _ENSORS
• MOOIFY EXISTING DESIGNS FOR INCORPORATION
OF NOI INSTRUMENTATION
• DEMONSTRATE IN_ECTABILITY IMPROVEMENTS
WITH DESIGN CHANGES
DESCRIPTION:
• BONDEINE STRUCTURAL AND HEALTH MONITORING
U ETH(X)OLOGIES
• IN-SlTU EVALUATION OF BONDLINE STRENGTH
- BONDLINE DESIGN _OGIES
- TRANSDUCER DEVELOPMENT
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIEB:
- ACTNtEHEALTH MON_TORINOTECHNIQUES FOR _ ARE
CURI_iTLY NONF.XmTE)_T
- ODNTWLIED MoNrr ORI_ OF AN :B.RMVClLLALLOWAIdO_
ACCURATE MAR(_NOF SAFETY OE'TF_RMII_ATIONOUE TO
k-T'IrlER UNDEPd_rANOiNOOF T F.MPE_TURE, HUkHD_rY,
IIT1_98 AND 8TRE)4GTH
- DE'rEC13ONM_ CAN I4CLUOE CONTAOT,
N,ON-CO_/ACT, B4 BEDOEDTECHHIQUEB. OR BE
_TED INTO THE I&&TERIAL
- s'rF.._ _r RESS GR4_ENTS IN LARGE SRMs _
IU4ALLER 8TRE_ GAOI_ Tt4AN CURRENTLY AVA_
- rr t_ TRANSOU_ AFE NEE DEOTO MEA_RIE IK)TH
NORMAL AND SHEARlrrRE_
• TECHNIOUE'SFOR DETERMINING BONDLINE STRENGTH CAN
CHEI4CAL AND_OR_CHANICAL DESIGN
APPROAO4E_
• II_ AP_UCATION_:
• _LL tl_t_
• BIENEFTT_AYOFF_:
- THIS TECHNOLOGY W1LLI=_t:IIOOUCEI&_=_OVF.D
UN_TANOING OF BONDUNE AGING. THEREBY Ili_VINQ
REL.Ik4MUTY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEN13:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• i(_HTFY CANDIDATE TECHNIOUES. DETECTION
METH(:X_$ AND TRANSOUCERS O)
• DEVELOP VIABLE MINIATURIZED TRANSDUCEP_ (1)
• VALIOA'I1ETRANSDUCER_ONANALOG MOTORS (1)
• DEMONSTRA'rlE ON A SELECTED SRM (2)
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• BONDLtNECONTAMINATIONSTUDIES
- iDENTIFY8OURCE8 OF CONTAMINATIONN_IO
11-lEIRAFFECTON BOND STRENGTN
- DETECTIONOF CONTAMINATIONDURINGTHE
MANUFACTURINGOPERATION
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• CONTAMINATIONIDENTIFIEDAS THE NUMBERONE
CRITICAL PROCESSPARAMETERTOCONTROL AND
IMPROVE RELIABILITY
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
• ALLCURRENT ANDPROJECTED SOLIOROCKET
MOTORS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
• IMPROVEDPROCESSCONTROL W1L.LEADTO
_PROVED RELIABILITY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY TECHNIQUES TODETECTCONTAMIICt,NTS
ON METAL AND NON-METALS
• ESTABLISH PROTOCOL FOR CONTROLLED
LABORATORYCONTAMINATIONSTUDIES
• DETERMINE SENSITIVITY OFCONTAMINATIONON
BOND STRENGTH AND CORRELATE WITHDETECTOR
TECHNIQUES
• DEVELOP METHOOOLOGY TO IMPLEMENT
DETECTOR TECHNIQUE IN PRODUCTIONWITH
oo_ CRITERIA
DESCRIPTION:
• PROPELLANTAND BONOLINEFAILURECRITERIA
- BOTH FLAWEDANOUNFLAWEOMATERIALS
- BROAD _ OFENVIRONMENTALAND
MECI_ICAL LOADINGS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIE.II:
- CURRENT FAILURECRITERIADO NOTACCURATELY
PREDICTFAILURES IN PROPELLANTSAND
BONDLINES;THISCAUSES LOW'RELIABILITYAND
LACK OFCONFIDENCE IN 8TR_TURAL MARGINS
- ASAT_FACTORY FRACTUREMECHANICSTHEORY
DOES NOT EXIST FORBONDLINESWITN
MANUFACTURINGDEFECTS
ANALYSISAND TEST TECHNIQUESMUST BE
DEVELOPEDTO DETERMINETHE STRENGTHOF
UNFLAWEDMATERIALSAND TIlE FRACTURE
MECHANICSBEHAV(ORFOR FLAWEDMATERIALS
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALLSRMs
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
IMPROVED CONFIDENCE IN PREDICTION.
ACCURACY,BETTER DEFECT ACCEPTANCE
PROCEDURES. HIGHERRELLa.BILITY
MILESTONFJ AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEN'rs:
O)
(_)
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IOENTIFYVtABLE FAILURE CRITERIAAND
FRACTURE MECHANIC8 APPROACHES
• DEVELOP Tt-tEORIE$FOR FAILURE
FRACTURE. AND MODEL FITTING TECHNIQUES
• PLANAN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMTOTEST
FAILURE THEORIES
• MANUFACTLRE MATERIAL9d_JgPLESAM)
C_NOUCT TESTS
REFINFJMOOIF'YTHEORY BASED ON TESTRESULTS (1)
VALIDATE THEORY USING ANALOG MOTOR
DESIGNED FOR PROPELLANTANDBONDLINE
FAILURE (1)
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SOLID PROPULSIONSYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• EFFECTSOF DEFECTS FOR BONDLINES
BACKOROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• IN CU'gP,ENT BONDLtNEDEStGH, KNOWLEDOEOF
SHEAR ANO TENSILESTRENGTH, SHEARANO
TENSILE STIF"FNESS,AND CHEMICAL MIGRATIONt8
NOT PROPERLY UNOERSTO00
- FAILURE CRITERIAARE NOT W_-LLUNDERSTO00
FOR SYSTEMSWITH DEBONDSA:LAWS
BONDLINESIN CURRENT SYSTEMS HAVEREGIONS
THAT ARE UNINSPECTAI_E, OR WHERETHE S12_
OF ACRITICAL DEFECT IS SMALLER THAN THE
RESOLUTIONOF hOE METI-ICO8
• SYSTEM APPt.fCATICNS:
- ALL8OLIO ROCKETMOTOR SYSTEMS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFF9
- IMPROVED RELIABILI1_ OF MOTOR S_STEMS kNO
IMPSOVED UNDERSTANDING OF THE CRITICAL
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS NECESSARYTO
DEFOE SYSTEM SPECFIC ACCEPTANCECRrrERIA
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMEN'TS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY CAt,_ES OF REAL BONDLINE DEFECTS (t)
• DEVELOP UATHEUATICAL MOOELSW'HICN
SIMULATE REALBONO BEHAVIOR (2)
• DEVELOPMENT OF MANUFACTURING PROTOCOL
AND FABRICATIONOF SPECIME_JI (2_"
• ACOUISlTION AND CORRELATION OF
NON-DESTRUCTIVE CNARACllERIZATION (NDC) AND
MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON DEFECT SAUPI.ES (3)
• ANALY'_EBALLISTICAND 11-lERMALEFFECTS
OF DEFECTS (3)
• ESTABLISH APPUCABILITYOF FRACTURE
UECHANK_) r_
• DEFINE METT4OOOLOQYTOOONBiDER DEFECTS
DURING DESIGN PI:IOCES,g (4)
• VERIF_ UTIL_tN(3 ANALOG MOTORS
DESCRIPTION:
• CLEAN SOLO PROPELLANTDEVELOPMENTAND
VERIFICATION
- ENVIRONMENTALIMPACTS
- SAFETY
- PROCESSABIUrY
- SALUSTIC PERFORMANCE
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- CURRENT8OLIO PROPELLANTSPRF._
ENVIRONMENTALR_SKSAND LL_ILITES
- LOW HCL FORMUt.ATION9 AVAILASLEO0 NOT
MEET PERFORMANCE OR SAFETY REOUIREMENT8
OF SYSTEM REED8
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALLSOUD ROCKET MOTORS
- PRIMARYAPPLICATION FOR LARGE E'rO
BOOSTER_
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
• MITIGATES ENVIRONMENTALRISKSANO
LtABILIllES PRESENTED BYEXISTING
PROPEtLANT8
MILErrONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENlII:
RECOMMENDED ACTION_:
• SL_ EXISTING TECHNOLOOY AND CONOUCT
FURTHER RESEARCH TO ADORESS DEFICIENCIE8
• t;ELECT MO_T PROMStNG FORMULATIONS
• DEMONSTRATE PERFORMANCE
• CONDUCT PROCESSING ANO INTERFACE TRADE
STUDIES
• MATERIAL PROPERTY CHN:tACTERIZATION AND
CONSTITUENT FINGERPRINTING
• PROCESS DEVELOPMENT ANO VERIFICATION
• PATHFINDER AND FULL_qCALEDEMONSTRATION
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUF.._ECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
, BONDLINEPROCESSINGPROTOCOL
. ESTABLI,._ PROCEDURES,_IETHOOOLOOE$
FOR CONOUCTINGBONDLINEREPAIR/P,EWORK
PROCE0_S
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• BONDLINESWtI.L REQUIRE REPAIP_ AND REV_)RK,
THESE ARE UNPLANNEDAND HAVE
COST/REL_BILITY IMPACTS
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALLCURRENT AND PROJECTED9OLD ROCKET
MOTORS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFI:S
• IMPROVEDBONDINGPROCEDURESWILL IMPROVE
RELIABILITYAND REDUCE COST
MILE_rONE.5 AND RE_IJRCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENO¢.O ACTIONS:
• DEFINE CURRENT REPAIR_ PROCEDURES
AND CRITICAL PROCESSpARAMETERS
• CONDUCT BONO EJG_ERIMENT$AND DEFINE:
- DEFINE VARIABILITY
- PROCESSW;NDOWS
• ACCEPT/REJECTCRITERIA
DESCRIPTION:
• NDE FOR PROPELLANT
- VARIATIONS IN MECHANICALPROPERTIES OF
PROPEU.ANTNEED TO BE EVALUATED
- 0AMAOE, s.C.,INTERNALCRACK GROWTH AND
MICROVOE)S FORMATION NEEDTO BE
Ct_UU:L_CTEnEED
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORg:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- CHANGES IN PROPERTIES DUE TO AGINO
CONDrI"K_S ARE NOT FULLYKNOWN
- PROPELLANTOEN$1TYVARIATIONSMASK NOCOF
BONDLINE$
• SYSTEMAPPLICATIONS:
- ALL _ ROCKETMOTOR,S
• BENEFIT¢'4:'AYOFFS:
- _TE PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
- IMPROVEDRELiABI.ITY
MILErrOHES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEHT9:
RECOMMENDED ACTtOtm:
ESTABLISH CORRELATIONS BETWEENHOE
PARAMETERS AND MATERIN.8 PROPERTIES
ES'TABLISHEFFECTS OF DEFECTS
PO0 STATISTICS FORQUANTITATIVENDC
_/CT STRUCTURAL WTEGFI/'TYFOR QNDE
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SOUDPROPULSIONSYSTEMSSUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• BONDLINEAND PROPELLANTAGING
• ESTABLISHMETHODS TO MEASURE AND
CORRELATEAOE-RELATEDCHANGES TO
PROPERTIE9
• DETERMINEAFFECTS OF AGING ON FLIGHT
PERFORMANCEANO SAFETY
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• LIMITED CORRELATION AND UNDERSTANDING OF
AGING EFFECTS ON STRUCTURAL iNTEGRITY OF
PROPELLANTSAND 8ONDLINES IN EARTH
ENVIRONMENTS
NO DATAEXISTS SHOWING AGING EFFECTSON
PROPELLANTSAND BONDLINES IN TNE
NEAR.EARTHSPACE ENVRONMENT
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALLSOUO ROCKET MOTORS
• BF..N_FITS/PAYOFF$:
- EXTENI_D LIE
• IMPROVED RELIABILITY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTFY ALLSlG_FICN¢I"/_E-RB.ATED SOURCES
OF CHANGE TO CRITICALPROPERTIES
• IDENTIFYCOMPONENT INTERACTIONAGING
MECHANISMS
• CONDUCT EXPERIMENT8TO MEAgURE CHANGES TO
CRITICAL PROPERTIES IN THE $_EPLOYMENT
ENVIRONMENT8
• DEVELOP AGING MOOELTHAT ACCOUNTS FOR
AGE-RELATEDCHANGES
• INCORPORATEMOOEIJ INTO APPROPRIATECOOE9
DESCRIPTION:
• THERMOPLASTICELASTOMER (I_E) INSULATOR
FABRICATIONTECHNOLOGY AND BONDLINE
CHARACTERIZATIONFOR LkqOE MOTOR8
• DEVELOPNEW IN_I'OR TECHNOt.OGYFOR
IMPROVED RELIABILITY AND I:_DUCED COG'T
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• AT PRESENT. THERE B NO TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPED OR UNDER DEVELOPMENT TO
FABRICATELARGE TPE INSULATORS (>30001.88)
REQUIRED BY THE LARGEST SOLID MOTORS.
ALSO BETrER UNDI:R.¢;TANDINGOF LINERL£98,
ADHESIVE FREE 8ONDING 18NEEDED
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
- ALL_ SRM SYSTEMS AND LARGE ETO
BOOSTERS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- ENABLINGTECHNOLOGY FOR _ USEOF LOW
COST. ASEESTO_ I_E "rPEINSULATIONS iN
LARGE SOI.IO ROCKETMOTO_
- IMPROVED I_LIABILITY
• SIGNII:ICANTLY RE_ COST
- REDUCE9 OR eliMINATES ENV,:tONMC:NTALRISK8
- EXTENDED LIE OF"THE MOTOR
MILESTONES AND REgOURCES REOUIREMENI_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
THIS PROGRAM WOULD DEVELOP API=L_ATIOI_ TECHNO_DOy FOR
APPI.'flNG T'PE nC_JLATION8 AT H_H RATES TO 5C0 LJ_L'HR IN A
o0_rmou_-oM.ANNmm_-vP._"r,B Tm, NO.OOVCOULO,_,
USeD_ co,,xl,c'no_ _, _ w,,.mw_c,Nou_v _L.0CC_N
P(:_SlBJEADHF.S_O_k.OVANTAO_I
• THERIDEFFORT¢ONSl_'rlOFI MAJORTklIXI:
• INV'rJmGATION O_ CURRE:NT Tr_,HNO(OOy FOR FOP, MING
THERMOP'I.MITICI TRUCTURB
• _ O41MOOWY EOUIPMENT k'_CLUOING A ROIM_'TIC_
CoIcrRC4.LIEO DEL_ HEAD TO OELIVlER TH_ TI_
_VSULAT1ONTOT_ECA_EOF_
- FAB/_ATE AND TEST _ MOTOR INSULATOF_
DEMONSTRATINGTHEEQUIPMENTAN0mOCES_TOOeTAIN
R[IJAS/L/TY AN O COGT OATA
- OEMONITRATE PIEI_O_MANCE IN A NA.qA MA_
t'Y_.UAI'R_MOTOR
- TPEINSUL_'rIoNIK)NOUNEC_kq4CTERIT._T)0__U¢O
A_ALYII_
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SOUl) PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• ADVANCEDBONDINGCO_PTS FORLINERLEB._
INSULATIONDEVELOPMENT
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- CURRENT PROPELLANTS/INSUL_TIGNBONDING
GENERALLYRESULTS IN DECREASEDSTRENGTH
DUE TOCOMPLEXITY OF THE SYSTEM,
BONDING,AGE_3UT DIFFICULTIESIN
MN_ILF/_3TURINGLHIGHERCOST, I(,_..
• SYSTEM APPLICATIONS:
• ALLSRM SYSTEMS
• SENEFIT_PAYOFFS:
. IMPROVED RELIABILITY
. EXTENOED LFE
REDUCED FABRICATION00813 ANDTIME
TECHNOLOGY ELIMINATESTNE USEOF SOLVENTS
AND REDUCES ENVIRONMENTALRISK
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACT_NIS:
• ADVANCED BONDINGCONCEPTSFOR _ 1.3
PROPELLANTSUSED FOR SPACE LA;JNO_
APPLICATIONSWOULD BEDEMONSTRATED
- OEVELOP ABONO 9¥STEM WHERE STABLE
BONDING ADDITIVESARE INCORPORATEDINTO
TilE iNSULATiONAND NO ADOiTIONALADHESIVES
ARE NEEDED
- EVALUATE ADVANCEDBONOI_ CONCEPTSFOR
PROPELLANT/INSULATIONTOINCLUOE UNERLE_,
IHSULINERAND _kRRIER CONCEPTSAS A MINIMUM
- EVALUATE NNOVATNE MANUFACTURING
CONCEPTS FOR BONDING
DESCRIPTION:
• LOW COST INSULATIONPERFORMANCE
METHODOLOGYARO CORRELATIONWITHMOTOR
PERFORMANCE
- LOW COST INSULATI_ PERFORMANCE TESTS
FOR IMPROVED OC N_O RELIABILITY
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
• PERFORMANCEOF THE I¢SULATOR 18CRITICAL
YET NO DIRECT METHO0 OF ASSESSINGTHE
/_TNE PERFORMANCEOF EACH LOT 18
AVAILABLE
• THE METHOOOLOGYWOLK.DALSO BE USEFUL IN
OPTIMIZING NEW INSULATIONMATERIALS
• SYSTEMAPPLICATIONS:
AI_LSRM SYSTEMS. LARGEETO BOOSTERS
• BENEFITS_PAYOFFS:
. IMPSOVEOOUALITYCONTROLOF INSULATION
MATETIIAL
• IMPROVEDRELIABILITY
. REDUCED DEVELOPMENTCOSTS
MILESq'ONE$ AND RESOUR(_r.9 REOUIREMEN'III:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• THIS PROGRAMWOULDOE'VELOPTHE TI4EORY,TEST
AND CORRELATIONNECESSARYTO PREDICT
PERFORMANCE OF INSUU_TIONMATERIALSIN FULL
SCALE MOTORS FORM DATAFROMA SET OF
tNE)O=ENSIVELABORATORYTESTS
• A FOUR TASK PROGRAMISRECOMMENDED:
. LITERATURE SEARCHAND DEVELOPMENTOF
THEORY
- DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPECIFICTEST(S)
REQUIRED FOR EVALUATION
- CORRELATION OF TESTRESUI.TS WITHMOTOR
TEST RESULTS ANOREFINEMENT OF THEORY
- DEVELOPMENT OF STA118TICALCORRELATIONOF
'THEOF_' ANOFULLSCALEMOTOR PERFORMANCE
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• FIBER/POLYMER INTERACTIONTALORINOFOR
DEVELOPINO IMPROVED FIBEP_ FOR INTERNAL
ff_SULATK:_I
• DEVELOP TECHNOLOGYFOR IMPROVED
NON-ASSEST06 INSULATIONFOR IMPROVED
RELIABILITYAND REDUCED COBTU
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCES:
- CURRENTLY FIBERS AREREQUIRED FORABLATNE
PERFORMANCE _ HIGH PERFORMANCE
INSULJff_ BUT THE NON- _STOS F_ IN
STATE-OF-THE-ART INSULATION_TOOAYLIMITTNE
STRAIN CAPABILmf OF THE MA_RIALS MUCH
MORE THAN ASSESTO_ FIBERS
- REDUCED 8TRNN CAPABILrTVOF NON-ASBESTO8
INSULATIONREDUCES RELIABILITYOF T14E
INSULATION
• SYSTEMS APPLICATION,q:
• ALL SRMSYSTEMS. PRIMARYAPPLICATIONFOR
LARGE ETO BOOSTERS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- REDUCED C06T
- REDUCED ENVIRONMENTALRI_
- EASY, RELIABLE REPAIRABILITY
- _CI:tEASE RELIABILITYBECAUSE OF INCREASED
MECHANICALPROPERTIESANOHIOHER
TEMPERATURE CAPABIUTF_.5
MILESTONE8 AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACllONI:
• n4_ PROOR_ WOULD OEVELOP ALTE_TNES 1'0
_T4ECURRENTLY USED ORGANIC FLEERSPROVIOING
TECHNOLOGY TO $1ONFICANTt.Y IMPROVESTRAI_
CAPABILITY ANO REDUCE COST OF ADVANCED
INSULATIONMATERIAI.J
• THE PROGRAM WOULD CONSIST OF 4 TASKS:
• LITERATURE ANO I_TRY SEARCH TOFIND
NEWER PROMISING FIBERS AND TECHNOLOGY
- FORMULATIONOF NEW INSULATIONS
INCOfiPORATINO 11_ NEW FIBERS N_O_OR
TECHNOLOGY
- SUB,SCALEEVALUATION OF THE ABLATIVE
PERFORMANCE OF _ NEW INSULATICNS
- LARGE SCALEEVALUATION (NASATEST MOTOR)OF
INE NEW INSULATIONS
DESCRIPTION:
• SPRAYABLE SGLVENT-FRE_ HIGH TEMPERATURE
TPE THERMALPROTECTION (EXTERNAL)SYSTEM
- DEVELOP IMPROVED EXTERNALTPS FOR
ENVIRONMENTALRISKS
BACKOROUND i RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES:
- CUFU:tENT8PRAYABLETPS TEC'HNC&.O(._Y
REQUIRES USEOF SOLVENTS WHICHADO
SIGNIFICANT COST AND/OR ENVIFIONMENTAL
R_K_
- FUTURE APPLICATIONSWICLREQUIREHIGHER
TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY,REDUCEDC06T ANO
SOLVENT FREE PROCESSINGTO REDUCE
ENVIRONMENTALRISKS
• SYSTEMS APPLICATION.q:
• ALLSRM SYSTEMS. PRIMARYAPPLICM1ONFOR
LARGE Ero BOOSTERS
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
• REDUCED C06T
• REDUCED ENVIRONMENTALRISK
- EASY. RELIABLE REPAIRJI_LITY
- INCREASE RELIABILITYBECAUSE OF INCREASED
MECHANICALPROPERTIES ANOHIGHER
TEMP_PJkTURECAP_ILJTY
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMEHTg:
RECOMMEHO(D ACllONS:
• DEVELOPMENT OF 8PRAYARLE TP9 MATERIALSUSING
THERMOPLASTIC OR THE BINDER FOR LOW DENSITY
FILLERS WILL MEET _ REQUIREMENTSOF REDUCED
CO_T ANORIEDUCEDENVIRONMENTAL RISK
• THE PRO_ WOULD CON_T OF 4 TA_:
- LABORATORYDEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALSWITH
REQUI=_O PROPERTES
- SPRAY PROCESS 8E'LECTION. MODFICATION AM)
DEVELOPMENT
- OPTIMIZATION OF MATERIALR.LAROE SCALE
MANUFACIURING AND SPRAY PROCESS
- C:HARACI"ERgJkTIONOF_RAY_D TPSMATERIALS,
BONDING, ANDAGING
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SU_PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DE_::RIPTION:
• HYBRIO ROCXET BOOSTER DEMONSTRATION
- DEVELOP CODES ANO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
BASE FOR THE DESIQ,N OF LARGE HYBRID
ROCKET MOTOR8
- DEMONSTRATE HYBRID RO_T MOTORS AT
BOOSTER "n-IRU_r LEVELS
I_SOK-_._bTHRUS_
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• HYBRID ROCKETS OFFER:
• iNERT HANDLING
- CLEAN EXHAUST
• ELIMINATION OF EXPt.OSIVE HAZARDS AND
EFFECTS OF DEFECTS IN CRACKS AND DEBONDS
• HYBRID FrOCKETS CAN BE:
- THFK)TI_ED
- SHUT DOWN
• THE COST OF HYBRIO BOOSTERS IS ESTIMATED AT
00% TO 100% OF SRMs AND MUCH LOWER THE LRBs
• HYBRIDS USE EXISTING TECHNOLOGY FOR
NOZ21.E, AND LIOUIO FEED SYSTEMS
• HIGHER km THAN SOLIDS AND EQUAL TO THAT OF
LOX/HYDROCARBON
MILESTONES AND RE_DURCES REOUIREMEN'I_:
• TEST FACILITY CAPAB.E OF:
- t._-b THRurr
• 3,600 _se¢ LOX FI.OW O 1200 i_
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
•COOE DEVELOPMENTANO DATA BASE AT 500-1b,
15_.1b. AND 160K.b THRUST LEVEL (JOINT
NAS/VCORPORATE IR&D PROGRAMS)
• 760K- b THRUST DEMONSTRATION
• 1.EU-b THRUST DEMONSTRATION
WHY AREN'T HYBRIDS OPERATIONAL?
• EARLY BOOSTER EMPHASIS WAS PLACED ON HIGH DENSITY IMPULSE
SYSTEMS. COST, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND RELIABILITY ISSUES WERE
OF LOW PRIORITY IN THE HEYDAY OF THE AMERICAN SPACE PROGRAM
• PRESENT AND FUTURE EMPHASIS IS ON COST, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS,
SAFETY AND OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
. OPERATIONAL SUCCESSES OF LARGE LIQUID ENGINES AND SRM
BOOSTERS FOR THE SHUTTLE AND TITAN III CAUSED INTEREST/NEED IN
HYBRIDS TO WANE
• ALL THE 1960s AND 70s WORK IN HYBRIDS WAS DONE BY PRIMARILY LIQUID
OR SOLID PROPULSION COMPANIES WITHOUT A HIGH DEGREE OF SERIOUS
INTEREST
• "POLITICAL FACTORS APPEAR TO INTERFERE WITH TECHNICAL FACTORS." -
CULTURAL ISSUE
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SOLID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUE/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT
DESCRIP'nON:
• TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
THERMAL ANALYSIS APPLIED TO FLEXSEAL AND
PHENOLIC MANDREL TOOL DESION
• COMMON DEglGN TOOL
• UNIFORM PART C_RE8
• NIGH PAY'BACK IMMEDIATE IMPLEMENTATION ON
ARM9 CONTRACT
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• DEFICIENCIES::
- CURRENT TOOt.INQDESIGN CRITERIA AREONLY
8TRESS-BASED
- NON-UNIFORM HEAT TRANSFER CAN REgULT
- MATERIAL VARIATION DETRIMENTAL TO
PERFORMANCE
• SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS:
• ALL 8RM CURE TOOLING
• BENEFITS/PAYOFFS:
- REDUCED FA_RICATK)N COST
• IMPROVED PROOUCTICN TIME
MILESTONES AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTg:
RECOMMENDED ACIlONS:
, IDENTIFYCRITICAL TOOLING AND IMPOSE THERMAL
ANALY$1_ASA CONTRACT REOUIREMENT
• IMPLEMENTCOMMON DESIGN TO_$ FOR BOTH
COMPONENT DESlON AND TOOt, DESIGN [CAD
SYSTEM)
DESCRIPTION:
• TECHI_Y TI_ER
• ANAUfSlS _ TE.qTING IOK)W-HOW AND TOOUI UU_T M
DI$'TRII_UTEO TO GOV'EP_ME NT ,_0 INDUSTRY TO OBTAIN
Iq:tOPER BENE]qT OF R,&D ET, PENS_
• P.,_ I_I_DBLE_ ARE VERy M ULTt-OISCIpt._ WHIOH
OOMP_.ATEI TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• A_cE_ NASAmov _CO._N0e0_,N0USTRV_oE
MIUT_tY HAND6OOK PglOJECT TO DEVELOP DE$1ON/ANALYMI
DATA FOR CA._-_ AND CA._-PHI_
• THERE Ill A NEED FOR IlTANDARD(ZED TI_B'rlNo IdETHOOIII TO
Iklq_OVE THE RLrLIAEIIUTY AND CREDIB_ OF DATA
• NEW MAI?.RiALJ HAVE TEBT REOUIREM(hqll
• NEW ANAJ.Y_ IH_0CEDURF.S REOUIRE PEER REVIEW
• PF.NOOI¢ I_MINARS HAW BEEN SHOWN TO lie AN
EXCELLENT VEHICLE FOR TECHNOLOQY TRANSt EA
- COMPUTIERIZED AND CENTRALIZED DATA I_ ARE
NEEDED TO GET THE I_T BENEFIT FROM DATA
ACQUISFrlON PROGRA_
• IIYlr_ AJ_TlO_dk
• AU. _&b
• I_NEFrrlPAYOFF:
- II_D CO41UUNi'TY_,ULTUR[, IkEeROVED REIJA_UI"Y,
MORE F..FFICIENT D(S_OEUANALYSlB AND CO_ l_VlhO
MILESTONE9 AND RESOURCES REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• OONDUGT A klUTARY HANDBOOK PROJECT FOR HIGH
T_'nJRE (XXdPOelTIm
, PATT[RN Arn_ IJUTARY HANOeOOK 17 FOR CO4FO_Tlgll
• IIEI.ECT A MIUTARY _
• APPOtk'I" AN O FIND AN F.ICECUTN_ COklMI'/'_EE TO PLAN
IIEt.a_. OVI_ DOCUMENTATION OF HANO_OOKS AND
MEET (X/ARTB_Y
• APPOINT AND FUNO A HA_K ED(TO_
• SPONSOR P_UNOJ_BIN TI_ ACTI_'rlFJI,
• HOt.D _EMIK_'_E A YEAR
• INVITE A_Y_. TEST ANO _ PEOF_E FRO_ ALL
COMPANIE _t AND OOV'ERNMENT AOENCP =_ I_V'ED IN 9OUD
ROCKET NOZ2LE RE1atTED R&D
• IELECT. OESlGN A/,ID IMP_ A CENTRAUZED CO, MPUTER
DATA BASE FOR MATEW.4L PI:IOP_]=[T_ DATA
• PUBU_HANwrrlALVF._q_,IONOFSOTHHARDWARI[ ANO,¢IOFTWARE
FORMS
• UPDATE THE HANOeOO_ ANNUALLY
• PI_NtDE 1TJI"ING _iDE1JNFJ TO OOV[RNMIF.)/T I_qGJEC711
• IIPO_ TEST METNO00GCUMENTATION FOR II_I_ER RL_/I_
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UOUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DE_RIPTiON:
, IMPROVED COMBUSI";ONCHA,t4BERMATERIALS
- REnt MERATIVELYC(XX.ED
. RADIATION COOLEO
BACKGROUND & RELA1T.D FACTORS:
• THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS, F_G.HIQH
TEMPIERATL_S, HIGH STRAINS, LIMIT LIFE IN
CURRENT [SSM_ COMBUSTION CHAMBER
- IMPROVED CONOUCTNffY, Hk314ERSTRENGTH
WOULD EXTENO LIFE. LO_R LIFE CYCLE COS11
• MATERIAL DEVELOPMENTREQUIRED TO SUPPORT
SMALLER TI-FIUSTERS FOR LU_ MISSIONS
MILESTONF._ AND RESOQRCF. REQUIREMENTS:
• STI_E COUgUS'rJoN CHAUBER.Ore6) (E/,U_.I_O)
RECOMMENDED ACT]OI4S:
• MATEFILN.OEVELOPMENT ACTMTIES HIGH
COHDUCTNITY MATERUM,S
HI_ T_P_RAT1JI:IE (:>30CI_F_MATERW. SYST_S
THERMALBARRII_I COATINGB
METALMAmlX COMI_ffT$
METALX_OMPOSITES
CERAMIC MATRIX COMPO6fflES
METAL_OATEO COP_EA LINER
RES_TANCE)
DESCRIPTION:
• IMPFIOVIEDT1JFIBOPUIJPMATEFIU_LS
BACKGROUND & RIELAIT.D FACTORS:
• HISTORICALLY. MATERIAL_;HAVE BEE_NA LIMITING
FACTOR IN TURBOP_P DEVr'I OPMENI"
- LFE LIMrTJNGIN SSME
- MATERULLSNeD PROCESSES LIMIT1NGDESIGN IN
STME _S
• PRIOMtSINGMATERIALSEXIST. BUT OL_LOPMENT TO
ENG_ERIEO MATERIALSTATUS USUALLYLAGS
OES_d¢ REOUREMEHT_L AS A RESULT.
PE_ORMANCE B LIMI'I'IE_BY MATI_IAL CAPABLrI"Y
• COMPLAC_ F_- DESIGNERS BELIEME
MATF.J:I_LSP_O PROCTSSES WILL BE THERE WHEN
NEEDED
MILESTONES AND RESOURC_ REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• HYO_OGEN-RES_TANT MATERULL
• IMPROVED TURBINE gLADCMATERIALS
• COMPO6ITES
METAL
- _RA_K:
I_TERMETALL_
- PO_YMERK_
• TITANILJ_TITANIUM ALUMiNIDES
. OXYGEN ANO CRYOGENCOMPAT]BLIEI:I.P3TOMEFIS
• POWOERMETAL ALLOYS
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• IMPROV1EDNO22LE MATERIALS
BACKGROUNO & RELATED FACTORS:
• IMPROVED. MORE EFFICIENTNOZZLE FABRICATION
CONCEPTS REOUAE MATERIALS WITHSUPERIOR
STRENGTH/WORKABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
• PROJECTED DEEP SPACE MISSIONSREQUIFilE
LONGER LIFFJI.IGHTERWEIGHT NOZZLEDEIGNS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• C_RA_Ca REFRACTORY COMPOSITE NO221E$
• HK3_ STRENGTH. HIGH ELONGATION SHEET
MATERIAIJ
• METAL MATRIX COMP_ITE$
. HIGH TEMPERATURE ELASTOMERICSEALANTSAM)
ADHESrV_
DESCRIPTION:
• DEVELOP OLOBALUATERtAL$ AND PROCESSESDATA
BASE
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• DESIGN EFFORTS LIMrTEDBYLACI( OF INFORMATION
ON MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
- I_ADEOUATE COLLECTIONANO DI_MINATK_ O_
MATERIALS ANO PROCESSESDATA
- INAPPFIOPRIATEFORMOF DATA-NOTRESPONSIVE
TO CONTEMPORARY ANALYSLqMETHO08
• OOktPANIES BECOMELO,CKED INTOFAMLIAR
MATERIAL.S
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
FIECOM MENDED ACIIONS:
• NASA-WIOE MATERLALSDATABASE _ (3qOUP
- 8TME WORKING (_OUP ASSTARTING POINT
- CONSORTIJM FOR MATERIALS TESTING TOFEED
DATA BASE
- STANDAROol:: TEST METHOO$
- EXPIATE DATA REPORTING FORMAT
- FRACTURE MECHANICS
- LOW/HIGH CYCUE FATIGUE
- EP_/IRONMENTAL EFFECTS
- PRO_SSlNG HtSTORY. eeL_
• OOMPUTIERIT¢ DATA BASEANO IMPROVE
ACCESSlBILtlY
• OEVlELOPARTIFICIAL _NCE FOR MATEJ_IALS
ANO PROCESS SELECTION
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• LIOH'PA_IGHT MATERIALSDEVELOPMENT
(STRUCTUPJ¢)
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• R[DLX_D W£k3HT IS A MAJOR DESIGN OOAL
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• ALUUIN_d-LrTHIUM
• NON-METALLICENGINE COMPONENTS TANKS
. PLUMBING
- V/eVES
- NOZ2LES
- _P COMPONENTS
.
m
DESCRIPTION:
• tJGHTY_X_T INSULATIONMATERUCS O_tELOPMENT
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• F..PARESTRfCTIONS OICTATE MAJORCHANGES
IN CURRENT MATERIAL FORMULATIONS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• (EPADRN_N FE-QUIREMENTS)(ENABLJNG0
RECOMME.NDED ACTIONS:
• CFC_R:EE MATERL_LSOEt/ELOPMENT
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UQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE FOR STME ANO
_PROVED SSME AMCCCONF_URATIONS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• CANDIOATE ADVN_CED MAiNC_BUSTION
CHAMBER (AkiCC) CONFIGURATIONS FOR STME kNO
IMPROVED SSME ARELACKINGDEV£I.OPMENT
HARDWARE FOR:
- LIED (LIQUIO INTERFACEDIFFUSION BONOING)
- VPS (V/CUUM PLASMASPR_
MILESTONF.S AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTI:
• HARDWARE
• NOT FIRE 'nEST
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• PROVIDE TWO OEVELOPMENTAL AMCC'sFOR EACH:
- LIOe
•
• V_IFY BY:
- TESTING
MATERIALAM:) BOND JOINT EVALLIATIONS
DESCRI_:
• DEVELOP A TRULY ONE SHOTCHAMBER AND NOZZLE
SUCH AS USED ON _0t.ID ENGINES
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• ONE OF THE MO6T EXPENSIVE PARTSOF THE
ROCI_ET ENGINE ISTIlE THRUST CHAMBERAND
NO22LE, USUALLYBECAUSEIT IS DESIGNED FOR
10-20 USES NEEDED TOC_JALFY AN ENGINE
SYSTEM. ATRULY EXPENDABLE SYSTEM DESIGNED
FOR ONE FIRING COULD SIGNIFICANTLYREDUCE
CO6T OF AN ENGINE
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIRF.MENI"S:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• BEGIN TESTING AND DESIGN COMPOSi'I"E
CJERAMICTYPE NOZZLE
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UOUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB.PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• DIAGNO$T_TIC HEALTH MONITORING
SYSTEMS SUPPORT (COMPONENT DURABILITY
MOO(U,
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• ENGINE SYSTEM DURASILfTYANO RELIABILITY
• ENABLINGTECHNOLOGY
• IMPROVED RELIABILITY
• REDUCED MA_TENANCE
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
• 1250K/YRFOR DESIGN/TEST TIME FRAME OF ENGINE
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• OE_LOP COMPONENT oul_eLrrY UOOELS
RELATINGDAMAGETO MISSION HISTORY/_INE
PERFORMANCE_ FOR RELEVANT
COMPONENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• REOUCE FR_T_N. OALLING. kqO OINOm
PROBLEMS IN PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPONENTS
_rrllCH HAVE METALTO M_AL SLIDING SURFACES
(POPPETS, PISTONS, GU_$)
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• SLK)ING METALSURFACES IN FLOWCONII_OL
OEVlCES SUCH AS VALVES AND REGULATORS
TO GALLAND STCK
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• MATEPJALSCHARACTERG[ATIONPROG_
- 1_ YENtS. SOOYEAR
• 0EMONSTRATION PROGRAM
• 1-2YF_, 10(_
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• INITIATEDEVELOPMENT PRO_ TO iN'VlESTIGATE
THE PO6SISLITY OF U_ING CF..P.AMIC MATERIALS
r-ORCOMPONENT PARTSTO _I_ THE
METAL-T@METALSUO_ SURFACE PROBLEMS
• 0EMONSTRATEBY 1lESTOERAM¢ COMPONENT
PARTSIN RELEVANTENVIRONMENTS
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UOUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESORIPllON:
• DEVELGe LIGHTWEJGI,.D"PROJECTILE SHIELDING FOR
SPAC_ PROPULSIONSYSTEMS
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• THE METEORITE/SPACEDEBRIS SHIELDING FOR THE
SSF PROP_.SK::_ MOOULEWEIGHS 1300LBS.
(MODULE STRUCTURE WEIGHS 1000LBS.)
MILESTONE9 AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
• SUR_-Y EXISTING _OOY
• 8UtO PROTOTYPE SHIELD
- t YEAR. S00
• nEST SHIELDS AT WSTF
- I YEAR. 8GO
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP LIGHTWEIGHT MATERIALSFOR U_E AS
SHIELDING AGA_T PROJECTILESMOVINGAT
ORBITAL VELOCITIES. BUILD THE SI-IIELDSAND TEST
THEM AT NASA'sI-IAZAP_ I-_RV_
iMPACT FACILITY AT W141'T1ESAMOS
DESCRIPTION:
• GELLED PROPELLANTSFORo'rv'=. EARTH-TO-ORBIT
BOOSTERS, k_ID SPACE TRkNSFEF_3EI VEHICLES
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• GELLED PROPELLANTSARE LIOUID FUI:I$ AND
OXIDIZERS THAT HAVE SPECIALGELUNG AGENTS ANO
METALS ADOEDTO FORM THIXOTROPIC COMPOUNOS
WITH INCREASEDSAFETYAND PERFORMANCE.
• BOTH EARTH $_ AND CRYOGENIC (l-02&J'I2)
PROPELLANTSCAN BEGELLED TOiNCREASE 0ENSITY,
PERFORMANCE,AM) TOSUPP_SS 11_ BOILING
• GELLEDLH2 BLUSHkND G_LLED U-IL_IO Cl.k
• SPECIFIC BENEFITS INCLUOE:
- HR3HPROPULSIVE PERFORMANCE
• HIGH DENSITY &SOiLiNG POINTSUPPRESSION
• PN:Y.AGING _BLn_ANO EFFICIENCY
- GREATLY IMPROVED SAFETY OVER LIOUIDS &90L106
- ENERGY MAHAGEM_¢T (TI-_TrLING. PULSING, ETC.)
- HIGH MASS FRACTION
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• DEUONSTRATE GEL PROPLnJJ0¢TCAPASUTIES ANG
PROPERTIES
• F..STABLISHSYSTEM IbC(_,IBUSTK)N DESIGNCRITERIA
• ESTABLISH SYSTEM BENEFITS• TECHNOLOGYIMPACll
• C_NDUCT DEMONSTRAllC_ AND VALI)A'nON TESTS
• COMPLETE FULLSCALE D_
• ESTABLI_N RESOURC_ REOUJREMENI_TO
ACCOMPLISH _ ABOVE
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• CONDUCT MISSION/SYSTEM ANALYSESTOIIDCNTIFY
TECHNOLOGY IMPACTS ANOREOU_
• CONDUCT TECHNOLOGYPROGRAMSTO0E'VELOP
ADVANCED Hll_ PERFORMANCEGELS
• CHARACTERIZE GELS IN THE LABORATORY
• DESIGN • DEVELOP GEL PROPULSIONSYSTEM
• E STASLI_I GEL PROPULS K)NTESTBL=O
• CC_OUCT RILL SCALEDEVELOPMENT
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SPACE TRANSPORTATION STRUCTURES ANO MATERIALS WORKSHOP
PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS SUB-PANEL
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
FINDINGS:
• THE PREVAILING APPROACH TO TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CAN BE STATED AS
FOLLOWS:
"ESTABLISH _WNERSHIP OF TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS"
"PROMOTE CONSTANT DIALOGUE BETWEEN TECHNOLOGISTS AND SYSTEM
DEVELOPERS •
- "REQUIRE VALIDATION OF TECHNOLOGY IN APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENT
AND CONFIGURATION - DON_ PLACE BURDEN OF PROOF ON SYSTEM
DEVELOPERS
• A MECHANISM IS REQUIRED TO FORCE THAT PROCESS
RECOMMENDATIONS:
• A NASA BUDGET LINE ITEM FOR A NATIONAL COMPONENTtSUB-SYSTEM TEST
BED PROGRAM, DEDICATED TO TECHNOLOGY VALIDATION
• COMPLACENCY PROBLEM: PROJECTS BELIEVE MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
WILL BE THERE WHEN NEEDED
• ORGANIZATIONS TEND TO BECOME "LOCKED IN" TO FAMILIAR MATERIALS
- THE SITUATION IS EXACERBATED BY NEAR-SIGHTED MATERIAL
DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS
• TECHNOLOGIES/PRIORITIES EMERGING FROM THIS WORKSHOP REPRESENT
A CURRENT SNAPSHOT. A MECHANISM SHOULD BE PROVIDED FOR
PERIODIC UPDATE
- STEERING COMMITTEES?
• NASP: TOO FAR ALONG TO BE DRIVER TO THIS MEETING, BUT SHOULD
BENEFIT FROM LONG-RANGE INITIATIVES
• PARALLEIJCOMPLEMENTARY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS NEED TO BE
COORDINATED WITHIN THE GOVERNMENT
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NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
I III III ii1|
SYSTEM NEEDED FOR:
D ° CARGO TO MARS
• CARGO TO MOON
+ LUNAR SURFACE POWER
+ MARS SURFACE POWER
• REACTOR
* POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM
• RADIATORS
. PMAD
• ION THRUSTER
• 1700K + 7-10YRS-4 CYCLES
• 1700K + 7.10YRS-10 e CYCLES
• 1200K+ 7-10 YRS- e>0.9
• HI PAD FLUX
•Cs Erosion Resistance, High alpha
SOA • SP-IO0- COMPONENTS UNDER DEVELOPMENT-NO SYSTEMS TEST
ONGOING
PROGRAMS I .PWC-11 CREEP
•W/Nb COMPOSITE FUEL CLAD MATERIAL
•G/Cu RADIATOR MATERIAL
GAPS I " REFRACTORY METAL DESIGN/VALIDATION
NEEDS & k • STRUCTURAL ALLOY WITH
OPPORTUNITIES I DENSITY - 6-8
m
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SUBSYSTEM
• FUEL
• FUEL CLAD
• POWER CONVERSION
SYSTEM
• BRAYTON
-TURBINE
NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
ii i i
SUMMARY OF KEY MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
1 2
CHOICE _ CHC_CE
(U/'ZR) C .STOICHIOMETRY (W/UO2)
CONTROL
•STABILITY TO 3000K
IN H2
PWC- 11 • PRODUCTION Re
OPTIMIZATION
FRS .FAB TECH FOR RADIAL MO
• DATA BASE
• FISSION PRODUCT
CONTAINMENT COATING
• WELDING
OPTIMIZATION
• DATA BASE
• STIRLING
-TUBING
-.SEALS
• DEVELOP COMPOSITE
? • DATA BASE
NUCLEAR/ELECTRIC PROPULSION SUB-PANEL
I I II
DESCRIPTION:
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS
,so_
- P_TE_ORT
- Ol,_NO PROGRAMS
- _v_ _ EVOL_
•TECHNOt,OOYGAPS
•BEN_ffS• RU.
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE
REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
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7.3 ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
257

N93-22097
ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
CO-CHAIRMAN
DAN RASKY
DON RUMMLER
CHARUE BERSCH
S_D DIXON
ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
GENERAL FINDINGS:
• LESSONS LEARNED FROM SHUTTLE:
- BRIDGE ESTABLISHED BETWEEN DEVELOPMENT CENTER (JSC). RESEARCH
CENTERS (ARC, LARC). AND INDUSTRY (RI, LMSC,CORNING, MANSVILLE,3M,
LTV, UNION CARBIDE, HEXCEL) FOR SHUTTLE TPS
- NOT ALL TEST RESULTS ADEQUATELYANALYZEDOR, IN HINDSIGHT,
COMPLETELY ENCOMPASSING ALLFAILURE MODES.
- TILE - SIP SEPARATION
- SHOCK ON OMS POD EFFECTS ON AFRSI
- OTHER EXAMPLES
- GAP HEATING EFFECTS FROM GROUND FACILITIESNOT TOTALLY INDICATIVE
OF FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
- NEED TO DESIGN WITH OPERATIONS IN MIND (NOTJUST TO COST) EX:
MOISTURE INTRUSION OF GR/EP, MANY OTHER EXAMPLES
RSI - DEVELOPED AS POINT DESIGN FOR MANEUVERING ENTRY VEHICLE OF
HK_HL/O
- RSI - 15 YEARS FROM INVENTION TO USE ON FLIGHT HARDWARE
PRE_:DtNG PPiGE BLANK NOT F1LM_ 259
ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
I
GENERAL FINDINGS (CONT):
• ENTRY SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY NOT EASILY DIVORCED FROM SPECIFIC
MISSION REQUIREMENTS
- PEAK HEATING, DURATION OF HEATING
- GROUND OR ON<)RBIT ASSEMBLY
REUSE REQUIREMENT
• NEED FAMILY OF TPS FOR VARYING VEHICLE PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
SHUTTLE- FRSI, AFRSI, LRSI, HRSI, RCC
AEROBRAKES MAY NEED ABLATORS OR C-C OR CMC OR RSI OR TBD
DEPENDING ON MISSION
• FLIGHT TESTS ENABLING FOR MANNED AEROBRAKE VEHICLES
AEROTHERMOOYNAMICS ISSUES
DEMONSTRATE ON,ORBIT ASSEMBLY/DEPLOYMENT/SERVICING
• DIFFERENCES FOUND IN GROUND TEST RESULTS
- FLIGHT VS ARC JETS
- JSC VS AMES ARC JETS
GENERAL FINDINGS (CONT):
• MATERIALS DATA NOT READILY AVAILABLE
NEED DATA BASE THAT IS CERTIFIED, MAINTAINED, ACCESSIBLE
NO ORGANIZATION WILLING TO FUND
• DESIGN PHILOSOPHY MUST CONSIDER GROUND HANDLING OF VEHICLE
- ACCESSIBILITY TO EQUIPMENT AND STRUCTURE FOR INSPECTION AND
SERVICING
• U.S. TECHNOLOGY - FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERS BOTH WAYS
- U.S. BUYING FRENCH DEVELOPED MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY
- METALLIC MULTlWALL TPS
-- DEVELOPED IN U.S. 1970's
- ENHANCED IN GERMANY 1980's
- ENHANCED CONCEPT CURRENT BASELINE ON PORTIONS OF SOlO SSTO
- RUSSIANS AND FRENCH USING U.S. DEVELOPED TILE AND BLANKET
TECHNOLOGY
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ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
GENERAL FINDINGS (CONT):
• BE WARY OF PRELIMINARY LOADS
• OON_r SKIP SUB-ASSEMBLY TESTING
• DESIGN FOR HANDUNG, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
• DONOr ALLOW DEVELOPMENT HISTORY TO VANISH
DOCUMENT DESIGN DRIVERS AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
TPS CRITICAL NEED
• FLIGHT TESTING
- DEMONSTRATE AERO_ASSIST TECHNOLOGIES
- DEMONSTRATE ON_3RBIT ASSEMBLY/DEPLOYMENT
- VALIDATE NEW TPS TECHNOLOGIES
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ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
I
ENTRY SYSTEMS QUAD CHARTS
_TECHNOLOGY ITEMS
1.TOUGHENED CERAMIC TPS
2.ADVANCED C-C's
3. FLEXIBLE TPS
4. METALLIC TPS
5. DGHTWEIGHT ABLATORS
6. JOINTS, FASTENERS, SEAMS, etc...
7. TPS_TRUCTURAL INTEGRATION
8. TPSFSYSTEM RESOURCE INTEGRATION
9. INSPECTION, NDE, AND SMART MATERIALS
10. SIMPLIFIED CERT/RE-CERT
11. ENVIRONMENTAL COMPATIBILITY
12. ON-ORBIT ACTIVITIES
13. TEST FACILITIES
14. NEW MODELING CODES (INTERDISCIPLINARY)
ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• DE.LOP DUPABLE,REUSABLE SURFACE _SULAT_N
WITH HIGHER STRENGTH AM) TEMPERATURE
CAPABILITY
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• PRESENT RSI MATERIALSWERE DESIGNED WITH
MINIMAL IMPACT RESISTANC_
• NIC_IER STRENGTH RSI ENHANCES DIRECTBOND
CAPABILITY
• TOUGH NEW COATINGS AND,OR SURFAQE
TREATMENTS WILL ENHANCE DURABILI'W
• ADVANCED FIBE"RSPROVIDE MORE REFRACTORYRSI
PAYOFFS:
• PROWDES I_E Ot_ UOHTB_ WEI_, MOP_
R[FRACTOFIY RSI
RECOM MENDED ACTIONS:
• INMATE A PRO(_a.AMTO IDENTIFYAM) DL_/ELOP
TOUC_NED COATINGS ANOADVANCED FIBERS
• PERFORM MATERUU..CHARACTERIZATIONTESTSON
THE NEWI_IMATERIALS
• PERFORM THERMALRESPONSE ANOARC PLASMA
TESTS ON PROMISING
• PI_FORMTPSSYSTEMSTESTSTNATLEAOTO
ACC_PTANC_ FOR _ ON TNE EMERGING $TS
VI_41CLE8
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ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• "r1-11N,STRUCTURAL. OXIDATION-RESISTANT
CARBON-CARBON(ORCC) COMPOSITES FOR TPS AND
STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS
- LOW WEIGHT
- OUP,ABLFJREUSABLE
- LOW MAINTENANCEAND REPAIR
- TAILOREDFOR SERVICEENVIRONMENTS
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• REINFORCED CARBON_BON (RCC) SHUTTLE
PAYOFFS:
• LIGHT'WEIGHT.PASSN_ THERMALPRO1TCT1ONFOR
PROJECTEDNASA PLANETARY MISSIONS
• FABRICATIONFACLITIES:
- LIMITED COATINGCJ_ABILfW. BJTCAN BE
• FACILrW NEEDS DEPENDENT ON PARTICULAR
MATERW. SYSl_M
RECOMMENDED A_:
• D£VELOP IMPROVEDCONCEPT FOR OY.DATN_N
LEADING EDGE AND NOSE CAPHAVE NO FLIGHT
ANOMALIES
• HIGHER SPECIFIC STRENGTH OF ACC DEMONSTRATEO
(UP TO SXRCC)
• ADVANCED ORCC COMPOSITES BASELINEDAS TPS ON
NASP X-30
• DESIGN, FABRICABILfW. AND ASSEMBLYOF BUILT-UP
STRUCTURE DEMONSTRATEDFOR ADVANCED C-.C
• MAJOR DEFIC_NCY IS LONG-LIFEOXIDATION
PROTECTION
PROTECTION (COATINC_, Ik_IIEITORS,
SF_ALANTS.GL_E_
• CONTINUE EFFORTS TO IMPROVE MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES
• INCREASE E_FORTS TO ADAPT/OE'VI_OP EFFECTIVE
90NE-SIOE" NIDETECHNIQUES
- IDENTIFYCRITICAL LFE-LIMITING TESTS FOR
ADVANCEDORCC MATER_J.S
• FULL-SCALETESTING OF COMPONENTS
• DOCUMENT PROCESS AND DESIGN ALLOW/IBLES
DESCRIPTION:
• H_R TEI_PERATURE FLEXIBLEINSULATIONS
(FELTS, QUILTS, YK)VEN BLANKETS)
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• FLEXIBLE lCSUt.ATIONS OFFER EXCELLENT BENEFITS
PAYOF:FS:
• FLEXIBLE INSULA710NS_lTR_TURES ARE USEFUL
FOR ALLENTRY SYSTEMS/STRUCTURES
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP AND EVALUATEINORGAN_IC
• LOW WEIGHT
• MINIMUM CERTIFICATION INVESTMENT REQUIRED
• LOWER LIFE CYCLE COSTS
• NO ATTACHMENT H&qowARE
• CURRENTLY AVAI_ (USED)FLEXIBLE INSULATIONS
ARE TEMPERATURE LIMITED
-FRSI 700"F
- AFRSI 15(X)"F
• AVAILABLEADVANCED HIGH TEMPERATUREFIBERS
CAN SIGNIF)CAN'n.Y INCREASETEMPERATURE
CAPABILITY
YARNS. FABRICS,FELTS AND BLENOS
• IMPROVELOW OOST FABRICA'nONML_
• DE'VELOPFLEXIBLECERAMIC COATINGS NAVlNG:
- HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE
- HIGH EMISSIVITY
- MOBTURE RESlSTAJ_
- AER(X)YHAMICNISROAC(X_TIC STABILITY
• D_LOP HIOH TEMPERATURF, FLEXI]I.E ADHESNES
TO TAI_EADVANTAGEOF WARM(HIGH TEMPERATURE
COM_o6rnE) STRUCTURES
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ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRiPTiON:
• METALLICTIPSMATERIAL&iNTEGRATION
DEVELOPMENTANOVALIDATION
BACKGROUND • RELATEO FACTORS:
• METALLICSOFFER POTENTIALFOR MORE FLEXISI.ITY
IN WEATHERENVg_ONMENTS
• CURRENT TPS MAI_RL_S LIMIT FLIGHT THRIO_
WEATI_R ENVIRONMENTS
- METALLIC,S CAN WITHSTANDLIGHTNING StoKES
METALLIC.SOFFERN_.g"lMECHAN_AL STRENGTH
• METALLIC-TPS IS UECHANICALLYAI_ACHEO WfTH
BAC_4kCE CLIPS
CERAMIC TILES MUST BEADH£ SlVELVBONDED
NOT EASILYDE'rACHED/RF__
SUgJECTTO DEBOND_G
- IMPAIRS INSPECTIONOF STRUCTUI_
• METALLICTP$ IS _I(3_T-COMPATISLE WITH
CERAM¢,8 S CMC I"PSTECHNOLOGY
PAYO_F/REgOURCEIk
• LK_HT_T. DURABLETPS FOR F.XTENOEO
W£ATHER ENVIRONMENTS
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DETERMINE HGH-TEMPERATURE STRENGTH&
334ERMALPROPERTIES(STATIC TEST)
• TEST IMPACTRESISTANCE IN PARTICLE IMPINGEMENT
TEST FACILrPf
- CONFIRM,_ERIJINE MINIMUM GAGE
TOLE_REMENT
DEVELOPMENTOF LOW CATALYCrTY,HK3H
EMISSMTY. OOMPATiSLIECOATINGS
DETERMINEO.KIOATIONA CORROSION I_$1STI_CE
TEST TI-_RM/¢ PERFCP_ANCE AS INTEGRATED11_
PANEL(WITH INSULATION)
,kOOU_lqCTOLERANCE
• EFFECTIVE CC_OUCTWIW
- HOT GAS FLOW PREVENTION EFF"ECTT_NIE_
DESCRIPTiON:
• OEV_LOP JU3WJ_.,ED LOW 0ENSrrY, HIOH
TEMPEnATURE/_.MNE TPS
ADVANCED EARTH ANDPLANETARY ENTRY
SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
PAYOFFS:
ENABLINGTECHNOLOGYFOR RADIATION
EQUILIBRIUMTEMPERATLII:IEAgOV1E
• ABLATIVETI_ SUCCESSFULLYUSED FOR MNeNEO
VEHICLES. NO DEVELOPMENTSINCE
APOLLONIKING.
• ABLATORTPS THERMAl. PERFORMANCE
PRF_.DICTABLE
• LIGHTWEIGHT TPS REQUIREDTO MAXIMI2]E
PAY1.OADWEIGHT A.NODECREA,S_COST
• UNEXPECTED I'I_RMAL EXCURSIONS NOT c_mc,/_
. AEROASSISTNeD DIRECTENTRIrS FOR LUNAR AM)
PLANETARYMISSIONSREQUIRE
• TEMPERATURE TPS
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOPNEW,ADVANCED LOW DENSITY ABLATION
MATERUU..S
• IOENT'F'Y&NOCHARAC'_RC¢" ADVANCED ABLATION
MATERIALS
• DESIGN. FABRICATEABLATIVETl_
• CHARACTER_E THERMALPERFOR_MNC_ OF
SU_SCALE TPSPNeE_ IN ARC JET SIMULATIONOF
ENTRYENVIRONMENT
• UPOME _N0 _RFY ANAL_r_AL MOOELS
• klOOFY ARC JET FACILITIESTOTEST _
TPS PANEL
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ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIALTP$
COMPONENTS:
• JOINTS
- FASTENER8
- SEAMS
NO6ETIP • LEADINGEDGES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• SPECIAL TPS COMPONENTS HAVEPAD CO6T AND
SCHEDULE IMPACTS ON EXISTINGSYSTEMS:
- SEAMS, JOINTS,FASTENERS, A'I-rACHMENTS.
MOVING SURFACESAND ADHESIVESARE
CRITICAL INTERFACES IN ALLTPS DESIGNS
- VERY HIGH HEATING REGIONS SUCH ASNOSE
TIPS AND LEADING EDGESREQUIRE SPECIAL
DESIGN CONSIOERATIONSINCLUOINGPO6SIBLE
USE OF HEAT PIPE9
PAYOFFS:
• ENABLING TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE-ASSEMBLEDTPfl
• P_ DUCE CO_T ANO 9CHEDULE LMPACTSON FUT1JRE
PROGRAMS
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DESIGN. FABRICATE. AND TEST ADVANCED SPECIAL
TPS COMPONENTS
• MOOIFY FACILITIESFOR TESTING THESE 'rPS
COMPONENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• LIGHTWEIGHT, INSULATINGCERAMIC MATRIX
COMPOSITES (CMC):
- WARM STRUCTURE (BACKF'ACETEMP B00"F')WHICH
CONSISTS OF CONTINUOUS FIBER REINFORC,ED
FACESI-IEE'P3win4 A REUSABLESURFACE
INSULATION CORE HARDBONDED TO A LOAD
BEARING POLYIMIOE/GctAPHITEOR Bill _JB.qTRAI'IE
HOT STRUCTURE (SANDWICH STRUCTLRE),
CONSISTS OF CONTINUOUS FIBER REINFO_
CMC FACESHEETS DIRECTLYBONDED TO AN RSI
CORE. THIS C.MCSANDWICH 15ALIGHTWEIGHT
STRUCTURE FOR LOAD BEARING HOT STRUCTURE
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• THE BASELINEGLASS COATEDPSI MATERIALSARE
FRAGILE, HAVE MINIMALSTRENGTH, AND ARE
LIMITED TO 2500" F USETEMPERATURE
• THE BASELINERSI & RCC SYSTE'MSREQUIRELABOR
INTENSNE INSTALLATIONPROCEDURES
PAYOFFS:
• LIGHTWEIGHT. PASSIVE THERMALPROTECTION FOR
PROJECTED NASA SPACE FLIGHT MISSIONS
• DAMAGE TOLERANT SURFACE8
• HIGH OXIDATION RESISTANCE
RECOMMENDED A_:
• IDENTIFY ANO DEVELOP FUNCT_Y GRADIENT
CORE MATERIN._ THAT ARE COMPATIBLEWITH
EXISTING CMC FACESHEET$
• DEVELOP P_S.SING ME-'FHOO_TO COMBINE CMC
FACESHEETS WITH LOW DENSITY CORES
• PERFORM OVEN SOAK,TNERMALFtE_E AND ARC
JET SCREENING TEST,qTO DETERMINE CONCEPT
F-r.ASISILITY
• PERFORM MATERL,M. CHARACTERIZATION I_STS ON
THE PROMISING NEW LIGH'rWEIGHTCMC STRUCTURES
• P_(:_:_t THERMALANO STRUC'nJRALANALYSISOF
THE CMC U_IklG TNE BASEL.JNEDATA
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ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• WATE_ BASED COMI:_SfTE THERMALPROTECTION
SYSTEM AND STRUCTURE
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• WEIGHT AND CO_T OF PAYLOAD-TO.ORBff I,_ TO
$E1FE.A_IBILITY
• SYNERGISTIC USE OFON-BOARD RESOURK_S
M_IM_$ WE_/T TO ORSrT.LE. WATERBSCSED
POLYMEROR ICE MATRIX COMF_ITES UTILIZES
RESOURCES NOW CONStDERED EX_'ENDASLE
• DEPLOYMENT ANO RIGIDIZATION MINIMIZES
MANPOWER AND ENERGY FOR OH-ORBIT
FABRICATIONOF AEROBRAXEsTRUCTURES
• WATER BASED SYSTEMS NONTOXIC
PAYOFFg:
• ELIMINATESC061_Y ASSEMBLY ANO DEPLOYMENT
TECHNK_JES
• DEMONSTRATION REOUREO BEFORE SEI
ARCHITECTURE FINAL_q:D TO TAKEADVANTAGE OF
WEIGHT ANO C06T SAV1N08
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• PERFORM sTUDIES OF WATER _D
PO(.YMEWICE MATRIX COMPOSITES:
PROPERTIES, PROCESSES, FABRICATIONOF
COMPOSITE DESIGN
• FABRICATEAND TEST REPRESENTATNE
CONCEPT8
, DEMONSTRATE ON SHUTTLE OR SPACE STATION
FOR DEPLOYMENT ANO RIGIOIZATION ON ORBIT
DESCRIPTION:
• NOT,INOE/SMIN:ITMATERIALS
- DESIGN SHOULD ALLOW FOR SELF-ANALYSISOF
MATERIALUSING NOT/NOEOR SMART
INSTRUMENTA_ WITHIN (OR ATTACHED TO)THE
MATER_/,,,
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• UHK_OWNAJ_OUt_I'O_'OXIOATK)',t,'OAMAGEINRCC
• SUSPECT FlSl BOND CONDITION REQUIRES
RE),tOVALANO REPLACEMENT
• CURRENT NDF_._ V1ERIFICATIONLIMITED BY
_DULEJFUNDING
• NOFJTECHNIQUESREQUIRED TOPREVENT
UNNECCESSARY REMOVAL AND REPI.AC_MF.NT
• ON-ORBIT INSPECTION IMPRACTICAL
PAYOF!FI:
• LO_R[R LFE CYCtE COSTS
• INCREASED FUNDING REQUIF_D TO INCLUDE
ADOITIONALTESTING ANOEQUIPMENT
DEVELOPMENT.
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP NOT/NOEO{JRIN(3ORIGINAL
DESGNtM_ACTURE
(BA_LINE NEW IN_TALLATION}
• DESIGN FAILURE INDICATOF_ INTO MATERIAL
• PERFORM TESTING TO VERIFY
_T/1NDiCATORS PERFORMN"K:_ IN
DETECTION.
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ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• REDUCE COMPLEXITY OF TI_
CERT F kT,A_ RTIF ICATION
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• PRESENT ME_ OF INCORPORATINGDESIGN
CHANGES COSTLY ANO TIMECONSUMING
• OEX PROVIOED MEANS TOCERTIFY
EXTENSIVE CERTIFICATION
• CERTiFICATiON BY SIMILARITY
• PRESENT DRAWINGCHANGES I_QURED TREEING
INTOTOTAL PACKAGE
PAYOFFS:
• TP5 MOOIFICATIONAM) DESIGN RELATED
_S
• TEO-lC(X(X_ APPLICATION TO BOTH PRESENT, AS
_ELL AS FU'nJRESPAC_CRAF'r DESIGNS
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• USE MODELINGFOR ANALYSB
• USE OF.)( DEWELOPIEDTECHNIQUES FOR CERTIF'YING
NEW MATERIALS
• CHANGE DOCUMENTATION BYAL_ CHANGES
AT SUB-LE"_LS
• USE SIMILARITY IN NON-CRRkTAL AREAS
• 8TANOARDKZERECERTFICATION REOUIREMEN11;
(1.E. MISSIONREQUIREME_
OESCRIPTION:
• WEATHERPROOFINGTPS AGAINST 1_RRESTRIAL
ENVIRONMENT
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• RAIN, T_A'I'_cR ABSORP'T)ONINCREASESLAUNCH
WEIGHT, CAUSES FREETr DAMAGETO TPS
• HAIL, ICE iMPACTS EROOETPS - LOSSOF INTEGRrP(
- PROTECTION (EITHER FACILITYANOK)RMATERIAIJ
PRESERVES INTEGRITY OF TPSDURINGUNWANTED
ENVIRONMENT8
• COMPATIBILITYOF OPERATINGENVIRONMENT(E.G.
FUELS, VAPORS. ETC.)
PAYOFFS:
• MISSION FLEXIBILITY IN WEATHER ENVIRONMENTS
• REDU_D UFE CYCLE CO6TS
RECOM MENDED ACTIONS:
• OE_/ELOP REUSABLE COATING/SYSTEM
IMPERMEABLE TO IMPACT DAM_ATER
INTRUSION/REENTRY THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
• DE'LOP SEALS, FLOW PATHS TO PRECtUOE
ABSORPTION OF MO_;TURE IN INTERNAL INSULATION
• ASSESS REN. THREAT TO EACH ELEMENT
• FACILITY DESIGN TO _ATE ENVIRONMENT
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ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• DETERMINE LONGTERM SPACEEXPOSURE EFFECTS
ON TPS FOR INTERI_ETARY VEHICLES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• ATOMIC OXYGEN (AO) AFFECTS POLYMER
MATERIALS ANDC_ATN_GS
• LONG TERM ENVIRONMENTALDURABILITY
UNKNOWN
• RADIATIONMAY DEGRAOEMATERIALS,COATINGS,
FCMS
• MATERIALS. COATINGS.FILM PROPERTIES MUST
REMAIN
PREDICTABLE OVER LONGTERM
• PARTICLE IMPACT CAN DAMAG_ TPS
PAYOFFS:
• E_L,_ T_(XCX_V FOrt Pt._ETk_
TPS
RECOMMENDED ACT)ONS:
• DETERMINE LONG TERM EFFECTSOF VACUUM, AO.
DEBRIS/DUST IMPACT,RADIATION
• DETERMINECOMPATISILfTYWITH OTHER
SPACECRAFT SYSTEM MATERLA_UELS
• DEVELOP PROTECTIVESYSTEMS AND EVALUATE TP_
PERFORMANCE
DESCRIPTION:
• DEVELOPON-ORBIT DEPLOYMENT
ASSEMBLY/SERVICINGTECHNIQUES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• NO LAUNCH SY$1_ld5 AVAILABLEFOR DELIVERING
ASSEMBLEDLARGE TPS STRUCTURES TO
ORBIT
PAYOFFS:
• ENABLING_CX_Y IS REQURED FOR
VERIFICATION AND CERTIFICATIONOF SPACE
ASSEUBLED AND.ORDEPLOYED HARDWARE
SYSTEMS.
• REQUIRED 3-5YEARS PRIOR TO SEI MISSIONS
(LUNAR u_s_2002, MARS MLSSK_N-20_O)
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP FLIGHTTEST PLANAM) ASSOCiAI_O
ENTRY SYSTEM HAROWAREFOR DEMONSTRATION
OF ON-ORBITOPERATIONS OF ENTRY _WAFIE
SYSTEMS WHICHMAY INCt.UOE:
DEPLOYIdENTOF ENTRY SYSTEM STRICTURE
- ASSEMBLYOF ENTRY SYSTEM STRUCTURAL
COMPONENTS
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ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIPTION:
• DEFINE AND UPGRADE FACIL(TY CAPABILITIES FOR
TPS TESTING
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• NO NEwA.qc-JET FACILITIES IN20YE.AF_
• CURRENT ARC-JET FACILITIES NOT ADEQUATE TO
TEST LARGE
TP5 Sl,._S¥$TEMS ELEMENTS AT REPRESENTATIVE
CONDITIONS
• CURRENTARC-JET INSTRUMENTATION LIMITED TO
INTRUSIVE FLOW MEASLIREMENTS
PAYOFFS:
• PROVIDES RELIABLE THERMAL 9TRUC;URN. DATA
BASE FOR NEW THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
• REQUIRE D 10-15 YEARS PRIOR TO SEI MISSIONS
(LUNAR MLSSION-=O02. MARS MLSS_N-_QOI
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• UPC-P, ADE ARC JET FACILITIES TO:
AOC::OMMOOATE LARGE SIZE TPS SUeYSTEM
ELEMENTS
- PROVIDE UNIFORM HIGH OUALFW FLOW
- PROVIDE COMBINED RADIATIVE AND
CONVECTIVE HEATING
- PROVIDE APPROPRIATE PLANETARY GAS
CO_,mOSITIONS (MARS. VENUS. TITAN)
• UPGRADE ARC JET FACILITY INSTRUMENTATION TO
MEASURE:
- TUNNEL FLOW CONOITIONS AND CHEMISTRY
USING NON-INTRUSIVE FLOW ME'n4OO(XOGY
- TESTAR'nCLE STRESS/STRAIN AT TEMPERATURE
- SURFACE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
AERO//K3(XJS TIC ENVIRONMENT
DESCRIPTION:
• DEVELOPMENT OF INTERDISCIPLIN/EqY MOOE LING
COOES FOR ADVANCED THERMAL PROTECTION
MATERIALS AND SYSTEMS WITH CAPABILITY TO
HANDLE
MICRO-LEVEL MATERIAL EFFECTS
MATERIALS RE_
_TRUC'K,m, AL RESPONSE
LIE PREDICTIONS
AE!qioE LASTICITY
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• ABLATIVE MODELING CODES ARE 10-20 YEAP_ OLD
• INTEROLSCIPLINARY APPROACHES ARE ESSENTIAL
FOR VEHICLE MULTI-PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
• COUPLING TO ADVANC.ED CFD CODES REQUIRED
FOR COMPLETE SYSTEM RESPONSE MOOELING
PAYOFI_:
• ADVANCED COOE DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION IS
AN ENABLING ACTIVITY _ FUTURE VEHCt.E
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
• SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES IN COMPUTATIONAL
RESOURCES REQUIRED EARLY IN DEVELOPMENT
CYCUE
• ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION ANO FACILITY
UPGRADES REQUIRED TO GENERATE BENO._ARK
DATA
• 5- t 0 YEAR DEVELOPMENT TIME
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• ESTABLI,,%H WORKING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CF'D.
C.SM, AND COMPUTATIONAL MATEIRA,LS
COMMUNITIES
• SUPPORT COMPIJ'rATIONAL RESOURCES AND COOES
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
• GENERATE NECESSARY BENCHMARK DATA FOR
MUI.TIOISCF_INARY COOE VALIDATION
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TPS IMPROVEMENTS WILL FULFILL FUTURE PROGRAM NEEDS
I1|
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
SAFETY/REUABlUTY
LOWER
OPERATING COST
INCREASED CAPABILJTY/
SUPPORTABILITY
I-IAZARD RISK REDUCED
THROUGH IMPACT
RESISTANCE & HIGHER
TEMPERATURE
CAPABILITY
MARGINS INCREASED
THROUGH
IMPLEMENTATION OF
HIGHER STRENGTH
MATERIALS
_EEB&.TJD.U_
THROUGH
IMPROVEMENTS
IN TPS THERMAL
CAPABILITY &
DURABILITY
LIMP=B.O_.V_
MAINTAINABILrI'Y_
IU.BI_EO_Ub_
TIME DECREASED
IMP.EO..V._
THROUGH USE OF
LIGHTER W_--IGHT TPS
MATERIALS
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
MARGINS INCREASED
BY REDUCING
SUSCEPTIBILITY
OF TPS TO
WEATHER DAMAGE
2"/O
N93-22098
8.0 VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DELIBERATIONS
The Vehicle Systems Panel addressed
materials and structures technology issues
related to launch and space vehicle systems
not directly associated with the propulsion
or entry systems. The Vehicle Systems
Panel was comprised of two subpanels -
Expendable Launch Vehicles & Cryotanks
(ELVC) and Reusable Vehicles (RV). Tom
Bales, LaRC, and Tom Modlin, JSC,
chaired the expendable and reusable
vehicles subpanels, respectively, and co-
chaired the Vehicle Systems Panel. The
following four papers are discussed in this
section.
"Net Section Components for
Weldalite TM Cryogenic Tanks," by
Don Bolstad
"Built-up Structures for Cryogenic
Tanks and Dry Bay Structural
Applications," by Barry Lisagor
"Composite Materials Program," by
Robert Van Siclen
"Shuttle Technology (and M&S
Lessons Learned)," by Stan Greenberg
8.1 PRESENTATION SUMMARIES
8.1.1 AL-LI TECHNOLOGY STATUS
Presentations described current capabilities
in fabricating aluminum-lithium (A1-Li)
parts for launch vehicle components and
cryotanks. Much of the material presented
illustrated specific components that have
been created for the Advanced Launch
System (ALS).
The ALS program has pursued advances in
the following:
• Net-shape development
• Weld processing
• Efficient manufacturing
• Weld sensor development
• Tank fabrication and testing
Tank fabrication activities are primarily
focused on reducing manufacturing and
materials costs. A1-Li materials have lower
weight (potential reduction of 15% or more )
and density, and higher strength and
modulus of elasticity than conventional
aluminum alloys. To decrease machining
scrap in the fabrication process, companies
are exploring methods to extrude large
sections in near-net shapes from A1-Li.
Several extruded components have been
demonstrated by the ALS program.
Laboratories are also exploring methods of
creating built-up structures from A1-Li.
Initially, much of the work in built-up A1-Li
structures focused on cryogenic tank
applications, but now application to dry-bay
structures is being examined. The payoffs
for advancing technology in this area are
expected to be lower vehicle dry weight and
lower system costs due to reduced
machining requirements. Examples of
built-up A1-Li structures manufactured for
the ALS were provided. Continued work is
required in built-up A1-Li structures.
Fracture and fatigue characteristics are
several of the areas to be studied.
8.1.2 COMPOSITES TECHNOLOGY
Composite matrix and reinforcing
materials include a range of polymers,
metals and ceramics. In the case of space
transportation vehicles, high temperature
strength is sought through composites.
Composites are therefore enabling in some
vehicle programs (e.g. NASP) and offer
excellent commercialization potential for a
variety of applications, including cryogenic
tankage, actively-cooled structures and
high-temperature heat shields. Currently,
400 material fabricators and suppliers, 150
universities and research centers and 12
government entities research composites,
although not all for space applications.
Composites technologies have rapidly
advanced in recent years, although a
national plan is needed to better implement
composites technology in the building of
space structures. Such a plan was developed
by the Aerospace Industry Association
(AIA), in its report entitled "Key
Technologies for the 90's," which provided
roadmaps for composites technologies.
Implementation of the roadmaps is
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uncertain, however, and the organization is
currently developing a National Composites
Strategic Plan. Key issues associated with
implementation of a national plan include:
• International competition
• Supplier vulnerability
• High product cost
• Evolving national educational policy
* Government budget and structure
uncertainty
• Pace of technology implementation
The most significant requirement is
involvement of the composites community to
support a unified national agenda.
8.2 SUBPANEL ACTIVITIES
Many of the issues and technologies
discussed by each subpanel were pertinent to
both reusable and expendable systems,
although the subpanels addressed
technology issues differently because the
applications required a different
perspective. Cost was a consideration which
differed the most between reusable and
expendable applications. For example,
material cost is a stronger driving force for
expendable vehicles, which require
construction of a new vehicle for every
mission. For reusable vehicles, mission
costs associated with vehicle mass are the
primary life cycle cost driver and material
costs are not as significant.
The subpanel sessions yielded a number of
proposed activities. To better specify each of
the specific issues and to obtain a consensus
of the members, the subpanels considered
each issue on its merits, evaluated the
content of all of the submissions and
identified the specifics of the subpanels'
broad interests. The result of this effort was
a constrained list of 20 specific issues for
the ELVC subpanel and 23 for the RV
subpanel. These issues are discussed
furtherin the followingsections.
8.2.1 EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLES AND CRYOTANKS
SUBPANEL
The 13-member Expendable Launch
Vehicles & Cryotanks subpanel included
individuals with a wide cross section of
skills and experience, and with both
industrial and government affiliations.
The diversity of the subpanel was very
advantageous for assessing ELVC
materials and structures technology.
In reaching a consensus, the subpanel
concentrated on three major areas of
concern:
Materials development
- Advanced metallics
- Composites
- Thermal protection system (TPS) /
insulation
Manufacturing technology
- Near-net shape metals technologies
- Composites
- Welding
• Non-destructive evaluation methods
and processes
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Table 8.2.1 Priority Technology Issues for Expendable Launch Vehicles & Cryotanks
1. Advanced structural materials
2. A1-Li technology
3. Near-net shape fabrication technology for vehicle structures
4. Near-net shape metals technology
5. Near-net shape extrusions for structural hardware
6. Near-net shape forgings
7. Near-net shape spin forgings
8. Welding
9. In-space welding/joining
10. Composites technology for cryotanks and dry-bay structures
11. Joining technology for composite cryotanks
12. Tooling approach for manufacturing large diameter cryotanks
13. Develop a cure methodology for large composite cryotanks
14. State-of-the-art buckling structure optimizer program
15. State-of-the-art "shell of revolution" analysis program
16. NDE for advanced structures
17. In-line inspection of composites
18. Scale-up of launch vehicles
19. Launch vehicle TPS/insulation beyond 27.5 ft. diameter
20. Design and fabrication of thin-wall cryotanks for space exploration (5-
20 i_. dia.)
Priority concerns of the Expendable launch
vehicles and cryotanks Sub-Panel:
1. The primary near-term issue regarding
A1-Li is availability of funding to ensure
incorporation in the National Launch
System.
Production capability is in place for
8090, Weldalite and 2090 A1-Li alloys
Near-net shape processes have been
defined; scale-up activities are
underway
Program management decisions are
required to exploit the potential of A1-Li
alloys
This issue addresses producibility of A1-Li
alloys for the National Launch System.
The subpanel expressed concerns about the
maturity of specific A1-Li alloys and
progress in near net shape processes and
scale-up activities. The subpanel would like
to see program managers at NASA, DoD
and the NLS Joint Program Office
recognize the full potential of A1-Li alloy
systems, and NLS program funding
sufficient to allow program managers to act
in a timely and definitive way to support
A1-Li technology maturation for use in the
NLS.
2. NASA materials technology programs
should include research on expendable
launch vehicles and cryotanks.
A focused materials and structures
technology program for launch vehicles
is necessary.
Sustained programs to support user
needs and long-term NASA missions
are clearly needed.
3. Structural analysis and optimization
programs are needed.
The subpanel stressed a need for additional
efforts at all levels in the area of structural
analysis and optimization, computational
methods and experimental verification, par-
ticularly for long duration and complex
space environmental conditions.
4. Non-destructive evaluation (NDE)
techniques and methods must be exploited to
assure integrity, reliability and cost
reductions.
This issue emphasizes the need to (1) define
and develop NDE capabilities that enhance
the production of advanced materials
systems, including composites, and (2)
i!
verify the integrity and inherent quality of
flight system hardware. These
technologies, techniques and capabilities
are required for expendable launch vehicle
and cryotank applications to achieve
reliability in operations and to provide
necessary cost reductions.
5. Joining and bonding techniques and
concepts must be developed and
characterized for future large launch vehicle
applications.
This statement emphasizes the need to
develop advanced joining and bonding
concepts for the large vehicle, cryotank and
dry-bay applications envisioned for future
system applications. This statement applies
to both evolving composite systems and
built-up intermetallic structures.
8.2.2 REUSABLE VEHICLES
SUBPANEL
The Reusable Vehicles (RV) subpanel
agreed to include vehicles meant for
multiple missions or for repeated mission
events, as expected with Mars exploration
missions. Although an actual quantity of
repeated missions was not agreed upon,
most agreed that the set of critical issues
(e.g., fracture mechanics and safe-life
analysis) are the same for five to 10
missions as they are for 50 to 100 missions.
Ideally, reusable vehicles are those which
can return from flight, undergo inspection,
and fly again in a reasonable time.
Several panel members suggested the anal-
ogy of a commercial aircraft.
In creating a list of highest priority issues,
the primary framework for discussion was
future reusable vehicles requirements. The
four most pertinent requirements for
reusable vehicles were defined:
* Low cost
* High reliability
* Low maintenance
On-time launch or deployment
capability
The RV subpanel identified several
technologies required for envisioned and
existing missions and vehicle programs.
Materials technology was the primary focus
of subpanel discussions. Within the context
of existing programs which require
reusable vehicles such as NLS, SEI, NASP,
SDIO/SSTO, AI-Li and composites
technologies received the most attention.
Materials
As previously mentioned, metallics and
composites were the primary topics
discussed by the subpanel. Because of its
near-term potential for upcoming missions,
A1-Li technology was discussed in great
detail, particularly for cryogenic tank
applications. The benefits of A1-Li alloys
were stressed, particularly:
• Lightweight as compared to
conventional aluminum alloys
• High strength at cryogenic
temperatures
The subpanel agreed that the technology for
A1-Li must be advanced and that A1-Li
alloys need focused development in the near
term to impact planned launch vehicle
designs. One clear A1-Li technology issue
was that although several alloys are
currently under development, specific
knowledge about any one alloy has not
progressed to a point where a vehicle
designer can safely baseline Al-Li for any
particular application. The subpanel recom-
mended that A1-Li development follow a
two-pronged path. One or two alloys should
be chosen and fully characterized to enable
evaluation for specific program needs.
Simultaneously, a continuing effort should
be supported to improve AI-Li characteristics
such as strength-to-weight ratios, transverse
strength and isotropy.
Composites were also discussed in detail by
the RV subpanel. Recall that prior to the
individual subpanel meetings, Robert Van
Siclen presented an industry perspective on
composites technology for space
applications. The issues addressed in this
presentation were enhanced by a discussion
of potential applications of composites to
reusable vehicle systems. In particular,
application of composites technology to
cryogenic tankage was addressed.
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Table 8.2.2 Priority Technology Issues for Reusable Vehicles
Cryogenic tankage
Cryogenic tankage with LH2
Cryogenic tankage with LO2
Launch vehicle TPS/insulation
Durable passive thermal control devices and/or coatings
Development and characterization of processing methods to reduce anisotropy of
material properties in A1-Li
Durable thermal protection system
Unpressurized Al-Li structures (interstages, thrust structures)
Near net shape sections
Pressurized structures
Welding and joining
In space joining
Micrometeoroid and debris hypervelocity shields
State-of-the-art shell buckling structure optimizer program to serve as a rapid
design tool
Damage tolerant design for composite structures
Test philosophy
Reduced load cycle time
Optimized system engineering approach to ensure robustness
Structural analysis methods
Optimization of structural criteria
Develop an engineering approach to properly trade material and structural
concepts selection, fabrication, facilities and cost
Maintenance and refurbishment philosophy
Through use of composites technology for
NASP applications, much has been learned
about composites and hardware manufacture
for cryogenic hydrogen tanks using
composites. By building a prototype composite
cryogenic H2 tank, NASP has advanced the
state of the art in composites technology and
suggested that A1-Li may not be the only alter-
native for reusable vehicle cryotanks.
Composites and A1-Li alloys should be
competed at all levels. The subpanel agreed
that the benefits of composites for cryogenic
tanks (in particular, weight savings, high
strength properties and lower part count)
warrant a level of effort that will allow
continued research in composites technology
for cryogenic applications. However, issues
such as penetration effects (sealing), H2
compatibility (liners) and H2 leakage must
be priorities for research to assess the
realistic potential of composites. An example
of composite material for cryotank
applications is 8551-7 graphite-fiber-reinforced
toughened resin.
The potential of composites for LO2 tanks and
the primary issue associated with composite
LO2 tanks - flammability protection - were
also discussed. The hydrogen content in
composite resins requires that tank liner
technology be advanced to seal the resin from
the LO2. Technology issues for liners
involve safety from microcracking and
permeability. Also, non-ignition source level
sensors must be developed to reduce risk with
composite LO2 tanks. The greatest benefit of
composite cryotanks is expected to be a 10-15%
reduction in tank weight and the associated
significant cost savings. However, the
realistic potential for composite LO2 tanks
was not readily conceded by the entire sub-
panel.
Metal matrix composites (MMC) technologies
are being pursued by the NASP program,
especially titanium-based composites, because
of their potential as hot structure materials.
Many MMC properties must be better
characterized to allow lower risk decisions
regarding use of MMC on vehicle systems. A
better mathematical characterization of non-
linear structural stress properties must also
be gained.
Advanced thermal protection system
materials are needed which are durable,
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lightweightand can be used in an increasing
spectrum of erosion environments. High
temperature, high-strengthreusable spray-on
foams acceptable to the Environmental
Protection Agency are needed for cryogenic
tanks. Limited work in this area has
recentlybeen started. Maintenance costsare
also very important criteriafor TPS system
selection. Many current systems are
adhesively attached,which makes them very
expensiveto remove forinspection.
Structural Concepts
For reusable structures, low structural weight
is one of the most important design
considerations. Safe designs are needed
which offer the lowest possible structural
design weight to maintain low operational
costs. A fundamental means of achieving
low structural weight is to use advanced
lightweight materials like those previously
mentioned in conventional structures.
Another is to develop structural optimization
techniques which will lessen design conser-
vatism while not exceeding acceptable risk
levels.
For actively-cooled structures, innovative
structural designs are needed to lower
structural weight and improve cooling
effectiveness, which would allow lower
coolant flow rates and reduce liquid coolant
weights. Though primarily a design
consideration and not a technology, this
requirement identifies the need for less-
expensive and faster computational structural
analysis methods to reduce uncertainty and
enhance the capability of designers to include
more sophisticated computer models into the
design process.
Fabrication and Manufacturing
Most of the discussion of fabrication
techniques focused on advanced metallics,
specifically A1-Li. Recall that two papers
were presented before the entire VSP panel
which described the state of the art in
manufacturing capability by providing
examples of existing structures using
advanced materials. Because of concern that
machining wastes large quantities of
expensive material, different methods of
fabricating parts were discussed.
For A1-Li alloys such as 2090, technology is
lacking in cryotank manufacturing areas
including stretch-forming gores, spur domes
and large-scale extruded net sections. The
Soviets claim that they have extruded a 0.8 m
x 10.0 m section from an A1-Li material with
better properties than 2090 and Weldalite TM.
Design, Analysis and Certification
Though not necessarily a technology issue,
the test philosophy commonly employed for
advanced structures technology development
efforts does not include a strong commitment
to test structures to failure. Such a test
philosophy must be developed, as well as a
simple, probabilistic approach to derive
structural design criteria.
Another fundamental design philosophy
discussed was the design margins for vehicle
systems. A design with margins beyond what
is required would permit more robust vehicles
than vehicles built to operate at existing
structural design limits. In the latter case,
low structural weight will be a primary
design criteria and advanced structures will
need to operate reliably under the most
extreme limits of their design. To ensure
safety with reduced design margins, better
non-linear structural analysis tools will be
needed.
Non-Destructive Evaluation
Techniques to inspect and evaluate the
fidelity of vehicle components without
causing damage to parts are vital to lowering
the cost of planned and existing vehicle
systems. Current post-flight methods used to
ensure recertification for follow-on flights of
many reusable vehicles require large-scale
disassembly, inspection and testing (e.g.,
Shuttle Orbiter). These labor-intensive
activities produce significant increases in
operation costs for the vehicle. Space vehicle
developers should perhaps look to non-space
industry philosophies to realize "lessons-
learned."
Though not identified in the final list of
critical issues, in-situ health monitoring was
also identified as an important materials and
structures consideration for reusable space
vehicles.
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8.3 PRESENTATIONS
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8.3.1 Built-up AI-Li Structures for Cryogenic Tank and Dry
Bay Applications by Barry Lisagor, LaRC
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BUILT-UP AI-Li STRUCTURES FOR CRYOGENIC TANK
AND DRY BAY APPLICATIONS
W. Barry Lisagor
NASA LangleyResearch Center
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ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM
Structures, Materials & Manufacturing
Built-up structures for ALDP #3104
Responsible Ora: NASA/LaRC
Execution: LaRC/Rockwell/GD
Funding ($M}:
FY
Built-up panel
concepts defined
SPF and RSW
parameters established
Test stiffener and
column buckling panels
Materials characterization
and properties
Fab and test subscale
barrel section
Qbiectives:
• Demonstrate the cost benefits of
built-up cryotank & dry bay structures
• Conventional AI alloys
• Low density AI-Li alloys
• Evaluate alternative low-cost stiffener
and joining concepts
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Payoffs:
• Lower weight/lower system costs
• Significant reduction in tank costs
• Reduced scrap rate/lower
material costs
• Reduction in major machining
costs
• Avoid thick plate issues
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TASK #3104 BUILT-UP STRUCTURE FOR CRYOTANKS
Program Participants
Organization Key activity
NASA-LaRC
Martin Marietta
Reynolds
SPF/RSW
Alternate forming & joining methods
SPF of chemistry modified Weldalite TM
Weldalite stiffener extrusions
Rockwell • SPF of AI & AI-Li alloys
General Dynamics • RSW of AI & AI-Li alloys
ADP TASK #3104 BUILT-UP ALUMINUM CRYOTANKS
DEFINE DESIGN CRITERIA
DETERMINE RSW PARAMETERS
RSW StUN EFFECTS
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
INS PECTABILITY & RELIA SILI'T_f
ALTERNATE FORMING & JOINING
EXTRUDE & ROLL FORM STIFFENERS
MATEPJALS _CTERIZAI"]ON & PROP_
CO_AF_ETE SINGLE STIFFENER TESTS
FAB AI,U DEMO p/l.q T
COMPLETE MULTIPLE STIFFENER TES'[_
COMPLETE COLUMN 8UCklJ NG TESTS
AUTOMATION & SCALE-UP
PROCESS SELECTION
(,.2 DEVELC_ SCALE.UP PLAN
63 pl:lOJEC'r_o FAEI. COST
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BENEFITS OF USING AL-L! ALLOYS
FOR CRYOGENIC TANKS
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF
SUPERPLASTIC FORMING PROFILE
OPTIMUM POST-SPF PROPERTIES OF AL-LI ALLOYS [
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CHARACTERIZATION OF RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
8090 T-6 to 2090 T-8E50
Spitting, High strength (1603 Ibs overlap shear)
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BUILT-UP STRUCTURE APPROACH TO
REINFORCE FUSION WELDS
Conventional weld land arrangement Doubler reinforced fusion weld
.................. _ Doubler
WeldlandJ / Reslslance/ l _Skln
Fuslon weld J Skin spot weld J /
Fusion weld -J
Fusion
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2090-T6(SPF)/2090-T8 AI-Li COMPRESSION PANELS
Tested at NASA LaRC
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SUPERPLASTICALLY FORMED AI-Li MULTIPLE
STIFFENED PANEL
i BUILT-UP AL-LI STRUCTURES FOR NLS
Forward _
• SPF stiffeners
• Reduced part count
• Minimum machining
• RSW assembly
• 15% weight savings
• Lower fabrication costs
adapter
LO2tank _-- _
Intertank _"_
LH 2 tank_"_
Aft skirt _J
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PERFORMANCE BENEFITS USING AL-LI (G.D.)
• Direct substitution of AI-Li for conventional AI alloys can add 6000 lbs of payload
to the baseline 11/2 stage vehicle. Redesigning the structure to take full
advantage of the higher properties of AI-Li alloys could add >12000 Ibs in
payload savings.
• Weight savings of ~10% achievable by making the propellant tank of the
11/2 stage vehicle from AI-Li.
• Weight savings of ~5% achievable by making the adapter and thrust
structure of the 11/2 stage vehicle from AI-Li.
• High raw material costs of AI-Li are the primary driver in selecting the appropriate
fabrication approach.
• Dependent on the material substitution approach and fabrication method
the Increased cost of using AI-Li could range from $0.5M to $4.0M per
vehicle.
• In the baseline 11/2 stage vehicle the cost performance for AI-Li ranges from
$150/Ib to $750/1b of payload increase compared with the current projected
payload performance of $1500/Ib using other alternatives.
ALDP BUILT-UP STRUCTURE FOR CRYOGENIC TANKS #3104
STATUS
• SPF OF AI-Li ALLOYS
- Post-forming mechanical properties determined
3' x 5' multiple stiffener pane[formed
• RSW OF AI-Li ALLOYS
- RSW schedules optimized using taguchi design of experiments
RSW strength of AI-Li alloys exceeds standar_l military specs
• STRUCTURAL TESTING
- Crippling panels tested and shown to meet design req'ts
,Stiffener design selected for column buckling panel
• COST/TRADE STUDIES
- Cost analysis comparing roll forming, brake forming,
extrusion and SPF falSrication methods near completion
• Current program focus assessing the benefits of AI-Li built-up dry-bay
structures (intertank, fwd adapter, aft skirt)
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8.3.2 Orbital Lessons Learned - A Guide to Future Vehicle
Development by H. Stan Greenberg, Rockwell International
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ORBITER LESSONS LEARNED
A GUIDE TO FUTURE VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT
iJresented at Space Transportation Materials and Structures Technology' Workshop
at Newport News, Virginia, September 24, 1991
by Rockwell International - H. Stan Greenberg
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Need -Wind persistence loads methodology
BACKGROUND
O SPACE SHUFFLE WAS DESIGNED TO A SYNTHETIC WIND ENVIRONMENT
FOR HIGH Q PORTION OF FLIGHT
o LAST WIND MEASUREMENT TAKEN 2 HOURS BEFORE LAUNCH
o INITIAL ESTIMATES GROSSLY UNDERESTIMATED WIND PERSISTENCE
(VARIABILITY)
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
o THOROUGH ASSESSMENTS OF WIND PAIRS INDICATE THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS
_S CRITICAL TO MAGNITUDE OF WIND PERSISTENCE
o WIND PAIRS CAN BE EVALUATED AT CONSTANT MACH NUMBER, AT PEAK LOAD, OR
AT MINIMUM MARGIN
FUTURE NEED
OASSURE THAT WIND PERSISTENCE IS PROPERLY DEVELOPED FOR VEHICLE
DESIGN
o USE MINIMUM MARGIN APPROACH IN STATISTICAL DETERMINATION OF
PERSISTENCE LOAD INCREMENT AT LAUNCH ASSESSMENT
Need - Emphasize Supportability in Design of
Reusable Vehicles
BACKGROUND
O 1970'S ORBITER DESIGN- SUPPORTABILITY AT KSC REPRESENTS SIGNIFICANT
FACILITY (OPF) AND MANPOWER COSTS - TURNAROUND TIME IS APPROXIMATELY
2 MONTHS
o ALL FUTURE REUSABLE VEHICLES REQUIRED REDUCED SUPPORTABILITY COST
AND SOME REQUIRE MORE RAPID TURNAROUND TIME
FUTURE NEEDS
o EMPHASIZE SUPPORTABILITY ENGINEERING IN INTEGRATED SYSTEMS DESIGN.
PROCESS - IN PARTICULAR EASE OF SUBSYSTEMS REMOVAUREPLACEMENT
o DESIGN FOR EASE OF ACCESS AND INSPECTION - CREATIVELY USE GSE
o EMPHASIZE DURABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY IN STRUCTURES MATERIALS,
CONSTRUCTION, AND CONFIGURATION DESIGN
o DEVELOP NEW AND AUTOMATED INSPECTION TECHNIQUES
29O
Need - Design for Robustness
BACKGROUND
O DESIGN MARGINS ARE SMALL FOR HIGH Q BOOST PHASE
o PRE-FLIGHT PREDICTIONS OF THE PROBABILITY OF HAVING ACCEPTABLE WINDS
FOR SAFE LAUNCH WERE LOW ENOUGH TO BE A SIGNIFICANT PROGRAM CONCERN
o EVOLVING MISSIONS WITH NEW PAYLOADS AND TRAJECTORIES ARE IDENTIFYING
VENT PRESSURES OUTSIDE CERTIFIED PRESSURE ENVELOPES
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
O DEVELOPED THE CAPABILITY TO MODIFY THE FLIGHT TRAJECTORY AND TO
PERFORM REAL TIME ANALYSIS OF THE BALLOON DATA
o PERFORMED DETAILED ANALYSIS FOR EACH MISSION TO ASSESS STRUCTURAL
SUITABILITY TO VENT PRESSURE
FUTURE NEED
OA SYSTEMS ENGINEERING APPROACH CONSIDERING ALL ASPECTS OF LAUNCH
PROCEDURES, WIND PERSISTENCE, ENTRY AND LANDING AND FUTURE MISSION
PARAMETERS TO EFFECT A MORE ROBUST DESIGN - PERFORMANCE VS
OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
Need - Improved aerodynamic environment
prediction methods for complex vehicles
BACKGROUND
o EARLY FLIGHTS INDICATED UNEXPECTED WING BENDING - ATTRIBUTED TO
AERODYNAMIC COMPLEXITY OF MATED VEHICLE AND THRUST PLUME EFFECTS
o WING STRAIN GAGE FLIGHT DATA INDICATED DISCREPANCIES WITH
AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS PREDICTIONS - ATTRIBUTED TO PLUME EFFECTS
o ANALYSIS AND WIND TUNNEL DATA IDENTIFIED NON-UNIFORM PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION AROUND FUSELAGE DUE TO RAPIDLY MOVING SHOCK WAVES
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
o DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYSIS OF MATED VEHICLE WITH PLUME EFFECTS - WIND
TUNNEL TESTING WITH PLUMES - UPDATE OF AERODYNAMIC DATA
o INCREASED INTERACTION BETWEEN AERODYNAMICS AND STRUCTURES
THROUGH FEM ANALYSIS
FUTURE NEEDS
O DEVELOP RAPID/ACCURATE AERODYNAMIC PREDICTION TOOLS
o IMPROVED TECHNIQUES FOR SCALING OF WIND TUNNEL DATA AND
LOW COST FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION FOR ANALYSIS VERIFICATION
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Need- Automated integration of aerothermal,
manufacturing, and structures analysis
BACKGROUND
o TPS TILE GAPS AND STEPS INFLUENCE TRANSITION FROM LAMINAR TO
TURBULENT FLOW - INCREASED HEATING
o FLIGHT TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS INDICATED GRADIENTS IN EXCESS OF
PREDICTIONS - CONSERVATIVE MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS CAN MASK
HIGH GRADIENT CONDITIONS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
O REFINED THERMAL ANALYSIS CHARACTERIZATION OF TPS GAPS, STEPS AND
STRUCTURE MODEL- FLIGHT MEASUREMENT DATA USED
O DEVELOPMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY - MISSION
HEATING PARAMETERS TO MARGIN OF SAFETY- PARTIALLY AUTOMATED
FUTURE NEED
O DEVELOP RAPID AND ACCURATE AUTOMATED ANALYSIS FROM MISSION HEATING
PARAMETERS AND AERODYNAMIC PRESSURES TO MARGIN OF SAFETY- INCLUDE
MANUFACTURING/STRUCTURAL IMPOSED GAPS AND STEPS
Need - Continued development of durable TPS
BACKGROUND
o ORBITER TPS SYSTEMS ACCOMPLISH MISSION PERFORMANCE GOALS WITH
LIGHTWEIGHT, STATE OF THE ART BOND-ON FRSI, AFRSI, COATED CERAMIC
TILES AND CARBON-CARBON LEADING EDGES
o ORBITER SUPPORTABILITY EXPERIENCE IN REGARD TO DEBRIS IMPACT, WIND
RAIN/EROSION, AND ACTIVITY AT HIGH SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE REGIONS
INDICATE THE DESIRABILITY OF MORE DURABLE TPS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
o DEVELOPED PBI, HTP CERAMIC TILE COATED WITH TUFI AND ACC - SIGNIFICANT
INCREASE IN DURABILITY WITH COMPARABLE WEIGHT
FUTURE NEEDS
o SOME VEHICLE SYSTEMS REQUIRE OPERATION iN MUCH MORE SEVERE WIND/RAIN
ENVIRONMENTS
o EASE OF REPLACEMENT IS DESIRABLE AND FACILITATES STRUCTURE
INSPECTION
o CONTINUE ONGOING DEVELOPMENTS OF MORE DURABLE TILE , METALLICS,
BLANKETS AND ACC FOR MINIMUM SUPPORTABILITY
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Need - Continued Electronic Documentation 'of
Structural Design and Analysis
BACKGROUND
O 1970'S ORBITER STRUCTURES DOCUMENTATION COMPRISED OF HAND
PREPARED DRAWINGS, ANALYSIS REPORTS, TYPED SPECIFICATIONS-
CONSIDERABLE VOLUME OF DOCUMENTS
o CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED COMPUTER DESIGN TECHNIQUES
SUCH AS IDEAS, CATIA, NASTRAN FEM, ANALYSIS SUBROUTINES REDUCE
ENGINEERING HOURS BUT ARE IN ELECTRONIC FORM
o THE MAGNITUDE OF ELECTRONIC DATA FOR A PROGRAM SUCH AS SHUTTLE
WILL BE ENORMOUS
FUTURE NEED
O DEVELOP APPROACHES TO ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTATION THAT ARE FEASIBLE,
EFFICIENT AND SATISFACTORY TO BOTH CONTRACTOR AND GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES
Need - Landing gear rollout load simulations
BACKGROUND
o ORBITER AND OTHER AIRCRAFT GEAR SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED BY MILITARY
SPECIFICATIONS AND FAR 25
o ORBITER EXPERIENCE INDICATES FLIGHT CONTROL AND GEAR SYSTEM
COUPLING DURING ROLLOUT CAN IMPOSE GEAR LOADS IN EXCESS OF
SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
O ACCURATE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM INCORPORATED INTO LANDING GEAR
LOADS SIMULATION
o MONTE CARLO ASSESSMENT IS PERFORMED TO DETERMINE REALISTIC 3-SIGMA
LIMIT LOADS
FUTURE NEED
O INCLUDE MINIMUM CONTROL SURFACE OSCILLATIONS IN PRELIMINARY LANDING
GEAR ROLLOUT LOAD SIMULATIONS TO BOUND CONTROL AND GEAR SYSTEM
INTERACTIONS
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20 years of Technology development could result
in Orbiter Structure of
o ALUMINUM LITHIUM CREW COMPARTMENT
o GRAPHITE/BMI FUSELAGE, WING, TAIL, AND CARGO BAY DOORS (450°F INNER
MOLD LINE TEMPERATURE)
o ACC ON LEADING EDGE, NOSE CAP, AND CONTROL SURFACES
o DIRECT BONDED HTP ON LOWER SURFACE (WITHOUT SIP)
o ONTO REMAIN!HG FUSELAGE SURFACES- NEXTEL BLANKET INSULATION OR PBI
OR FRSI ACCORDING TO TEMPERATURE LIMITS
o CARBON FIBER OVERWRAPPED PRESSURE VESSELS
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9.0 PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
DELIBERATIONS
The Propulsion Systems Panel was
established because of the specialized nature
of many of the materials and structures
technology issues related to propulsion
systems. This panel was co-chaired by
Carmelo Bianca, MSFC, and Bob Miner,
LeRC. Because of the diverse range of mis-
sions anticipated for the Space
Transportation program, three distinct
propulsion system types were identified in
the workshop planning process: liquid
propulsion systems, solid propulsion systems
and nuclear electric/nuclear thermal
propulsion systems.
9.1 LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS
SUBPANEL ACTIVITIES
The Liquid Propulsion Systems Sub-panel
was chaired by Larry Johnston, MSFC.
Eight global issues were identified and 25
specific issues/technology requirements
quad charts were prepared by the Liquid
Propulsion Systems subpane].
The initial global issues identified were:
• Combustion Chamber Materials
• Propellant-Compatible Materials
• Fabrication Techniques
• Turbopump Materials
• Nozzle Materials
• Bearing Materials
• Data Base
• Lightweight Insulations
The specific issues/technology requirements
developed for each of the subpanel topics were
presented by the lead member of each of the
subpanels (Paul Munafo for Materials,
Larry Johnston for Structures and Walt
Karakulko for Operations). Ensuing
discussions resulted in additions to both
global and specific issues and the final list
developed by the panel is shown in Figure
9.1. The number in parentheses which
follows the issues listed in Figure 9.1.
indicates the number of times each issue was
raised in the liquid propulsion system quad
charts.
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LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEMS PANEL
ISSUES/TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
• IMPROVED FABRICATION PROCESSES
• IMPROVED ANALYSIS & TEST METHODS
• PROPELL,MV'/'COMPATIBL=_ MATERIALS _ENABLING_
• IMPROVED BEARING & SEAL MATERIAL & FABRICATION PROCESSES (ENABLING)
• IMPROVED COMBUSTION CHAMBER MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT (ENABLING)
• iMPROVED TURBOPUMP MATERIALS
• IMPROVED NOZZLE MATERIALS
• DEVELOP GLOBAL MATERIALS & PROCESSES DATA BASE
• LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURAL MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
• LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATION MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT (ENABLING)
• IMPROVED ENGINE HARDWARE
• IMPROVED PROJECTILE SHIELDING
• IMPROVED PROPELLANTS
(11)
(4)
(7)
(7)
(4)
(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(1)
Figure 9.1 Liquid Propulsion Panel Global Issues List
The subpanel then prioritized the specific
issues/technology requirements to define the
highest priority issues which would be
provided to the Propulsion Systems Panel Co-
chairman, Carmelo Bianca, and
subsequently presented to the workshop as
part of the Propulsion Systems Panel report.
Prior to undertaking that task, Tom Herbell,
Lewis Research Center, presented a briefing
on ceramic composite technology research
being conducted at Lewis for application to
liquid rocket turbopump parts. He cited the
benefits of composites - higher turbine inlet
temperatures and extended service life - and
indicated the funding requirements over a
period of time that would be required to
establish the technology base.
While prioritizing, the subpanel raised a
number of additional issues, which are
listed below:
What criteria should be used to select top
priority technologies: near-term
(materials compatibility) vs. longer-term
(composite materials) technologies?
• Propellant management technology issues
should be raised as a comment.
• Launch costs are again increasing the
importance of performance.
Technology programs have insufficient
funds to carry technology far enough and
program managers are unwilling to take
risk with new technologies (fear of failure
syndrome).
• Technology sharing with Air Force
should be encouraged.
The specific issues and technology
requirements included in the Panel
Summary Report were:
Improved fabrication processes for rocket
engine components: Plasma spray
forming, platelet technology, diffusion
bonding, tubular construction, near-net-
shape fabrication, precision castings,
superplastic forming, electroforming,
laser-welded coolant tubes, and joining
processes.
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Improved analysis and test methods:
Durability modeling in one computer code
and accelerated test techniques
Propellant-compatible materials:
Hydrogen-resistant alloys, improved
materials for rubbing in an oxygen
environment, environmentally-
compatible materials for cleaning, and
methods to neutralize the effects of
nitrogen-tetroxide on materials.
Improved bearing and seal materials and
fabrication processes: Cryogenic rolling-
element bearing materials, bearing cage
materials, improved seal materials, foil
bearings, dual-property bearing race
processing, application of ceramic
materials to cryogenic bearings, and the
application of nanocrystalline materials
to bearings.
9.2 SOLID PROPULSION SUBPANEL
ACTIVITIES
The objective of the Solid Propulsion
Subpanel, chaired by Raymond Clinton,
MSFC, was to assess the state of the art in
solid propulsion materials, structures and
manufacturing processes, compare this to
needs identified prior to and during the
plenary session of the workshop and
determine the areas where additional
technology effort should be expended to meet
these needs.
The Solid Propulsion Subpanel divided into
ten task teams representing each of the basic
elements of solid rocket motors. These task
teams were: 1) motor cases, 2) propellants, 3)
nozzles, 4) bondlines, 5) nondestructive
evaluation, 6) motor case insulation, 7)
materials properties, 8) analysis, 9)
adhesives, and 10) hybrid motors.
The task teams prepared inputs prior to the
workshop regarding the state of current
technology and the needs in each of the ten
areas. As a result of this thorough
assessment of current technology and future
propulsion system needs, a preliminary
determination of the technology required to
satisfy these needs was completed. A total of
90 technology needs were defined by the task
teams. In order of greatest number, these
were: bondlines 25; analysis - 14;
propellants - 13; nozzles - 8; NDE - 7; motor
case insulation - 6; materials properties - 6;
motor cases - 5; adhesives - 4; and hybrid
motors - 2. The Liquid Propulsion Subpanel
added to this list four additional needs in
NDE and motor cases. After review and
combination of the needs, the following list
resulted: 1) bondlines/propellant - 42; 2)
nozzles - 28; 3) motor cases - 11; 4) motor
case insulation - 7; 5) hybrid rocket
propulsion - 2.
Presentations in the following areas in
which additional technology effort was
determined to be needed were made:
Motor cases
- Improved case materials/forms
- Improved case joints/attachments
- Self insulating case
Propellant/Bondlines
- Material and process variability
- Bondline design for inspectability
- Propellant and bondline failure
criteria
- Propellant test techniques
• Insulation
- TPE insulator fabrication technology
and bondline characterization for
large motors
• Nozzles
- Process understanding, optimization
and control for ablative nozzle
components
- Robust ablative nozzle material and
process development
• Analytical issues
- Material response characterization
and constitutive modeling of ablative
materials
• Hybrid propulsion
- Hybrid propulsion feasibility
demonstration
The tw5 white papers in Section 9.4 address
issues discussed by the solid propulsion
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subpanel. They were submitted by subpanel
members subsequent to review and are
included for information.
9.3 NUCLEAR PROPULSION
SYSTEMS SUBPANEL ACTIVITIES
The Nuclear Propulsion Subpanel of the
Propulsion Panel was chaired by Bob Miner,
LeRC, and co-chaired by James Stone, LeRC.
This subpanel was organized to assess
nuclear propulsion materials and structures
technology issues. The subpanel meetings
began with presentations on Nuclear
Thermal Propulsion (NTP) and Nuclear
Electric Propulsion (NEP) systems and
materials. The titles and authors of the
presentations were:
"Fuels Development for Nuclear
Propulsion Systems," by Bruce Matthews,
Los Alamos National Laboratory
"Materials for Space Nuclear Thermal
Propulsion Systems" and "Refractory
Alloys for Space Nuclear Electric
Propulsion Systems," by Roy Cooper, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory
"Fuel Materials Issues Involved in the
Development of Nuclear Thermal
Rockets" and "Non-Fuel Materials Issues
Involved in the Development of Nuclear
Thermal Rockets," presented by Bob
Long, Babcock & Wilcox
The primary driving force behind renewed
interest in space nuclear propulsion is SEI.
The Stafford Synthesis Group labeled
nuclear thermal propulsion an enabling
technology for SEI. During 1991, an
interagency (NASA/DOE/ DoD) technical
panel has been evaluating nuclear thermal
propulsion concepts as well as planning a
joint technology development project in
nuclear propulsion. The present plan calls
for demonstrating Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) six for NTP and TRL five for
NEP by the year 2006.
Currently, the state of the art in nuclear
technology is defined by the
NERVA/ROVER nuclear rocket programs
from the 1960s and 1970s for NTP and the
latest results on SP-100 for NEP.
New NTP systems for SEI require the
reactor to operate at temperatures (3000 K
exhaust temperature) beyond the capabilities
of current fuels and materials technology
used in the NERVA/ROVER program.
Advances in materials systems hold the
potential to significantly reduce NTP mass
and realize the full impulse power potential
of these concepts. Five major NTP subsys-
tems can be identified: propellant tank,
propellant pump, radiation shield, nuclear
heat source, and thruster nozzle. Although
no detailed designs exist for these systems or
sub-systems, candidate materials for
construction of these subsystems can be
identified and developed. The high operating
temperatures for the fuels and core materials
is the major technical feasibility issue for NTP
reactors.
For NEP systems, five major subsystems
can be identified: nuclear heat source,
radiation shield, power conversion, thermal
management, and electric thruster. High-
performance space nuclear electrical power
systems will place severe demands on
candidate alloys for fuel cladding and
structural applications. Alloy selection
criteria of major importance include creep
strength, producibility, weldability and
tolerance to radiation effects. Qualification
of refractory alloys could be the pacing, and
possibly the limiting, technology need of the
space nuclear electric propulsion program.
High burnup at end of life and
accompanying swelling of the major fuels
and cladding materials are technical
feasibility issues for NEP reactors. The SP-
100 engine operates at 1375 K and has a
seven-year operating lifetime. However, for
significantly higher operating temperatures
and a target lifetime of seven years for NEP
applications, presently-available alloys
appear inadequate. New alloys will be
required to achieve the goal of TRL five by
2006.
Ground testing was identified as the most
critical need for qualifying nuclear propulsion
systems. Construction of new facilities and
refurbishment of present facilities will be
necessary. These facilities range from fuel
manufacturing plants to environmentally-
safe, terrestrial-based propulsion systems
test facilities. These new facilities may
prove to be very difficult to design, fabricate
and most importantly, afford.
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Fuels and coatingswere deemedthe highest
priority for NTP propulsionsystems. This
is because:(1) NTP was selectedby SEI as
the propulsion system of choicefor Mars
missions,and (2) nuclear fuels and coatings
are the very foundation of nuclear
propulsion. A description of the desired
characteristics for NTP fuels and coatings
follows:
° -100% fission product retention
• Thermal stability (low mass loss at T >
3000 K in H2 over five hours)
• High melting point ( > 3400 K)
• High fuel density
• Thermal shock resistance
• Slow degradation mechanisms
• Chemical compatibilitywith coating and
matrix materials
• High surface area to volume ratio
• Fabricability
The recommended actions to produce these
fuels and coatings are:
Reduce concepts by defining criteria,
eliminating non-performers, down-
selecting, and combining designs
• Initiate R&D on issues common to
proposed fuels and coating technologies
• Construct test facilities
Initiate R&D to demonstrate evo-
lutionary improvement in safety and
performance (increase time &
temperature)
• Initiatefabricationand characterization
development
• Initiate prototypical fuel element testing
Generate data to:
Support engineering designs
Qualify operating margins
Predict reliability
Complete safety analyses
The Nuclear Propulsion Subpanel assigned
the second highest priority to NEP refractory
alloys and described the desired characteris-
tics for NEP refractory alloys as follows:
• Lifetime greater than two years at
temperatures greater than 1500 K
• Compatibilitywith candidate fuels
• Compatibility with working fluids and
coolants
• High strength at operating temperatures
• Resistance to radiation damage
• Readily fabricated into complex
components
The actions necessary to produce NEP
refractory alloys are:
• Reduce candidate concepts and select
candidate materials
• Develop materials specifications
• Optimize fabricationmethods
• Establish supply infrastructure
Generate preliminary data base for:
Radiation damage effects
Compatibility with coolant &
working fluids
High temperature mechanical
properties
• Refurbish facilities to support the above
NEP fuels and claddings were assigned the
third highest priority, and the desired
characteristics for them are:
High burnup: 10-25% at end of life for
liquid metal cooled and 3-5% for gas
cooled reactors
• Low fission gas release and swelling
• Fuel/cladding/fission
compatibility
product
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* Fuel cladding integrity
• High creep strength for cladding
materials
• Fuel element integrity for thermionic
conversion systems
• Benign off-normal performance
The actions necessary to produce NEP fuels
and claddings efficiently are:
Reduce concepts by defining criteria,
eliminating non-performers, down
selecting, and combining designs
• Develop and teststable,comparable,high
temperature fuels
• Start prototypical, high-burnup
irradiation testing program
• Construct ground testingfacilities
Generate data to:
Support engineering designs
- Qualify operating margins
- Predict reliability
- Complete safety analysis
Lightweight, high-temperature, and high-
performance rddiator materials were given
the fourth highest priority, but are key for
NEP systems. Increased weight reduces the
NEP thrust-to-mass ratio and also results in
more initial mass to Low Earth Orbit. These
radiator materials should have the following
characteristics:
• T>1000 K
• High specific conductivity
• Protectionfrom alkalimetals
• High strength/stiffness
• High emissivity/coating
The actions necessary to produce
lightweight, high-temperature, and high-
performance radiator materials are:
Carbon/carbon
- Select most robust high conductivity
fiber
- Develop composite architecture to
reduce weight and increase through-
thickness conductivity
- Develop light protective liner
Optimize surface emissivity
Graphite/copper
Optimize interfacial bonding
Develop joining process
Optimize surface emissivity
• Fabricate subscale radiator segment
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9.4 PRESENTATIONS
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9.4.1 Hybrid Rocket Propulsion by Allen L. Holzman, United
Technologies/Chemical Systems
302
N93-22102
HYBRID ROCKET PROPULSION
Allen L. Holzman
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES/CHEMICAL SYSTEMS
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
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SOLIDS
Composite solid propellant -- Fuel + Oxidizer
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B + HTPB
Mg PBAN
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+
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LIQUIDS
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D
_H= MAF
CH= NzH4
CH, NH=
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HYBRIDS
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COMPARISONOF THE THEORETICALSPECIFIC IMPULSES
ATTAINABLE WITH SOLID, LIQUID AND HYBRID PROPELLANT SYSTEMS
J
4O0
3OO
200
(CH=),, BeHz, AP
_ PBAz, AIH=, NP
DB. Be, AP
DB, HMX, AI, AP
_iii_!.P_ PBAN, AI, AP
Solids
_ Operational Demonstrated bysystems _ experimental
measurement
_OFz, LI, LIH
_ NzF4, BeH,OF=, BeHz
OFz, (CH=)=
_ NzF4. LiNzH,, NOzCIO,, Be
CIF=, L|
LOX, HTPB
r_//////////j N,o,.PeAA.AI
_/'i////_/////_ N=H,, NH,CIO,, AI
Hybrids
OF=, Hz
_;C///_////J F.,Hj
LOX, H=
--_ OF=, 82Hi
_///./.,.._'/.////J OFz, N=H4
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Potential systems <_ Cryogenic <_ conditions storable,under investigation
some space conditions
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_._.._i LOX, JP
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_Polentialsystems GCryogenic <_ conditions storable'
under investigation some space conditions
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o 1930's
o 1940's - 50's
o 1950's - 60's
o 1960's - 70's
o 1980's
o 1990's
BISTORY
California Rocket Society - static tests
Pacific Rocket Society - L0X/Douglas fir _uel
flight tested to 30,000 ft.
GE - evaluated _0_/PE engine
APL - reverse hybrid NB4N03/jp
CSD - fundamental regression combustion studies
- supersonic target drones, flight tests
(Sandpiper/HAST/Ftrebolt)
- Bigh energy FLOX/Li/LiH/BTP_ tests
3B0-sec I,_ _ 40/1 expansion ratio
- 50K-Ib thrust NaO,/AI/PBAN
ONERA/SNECR/_/SEp - HNO_/aaine fuel, sounding
rockets, flight tests
AHROC - 50K-lb thrust L0X/PB
AHROC - 75K-Ib thrust LOX/PB
HPIAG
GENERALPROPULSIONSYSTEMFEATURESCOMPARISON
Feature Solid
DOT classification Class B
Explosive classification 1.3
Sensitivity to grain cracks/voids Yes
Launch abort capability No
(propulsion termination)
Handling costs Highest
Isp Low
p Isp High
Exhaust HCl 20%
Exhaust particulate High
Liquid Classical
LOX-JP Hybrid
Inert when-MT Inert
60% TNT equiv. NA
when full
NA No
Yes Yes
Medium Lowest
High High
Low Medium
0 0
Low Either
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HYBRIDCOMBUSTIONBOUNDARYLAYER
/,--- Flame zone
Precombustion /- Combustion port / /- Post-combustion
chamber /_'ii_/ _/ / chamber
Gas an ., .... :_C._L,._ ..... E-Z--.---_ I
liquid injection I --_-:_,_ ..................... _1 _._ r_ I
i{;iiii!:}_!!:i.iSolid fuel graini{:::_.:i_;._!'::i::}_'
/ _-- Mixing region
Boundary layer edge
-_Oxidizer spray Velocity profile l Temperature profile
---- ............. >" / i / Boundary layer edge
.:--4 ...... _
', ". "" -_, :_ Heat flow
_ \ Flame zone1
/_ • ' _ ;//Vaporized fuel rich zone
BASICHYBRIDBURNINGRATELAWS
Elementary pipe flow
(_w = mfhv -- (h/Cp)/_h c
.-._. _ 1 (hlCp) (Ahc/hv)
Pf
cp G°'8
with hoc_ (turbulent pipe flow)
D0.2
Refined relation
f_ = (0"036_0"2Of x 0.2
Good working equation
= a Go n
(c.)(o)l hci°"G0'8 +_o_-Ihvl o,h,
QW -- heat flux to wall (fuel)
mF = fuel flow rate
hv = effective heat of vaporization
Ah c = heat of combustion of fuel
G = mass flux in port
U = gas velocity
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WHY AREN'T HYBRIDS OPERATIONAL?
o Operational success of liquid F-I engines and SRM boosters for
the shuttle and Titan III caused interest in hybrids to wane.
o Early emphasis was only for high density impulse systems,
Cost, safety, environmental and reliability issues were of
second order.
o All the 1960s and 70a work in hybrids was done by primarily
liquid and solid propulsion companies. In any selection
process for upcoming systems, hybrids were always perceived
second best.
o Customer liquid and solid propulsion communities (incumbents)
are not interested in sharing funding.
o It is difficult to generate funding for an order of magnitude
scale increase to 750K and larger thrust engines.
o "Political factors interfere with technical factors."
r II
HPIAG
HYBRID SYSTEMS
BOOSTER APPLICATIONS
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ATLAS BOOSTER DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION
1. Fuel formuletlon studies
Year
I I I I I I I
I 1 t 2 I 3 14 IS I 6 I
J ,.J L I J J I
I t I I I I f
x_x I I I I I
L I t I I_ • I
I 1 I
I t I
I I I
I I I
I I I
1 I I
t I I
.x I I
t 1 .1 I I I
I I I J I I
x I I I
1 I I i I. i
I I I I I I
I x.... x t I I
L ! J J I ]
I I I
I I
I (
I I
i I
I I
I I
I I
I •
I I
- I t I I I I
2. Sub-stele port tests
3. Injector development
4. Anslyllcel modelling
5. Trsde studies
6. Full.scale motor tests
7, Nozzle development
8. Throttling tests
g. Procels develop & verlf.
10,Full ecele qualification testing 1
J.
I l I I
x----x I I
L__J..___J__ l
I I I I
I x...... x
I ___t__L__ I
I I I I
X,
l
1 1 I
1 t x--x
[ ( ! f
I 1 I I
L I I x-x
___eL ] 1 1
I I I I
I x..... x I
J--- I I t
I J ) I
HYBRID SYSTEM ADVANTAGES
BOOSTER APPLICATIONS
Hybrids Solidi Llquldl
Exploelve hazard none high high
HCl In oxheusl none hlgh none
Specific Impulse high low highest
Density Impulie high highest lowest
Throttleeblllty yes no yes
On psd coele low high high
Syltom cost low/medium medium high
Abort cepeblllly yes no yes
Understsndlng of basic
lnllytlcll regrllslon/ yes no no
l:ombustlon modsl
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COMPARISON OF THROAT BETAS
OfF T c Bela I,p,,¢ c" mf AI203
OR -- sac flISec @ thfoel
Solid propellanl
ASRM TP-H-1233 -- 6411 0.096 207. 5178 0.096
LO)UHydrogen 5,0 6110 0.626 433. 7961 --
LOX/IO0% HC 2.37 6698 0.269 323. 5830 --
I_OX/35% afumlnuml
65% HC 1.36 7149 0.130 321. 5786 ,_
LOXJ45% Aluminum/
55% HC 1.17 7377 0083 319. 5716 °1)4
All values Iheoreilcal for Pc " 1000 psla, nozzle area rallo - I0.0
HYBRID SYSTEM DISADVANTAGES
NON-METALLIZED FLOW
BOOSTER APPLICATIONS
Hybrids Solids
Nozzle erosion high low
Residual fusllox 6%/1% < < 1%
Accumulated dell low high
Liquids
n.s.(rlgenarltlvlly
cooled)
< I%
hlgh
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HYBRID SYSTEMS
UPPER STAGE PROPULSION APPLICATIONS
UPPER STAGE HYBRID MOTOR DEVELOPMENT AND QUAUFICATION
Year
I1 I 2 13
I I 1
1. Fuel formulallon studies
I I I
x--x I
I I I
I I I
2. Sub-scale port tests X-_---X I
I I t
I I I
3. Injector development ] X ................ X
I I I
I i I
4. Anelytlcal modelling X-
1 t 1 I
4 IS IS
1 I
I I
I I
I I
t I
I I
1 I
I
I
l
I
-X
I
5. Trade studies
I I I
X ............. X
I I I
I I
I I
I I....
I t I I
I x----x i[ 1 I I .
t I I I
I I x--x 1
t I ! I
I I I I
I I I X_X
J l I I I
6. Full-scele motor lesls
I
I
. J
7, Nozzle development
8. Throttling teete
g, Proceee develop & verlf.
I I I I I
I x-----x I I
I J I I I
10.Full ecele qualification testing
I I I I I I
I I I I x_x
1 I I I I I I
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HYBRID PROPULSION INDUSTRY ACTION GROUP
Acre Jet Lockheed
AMROC Marlin Merletla
Atlantic Research Rocketclyne
Boeing Aerospace Thlokol
General Dynamics United Technologlll
Hercules
HPIAG SUPPORTS HYBRID PROPULSION
DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION
Presentations
HPIAG Program Planning Presentations
Date
NASA/MSFC (W. L/tiles} ..................................... 12/89
NASA HQ (Dr. Rosen, G. Reck} ................................ 1/11/90
NASA/MSFC (J. Lee, J. McCarty) .............................. 7/24/90
NASA HQ (A. Aldrich, G. Reck} ................................ 8/10/90
National Space Council (I. Bekey} ............................... 8/29/90
NASA HQ (J. R. Thompson) .................................. 8/29/90
Space Systems & Technology Advisory Committee ................... 9/13/90
NASA HQ (J. R. Thompson) .................................. 9/20/90
NASA/MSFC--Program Development* ........................... 10126/90
AF Space Division (Col. ColgroveJ* ............................ 10/29/90
Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel .............................. 10/31/90
Stafford Group ......................................... 11/16/90
NASA/MSFC (J. Lee, J. McCarty) .............................. 12/5/90
NASA/Code R (A. Aldrich} .................................. 12/18/90
NASA HQ (J. R. Thompson) ................................. 12119/90
AF Space Division* ....................................... 3/14/91
NASA/MSFC--Research and Technology (J. Moses/J. Redus)* ....... : ..... 6/20/91
*Full HPIAG not present
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Augustine Report Excerpts on the
Future of the U.S. Space Program
"Over the longer term, the nation must turn to new and revolutionary
technologies..."
• More capable and significantly less costly means to launch manned
and unmanned spacecraft
• Architecture studies now underway will define capable, low-cost
launch vehicles
• Maintain vigorous advanced launch system technology program
• Enhancement of current fleet
• Basis for revolutionary launch systems
Hybrid Propulsion Positively Addresses OAST's
Civil Space Transportation Requirements
NASA Transportation Technology
Planning Objectives •
TRAN SPORTA'/1ON TECHNOLOGY
= ¢u_lr
ufi c'_c LI
. IBP/tO'_ CtaCqJ_ IPA¢II ImUt'lt.I
. pil_O'&'llDe"flH;_dOLNY {_Pt'ICX_HJ_ NEW_ IYB
lHA'r ¢OIW, JEMF.k'T"IrHEm_fft!JE _ I_LIE t4£_
Or=J_IIAIION Vl_¢l.|i wffH _ "rURNMIO¢_O
LOW OPEP_
D_'_tELO_tMIENTOF ROII.m'lE L_4F-ODIT HEAVY ulrr
- ,
LAUNCH V_|
. DEY|LOPAHOTRANS.rI_L_'rEc_NoLOOYTOSUFIeO_r --_
• ¢d_r'/kJ_00EVIg.OPHI4H_GEllECHNO_OOIEIIzOR .-
IIp_,C| TflANSI_41"rA'l"IOH _.I.UOV,IG _)UCLIEARpR4:#x_rdON
• 13 May 1991. k_tegrated Tedlr_logy Pla_l
Plan_in_ RevlewlO.R. Stone
Hybrid Prooulsion Attributes
_ e Expanded mission abort modes
• Inert VAB operations ......
• Booster operation verlfleopnor to launcn commn
• Reduced Infrastructure costs
• All hybrid vehicle options
• High thrust minimizes number of boosters required
• Reduced system complexity
• Modular application of boosters for vehicle
growth options
• No pad detonation concern
• Applications Identified for Atlas and Titan
• Highest leverage technology Identified by
MM/ SDV study
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An Industry Consensus on the Hybrid Potential
e
e
Radically improves safety in all phases of manufacture, vehicle
stacking/assembly, and flight, and reduces environmental concerns
Offers a reasonable design alternative to large clusters of LO2/LH 2
engines for heavy-lift boost propulsion
May enable major reduction in booster life cycle costs
The United States aerospace community cannotafford to overlook the hybrid propulsion option
Review of Initial NASA Hybrid Propulsion
Technology Program
Phased technology acquisition and demonstration
• Initial approach to technology acquisition resulting from formulation of
NASA-HPT program
• Address technology deficiencies In series of graduated subscele motor tests (Phase II)
• Demonstrate technology at 1.5 Mlbf thrust level (Phase III)
Calendar Year 88 89 90 91
HPT Phase I
Identify the Necessary Technology VII IV
(four contracts)
HPT Phase II Aw_,arld
¥,Acquire the Technology
(two contracts) Nov
HPT Phase III
Demonstrate the Technology In a
Large Subscale System
92 93 94
Compete
Iv
,,.I
May
CBD
_7
I
May I
95 96
I .
97 SM
2.1
16
Complete
{_ 25
iI IJan
Total Funding Commitment Required is $41M
Problems
• Technology development does not demonstrate large-scale feasibility In time frame
required for heaw-Ilft (SEI) applications
• Does not utilize national aerospace assets (HPIAG)
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An Alternative Development Approach Provides A Fast
Track Large-Scale Hybrid Demonstration
• Focused technology acquisition and demonstration
• Approach suggested by J. R. Thompson based on successes of F-1 engine and large solid
rocket motor development
• Define speclftc technical Issues for large booster development via early testing of Shuttle
SRM-scale hybrid
Program
Element
0.75M Ibf
_d
Meg Till
1.SM Ibf
_-_ n d
Mfg Test
3.2M Ib!
_nd
Mfg Till
t.SM Ibf
3.2M Ibf
Months After ATP
,1_1=1 J I I IIIII JJlJlJ III!llIl_
PDR CDR TRR
Classical TRR
_" _- HDWR Avetl
PDR CDR GGi HDWR Avail
ClassiCal
HDWR Avail
PeR CDR GO HDWR Avail TRR
Available
_7
Funding Required
(one engine concept/
two engine concepts)
$13M/$25M
$27M/I47M
$4SM/$71M
Problems
• Effort Includes a large-scale feasibility demonstration only--subsequent mix of subscale
and full-scale demonstrations to address point design problems requires deflnltlon
Final HPT Development Approach Recommended
to J. R. Thompson in December 1991
Now - 1991 1992 - 1994
Demonstration _ Large-Scale Feaslblllty_
Testing at Verification and Technology ._
NASA Development /
• 20 klbf • 20 kibf/t00 klbf/750 klbf
• 8 months
• HPIAG sponsored
1994- 1999
Full-Scale Development an_
Demonstration
• 750 klbf/3.2 Mlbf
• 30 months • Not more than 78 months
= $25M for large scale • STBD M
feasibility
= Up to $15M for optional
technology
2000 - 2005
I Full-Scale
Engineering
Development
• 750 Klbf and/or 3.2 Mlbf
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Recommended HPT Program Was Included in Budget
Request From MSFC and LeRC for GFY 93
Start--Subsequently Pushed to GFY 95
Thrust: TRANSPQRTATI_N-AU_GMENTATION NEW START Date: 2/=z/ez
Key Technology Objective: 3.0 Provide TechnoZofies to Su_oort the Development of s Robust t Coal Effective
Heavy-Lift Capability
Specific Objective: 3.7 Develop Technologies for Achieving Low Coat Booster Options and
Demonstrate at an Appropriate Scale
7mr tg_LMi!_t.one:
G_=nt__rs WB__
MSFC 590-21-XX
LeRC 590-21-XX
TASK TITLE: TRANSPORTATION-HYBRID
1993 Authority to release NASA Research Announcement for Hybrid Booster
Technolbgy Program
1993 Award contracts to begin development and testing of both Gas Generator
and "Classical" Hybrid test motors
1994 Complete 100 klbf testing
1994 Initiate development of 750 klbf test motors for both "Classical" and
Gas Generator concepts
1996 Test both Hybrid Booster concepts at 750 klbf testing
1996 Complete analysis of performance data and validation of analytical models
1996 Complete documentation
1993 Begin development of analytical models and materiaJs data base
1995 Validate models at 100 klbf level
1996 Validate models at 750 klbf level and extrapolation of Hybrid unique
scaling data
Near-Term HPIAG Initiative Provides Program Bridge
to GFY 95 HPT New Start
Program concept: Combine industry discretionary resources
with NASA R&T funds to begin near-term HPT development
• Initiate basic technology studies at JPL
• Explore technical feasibility of hybrid propulsion for space launch applications via
subscale and small-scale hybrid motor tests:
a Both classical and aft injection cycles
• 500-1bf, 15-klbf, 150-klbf motors (typical thrust levels)
• Begin limited hybrid propulsion launch vehicle infrastructure studies:
• Operability issues
• Reliability evaluation
• Cost
• Develop program bridge to $40M CSTI effort
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Multiple Motor Scales Provide Initial Feasibility
Evaluation and Hardware Basis for NRA Follow-on Work
Motor
Thrust Level Classical Objectives Aft Injection Objectives
500 Ibf • Fuel regression rate characteristics • GG propellant ballistic characteristics
• Effects of defects , Effects of defects
• Throttle response characteristics • Initial concept throttling
characteristics
15 klbf • Fuel regression scale-up • GO propellant scaleup characteristics
characteristics
150 klbf
i
• Multiple-port grain retention and
fuel utilization
Combustion stability end efficiency
• LOs Injector feasibility verification
• Combustion stability end efficiency
Initial HPT demonstrations at thrust level of significance for potential launch
• vehicle application
Recommended NASAJHPIAG Organization
to Accomplish Goal
• Create two consortium= to pursue development of both classicaland gas
generator engine cycles
• Companies and NASA Initially linked by MOU
NASA I
I
I l
General Dynamics H HPIAG I I HPIAG HMartin Marietta Classical Leader Gas Generator Leader
! AMROC
I Hercules
I Thlokol
I UTC/CSD
P
I'_ -_ Rocketdyne_
uTc ,wI
p-
AeroJet J
ARC I
Lockheed
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Bridge Program Elements
Program duration 24 months
Program total cost $5.6M
• $1,1M industry discretionary
• $4.5M NASA R&T funds
Three basic program tasks include both classical and eft
injection cycles
• Task 0--JPL Fundamental Studies (Hybrid Rocket
Technology Program)
• Task 1--Launch Vehicle Infrastructure Studies
• Task 2--Motor Evaluation and Demonstration
Months Following ATP
Memorandum of
Program Plan
Task O--JPL Technology Program
Task I--Infrastructure Studies
Booster
Mission Model Deflnltlon
Operability Evaluation --
Reliability Assessment --
LCC Delta Study
Task .--Motor Evaluation and
Demonstration
0.5-klbf Motor Testing __
1S-klbf Motor Development
and Testing
150-kib Motor
Development and
Testing
Program Master Schedule
Mod8 Complete
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9.4.2 Reliability of Solid Rocket Motor Cases and Nozzles
by J.G. Crose
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Reliability of Solid Rocket Motor Cases and Nozzles
by J.G. Crose
A recent article in Aerospace America" claims that "the average success ratio of the
current U.S. stable of launch vehicles, including upper stages, is about 92% (without upper
stages it is close to 95%). The 8% failure probability implies an expected loss of $12M per
flight, not including the lost opportunity costs." Since payload costs are likely to be much
greater than launch costs and even more so for the new launch vehicles for the Advanced
Launch Development Program (ALDP), the cost of rocket motor unreliability at the current 8%
rate can run into billions of dollars if expected increases in demand are realized.
At an 8% failure rate, it is extremely unlikely that failure will occur during the f'trst few
ground tests of a new system. At that time, most of the design, analysis and tooling costs of
the program have been expended. Since most systems are expected to be used ten to a hundred
or more times, the likelihood of one or more failures is very large, and it can be expected that
the above losses will be realized in the future. This will occur unless the problems are
addressed and remedied. Recent trends suggest the problem is not being addressed adequately.
The obvious causes of failure are poor design, lack of quality control of raw materials
entering the manufacturing process, lack of quality control during the manufacturing process
and inadequate NDE or proof testing. The root causes of failure relate to an inadequate
understanding of the influence of design variables on performance and reliability, an inadequate
understanding of raw material and process parameter variations on performance and reliability
and the inability to find and recognize defects in manufactured parts. It is believed that solid
rocket motor reliability can only be improved by addressing the above issues in a highly
disciplined scientific approach. The build and test system presently used cannot assure
reliability beyond the present levels.
The predictability of material behavior lies at the base of reliability improvement and
feeds into the above issues relating to design variables, raw material and process variations and
defect identification. The keys to predicting material behavior are the performance of tests
which enable one to measure the response to a variety of environmental conditions, the
development of verified behavioral theories, and the implementation of measured data and
verified numerical algorithms into verified performance predictions. Because of the geometric
and environmental complexity of rocket motor systems, these procedures require computer
automation.
The above translates into a need for effective computer programs for design/analysis, a
comprehensive materials data base, process environment modeling, defect identification and
improved materials. Mathematical algorithms are needed to simulate physical behavior and
* Tragola. JR., "A Second Look at Launch System Reliability, Aerospace America. November 1991, pp. 36-39.
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predict behavior with confidence beyond the envelope of the data base. Additional testing of
material response to produce data in appropriate environments and during processing needs to
be performed and the data organized into easily accessible computerized materials data bases.
Scientific labor must be expended to develop appropriate material response tests, interpret test
data, innovate physically based models of behavior and implement this knowledge into
computer aided engineering tools for use by the solid propulsion industry. Appropriate
industry representation needs to be a part of the process through seminars, publications, shared
data bases and round robin verification of design/analysis techniques. Acceptance tests must
be upgraded to monitor relevant responses to SRM performance.
The current Solid Propulsion Integrity Program (SPIP) at Marshall Space Flight Center
should be considered a model for future efforts to improve solid rocket motor (SRM)
reliability. However, the current funding levels are not sufficient to accomplish much more
than a small subset of the overall need. A key issue confronting the community is the need for
a change in the "culture". Interviews with designers of SRM's have convinced this author that
they are very apprehensive of the first firing of a new design, even if it involves a small
change. This means that the design is heavily based on experience and not on the level of
technology that goes into many other products that exhibit more reliability such as jet engines
on commercial aircraft. This results in SRM's with lower response and reliability than could
be achieved with a physically based model of material response.
The solid rocket motor community has tried throughout the years to adapt technology
developed elsewhere to their needs. This has been largely due to economics. Many of these
technologies are credible in their prior use, but lack specific features that would make them
more relevant to solid rocket motors. For example, the SRM community was quick to adopt
finite element me:hods for analysis of grains and nozzles in the late 60's, but has been very
slow in further developments to reflect the unique nonlinear behavior of the materials used in
SRM's. It is no wonder that the methodology has been found to be inadequate.
Unfortunately, the community seems to have resolved the problem with mistrust of available
methods and a design philosophy that precludes substantial change from one system to the
next. The economic consequences of unreliability are severe enough to have warranted the
further development of analytical methods and material behavior studies, but the lack of
customer pressure in a highly competitive arena has in effect traded reliability for low system
development cost. Therefore, a clear need exists for a change of emphasis and NASA should
provide a leadership roll due to the enhanced sensitivity to reliability related to manned vehicles
and to heightened public awareness. The key technology requirements offering the potential to
significantly reduce overall systems cost, improve reliability and performance of solid rocket
motors are common across all subsystems:
• Understanding and control of material and process variability
• Analytically driven test methodology development and improved constitutive
models
• .Establishment of improved failure criteria
• Understanding effects of defects
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• Design for inspectability
• Environmentally driven process and technology development
* Design and optimization of materials for the environment.
This workshop identified specific technology needs directly related to known problem
areas in solid rocket motors. The issues were separated between cases, nozzles,
bondlines/propellant and insulation. Bondlines, propellants and insulation are covered in a
separate narrative elsewhere in this report. The following problem areas require funding
support to improve the reliability of U.S. solid rocket motors:
• No=l s
• Inadequate material property data base
• Lack of knowledge of influence of process variables on performance and reliability
• Inadequate failure criteria, influence of material variability and effects of defects
• Inadequate design/analysis codes
• Inadequate nozzle design methodology
• Inadequate flex bearing design data
• Inadequate cleaning for bonding
• Lack of relationships between materials chemical constituency and material properties
• Need for low cost materials
• Need for design data on structural adhesives
• Need for better material property characterization and micro-mechanical modeling
• Constitutive modeling of nozzle materials
• Erosion modeling of nozzle materials
• Large nozzle technology requirements.
• Cases
• Inadequate understanding of case joint and attachment
• Need for definitive case design and analysis methodology
• Environmental concerns over materials used in processing
• Costs for high rate production
• Inadequate case codes
• Need for self insulating case designs
• Need lower cost/quicker turnaround case tooling.
The attached figure illustrates the interrelationships between the various functions of
design and analysis. Improvements in one area can benefit others while in other cases,
multiple improvements must be made simultaneously to realize the expected benefits. The
shaded boxes represent the end points where improvements will lead to improved performance
and reliability.
Approaches have been defined which can be implemented to achieve the goals
associated with increased reliability of solid rocket motors. The quad charts outline these
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specific programs. There are some key concerns that have driven the recommendations in the
nozzle and case areas. Lessons learned from previous ground and flight failures provide much
of the background.
In the nozzle area, design analysis is a major shortfall. More accurately measured
material properties, verified modeling procedures and comprehensive failure criteria are badly
needed to assess designs before programs are committed to them. A major deficiency is lack of
treatment of pyrolysis gas flow through the materials and bondlines of the nozzle. Resultant
pore pressures are a source of loads not accounted for in contemporary designs. This
deficiency may have been partly or totally responsible for failures of the IUS and STAR 48
motors. Also, anomalous erosion in the SRM is attributed to pocketing, ply-lift and wedgeout
failure modes involving pore pressure loadings.
In the case area, design analysis is also a major shortfall. In addition to the need for
more accurately measured material properties, verified modeling procedures and
comprehensive failure criteria, a unique need is to be able to predict the detailed geometry of a
wound case as a function of design and manufacturing variables. This includes definition of
residual stresses in the cured case and/or changes in geometry resulting from cure. Large cases
need joints. The recent Challenger disaster highlights a number of problem areas requiring
attention such as the need for highly detailed nonlinear 3D analysis of joint action and need for
material properties as a function of all environmental variables (temperature, humidity, etc.).
One of the results of a weak technology base is that engineers lose credibility when their
methods produce mixed or erroneous results. The resulting mistrust of engineering
conclusions by management can lead to disastrous decisions as was the case in the Challenger
disaster when engineers could not convince management that real dangers were present in a
cold launch of the shuttle.
The preliminary efforts conducted by SPIP and elsewhere have illustrated the potential
for design improvements which will result in both high reliability and improved performance.
The increase in asset allocation required to carry these efforts to an appropriate level are
nominal when compared to the cost of projected failures based on current design reliability.
Significant improvements in future design can be accomplished with the basic technology
described above.
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9.4.3 Solid Propulsion Integrity Program (SPIP) for Verifiable
Enhanced Solid Rocket Motor Reliability
by Barry L. Butler
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Solid Propulsion Integrity Program (SPIP)
for
Verifiable Enhanced Solid Rocket Motor Reliability
Barry L. Butler*
Goal:
To increase the success rate of U. S. built Solid Rocket Motors (SRM).
Recommendations:
Increase SPIP funding from $10.0 M/year to $20.0 M/year. Develop a Liquid Propulsion Integrity
Program (LPIP) of similar nature and funding level.
Benefit:
Solid & Liquid rocket engines of today have nearly equal reliabilities of 98%. Solid rockets have
system advantages at liftoff due to high thrust. Liquid rockets have system advantages later in flight.
Access to space costs an average of $318M per NASA launch. NASA has 89 launches scheduled over the
next five years. The loss of two launches would cost NASA $636M. The combined SPIP and LPIP would
cost NASA only $200M and could eliminate lost launches.
Approach:
Set common reliability goals for Nozzles, Cases, Bondline, Propellant, and Insulation. Build a common
engineering data base to support standard industry-wide reliability assessment models. Structure or
enhance existing Industry/Government/User team to develop the tools, methods needed, and the data
to support them. Areas where unreliabilities are found must be improved (See figure).
Solid Rocket Motor Failures Highlight Need For Improved Reliability
Bondlines and
29%
Other
8%
Thrust Vector
Control
5%
Combustion
Dynamics
5%
Composite
Case
10%
Supporting Data:
Joints and
Seals
10%
Nozzle
25% Propellant
10%
Solid Rocket Motor Nozzles, Cases, Bondlines, Propellant, and Insulation lack the basic engineering
understanding needed to assess their true margins of safety. The key technology requirements offering
the potential to significantly reduce overall systems cost, improve reliability and performance of solid
rocket motors are common across all subsystems:
Understanding and control of material and process variability.
Analytically-driven test methodology development and improved constitutive models.
Establishment of improved failure criteria.
* Dr. Butler was unable to attend the conference, but as Program Manager of the NASA SPIP
Bondline Program, was asked to review the conference material and present his views on what
needs to be done to enhance SRM reliability.
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Understanding effects of defects.
Design for inspectability.
Environmentally driven process and technology development.
Specific enhancements needed in each area, in priority order, are given below.
Solid Propulsion:
1. A national data base to support a unified reliability method is badly needed for all component
areas, i.e., Nozzles, Bondlines, etc.
Nozzles:
1. The areas of nozzle processing and inspection verification are severely underfunded. Hence, they
are unable to emphasize design methods and process controls needed to increase permeability
which would greatly reduce nozzle erosion.
2. Pore pressure enhanced models for nozzle thermomechanical and erosion response must be
completed and validated. Pore pressure causes the surface to blow off during firing, increasing the
threat of erosion by 100%.
3. Modeling for analysis and defect acceptance must be validated. The efforts to measure the
impact of defects on nozzle margins must be known to assess reliability. Validation tests must be
done.
Cases:
1. Design and testing of high reliability cases and seals for both steel and composite materials are
needed. Joints are a weak link in the process. The underpinnings of joints and seals must be added
to the data base for all SRM manufacturers to use in reliability analysis.
2. A case and joint instrumentation program is needed. This will allow pressurization stresses and
strains to be verified and error signal generated.
3. A case contamination tolerant processing initiative must be undertaken to eliminate
environmentally unsafe solvents and cleaning steps. Reusable corrosion and contamination
resistant cases will reduce cost.
Bondlines:
1. Inspection methodologies for layer thickness and contaminants must be validated. Detailed
testing for effects of liner thickness variation on bondline strength must be done as well as
bondline strength versus detected contamination level must be verified. This is required for early
introduction of X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) thickness gaging and Ultraviolet Fluorescence
Contamination (UFC) inspection into production motors.
2. Defect acceptance based on unified test data needs to be enhanced. The methods and data needed
to correlate real defects with bondline.strength and fracture toughness are not being developed
fast enough to help ASRM and"NLS.
3. Design methodology, aging methods, and defect acceptance models are inadequate. An extensive
test program is needed to obtain the data to validate motor health at launch time.
Propellants:
1. Relationship between constituent propellant properties and cooldown stress is not being
determined and is essential. Propellant mechanical property variability affects bondline stress
and propellant strength. Data show a 25% variation in properties from sample to sample. This
occurrence must be un.derstood.
2. Biaxial PBAN data are available for RSRM evaluations. Biaxial HTPB data must be taken to
validate models. HTPB is the propellant for the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM) and
National Launch System (NLS) and must be measured and evaluated.
Insulation:
1. Insulators which provide both insulation and lining functions are needed. Fewer layers means
fewer process steps and higher reliability.
2. Anisotropic modeling of non-asbestos fiber filled insulation is needed. Insulation anisotropic
affects debond fracture location and direction.
3. Design methods and data for validating insulation optimization are needed. The current tools do
not allow insulation anisotropic properties and thickness to influence bondline stresses, and they
are a significant factor.
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10.0 ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
DELIBERATIONS
The Entry Systems Panel was chaired by Don
Rummler, LaRC and Dan Rasky, ARC. As
requested, each panel participant prior to the
workshop prepared and delivered presentations
to:
1) Identify technology needs
2) Assess current programs
3) Identify technology gaps
4) Identify highest payoff areas R&D
Participants presented background on the entry
systems R&D efforts and operations experiences
for the Space Shuttle Orbiter. These
participants represented NASA Centers
involved in research (Ames Research Center),
development (Johnson Space Center), and
operations (Kennedy Space Center) and the
Shuttle Orbiter prime contractor. The
presentations lead to the discovery of several
lessons learned.
10.1 Technology Needs
Three key technology drivers for all anticipated
vehicles and missions were identified:
• Improved TPS performance for
safety/reliability
• Lower operating costs
• Increased vehicle capability and
supportability
These technology drivers lead to the
identification of fourteen high-payoff technology
needs as discussed in the following sections.
Metallic TPS Concepts
Metallic concepts offer the potential for more
flexibility in adverse weather environments
(moisture, impact, and lightning strikes), are
mechanically attached to the structure, and are
weight-compatible with ceramic, ceramic matrix
composite, and carbon-carbon TPS concepts.
However, metallics lack the certification testing
and flight experience of other TPS systems.
Also, little R&D has been conducted in the U.S.
in the last decade on this class of TPS. Coatings
having high temperature resistance and
emissivity, moisture resistance, and aerody-
namic/vibroacoustic stability should be
improved. High-temperature, flexible adhesives
that take advantage of warm (high-temperature
composite) structures should be developed.
Finally, all improvements should be
demonstrated through appropriate tests of
integrated TPS/structural systems.
Research to provide improvements in high-
temperature properties, coatings for low
catalytic and high emissivity, and oxidation and
corrosion resistance should be pursued. To
supplement this technology base, tests should be
conducted to verify thermal performance,
effectiveness of preventing hot gas flow to the
interior, and tolerance to acoustic loads.
Flexible Ceramic TPS Concepts
Flexible insulations such as felts, quilts, and
woven blankets offer excellent benefits such as
low weight, minimum certification investment
required for improved concepts due to flight
experience on the Shuttle Orbiter, and
potentially lower life cycle costs. However,
these concepts are currently temperature lim-
ited (FRSI - 700°F, AFRSI - 1500°F). Available
high-temperature fibers can significantly
increase the temperature capability for this
class of TPS.
Inorganic/organic yarns, fabrics, felts and blends
should be developed and evaluated using the
existing high-temperature fibers. Fabrication
methods to achieve lower cost, develop flexible
coatings having high temperature resistance
and emissivity, moisture resistance, and
aerodynamic/vibroacoustic stability should be
improved. High-temperature, flexible adhesives
to take advantage of warm (high-temperature
composites) structures should be developed.
Finally, all improvements should be demon-
strated through appropriate tests of integrated
TPS/structural systems.
Toughened Ceramic TPS Concepts
A strong motivation exists to continue with the
current RSI-type TPS, if its durability and
strength and temperature capabilities can be
improved, because of the extensive certification
data and flight experience available. Higher-
strength RSI could lead to direct-bond
applications, which would eliminate the need for
a strain isolation pad (SIP). Advanced fibers
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suggest the possibility of developing more
refractory RSI materials.
A program should be initiated to identify and
develop toughened coatings and advanced fibers.
These new materials would require
characterization and thermal response tests in
arc-jets. The best candidates would then be
subjected to systems tests that demonstrate
acceptable performance for use on future space
transportation vehicles.
Advanced Carbon-Carbon TPS
Reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) leading edges
and nose caps on the Shuttle Orbiter have no
flight anomalies. The advanced carbon-carbon
(ACC) materials have demonstrated up to five
times the strength of RCC, and fabrication of a
large, built-up structure of ACC has been
demonstrated. Thin, structural, oxidation-
resistant carbon-carbon (ORCC) composites for
both TPS and structural applications offer the
potential of low weight, durability, low main-
tenance and repair, and can be tailored for
various service environments. The major
deficiency is long-life oxidation protection. To
eliminate this deficiency, improved methods for
oxidation protection, including coatings,
inhibitors, sealants, and glazes should be devel-
oped. Critical, life-limiting tests should be
conducted to demonstrate advanced ORCC
materials. Continued efforts to improve
mechanical properties and to develop _one-side"
N-DE techniques (see technology item 9) will be
very beneficial. The process and design
allowables should be well documented, and full-
scale components should be fabricated and
tested.
Low-Weight Ablators
Ablative TPS has been successfully used for
manned vehicles. Performance of an ablative
system is predictable, and unexpected thermal
excursions are not critical. However, no
development work has been conducted for this
class of material since the Apollo and Viking
projects. Aeroassist and direct entry for lunar
and planetary missions require high-
temperature materials. Also, low weight is
required to maximize payload weight and/or
decrease cost.
New advanced low density ablation materials
should be developed and characterized. Using
these materials, subscale TPS should be built
and tested in arc-jets to verify performance.
Also, analytical models must be updated, then
verified. Arc-jet facilities to test large TPS
panels (see technology item 13) for certification
should be modified.
Special TPS Components
Special TPS components such as joints,
fasteners, and seams have had cost and
schedule impacts on the Space Shuttle Orbiter.
Such components, as well as TPS for moving
surfaces, are critical interfaces in all TPS
designs. Also, very high heating regions such as
nose tips and leading edges require special
design considerations including the possible use
of heat pipes or mass addition cooling
techniques. Research programs tend to address
acreage applications at the expense of such
_generic" details as gaps and fasteners, leaving
the solution of these problems to the more costly
development phases of hardware programs.
Advanced special TPS components must be
designed, fabricated and tested. Their efforts
should be coordinated with concept design
efforts under technology items one through five.
Design studies of proposed vehicles/missions to
determine potential need for and/or benefits of
heat pipe/mass addition cooling techniques for
regions of local, intense heating should be
conducted. Components for most promising
applications should be developed and
demonstrated. Modify facilities for testing of
these TPS components (see technology item 13)
should be modified.
TPS ] Structural Integration
Better integration of TPS and structure offers
the potential of damage tolerant, oxidation-
resistant, lightweight systems with lower
acquisition and operational costs. One concept
consists of continuous fiber-reinforced ceramic
matrix composite (CMC) face sheets bonded to a
RSI core that is hard bonded to a load-bearing
structure of CMC or graphite/polymide. This
combination combines the oxidation resistance,
durability, and strength of CMC materials with
the low weight and good insulation capabilities
of RSI. Other concepts utilizing other material
combinations also offer potential benefits.
Promising materials, concepts, and applications
must be identified. Material characterization
tests for new materials will need to be
performed, and appropriate analysis codes
should be developed and identified. Processing/
fabrication methods should be developed and
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radiant heating and arc-jet screening tests to
determine concept feasibility should be
performed.
Water-Based Composite TPS and Structures
Highly-innovative concepts may be needed to
meet the weight and cost goals of SEI-type
missions. The synergistic use of on-board
resources minimizes weight to orbit. For
example, water-based polymer or ice matrix
composites, which are non-toxic systems, could
utilize resources now considered expendable.
Deployment and rigidization of such a system
would minimize manpower and energy for on-
orbit fabrication of aerobrake structures.
Studies of water-based polymer/ice matrix
composites must be performed to determine
properties, processes, and fabrication techniques
for such materials. Representative concepts
should be fabricated and tested. Deployment
and rigidization on orbit should be demon-
strated on Shuttle or Space Station Freedom.
Inspection, NDE and Smart Materials
Current technology is typified by an inability to
determine the amount of oxidation/damage in
RCC as installed on the Orbiter; suspect RSI
bond conditions require removal and
replacement; current N'DE/bond verification is
limited by schedule and funding (and this limi-
tation in turn adversely affects program
schedule and cost); on-orbit inspection is
impractical. The desired technology level calls
for designs that allow for self-analysis of the
material using NDT/NDE or smart
instrumentation within (or attached to) the
material.
NDT/NDE should be developed during original
design and manufacture of hardware. Failure
indicators should be designed into the material.
Tests will be necessary to verify that NDEfNDT
indicators performance is acceptable.
Simplified Certification/Recertification
Procedures
The present method of certification and
recertification is complex, costly and time
consuming. The OEX program provided a
means to certify without extensive certification
effort. Certification by similarity is not used as
extensively as it could be. The existing
certification policy was a major contributor to
the decision to not use advanced TPS concepts
on the last orbiter built despite their many
offered benefits indicated by all research efforts.
OEX development techniques should be
extended for certifying new materials, and
modeling/analytical methods for structural
changes/modifications should be used.
Documentation requirements should be changed
so that changes at sub-levels are allowed rather
than "treeing" into total package. Recertifi-
cation requirements as affected by changes in
mission requirements should be standardized.
In non-critical areas, certification by familiarity
is recommended.
Environmental Compatibility
A need to improve weatherproofing of TPS
against terrestrial environments exists as
evidenced by the following:
Rain and tap water absorption increases
launch weight and causes freeze damage to
TPS.
• Hail and ice impacts erode TPS, causing loss
of TPS integrity.
• Some fuels, vapors, etc. are incompatible
with TPS materials.
Seals and flow paths to preclude absorption of
moisture in internal insulation (see technology
item 6) are needed. Coatings or outer face
sheets resistant to impact damage, impermeable
to water intrusion, and capable of surviving the
entry thermal environment should be developed.
Design studies of new or modified facilities to
protect space transportation vehicles for the
environment may be required.
The knowledge based on long-term space
environmental durability is small, although it is
increasing as results are obtained from analyses
of the Long Duration Exposure Facility. Atomic
oxygen attacks polymer materials and coatings,
radiation may degrade materials including
coatings and films, and particle impacts can
damage TPS. This item could be an enabling
technology for planetary missions.
The long term effects of vacuum, atomic oxygen,
debris/dust impact, and radiation on materials
must be determined. The compatibility of
proposed TPS materials with other spacecraft
system materials and fuels should be deter-
mined. Protective systems (improved materials,
shields, coatings, films, etc.) should be developed
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and TPS performance in appropriate
environments and for appropriate duration to
provide acceptable design margins need to be
evaluated.
• Provide uniform high quality flow
• Provide combined radiative and convective
heating
On-Orbit Activities
The Entry Systems panel expects that TPS
structures for planetary missions will have to be
deployed/erected and serviced on orbit due to
the size of the vehicles for planetary missions
and the size of constraints of Earth-to-orbit
launch vehicles. Virtually no experiments have
been performed in space to date. Thus, this
item is an enabling technology for planetary
missions.
A technology program similar to the program
developed for large space structures, including
Space Station, needs to be developed and
implemented. Ground simulations of deploy-
ing/erecting and servicing TPS for vehicles for
planetary missions must be devised and used to
evaluate various concepts and techniques. The
ground testing program must be followed by
flight experiments similar to the MAST
experiment on the Shuttle Orbiter conducted in
the mid 1980's, but with a focus on assembly of
TPS/structure for proposed vehicle concepts for
planetary missions such as an aerobrake. On-
orbit-assembled TPS hardware should be
returned to ground for inspection and arc-jet
testing to assure that the required thermal per-
formance was obtained for hardware that was
assembled on-orbit.
Test Facilities
No new arc-jetfacilitieshave been activatedin
the past 20 years. Some facilities,uch as those
at Langley Research Center, have been
decommissioned. Existing operational arc-jet
facilitiesare inadequate for testinglarge TPS
arrays at representative conditions. Existing
arc-jetinstrumentation islimited to intrusive
flow measurements. There are no facilitiesthat
would provide the proper on-orbitsimulation for
ground tests for assembly of various concepts
and techniques.
To adequately meet the experimental needs of
technology development and_ hardware
demonstration efforts,upgrades of existingarc-
jet facilitiesand associatedinstrumentation are
needed. Facilitieshould be improved to:
* Accommodate largesizeTPS arrays
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° Provide appropriate planetary gas
compositions (Mars, Venus, Titan)
Instrumentation should be developed to
measure:
• Tunnel flow conditions and intrusive flow
methodology
• Test article strain at elevated temperatures
• Surface temperature distribution
• Aero/acoustic environment
Facilities to adequately simulate conditions for
evaluation of the viability of various
TPS/structure concepts for on-orbit assembly
should be devised and built.
Interdisciplinary Modeling Codes
For advanced thermal protection materials and
concepts optimum TPS with adequate
performance considering all requirements can
best be obtained by use of interdisciplinary
codes with the capability to consider:
• Micro-levelmaterial effects
• Materials response
• Coupling to advanced CFD codes for
complete system response modeling
• TPS/structure thermal and structural
response
• Life predictions
• Aeroelastic response
• Design optimization
Such codes do not exist. Specific analysis codes,
such as ablative modeling codes, are 10-9.0 years
old, and other codes such as those required for
analyzing micro-level material effects are only
beginning to evolve.
Thefirst essentialstepis to establishaworking
relationship between the CFD, CSM,
computational materials, and structural
optimizationcommunities.Thenextstepis to
build on the existing methodology for
interdisciplinarycodes,suchasthoseevolving
for aeroelasticand strengthoptimizationand
integrated flow/thermal/structuralanalysis.
Significantcomputationalresourcesmust be
availableto supportcodedevelopment.The
final necessarystepis to generatetherequired
benchmark data for validation of the
multidisciplinarycode.
10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
In addition to identifying the fourteen tech-
nology items described above, which define in
essence "what we need to do," the Entry
Systems Panel discussed issues related to "how
we do it." The following items summarize this
discussion:
Technologists tend to overlook mundane
problem areas, which is why we still
struggle with problems such as accessibility
to equipment and structures for inspection
and servicing, weatherproofing of TPS, and
extensive checkout operations.
A gap between technology products and
program needs often exists. Advanced
development programs should be supported
(funded) to bridge this gap, or the
technologist should make his products
readily useable by the system developer and
the system user.
Cultural and programmatic barriers to
efficient technology transfer exist.
Responsible and dedicated NASA-wide
working groups are recommended for
various disciplined to plan specific
programs. A step in this direction was the
Ames-Johnson group effort on RSI and the
Langley-Johnson group effort on carbon-
carbon, but technology transfer can still be
improved, especially before NASA commits
to a project and the clock has started.
Entry Systems test facilities in the U.S. are
aging and must be upgraded. Flight test
"facilities" are also needed. SEI cannot
succeed without efficient, cost effective test
facilities with realistic test environments.
Certification for space-based]long duration
flight entry systems will be a major issue
and will need to augment our current
methodology to accommodate it.
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10.3 PRESENTATIONS
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10.3.1 Space Assembled Entry Systems Certification
by Donald M. Curry, NASA JSC
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SPACE ASSEMBLED ENTRY SYSTEMS
CERTIFICATION
Donald M. Curry
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ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry J September, 1991
ISSUE:
• HOW DO YOU SAY YOU'RE "GOOD FOR
GO" IF YOU SPACE ASSEMBLE AN
ENTRY VEHICLE?
SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
i
Structures and Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry I September. 1991
APPROACH:
• SHU_LE ORBITER THERMAL
PROTECTION CERTIFICATION
• SHUTTLE THERMAL PROTECTION
SYSTEM FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
• SPACE ASSEMBLED ENTRY SYSTEM
CERTIFICATION
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SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Dlvlslon
Donald M. Curry J September, 1991
I
ORBITER TPS CERTIFICATION PROCESS
• TESTS
• THERMAL PERFORMANCE
• AERODYNAMIC FLOW
• ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
• STRENGTH INTEGRITY
• MATERIAL PROPERTIES
• ANALYSIS
• NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS
• INDUCED ENVIRONMENTS
• MISCELLANEOUS
• SIMILARITY
• COMMIT-TO-FLIGHT
SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Idechanics Division
Donald M. Curry ! September, 1991
m
I
ORBITER TPS ENVIRONMENTS FOR CERTIFICATION
Natural Environments _LEg_[_I
Temperature - Atmospheric Temperature
Thermal - Vacuum Ascent Heating
(Solar Radlatlon - Thermal) On.Orbit and Ent_ Heating
Pressure Pressure
Fungus Acoustics
Meteoroids Shock
Humidity Random Vibration
Lightning Structural Loads
Ozone Llmll and Ultimate
Rain Acceleragon
Salt Spray
Sand/Dust Miscellaneous Ertvlrortments
Solar Radiation- Nuclear Life - Full and Llndted
Wind Fluid Compatibility
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VERIFICATION
SEQUENCE
1o !o
b_E)[ n S_L_I1ED 0114EA OAJlII_A
WrtH_ _'rEm
I _ ®1 I 01
_| k_IIf'CATI_;I_ _ IC'LIGHTTEST I
I
TPS EVALUATION PLAN
SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry I September, 1991
• SHUTTLE TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
• IMPACT DAMAGE
• GAP FILLER DAMAGE
• WINDOW CONTAMINATION
34O
SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry I September, 1991
I
ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
IMPACT DAMAGE
• STATIC AREAS
• DYNAMIC INTERFACES
SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry ] September, 1991
ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
GAP FILLER DAMAGE/TILE SLUMPING
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SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Struclures end Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry I September, 1991
I
I
CERTIFICATION OF SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEM
SCOPING OUT THE ENVIRONMENT
• TEMPERATURES - SURFACE, STRUCTURES
• VIBROACOUSTIC/AEROSHOCK
• AIRLOADS
HOW THE VEHICLE IS DESIGNED
• IDENTIFY CRITICAL LOCATIONS
• TEMPERATURE
• LOADS
• MARGINS OF SAFETY
• MATERIALS DATA BASE
HOW THE VEHICLE IS BUILT/ASSEMBLED
• CRITICAL PROCESSING PARAMETERS
• INSPECTION POINTS/RIGOR
• ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
• REPAIRS/MAINTAINABILITY
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
• LESSONS LEARNED
• FLIGHT TEST
• ANOMALY RESOLUTION
SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry September, 1991
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE TPS DESIGN
Maturity
Density
Aerothermal (Temperature)
Strength(Airloads/Vibroacoustic)
Outgasslng
Oxidation Resistance
Atomic
Diatomic
Damage Tolerance/Impact Resistance
Repairability
Refurbishment
Long Term Space Exposure
Multi-use
Man-rated
Size Limits - Fabrication
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SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry I September, 1991
I
CERTIFICATION - KEY ISSUES
• DESIGN/ASSEMBLY
• GAP HEATING IN JOINT REGIONS BETWEEN SEGMENTS
• SEAL PERFORMANCE AT INTERFACES
• PREVENTION OF HOT GAS/RADIATION LEAKS
• TPS PENETRATIONS
SUCH DESIGN PROBLEMS ARE NOT REALISTICALLY ASSESSED
UNTIL A REQUIREMENT EXISTS TO "FLY THE SYSTEM."
• MATERIALS
• DAMAGE TOLERANCE/IMPACT RESISTANCE
• LONG TERM SPACE EXPOSURE
SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry I September, lggl
I
CERTIFICATION - METHODS
• UTILIZATION OF EXISTING DATA BASE
• Analytical Methods
• Ground Test Results
• Flight Tests
• GROUND-BASED TESTING OF SPACE ASSEMBLED ENTRY
SYSTEM CONCEPTS
• Ability to simulate environment
• Lack of correlation with actual flight environment
• ANALYTICAL CERTIFICATION
• Verified models using available flight and ground test
data
• Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) data
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SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Division
Donald M. Curry I September, 1991
1
I
CERTIFICATION - METHODS (cont.)
• FLIGHT TEST OF A SPACE ASSEMBLED ENTRY
SYSTEM
• Forces disciplined Design and Fabrication
• Encourages acceptance of new (revolutionary)
concepts
• Addresses complex problem of mutual interactions
within system
• Acquires vital quantitative data not available through
ground test
SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanics Division
i ii
I
Donald M. Curry I September, 1991
I
SUMMARY
Significant advances have been made in the design,
fabrication, certification and flight tests of entry systems
(Mercury through Shuttle Orbiter).
Shuttle experience has identified some key design and
operational issues.
Space assembled entry system certification/verification
• Demonstration of advanced technology
• Attention to vehicle design, fabrication and assembly
• Flight experience
344
SPACE ASSEMBLED
ENTRY SYSTEMS
Structures and Mechanic= Division
Donald M. Curry I September, 1991
ORBITER TPS FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
WINDOW HAZING/CONTAMINATION
345
10.3.2 Thermal Protection System of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
by F.E. Jones, NASA KSC
346
N93-22107
Thermal Protection System of the Space Shuttle's
Orbiter
F. E. Jones
KSC
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ORBITER TPS DAMAGE REVIEW TEAM
0 FINDING 9
IT IS TIE TEAM'S VIEW THAT 1-HERE IS A GEN-
ERAL LACK OF AWARENESS OF ORBITER TILE SUS-
CEPTIBILITY TO DAMAGE BY DEBRIS - THE SAME
APPLIES TO -TIIE CARE AND CRITICAL NATURE OF
THE _E ELEMENTS AND OPERATIONS PROCESS
SO NECESSARY TO MINIMIZING DAMAGING DEBRIS -
IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT ALL INVOLVED EMPLOYEES.
BOTH GOVERNMENT AND CONTRACTOR., UNDERSTAND
THAT MINUSCULE LOOSE OBJECTS OR MATERIALS
COMING OF_ THE ELEMENTS WILL MOST LIKELY
CAUSE SOME TILE DAMAGE AT THE SPEED ENCOL_-
TEREI) D_ ASCENT
0 RECC_AIION 9
IT IS REC_ THAT DESCRIPTIVE MATERIAL.
PHOTOS. VIDEO TAPE, DEBRIS SAMPLES AND OI-I-ER
APPROPRIATE MATTER BE ASSEMBLED AND PRO-
VIDED TO THE PROPER ORGANIZATIONS FOR DIS-
SEMINATION TO THEIR EMPLOYEES - IT
EMPHASIZE THAT THE TILES PERFORM OUTSTANDING
IN THEIR DEBRIS-FREE DESIGN ENVIR_; BUT.
ARE EXTREMELY SENSITIVE TO SMALL PARTICLE
DAMAGE
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DEBRIS DAMAGE LOCATIONS
1 X 5'8 X 1/8
1 1/4 X 1[2 X 118
6 HITS ON I,/9 SIDE OF ELEVON
30 HITS WITH 2 > 1":
1 X 1/4 X 114
1 3/8 X 1/2 X 3/8
2 3/8 X 1 1/2 X 1/8
1 114X 3/4 X 1/16
1 lt2 X 1X 1/'2
HITS ON I/B SIDE OF ELEVON
1 1/8 X 3/8 X 1/8
1/8 X 1/2 X 1/8
3 3/4 X 1 112 X 1116
2 AREAS OF MISSING
TILE MATERIAL ON ET
DOOR LEADING EDGE:
2 1/2X 1 X3/4
1X1XS/8
1 1/2 X 1/2 X 1/8
1 3/4 X 3/8 X 1/8
7 3/4 X 1 1/8 X 1/2
1 X 1/2 X 1/16
112X 314 X 1/8
DOOR LATCH FITTING
THERMAL EROSION
MISSING REPAIR MATERIAL
1 X 1[2 X 1/8
2 1/2 X 3/4 X 114
1 X 1/2 X 114
PROTRUDING GAP FILLER
1 1/2 X 1/2 X 114
1 X 3/8 X 1/4
1 Xll4X
1 114X 3/8 X 1/4 _
PROTRUDING GAP FILLER
TOTAL HITS ,= 153
HITS > 1 INCH = 23
MISSING REPAIR MATERIAL
(2 LOCATIONS)
6 HITS WITH 1> 1":
1X 5/8 X 1/4
349
DEBRIS DAMAGE LOCATIONS
1 1/4 X 1/4 X 1/4
TOTAL HITS = 23
HITS > 1 INCH= 2
5 HITS < 1"
1 HIT 1 1/2" DIA.
6 HITS < 1"
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DEBRIS DAMAGE LOCATIONS
4CARRIER PANEL TILES _/''_ DPROT UDING APPROX. 3/8"
(LOCATED DIRECTLY BENEATH t •
FORWARD DOWN-FIRING RCS /THRUSTER)
/
8" PROTRUDING GAP FILLER
CAUSED SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE
TO ADJACENT WHITE TILE
1" X 1oBLACK TIL
CORNER MISSING
1" X 1° WHITE TILE
CORNER MISSING
6SMALL COATING
LOSSES ON TRAILING
EDGEOFRUDDER
SPEED BRAKE
TOTAL HITS = 15
HITS > 1 INCH = 0
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STS-40
DEBRIS DAMAGE LOCATIONS
FRAYED THERMAL
(4 PLACES)
I
I
I
---I
I
I
I
--1
I
i
I
!
I
I
!| - WHITE TILE MISSING CORNERS
I - BROKEN/PROTRUDING
.._.....L WHITE TILE CO_NER
[t_ N _ i_\!" b,. _ I \ /oN TRAlUNaEDGE
II I \ _ b_J r _ I _ / OFRUDDERSPEED
FRAYED THERMAL BARRIER _
(ON BOTH SIDES OF RUDDER)
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STS-40 DEBRIS DAMAGE ASSESSMENT SUM/4KRM
Lower Surface
Upper Surface
Right: Side
LefU Side
Righu OMS Pod
LefU OMS Pod
Hit_ > or - I" TQtal Hit S
23 153
2 23
0 11
0 6
0 4
0 0
TOTALS 25 197
STS-6
STS-7
STS-8
STS-9
STS-11
STS-13
STS-14
STS-17
STS-19
STS-20
STS-23
STS-24
STS-25
STS-26
STS-27
STS-28
STS-30
STS-31
STS-32
STS-26R
STS-27R
STS-29R
STS-30R
STS-28_
STS-34
STS-33R
STS-32R
STS-36
STS-31R
STS-41
STS-38
STS-35
STS-37
STS-39
STS-40
(41-A)
(41-B)
(41-c)
(41-D)
(41-G)
(51-A)
(51-C)
(51-D)
(51-B)
(s_-G)
(51-F)
(St-z)
(51-j)
(61 -A)
(61-B)
(61-C)
COMPARISQN TABLE
36
48
7
14
34
8
30
36
20
28
46
63
144
226
33
17
34
55
39
55
298
23
56
20
18
21
15
20
14
16
8
17
10
16
25
120
253
56
58
63
36
111
154
87
81
152
140
315
553
141
iii
183
257
193
411
707
132
151
76
53
118
120
62
63
76
81
147
113
238
197
353
COMPARISON TABLE
H
i
l
::5(,0
250
2'00
150
Z,l" 1
I'I
ORBITER TPS DEBRIS DAMAGE
STS-28R THROUGH STS-40
NUMBER OF DEBRIS HITS
250[-- ....................................................................
; I._" HITS '1" -'¢- TOTAL HIT8 _j200,- ........................................- ....................' ...................: ....;+
i /
I 2 '
100 _-................ ' ............. :'. ........................................ l .....................................
' , ,/ t
// ,
50 _-......:-,d ................................................................................................... i
t
i
0 I I L _--- _.--J- J t tjl i 1|' I +
28R 34 33R 32R 36 31R 41 38 35 37 39 40
MISSION (STS)
- 354
Minimum work
for OPF turnaround
TOTAL
PAPER
2225 (lOOZ)
MODS RESTRICTED
PAPER5 (.2Z)
's WORK
and IN;
83 (3.7_)
20 (.9Z)
RERESTRICTED
80 (3.6%)
OPF generated work
I
1
965 (43_:)
WORKMANSHIP
243 (llz)
ACCESS AND
SUPPORT
20 (.9%)
E0 TO FOLLOW
9 (.4_)
STS-34 TPS WADS
8114189
355
2500-
PROCESSING NANHOURS PER
IN TftOUSANDS
Jl CURRENT FLOWS
FLOW
ww HANHOUR DATA
INCOMPLETE
2000
1_0"
iO00
500
HANHOURSIN lO00's 9,11 1046 8t3 _$3 t053 t45g r+tB74 964 1369 tl07- ,.
ORBITER 352 357 264 282 463 485 473 375 559 420
TILE fit JBB 98 136 25i 200 1B3 154 t62 167
SR8 t24 t05 t07 t33 i10 117 94 B4 118 tO!
ET 4J 33 26 26 32 34 55 67 20 51
INTEGRATION 200 236 212 238 207 535 B59 168 352 224
OTHER t09 t16 120 139 t28 tt3 20B t16 t58 t44
FLOW !'33R 32£ 36R 31R 4| "38 _ 37 39 40 43
DATA SOURCE: LSOCPROGRAHOFFICE
REPAIR
TP$-307
TP$-311
TPS-312
TPS-314
TPSo315
TPS-319
TPS-321
TPS-324
TPS-328
TPS-330
TPS 335
TPS.340
TPS-,a41
'IPS-342
'TPS+362
TPS-363
T PS-364
TPS-365
TPS 367
TPS-368
TPS-369
TPS-370
TPS-377
MLO601-9026 REPAIR PROCEDURES
REPAIR TITLE
REPAIR OF TILE COA'nNG FOR ERCL_ION RESISTANCE
REPAIR OF DAMAGED RSI TILE
REPAIR OF DAMAGED T_ERIvlAL BARRIERS USING BLACK RTV
RSI TILE IML FILL
REPAIR OF DAMAGED GAP FILLERS USING HIGH PURFFY SILICA COATING
RSI IML MACHINING
RSI TILE SIDEWALL TRIM
REPAIR OF RSI TILE IML DAMAGE
REWORK OF INSTALLED TILES WITH EXCESSIVE GAPS USING CERAMIC BONDED SHIMS
LARGE DAMAGE _TING REPNFI
FLEXIBLE INSULATION PLUG nEPAIR
REPAIR OF FLEXIBLE INSULATION BLANKET ASSEMBLIES OUT-OF-TOLERANCE STEP CONDITIONS
REPAIR OF FLEXIBLE INSULATION BLANKET USING QUARTZ FABRIC PATCH/SEWING/SILICA COATING
FABRICATION OF MULTIPLE FLEXIBLE INSULATION BLANKETS
REWORK OF OVERTOLERANCE OML STEP'S AND WAVINESS ON INSTALLED TILES
THERMAL PASSWATION OF OU)'OF-TOL ERANCE STE_ AND GAPS USING GAP RU.ERS
R'rv REFURBISHMENT AND UPPER SURFACE RTV REPAIRS
RCC REPAIR
SUBSTITUTION OF MBO135-085 (RTV 566) FOR MBO135-119 TYPE II (RTV 560)
BROKEN TILE REPAIR
REWORK OF MAIN _ING GEAR DOOR FLOW RESTRICTORS
FABRICATION AND INSTALLATION OF MAIN LANDING GEAR DOOR THERMAL BARRIER PATCH
LARGE AREA REPAIR OF RSI COATING
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
O COMPATIBLE MATERIALS (ON-BOARD. NATURAU
O PROVIDE ASSOCIATED NDE (TOOLS/ANALYSIS)
O FIB_D REPAIRABLE TEr__QUES
O PROCESS CONTROL INSTALLATIONS
O BLIND INSTALLATIONS
O -GENERIC DRAWING CHANGES
O NON-HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
O PARTS IDENTIFICATION
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10.3.3 Reentry Systems - Material Technology Needs
by R.M. Ehret, Rockwell International
358
-REENTRY SYSTEMS-
MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
Rockwell International
Space Systems Division
R. M. (MIKE) EHRET
M&P ENGINEERING & LABS
SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
9/24/91
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BACKGROUND IN ENTRY SYSTEMS
MIKE EHRET - MATERIALS ENGINEER
23 YEARS ROCKWELL SPACE DIVISION
• SATURN S-II
• SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
MANAGER: MATERIALS & PROCESSES
• ENGINEERING & LABORATORIES
ENTRY SYSTEMS BACKGROUND
• STRAIN ISOLATION
• TILE DENSIFICATION
• FRCITILE CERTIFICATION
• AFRSI DEVELOPMENT
• WATER PROOFING
PERSONAL PERSPECTIVES:
• DESIGN (PERFORMANCE)
• BUILD
• OPERATIONS
• MAINTAINABILITY
POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS EXIST WITHIN CURRENT
ORBITER TPS SYSTEM
70OF
$SS0/FT2
0,15 - 0.2S LB/FT2
3,000 Ft" 2
i,S00 F 2,3oo F 3,200 F
$2,0(XI/FT 2 $10,000/FT 2 $30,000/FT 2
0.62 - 1.25 LBIFT2 0.90 - 3.S LBIFT2 7.4 LB/FT2
3,000 FT2 5,000 Fr2 400 FT2
REUSABILITY
INTEGRITY INTEGRITY
I EXISTING SYSTEM IS FUNCTIONAL BUT MAY NOT BE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE i
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ADVANCED TPS OPPORTUNITIES
• INTEGRAL COATING MODIFIED C-9 • ADVANCED RCG'S
• CERAMIC COATING • LIFE CYCLE • IMD (HTP)
• HIGH TEMP. • TUFI
_, HTP-6,12,20
• FRCl-8
• " KNIT OR 3-0 WOVENAETB
'= NICALON _ _ " NEXTEL 44014B0
• NEXTEL 4401480 \ \. COATINGS
• FABRICS[rHR COATING\ \ \ • FRCI/Gr-PIUNFIRED
\ ".CERACH"0"E_.)UpLL
HIGH TEMP, SIP
-- _ • NICALONY_N_EX'TEL • OPACIFIERS/FOILS
ADHESIVES _* OPAClFIERS • NEXTELJNICALON
KNITrED NOMEX HIGH TEMP. • KNIT OR 3-D WOVEN
GROUT NOMEX
TPS MATERIAL ENHANCEMENTS ARE FEASIBLE
MATERIAL/CONCEPT BENEFITS TECHNOLOGY GAPS TRENDS
RIGID TPS:
(I.e., AETB, HTP, ACC-
HARDSHELL, METALLIC
STANDOFF, TUFI
COATING, TITANIUM
MU LTPNALL, IMD,
SOL-GEL RCG)
FLEXIBLE TPS:
(I.e,, TABI, PBI)
i
FOAMS/A BLATORS:
(i.e., SOFI. NCFI,
SLA 561, POLYIMIDE,
POLYMETHACYLIMIDE)
REFRACTORY
COMPOSITES:
(i.e., ACC, C-C, SiC,
SIC-SIC
. HIGHER STRENGTH
• HIGHER TEMPERATURE
• IMPACT RESISTANT
• LIGHTER WEIGHT
• ADJUSTABLE DENSITY
• INCREASED
TEMPERATURE
• TAILORABLE PROPERTIES
• PRODUCT FORMS
• LOWER COSTTHAN RIGID
• REDUCED VULNERABILITY
• LOWER COST vs TILE
• FORMARLE
• HIGH DIMENSIONAL
STABILITY UNDER HEAT
• FIRE RESISTANCE
• EXCELLENT RADIATION
TRANSMISSION
• HIGH TEMPERATURE
• LOAD CARRYING AT
HIGH TEMPERATURE
• WEIGHT SAVINGS
• DIMENSIONALLY STABLE
• PRODUCTION SCALE-UP
• AVAILABILITY
• MAINTAINABIUTY
• COATINGS
• COATINGS APPLICATION
• INDUSTRY DATA BASE
• MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
• INSTALLATION PROCEDURES
• PRODUCTION SCALE-UP
• COATINGS
.]_SERVICEUSE
• INDUSTRY DATA BASE
• IMPROVED MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES AT ELEVATED
TEMPERATURE
• LIGHTWEIGHT SANDWICH
CONSTRUCTION
• PRODUCTION SCALE-UP
• AVAILABILITY
• INDUSTRY DATA BASE
• INSPECTION
• COATING REPAIR
• HIGH TEMP COATINGS
• LOW COST
• JOINING
• COMPLEX STRUCTURES
• IN-SERVICE
• LIGHTER WEIGHT
• DURABLE COATINGS
• MATERIAL CONSISTENCY
• HIGHER TEMPERATURE
• TAILORED DENSITIES
• STRONGER
• CONSTRUCTION METHODS
• FIBER TREATMENT
OPTIMIZATION
• MIXING FIBER BLENDS
• USED IN LIEU OF RIGID
• HIGHER TEMPERATURE
• NON-CFC BLOWN
• LIGHTER WEIGHT
• IMPROVED HEAT TRANSFER
PROPERTIES
• IMPROVED FABRICATION
• OXIDATION RESISTANCE
• THERMALLY STABLE
FIBERS
• IMPROVED MATRIX
• AUTOMATED PROCESSING
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SUMMARY OF TECHNOLOGY NEEDS AND DIRECTION
NEEDS
• LIGHTWEIGHT AND DURABLE RIGID INSULATION AND HIGHER
TEMPERATURE FLEXIBLE MATERIALS
• INSPECTION, REPAIR, PRODUCIBILITY, AND MAINTAINABILITY OF
REFRACTORY COMPOSITES
DIRECTION OF EFFORTS
• FUNDING BASE IS RELATIVELY SMALL FOR FUTURE YEARS
• TO MAXIMIZE RETURNS, COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMS APPEAR TO
BE PRACTICAL
• SSD'S APPROACH IS TO IMPLEMENT NASA DEVELOPED
TECHNOLOGY
SPACE TRANSPORTATION STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS WORKSHOP
ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
I I
• DON'T DESIGN A SPACECRAFT AS THOUGH IT WILL BE TREATED
LIKE A SPACECRAFT
• DON'T BELIEVE PRELIMINARY LOADS
• DON'T ALLOW MATERIALS R&T HISTORY TO VANISH
• DON'T CERTIFY WITHOUT SYSTEM LEVEL TESTS
• DON'T BELIEVE THAT THE DESTROYER OF "GOOD" IS "BE'I-I-ER"
• DON'T BUILD ANYTHING NEW WITH SOA MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY
362
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10.3.4 Thermal Protection Systems for All-Weather Reusable
Launch Vehicles by Marc J. Giegerich, McDonnell Douglas
Space Systems Company
363

THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
FOR ALL-WEATHER,
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
BY
MARC J. GIEGERICH
McDONNELL DOUGLAS SPACE SYSTEMS COMPANY
PRL='QEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILM_,D 365
Thermal Protection System Techno!ogy Needs
Support Current and Future Launch, Reentry and Planetary Vehicles
* Lightweight, High-performance, Low-maintenance
* Weather resistant (humidity, rain, hail, lightning, etc.)
. High resistance to oxidizing environments (ETO/OTE)
. Ease of Attachment/Removal
- Minimum number of attachment points
- Minimum tooling required
- Minimum down-time impact
- Minimum disturbance to flowfield
, Rugged Construction Method
- Accidental ground-handling damage
- In-flight damage tolerance
, Well-characterized Inspection Methods
- Visual (quick turnaround)
- Non-visual (regular maintenance)
- Non-visual (vehicle overhaul)
Launch and Entry System Technology Gaps
Long-term, reusable thermal protection materials
• Recently developed materials (CMC's, metallics, ceramics, etc.) require ground
and flight testing - Requires sharing of risks between Industry, Vendors and
Government
• Basic Material Properties which need verification/quantification
- Long-term degradation of thermal, optical and structural properties
- Catalytic reaction rates in high-temperature, low pressure dissociated flow
- Lightning strike damage tolerance
. Acoustic fatigue
- Flutter (including coating behavior)
- Impact resistance (rain, hail, meteorite, etc.)
• Load-Carrying Hot Structures and Control Surfaces
Fabrication and bonding/attachment of large scale panels
• Lightweight fabrication techniques of ceramic matrix composites
Rigid construction methods that rival metallics
- Sandwich, fluted core, bi-directional stiffeners, etc.
366
Suggested Discussion Topics
On-Orbit Repair Modes/Options
Vacuum bonding/bandages
Durability
- Inspection
Attachment Techniques and Issues
Internal vs. external attachments
Long-term degradation of attachment hardware
Composite attachment hardware
Detachment]reattachment
Heat-short paths
Ground Handling
- Inspection Requirements and Methods
- Visual/Non-visual
- TPS life assessment
- Repairs/Replacements
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10.3.5 Thermal Protection Systems for Aerobrakes
by Stephen S. Tompkins, NASA LaRC
368
N93-221i0
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR AEROBRAKES
Stephen S. Tompkins
Applied Materials Branch
Materials Division
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
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BACKGROUND IN TPS FOR ENTRY SYSTEMS
1962 - 1980
1990 - present
o Ablative TPS
- Apollo, Viking, Space Shuttle
- Experimental Studies
- developed ground test simulation techniques and methods
- evaluation arc jet tests on new materials/joints
- Analytical Studies
- developed analytical models for ablator TPS
- predicted performance in entry environments
- Ablative Materials Development
o Shuttle Tile TPS
- Ablator/tile compatibility studies
- Shuttle TPS certification tests
o Materials Division Aerobrake support team to LaRC SEIO
DEGRADED LAYER
UNDEGRADED LAYER
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Figure i.- SchemaLlc diagram of c]*arrinK ablaLor.
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ABLATIVEHEATSHIELDAPPLICATIONS
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QUESTIONS ADDRESSED IN SHUTTLE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
o What ablation materials are suitable?
o What defects are critical to the TPS performance?
o Can fabrication costs be reduced?
o How would an ablative TPS be refurbished?
o What is the lowest weight, lowest cost, most efficient ablative
TPS design?
o Do ablator TPS have multi-use capability?
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SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES TO ABLATIVE TPS
o Proven reliable TPS systems
o Well characterized (thermally) with good, existing thermal analysis capability
o Good candidate materials are available
o Not sensitive to defects and more difficult to damage than RSI or C-C
o Design program was completed which demonstrated simple (direct bond)
application of large panels
o Thermal excursions not catastrophic
o No SIP required
AEROBRAKE TPS TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
o Well defined service environment
o Performance requirements
- multi use
- repair
- panel size/assemble techniques
o Established ground test methodology
o Joint materials/design/evaluation
o Established material systems compatibility
372
..... AND IN CONCLUSION
o Several candidate TPS options exist
- ablators
- C-C
- Ceramic tiles
o Multi TPS on aerobrake deserve consideration
o A number of technology needs exist
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10.3.6 Flexible Thermal Protection Materials for Entry Systems
by D_A. Kourtides, NASA ARC
374
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Flexible Thermal Protection Materials for Entry
Systems
D. & Kourtides
Ames Research Center
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Background
•Composite FlexibleBlanket Insulation(CFBI)
•SiliconCarbide Interlocktop fabric
•Contains reflectorshields--aluminized Kapton
•Alumina Insulation
•IML has 2 inch centersto reduce foil/fabricdamage
*Thermally stable(shortterm) atheat fluxratesup to31
Btu/ft2•s,surfacetemperatures -2700°F
*Density similartoAFRSI-TABI
•Lower thermal conductivityat high temperatures than
AFRSI or TABI
•Requires ceramic coatingforexposure to higher heating
rates
*Vibroacousticperformance ofceramic coating unknown
Background
*Types ofFlexibleTPS currentlyavailable
•TailorableAdvanced Blanket Insulation(TABI)
•Integrallywoven with siliconcarbideyarn
•Insulationisalumina or aluminoborosilicate
*Thermally stable(shortterm) atheat fluxratesup to31
Btu/ft2•s,surfacetemperatures -2700°F
•Thermal Conductivityapproximately similartoAFRSI
•Better vibroacousticperformance (Interlockversion)than
AFRSI
•Density 9-10 Ib/ft2,approximately similarto AFRSI
•Requires ceramic coatingforexposure to higher heating
rates
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Technology Needs
• High temperature (>1800 °F) Flexible Coating for flexible
insulations/fabrics
•FlexibilityrequiredforTPS installationpurposes
•Present coatingapplied_green"or unfiredand relyon entry heat for
curing.
•Suitableforfastreentrysuch as AFE, may not be suitableforslower
reentries.
•Priorfiringmay be required to survive
•High (>165 dB)vibroacoustic loads
•High aerodynamic effects
•Particulateimpact and
•Moisture effects
•Should not provide significantweight penalty (>15%)
•Have suitableemissivityvalues> 0.85
Technology Needs
•Simple, Lightweight,Durable and Waterproof Insulations
•Intermediate(- 2000 °F)temperature applications.
•UtilizeexistingAFRSI, TABI or CFBI fabricationtechnology
Use 2 inch centerson AFRSI or CFBI.
*Utilizemetal coated ceramic (Nextel,etc.)OML fabric.
•Use existinggraphite coatingtechnology.
•Bond metal foil(Ni,etc.)on OML fabricutilizinginduction
brazing techniques.
•Provides non-stitchedimpermeable surface
*Resistantto moisture/water,high vibroacousticloads,and
aerodynamic effects
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Metallic CFBI / TABI
3
1 Metal Surface (Induction Brazed to Fabric)
2 Ceramic Fabric with Embedded Woven Wires or Metal coated
Fabric
3 Ceramic Insulation with Reflective Metal foils tieR) or
Ceramic Fabric Supports (right)
4 Bond (RTV)
5 Vehicle Structure
Technology Gaps for Flexible Insulations
°Ceramic Coatings
•Require high temperature firing--reduce mechanical
propertiesoffibers/fabrics
*Weight penalty
•Reduce flexibility
•Questionablereusability
•Low adhesion (unfired)
*MetallicSurfaces
*Temperature limitationdue to oxidation
•Close'outofcomplex shapes
•Instrumentation,installationand attachment methods
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Highest Payoff Areas for Flexible Insulations
• Low cost fibers for high-temperature applications
• Simplify fabrication procedures for insulations
*Effective coatings-- use with low cost fibers
CURRENT HEAT SHIELD MATEfllAL8 THERMAL LIMIT8
MATERIAL
MAXIMUM FEAT
MAXIMUM USE F..Mrl"rANGE FLUX CAPABk.Jl_
TEMPERATURE, "1= (@ '1=) BTU/FI'2-BE_
MULTIPLE SINGUE
FL_HT FUGNT
EQUNALENT
USE
TEMPERATURE, "F"
FLEXIBLE ORGANIC
FRSi 700 800 .9(80O) 1.4
PBI 900. 1100 J_1100) 2.7
AFRSI, TABI, CFBI
SILICA
NEXTEL
NICALON
1200 2000 .48(2000) 4.4
> 2000 • 2000 .4_e0o0) • 7.6
2000 > 240O .r_(900o) • 30
RIGID CERAMIC INSULATION
LI-900 2500
U-2200 2600
FRCI-12 2600
AETB- 12/TUR 2500
AETB- t2/RCG 2600_"
ASMI 2600_"
AETB-8/RCG 2600""
METAL
TITANIUM 1000
RENE 41 1600
INCONEL 617 2000
27oo _ee0o) 60
Lmoo
( .2¢300FOR AFE) (80)
270o" 6o
2_." 70
2900" 80
2_" 70
.0
FK_CJACC 3O0O .$
1.7
6.9
14
1126
14410
le20
lOO0
3(x_o
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Current Programs
• Aeroassist Flight Experiment
• Evaluate thermal performance of advanced Rigid and Flexible
Insulations and Reflective Coating
• Lighter than baseline materials
• Rigid insulations perform well
• Flexible insulations require ceramic coating
• Reflective Coating effective at >15% radiative
•NASP
• High and low temperature insulations
•Attachment/standoff methodology critical-- affects thermal
performance
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10.3.7 Recent Advanced Carbon-Carbon Efforts at LTV
by Garland B.Whisenhut, LTV Missiles and Electronics Group
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CONCLUSIONS
o ACC SUBSTRATE FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY IN GOOD SHAPE.
o ACC COATING IMPROVEMENTS SATISFACTORY BUT ADDITIONAL WORK NEEDED.
0 NON-DESTRUCTIVE TEST TECHNIQUES TO MONITOR HARDWARE DURING
OPERATIONAL LIFE NEEDED.
o COST REDUCTION APPROACHES A HIGH PRIORITY.
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10.3.8 Ceramic Matrix Composites (Continuous Fiber
Reinforced) Thermal Protection Systems
by Salvatore R. Riccitiello, NASA ARC
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fNational Aeronautics and Space Adminstration
SPACE TRANSPORTATION MATERIALS AND
STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
Salvatore R. Riccitiello
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA
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CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
[CONTINUOUS FIBER REINFORCED]
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
BACKGROUND
o Initiated program with American Inc. to develop continuous fiber reinforced
CMC thermal protection materials based on silicon carbide
o Reticulated low density ceramic foam core panel structures, based on
silicon carbide, were fabricated and evaluated
o Reticulated silicon carbide low density foam susceptible to thermal shock
o "TOPHAT" thermal protection system utilizing a continuous fiber reinforced
CMC and reusable surface insulation developed
o Single-ply/multi-ply continuous fiber reinforced silicon carbide CMC
successfully evaluated, in the "TOPHAT" thermal protection system, to
3100 ° F
=
BACKGROUND cont.
o The carbon reinforced CMC material showed little degradation after a 100
minute exposure to surface temperatures of 2000 ° F and 2700 ° F
• The carbon reinforced CMC material showed little change in physical
property after 100 minutes exposure to surface temperatures of
2000 ° F and 2700 ° F
=
i|
|
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CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
[CONTINUOUS FIBER REINFORCED]
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
o Fabrication Methods / Processes (silicon carbide based systems)
, Large Components
, Architecture
• Costs
o Material Property Data Base
, Fatigue (loaded, unloaded, thermal, isothermal)
, Baseline Thermal/Mechanical Properties
, Environmental Effects
• Aero-acoustic (with/without shock impingement)
- sound levels in excess of i70 db
- oscillating pressure (1-5 psi peak to peak)
• Particle Impact
• Water Adsorption/Absorption
o Attachment Techniques
* Integral StrUcture_'_S
, Hot Structure
, Warm Structure
, Seals
o Non-Destructive Evaluation
, Quality Assurance
, Flaw / Separation Detection
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CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES
[CONTINUOUS FIBER REINFORCED]
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY GAPS
o High Temperature Continuous Fiber Reinforced CMC Materials
, Temperatures > 3500 ° F
o High Strength / High Temperature Fibers
, Property Retention At Temperatures > 2200 ° F
o High Temperature / High strength Matrices
, Property Retention At Temperatures > 2200 ° F
o Process Developments
• New Processes
• Shorter Fabrication Times
HIGHEST PAYOFF AREAS
o High Temperature / High Strength Continuous Fiber Reinforcements
• Temperatures > 3500 ° F
. Strength Retention > 3500 ° F
- High Temperature Strengths Comparable To RT Strengths of
present State-of-the-Art Fibers
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10.3.9 Thermal Protection Systems for Space Transportation
Vehicles by Howard Goldstein, NASA ARC
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N93-22113
Thermal Protection Systems for
Space Transportation Vehicles
By
Howard Goldstein
NASA, Ames Research Center
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SPACE TRANSPORTATION STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS WORKSHOP
HISTORY OF REUSABLE
EXTERNAL INSULATION (RSI)
• EARLY 1960'S
- TILE CONCEPT INVENTED BY LMSC
• LATE 1960'S AND EARLY 1970'S
- SMALL R&D CONTRACTS TO LMSC 1968-69
- COMPETITIVE R&D CONTRACTS TO LMSC, GE, McDAC, MARTIN 1969-72
BY NASA
- R&D AT NASA CENTERS ON SHUTFLE TPS
• RSI CHOSEN AS PRIMARY TPS FOR SHUTTLE 1972
• ROCKWELL AWARDED CONTRACT TO LMSC TO MANUFACTURE RSI 1973
• 1973-1978: PILOT PLANT, MANUFACTURING SETUP, DDT&E PERFORMED,
ORBITER TPS DESIGNED BY RI
• 1972-1981: IMPROVED RSI MATERIALS DEVELOPED AND ADOPTED
LI-900 (1972), RCG COATING (1975), FRSI (1975), LI-220 (1976)
AFRSI (1978), FRCI-12 (1981) ....
• 1978-1989: FIVE ORBITERS WERE BUILT WITH 24000+RSI TILES, 3000+FT 2
OF FRSI, UP TO 3000 FT 2 OF AFRSI BLANKETS
• 1981-1991: SECOND AND THIRD GENERATION TILESHTP, AETB, TUFI AND
BLANKETS TABI + CFBI WERE DEVELOPED
EXAMPLES OF SHUTTLE RSI
DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES
MANUFACTURING
RAW MATERIALS: FIBERS, COATING COMPONENTS
PROCESSES: SLURRY BLENDING, PRODUCTION UNIT
MOLDING, SINTERING, TILE MACHINING, GLAZING
DESIGN
TILE PLANFORM SIZE
STRAIN ISOLATION
GAP HEATING
INSTALLATION
BONDING, BOND VERIFICATION
TOLERANCES
QUALITY CONTROL
OPERATION
DURABILITY
WATERPROOFING
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SHUTTLE ORBITERS
TPS LOCATIONS
TOTAL RSI CERAMIC TILES - 24,300
REINFORCED CARBON/CARBON (RCC) (44 PANELS/NOSE CAP)
FELT REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION (FRSI) (3,581 FT 2)
ADVANCED FLEXIBLE REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION
(AFRSI) (4,100 FT 2)
HRSI_
///
AFRSl --_ \ _ _ _ FRSI
RCC RSI
_-- HRSI AFRSI
OEX-AMES ADVANCED CERAMIC TPS EXPERIMENT
LOCATIONS OF UNCOATED AFRSI BLANKETS ON OV-099
VERTICAL TAIL
WINDSHIELD FORWARD LH SIDE (REPAIRED)
OF RH SIDE
_DDER/SPEED
BRAKE, LH SIDE
(AFT BLANKET COATED)
>
FORWARD MID-FUSELAGE / _ \\\_"_" _OMS POD SIDEWALL
MID-FUSELAGE \ _\_
LH SIDE UPPER WING
LH SIDE
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REPLACEMENT/REPAIR OF _UN COATE D2_,_J_,,At_I
Blanket Location / No. STS-8
Forward W1ndshleid, RH
#391142-012 NO
Forward Canopy, LH
#391142-013 NO
#391142-014 NO
Forward MId-Fuselage.LH
#391142-015 NO
#391142-016 NO
MidFuselage, LH
#391142-017 NO
#391142-018 NO
UpPer Wing, U-I
#195056-001 NO
#195056-002 NO
OMS Pod Sidewall, U'I
#391142-019 NO
Vedical Tel, I.H
Q391142-021 NO
#391142-028 NO
Rudder/Speod Brake, LH
#391142-023 NO
#391142-024 NO
_jB .¢1.C, 41G 51B 5J.E
NO NO NO NO C_ Rep_
NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO Sewk_ repak YES
NO NO NO NO YES
NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO YES
NO NO NO C9 Re,pa_ YES
NO NO C gCoatlng C9Coatlng C-9Coaling
NO NO NO C-9 Repalri YES
NO NO NO C-9 Repalm YES
- NO NO NO NO NO
c-gCoaIV_g C-9Coaling C-gCoaling C-9Coa/ing c-gCoaling
slA
C-9 RepaJnJ
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
C-9 Coal_ng
NO
NO
NO
c.9 coating
SPACE TRANSPORTATION STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS WORKSHOP
LESSONS LEARNED
• MURPHY'S LAW ALWAYS APPLIES TO NEW MATERIALS
• BE SURE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS ARE NECESSARY AND REALISTIC
TEST PROGRAMS MUST BE ADEQUATE AND EARLY
CANNOT IGNORE DETAILS
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NEW THERMAL PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY
DIRECTED TOWARDS:
• SAV4NG WEIGHT
• LOWERING COST
• INCREASED TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY
• INCREASED DURABILITY
• IMPROVED RELIABILITY
FUTURE MISSIONS
• SPACE SHUTTLE UPGRADE
• NEXT GENERATION SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
-NAT4ONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE
-SHUI"I'LB EVOLUTION-II/C
-NATIONAL LAUNCH SYSTIM (ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM)
-ASSURED CREW RETURN VEHICLE FOR SPACE STATION (PERSONAL
LAUNCH SYSTEM)
SPACE EXPLORATION
-MARS SAMPLE RETURN
-LUNAR RETURN AEROBRAKE8
-MANNED MARS AEROBRAKE AND RETURN
-PLANETARY PROBES: NEPTUNE, TITAN, VENUS, URANUS
• FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
-AEROASSIST FLIGHT EXPERIMENT, 19e6
-SWERVE-PEGASUS
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SPACE TRANSPORTATION STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS WORKSHOP
STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT
7 -.-¸ ......
RIGID LOW DENSITY CERAMIC
• SHUTTLE TPSFLIGHT PROVEN
- LI-900, LI-2200, FRCI-20-12
• IMPROVED MATERIALS DEVELOPED
FRCI, AETB, HTP
TOUGHENED COATING
• OPTIMIZED MATERIALS TO BE DEFINED
RIGID HIGH DENSITY CERAMIC
• CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES IN DEVELOPMENT
• DIBORIDE COMPOSITES RESEARCH INITIATED
• FLEXIBLE
• SHUTTLE TPS FLIGHT PROVEN
FRSI, AFRSI
• IMPROVED MATERIALS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
TABI, CFBI, MLI CERAMIC COMPOSITES
• ABLATORS
• MARS RETURN MISSION REQUIREMENTS BEING DEFINED
• NON CATALYTIC REFLECTIVE ABLATOR DEVELOPMENT STARTING
COMPARISON OF VEHICLE REGIMES IN EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
tl/U_
- _R VlEHICI.=
SO0
IBO
O
lOO
APOLLO
I
I I I
lOO 1oo0
I I I
IioO0 lO000
VI LcK3rI'Y, It/leo
i I
lll_ =OOOO
TOTAL ENTHALPY, Blu/Ib
I I I !
l,_ 40000 _ I_
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I I I
_OOOO 40000
SEI/PATRFINDER '
COMPARISON OF ASTV AND SHUTTLE TPS
REQUIREMENTS
LUNAR MARS
RETURN RETURN
SttUTI'LE /_W ASTV
• PEAK CONVECTIVE ItEA'IU_ I0 _ 10-11e0
• P1EAK VELOCITY, MVGEC 4 ?e 11e
. pEAK RADIANT HEATING, OTUnrl'qmC ,l| _
• PtEAK OYNAI_C PRESSURE, P_ _0 _ 30 _ 30
• TURBULENT HEA'flB_3 YEll NO YES
• ENTRY HEATING TIME, SEC 1200 < 400 _ 400
• EXPOSURE TO ADVERSE E_NTB
HANDLING YES NO" NO"
RAIN_IYliATI_R YES NO 140"
AEROACOUS'rK_ (dB) _ • 90 _ Im
• DEBRt8 IMPACT
- LAUIICH YES NO NO
- OH ORBrT/tN FLIGHT LESS MORE MORE
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM FOR AEROASSIST
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT (AFE)
BASEUNE DII$1GN AS OF 10/8;;
STAGNATION REGION
U - 2200
FRCl - 12
FOREBOD_I
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RIER VEHICLE
AFTERBODY
NASA-AMES
AEROASSIST FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
ALTERNATE THERMAL PROTECTION MATERIALS
AETB.12RIGIDTILE
ALUMINA-ENHANCEDTHERMALBARRIERAT 12LB/FT3DENSITY(AETB-12)HASGREATERCOMBINEDSTRENGTH AND TEMPERATURE CAPABILITIES
THAN EARLIER LOW DENSITY RIGID INSULATORS. THE REACTION CURED
GLASS (RCG) COATING IS THE SAME AS THAT USED ON BA_EUNE TILES.
AETB,II RIGID TILE
AETB;8 18 AN 8 LB/FT3 VERSION OF THE AETB-12 MATERIAL. LOWER DENSITY
AND GOOD TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES ENHANCE ITS ADVANTAGES AS A
HEAT SHIELD MATERIAL.
ASMt RIGID TILE
ALUMINA SOL-MODIFIED INSULATION (A_ldl) WITH ABOUT 1S LB/F'IIII DENSITY
HAS LOW SHRINKAGE CHARACTERISTICS AND 18 MADE USING SOL-GEL
PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY. THE COATING WILL BE RCG.
SPECTRALLY REFLECTIVE OOATINGS
SPECTRALLY REFLECTING COATINGS APPLIED TO BASELINE APE TILES WILL
BE CAPABLE OF REDUCING VEHICLE HEATING BY REFLECTING AWAY :PART
OF THE SHOCK LAYER RADIATION.
TA_I FLEXIBLE BLANKET INSULATION
TAILORABLE ADVANCED BL.ANKET INSULATION ('TABI) IS FORMED AS A
INTEGRALLY WOVEN FABRIC STRUCTURE THAT HAS INTERNAL CHANNELS
FILLED WITH LOW DENSITY ALUMINA FIBER INSULATION. TABi WILL BE
WOVEN FROM SILICON CARBIDE YARN FOR HiGH TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY.
CFBI FLEXIBLE BLANKET INSULATION
COMPOSITE FLEXIBLE BLANKET INSULATION(CFBI) IS FORMED FROM A
SILICON CARBIDE FABRIC AS AN OUTER SURFACE, A LAYER OF LOW DENSITY
ALUMINA FIBER INSULATION. AND M4JLTIFOIL INSULATION AT THE BOTTOM
FOR REDUCED RADIATION H_AT TRANSFER. THE LAYERED COMPONENTS
ARE FASTENED TOGETHER BY STITCHING. THIS INSULATION HAS GREATLY
REDUCED THERMAL CONDUCTANCE AT THE LOW PRESSURE CONDITIONS OF
AEROPASS MANEUVER.
J
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ADVANCED R$1 THERM AL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
CURRENT SHUTTLE ADVANCED TILE
TILE SYSTEM/_._ SYSTEM
/ \\ / i .I_EWE_ATU.E
/ \/ ,x ou,,
GPTtM iZ ID-,. I-.'k _ IONDLINE
(3Oil.tPeSt TtE
I1 RU_T'UttE
_UI_I r TECHN(_OOY, 1071
IMPACT RESIgTANOE OF RSI COATING SYSTEMS
DAMAOE REI,_T_ AS A FUNCTION
OF AREAL W1EiGHT
IIPACT = I J): lO:zfl-lb
lOW-
NO DAMAGE
1
0
0
OTU_
--O i l
JI .4
AREAL W1UGH'I'. Ib_ _
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RIGID RSI PROPERTY COMPARISON
PROPERTIES
TENSILE STRENGTH
IP (PSI)
TTT (PSI)
MODULUS
IF (KSI)
ITT (KSI)
TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY
(ISOTHERMAL SHRINK.)
2700°F - 1 HR (%)
2500 °F - I hr (%)
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
PRESSURE = 103 ATM
T = 1000°F BTU-IN/FT2-HR °F
L I- 900
RIGID RSI MATERIALS
LI-2200 FRCI-12 AETB-12
68 181 256 157
24 73 81 120
25 80 50 32
7 27 10 16
91
53
77 42
44 12
0.021 0.030 0.027 0.024
TOP HAT
Thermal Protection System/..
Gemmic matdx composite
High _ture felt
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2.5
2.0
O
_ 1.5
2
_q
_q l.O
b_
(J
0.5
0.0
RECESSION DATA FOR ABLATION OF LI-2200 (IRSI)
COMPARED TO SOLID QUARTZ (AME[3 OO MW Arc-Jet)
._._..t r.t..-o ,2 *L=__-'_tt_ ,/.m-"
,_.--__;_., L_e_..m..q_=X4p.V-_m:!.
" _b_t_-fz ,'_ IrlT.;l-'_13;4"4" JLtm. qcw-|OI. W/em-I
, !/
J
........................! ........i" ...._ ................i :7"i
........................' .................' ......"..........!%"/! ........................i........
:/ :
....................i / / ."1---.,.,_,o,,
z/ illii:ii::,..... _
O.O 5.0 iO.O 15.0 20.0 25.0 0.0
EXPOSUItE TIME (Sec.)
MANNED MARStEARTH RETURN
THERMAL PROTECTION ABLATOR MATERIALS COMPARISON"
(RAKED CONE GEOMETRY) R N = 1 METER
V z =14 km/sec, L/D =0.5, 13=300 kg/m =
CARBON 1 CARBON 2 R_ AVCOAT
CARS_ AVCOA_ 3 _jc.;_2(_} 4 _APO_LO_t
ABLATOR
1HiCk_NES_S (IN) 1.1 1.7S 1.7S :.YS 0.S - 2.5
InSULAtION "
THICKNESS (IN) 2.0 2.0 1JD 1JD (-.)11'
AVERAGE
MAS_ LOADING
0bevl_ 9.68 17.2_ 5.71 5.79 1.5 - 7.0
TPS MASS 3478 6210 _ 2084 lfx15
TPS WT.% 23.2% 41.4% 13.7% 13.8% 13.2%
FOR£BOOY HEATSHIELD ONLY; BASED ON NON-OPTLMtZED DIESK3N, LE. UNIFO_IM _lE_q; DOLES NOT IN_Li;:_B(
SUPPORT STRUCTURE
m
LHt00 RSI INSULATION
t APOi.LO ENT_RY VELOC/TY, Ve" 11 kin/siC, R=- ! $ ft, _- 350 kglm:
tt APOLLO INSULATION IS Q-FELT/_TAINLES5 STEEL HONEYCOMB (Q-FELT INCLUOEO IN TP$ M,A.qS)
1 INITIALDEN_TY, p- 81 Ibllt' 2 INITIALDEN_JTY Pe" 108 Ibm/it
3 iNITIAL OENSffY, p.. 34 Ibmlfl' 4 INITIAL DEN_TY Pe" 22 Ibm/fl L
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I BL_ Ti_ OONSTRUOTION
SURFACE TOUGHENING
OF TABi TO AEROACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS
Angle Interlock Surface Weave TABI Cross Section Single Ply Surface Weave
o Fill -- Warp _
o o
Stuffer yams
2500 --
2000 -
Radiant heat 1500
exposure
('F) 10OO
50O
0
AFRSI SIC-AFRSI Single ply Angle
TABI Interlock TABI
(1800 de SIC) (600 de SIC)
Aeroacoustlc survival of flexible TPS after 600 sec st 170 dB
(after exposure to radiant heat cycle)
Increased
survivability
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10.3.10 Thermal Protection Materials at NASA Ames Research
Center by Daniel J. Rasky, NASA ARC
403
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Materlals/TPS
Development
Projects
Materials/TPS
Testing
Materials/TPS
Analysis
\
I_ A Synergistic, Multidisciplinary Approach
I_ Continual Research/Technology Development
Supports Projects
Projects
• Space Exploration Initiative (SEI)
Development of advanced TPS (reusable, ablative) for
aerobraking applications.
• Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE)
Wall Catalysis (WCE), AlternateThermal Protection Materials
(ATPM), and Heat Shield Performance (HSP) experiments.
• Mars Environmental Survey (MESUR)
Heat shield analyses and design.
• National Aero-Space Plane (NASP)
Internal insulation (#95) and arc-Jet testing (#93) government
work packages.
• Pegasus and Pegasus/SWERVE Hypersonic Testing
FabricatingWing Glove. Performing vehicle leading edge
and heat shield analyses and arc-jet testing.
• Personnel Launch System TPS evaluation
Initial TPS evaluation.
J
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Material/TPS Testing Areas
• Arc-Jet Testing
- Aerodynamic Heating Facility
Interactive Heating Facility
Panel Test Facility
• Material Characterization
- XRD, SEM, XRF, Optical Microscopes
. Dilatometer, Large Sample TGA
- Infrared & Ultraviolet Spectrometers
• Special Testing
- Laser Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer
- Side Arm Reactor
- Radiant Heating
J
Material/'rPS Analysis Areas
• Computational Surface Thermochemistry
- Surface catalysis (BLIMPK, AMIR, LAURA, VSL)
- Ablation and shape change (ASC, CMA, ACE)
• Computational Materials
- CVD/CVI Processing (GENMIX, NACHOS)
Reflective TPS analyses
Material properties (MATX)
• Computational Solid Mechanics
. Multi-dimensional conduction/radiation
Analysis (PATRAN, SINDA, TRASYS)
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Material/TPS Development Areas
• Ceramic Matrix Composites
- Very-High Temperature Ceramics (HfB2 +SIC)
- High Temperature, High Strength Ceramics (C/SiC)
- TOPHAT CMC/Rigid Tile TPS
- Polymer Precursors (Si/C/B fibers)
• Lightweight Ceramic Insulations
- Rigid Tiles (AETB, METB, SMI)
- TUFI Rigid Tile TPS
- TABI and CFBI Flexible Blanket TPS
Aerogel Studies
• Lightweight Ablators
Polymer Filler + Rigid Ceramic Insulation
• Surface Coatings
Low Catalytic Efficiency, High Emissivity
Reflective
Diboride Materials
• Manlabs Inc. (Cambridge MA) tested and compiled a data
base on a large number of refractory materials in the 60's
and early 70's
• The diborides of zirconium and hafnium (ZrB2 and HfB2)
were found to be the most oxidation resistant, high
temperature materials in the study, e.g.
Arc testing of ZrB2 + 20 v/o SiC
surface temp. 2510 C, stagn, press. 1.0 arm,
stagn, enthalpy 11.6 kJ/gm
recession: 0.66 ram/2 hrs
equivalent graphite recession: 30 cm !
equivalent SIC recession: 45 cm !
"These results illustrate the reuse capability of the boride composites... This
capability is unrivaled by any other material system. ". Quote from Dr. Larry
Kaufman, Prlnclpal Investigator In the Manlabs Studies
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J
_ Post-Test Photographs of RCC andZrB2 + 20 v/o SiC Samples
Test Conditions: test time = 3 min, cold wall heat flux = 270 W/cm 2
stag. press. = 0.046 atm, stag. enth. = 25 kJ/gm
r
_
LTV-tln2a Cerac-t2n4a
RCC ZrB2 + 20v/o SiC
Recession: 2.0 mm
Weight loss: 1,31 gm
Peak temp.: 2040 C
SiC coating lost after
approximately 100 sec.
Recession: -0.03 mm
Weight loss: 0.01 gm
Peak temp.: 1820 C
Adherent, thin, glassy coating
formed on sample
J
Maximum Cold Wall Heat Flux Computations
• For one-dimensional, radiative equilibrium, the maximum cold
wall heat flux, Qcw, can be computed from the maximum material
use temperature, Tmax, by:
Ocw = _oT4maxJ(1- Hw/Hr)
where _ is the emissivity and Hw is the wall gas enthalpy at Tmax,
and Hr is the local recovery enthalpy
• With values for the material maximum use temperature and
emissivity, Qcw can be easily computed
Material Maximum Use Emissivity
Temp. (C)
HfB2+SiC 2480 0.62
SiC (or Coated C-C) 1760 0.76
Rigid Tiles 1540 0.85
Coated Niobium 1530 0.65
J
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|Maximum Cold Wall Heat Flux Computations (Cont.)
J
1000-L
$,
S,
4,
3,
2,
too
II,
S.
4.
3.
s
Qcw for a Fully Catalytic Surface*
4 • • • I m m L• ! • , | j I , , • _ I • n • i
' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I ' i I ' ' ' "
10 15 2o 25 30
FlightMach NO.
* Non-catalytic surface effects can considerably Increase Ocw
from the values show (he. can substantially Increase Hw)
J
Major Goals
• New very. hi:]h temperature ceramic matrix composites/TPS for
4000+ F rl._u=;ability (Zr and Hf ceramics)
• High strength ceramic matrix composites for structural TPS
applications at 3000+ F (SiC/TiB2 matrix ceramics)
• Durable, lightweight ceramic TPS for 3000+ F use (TUFI, TOPHAT)
• Lightweight, rigid, ceramic insulations for 3000+ F use
(AETB, MI:'TB, SMI)
• Flexible lightweight ceramic insulations/TPS for 2500+ F use
(TABI, CFBI)
• New very lightweight ablators with 20-30% weight savings
compared to state-of-the-art materials
• High emissivity, low surface catalytic efficiency, and reflective
coatings for dvanced TPS
• New 3-D computational surface thermochemistry (CST) code for
predicting detailed near surface fluid/material response interaction
for advanced TPS/vehicle analyses
J
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10.3.11 Some Materials Perspectives for Research for Space
Transportation Systems by Howard G. Maahs, NASA LaRC
411
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Applied Materials Branch
Materials Division
NASA Langley Research Center
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PERSONAL BACKGROUND IN ENTRY SYSTEMS
Graphite Ablation (1964-1971 )
• Application: single-use ballistic entry manned vehicle
• Materials identification & characterization
- Artificial graphite, glassy carbon, pyrolytic graphite
• Performance evaluations (arc jet)
• Erosion rates and mechanisms
Carbon-Carbon C mom.g_Q_iLe__l__ re___
• Applications: reusable airframe TPS or hot structure (generic hypersonic
vehicles, NASP)
• Materials identification and characterization
- Thin, structural oxidation-resistant carbon-carbon composites
• New materials/concepts development
- Mechanical property improvements
- Oxidation resistance
• Performance evaluations (mission simulation, arc jet)
• Failure mechanisms
COMMON NEEDS FOR SPACE TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES:
PASSIVE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
• Space Shuttle Orbiter
• Shuttle evolution
• Single-stage-to-orbit (NASP)
• Advanced hypersonic vehicles
• Personnel launch system (PLS)
• Lunar transfer vehicle
• Martin transfer vehicle
Additional performance benefits possible if a single material serves dual
functions of TPS and structure.
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AN AEROBRAKE CONCEPT
BASIC AEROBRAKE CRITERIA
Aorobrake Performance Objectives
• Lifetime
- Lunar missions: > 7 flights
- Mars missions: _>2 flights.
• Entry velocity range: 6 to 14 km/sec
• Maximum g-loads: 5to 6
• Aerobrake/vehicle mass fraction: <_15%
Basic Heatshield Requirements (configuration & trajectory dependent)
Earth entry (Lunar mission)
Earth entry (Mars mission)
Mars entry
Maximum radiation
Environment equilibrium
composition temperature, °F
air 2000-3000°F
air 3500-4000°F
CO 2 2500-3500°F
Aeropass
time, sec.
100-30O
1O0-5OO
700-1000
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AEROBRAKE MATERIALS
General Materials Requirement8
• High temperature capability
• High load bearing
• Lightweight
• Fully reusable (mission specific)
• Space durable in LEO/Lunar/interplanetary environments
• Material data base as a function of temperature
• Verified performance capability in relevant service environments
SPECIFIC MATERIALS NEEDS
Thermal Protection System (TPS)
- Capability to 4000°F
- Tailored thermal conductivity for optimum heat distribution
- Non-catalytic surfaces
- High emittance (>_0.8)
- Methodology to predict service performance from ground-based and limited
flight data
TPS SU0Dort Structure
- Low coefficient of thermal expansion
High temperature insulative capability
Load introduction concepts/materials to support structure
-I-PS Seals
- Same as for TPS
Compatibility with TPS materials
Design concepts for minimum leakage
Acoustic load tolerance
Heatshield Support Structure
Concepts for heavily loaded structure
Lightweight materials
Low coefficient of thermal expansion
416
SOME HEATSHIELD MATERIALS OPTIONS
• Ablators
• Oxidation-resistant carbon-carbon composites
° Rigid surface insulation
• Flexible ceramic materials
° Ceramic matrix composites
RECENT TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES
IN CURRENT PROGRAMS
- Carbon-Carbon Composites -
Mechanical properties (program focus: generic airframe structure)
- Improved strengths for 2-D constructions
- Strength benefits of 3-D constructions
Oxidation resistance (program focus: NASP)
- Carbon-carbon mission cycling data to 200 hours
- Carbon-hybrid materials
- Dynamic (arc jet) test data
417
INFLUENCE OF TOW SIZE AND DENSIFICATION TYPE ON SELECTED
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 2-D CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITES
Reinforcement: T-300 8HS fabric; 0, 90 layup
Heat stab. temp: 2000°C
Interlam. tens.
strength
1.4 I
1.2-
:z:p.
1.0 - _
_t,es_,0_ I_
ksi 0.6 - _/.
0"4i _]_
0.21 x
01 =;'_
Densif.type: P
I
:Z:l
_1 ,"A
L C
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0
I_ 3K tow
1Ktow
lnterlam, shear
• strength
(4 pt bend)
I 70,_1
60!-
:Ooi
|',. L/A | _v
"v_l ,+_vA,_,-.., I 'i_. i t
,-..... .v._ 20 -
..... _ lo-t:,,
P L C P
Densiflcation method: P-phenolic, L-LOPIC, C-CVI
In-plane In-plane
tensile compressive
strength strength
I I I
F_
i ,i #/
: i //
• @
t. C
v_
v_
v,,.I
v.4
vA
v.1
P L C
STRENGTH BENEFITS OF A CVI-DENSIFIED 3-D ORTHOGONAL
CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITE
strength[] l_-_o_u,o_
3-D 2-D
reference
(ACC-type)
rGSTRENGTH,KSI
or
MODULUS,MSI
8OI
L_; 60
r
±
Interlam.
t ension
i 40p<,.
20
Interlam. In-plane
shear shear
Tension CompressionFlexure
* test capability limit
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Typical Oxidation Performance Results for HC, RS
and BFG Materials
200
Mass change
unit area,
g/m 2
150
100
5O
-5O
-100
x_S- 1700°F
,,_o:_ .::.::.:_;_::_: ..... _ _.,./_ RS-2000°F
RS-2500°F
-_:_" _" ......._ "t1""_1"""<1"" ............. _'-,. BFG-1700°F,
" "  -  G-2ooooF.......,
_700°F
• BsB
HC.2500OF HC-2OOO°F O0OF
._._____._,_.,=.JL_L_,__,_.JL_L • • t • • • t • • • = • • • a • , , I • • • !
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Cumulative exposure time, hours
Typical Oxidation Performance Results for Hitco
SiC/C Materials
Mass change
unit area,
g/m 2
5
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Z__ 1700°F
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ARC JET TEST RESULTS AT 2500°F (U)
Mass
change,
percent
0 .......... 0 ..................... _D RS
............... _ ..........
-1 I ",,_-_,,.,.O tl C
I BFG
_ (Specimen circumference
not fully coated) NASA arc Jet laclllly
. ---- JSC
-- Ames
'<-----Premature coating failure
_] to stresses
thermaldue UNCLASSIFIED
0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Cumulative exposure time, minutes
AEROBRAKE MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
• Mission/configuration/trajectory trade studies _ Environmental definition
• Integrated structures/materials concepts trade studies
• Candidate materials identification/development
• Materials screening in relevant environments
• Dynamic (arc jet) tests
• Mathematical models to predict service performance from groundbased test data
• Materials property design data base
• Design and analysis of aeroshell and support structure
• Construct and verify performance of representative subelement assemblies
• Inspection and repair technology
• Flight experiments to verify predictive capability
• Materials performance/durability certification testing
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SUMMARY REMARKS
A common need for all space transportation vehicles is an effective
thermal protection system
An aerobraking vehicle exemplifies many common TPS issues
Numerous materials and structural options exist
Current programs in oxidation-resistant carbon-carbon composites
provide a strong technology foundation for a combined TPS/hot
structure approach
Major materials and structures technology needs must be identified
and addressed
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10.3.12 Materials and Structures Technologies for Hypersonics
by George F. Wright, Sandia National Laboratory
422
 93-22116
SPACE TRANSPORTATION
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
GEORGE F. WRIGHT
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORY
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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G F WRIGHT: PERSONAL HISTORY IN ENTRY SYSTEMS
1963- 1970 - ENTRY MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
HEAT SHIELD MATERIALS - C/C, ORGANICS
• RADAR WINDOW MATERIALS - CERAMICS
1971 - 1980 - AEROTHERMAL ANALYSIS OF REENTRY VEHICLES
ANALYSIS OF BOTH BALLISTIC AND MANEUVERING VEHICLES
CONTINUED MATERIALS TESTING
PARTICIPATE IN CODE DEVELOPMENT
1980 - PRESENT - PROGRAM MANAGER FOR SEVERAL AEROSPACE PROGRAMS
• SPACEPLANE - MANNED MANEUVr RING VEHICLES
• SHRV - HYPERSONIC RESEARCH VEHICLE
• NUBE - HIGH ALTITUDE SOUNDING ROCKET
STARMATE - HIGH ALTITUDE SOUNDING ROCKET
SEAM - SPACECRAFT TO MEASURE LOCAL SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS
HYFLEX - HYPERSONIC FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES
AIAA - ASSOCIATE FELLOW
ASTM - MEMBER, COMMITTEE E-21 ON SPACE SIMULATION (FORMER CHAIRMAN)
CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE E-21 08 ON THERMAL PROTECTION
CURRENT PROGRAMS
MATERIALS & STRUCTURES FOR HYPERSONICS
• NASP SUPPORTS MOST PROGRAMS (100M + FOR MATERIALS)
AVAILABILITY OF MATERIALS DATA TO GENERAL COMMUNITY
- DEVELOP MATERIALS DATABOOK OFTHESE MATERIALS
- NASPTASK?
- NASA PROJECT?
• NASA-GENERIC HYPERSONICS
DESIGN PRIMARILY TO ADDRESS FLOW ISSUES
SUITABLE TESTBED FOR NEW MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES
- REQUIRES DATA ON MATERIALS AND FASTENERS
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BASIC TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
MATERIALS & STRUCTURES FOR HYPERSONICS
• MATERIALS DEVELOPED FOR TEMPERATURES ABOVE 4000 ° F
• REUSABLE
FABRICABLE IN LARGE ENOUGH COMPONENTS TO BE USEFUL
FOR VEHICLE CONSTRUCTION
• TAILORABLE PROPERTIES; MODULUS, THERMAL EXPANSION
• FASTENERS WITH TECHNIQUES DEVELOPED FOR USE
• MATERIALS FOR CONTINUOUS SERVICE ABOVE
4000 ° F IN LARGE SIZES
• STANDARDIZED FASTENER SYSTEMS
• COOLING TECHNOLOGY FOR NOSETIPS, LEADING EDGES, ETC.
• BUILT INTO STRUCTURE
• COMMUNICATION OF DATA AND TECHNOLOGY ON MATERIALS
AND STRUCTURES. CENTRAL CLEARING HOUSE.
• INSTRUMENTATION FOR FLIGHT VEHICLES
• TEMPERATURE - HOT SURFACES
• HEATING RATE - HOT SURFACES
• BLT MEASUREMENT - HOT SURFACES
• STRAIN - HOT SURFACES
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PAYOFF AREAS
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES FOR HYPERSONICS
CENTRALIZED DATA SYSTEM
• COMPUTERIZED NETWORK OR UPDATE SYSTEM
• HANDBOOK OF DATA
• STANDARDIZED MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS FOR HOT SURFACES
• ATTACHMENT TECHNIQUES
• SIZE ISSUES
Two-Stage Pegesuswithe 21.3"_
426
with parachute recoverg at Poker Rat R_esearch gange
t=1255s t=B12s
M=5\ M:15.8 _,.
20
NOSE TIP HEAT PIPE PROPOSAL
CERAMIC NON--OX I DIZING COATING
020 HEAT PIPE WALL
I00 MESH WICK 1.0301
COOLING TUBES BRAZED TO SUBSTRUCTURE 7
/.00 MESH WICK 1.0061 GRADE(] CARBON F'IBER FLAKE INSULATION 7 /
I _ MOLYBOENUk_ PLEAT PIPE CONTAINER / /
/ /015 FLUID RETURN CHANNELS ALUN SUBSTRUCTURE ----'/
L. FLUIO RESERVOIR 2.5 LBS WATER 61 CU IN
L.-. CARBON--CARBON HEATSHIELO
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10.3.13 Rigid Fibrous Ceramics for Entry Systems
by Ronald P. Banas, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
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RIGID FIBROUS CERAMICS
FOR ENTRY SYSTEMS
RONALD P. BANAS
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY, INC.
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HIGH PAYOFF AREAS WITH REUSABLE
SURFACE INSULATION
A REWATERPROOFING OR FACTORY WATERPROOFING
I
COMPOUND WITH A 1800°F TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY
WOULD ALLOW REWATERPROOFING OF ABOUT
25-50% OF THE ORBITER TILES
TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES/GAPS
• LIGHTWEIGHT, INSULATING CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES FOR LOAD
BEARING STRUCTURE
- RIGID FIBROUS CERAMIC (RFC) CORES
- FACESHEETS OF HIGH TEMP (2000°F+) INORGANIC MATERIALS
- SURFACE DENSIFICATION OF RFC CORES
t
• ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT, LOW THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY RFC, USE BEHIND
C/SIC, RCC OR ACC SHINGLES/PANELS
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COATINGS FOR
RIGID FIBROUS CERAMICS
D_EZE B I £ Y_ o N
CLASS 2 (RCG) BLACK 80ROSILICATE GLASS
CLASS I WIIITE BOROSILICATE GLASS
CLASS I, _IOD 3 DOROSILICA'fE, WIIITE
CLASS 2 ON HTP-IMD-39-8, IITP-6-22
and HTP-8-22 TILES
_TUS
PRODUCTION; USED ON ORBITER TILES
PRODUCTION; USED ON ORBITER TILES
]'RODOCTION, _I._2"CIIES CTE Oh" flIP-J2-35
R_D AT I_ISC, SUCCESSFULLY TESTED TO 40 THERmaL
CYCLES TO 23000F AT NASA/JSC
R_D AT NASA ARC; VARIOUS TESTS, APPLIED TO ]_rP-
IITP-8-22; SUCCESSFULLY TESTED TILES AT NASA/JSC
_'o,e. 20 cyCL_.S 7"0 2_O0=F
I_&D AT Lb_SC. APPLIED TO BTP 8-22 AND IMD
IITP 39 S; SUCCESSFULLY TESTED TO 40 TIIER_IAL
CYCLES TO 2300°F AT NASA/JSC
CHALLENGES FOR REUSABLE RIGID
FIBROUS CERAMICS"
LUNAR MARS AEROBRAKING HEATSHIELDS
| REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING FIf)ER ClIARACTERISTICS: I
- LOW TIIER_AL E]fPANSION ( 3 TO 8 x I0 -7 IN/IN OF)
- SbIALL AVERAGE FIEER DTA_IE'FEIt ( I, 5 TO 3 MICRONS)
- IIIGH MELTING POINT ( 4000 TO 4500°F)
MODERATE TENSILE STRENGTH ( 150 TO 220 x 103 LB/IN 2)
LOW FIBER POROSITY TO ENIIANCE STRENGTH
TSEP_AL STABILITY AT 3000 TO 4000°F
• [-_SVANCEb-C_:_'I'_/CS-F_PaTIDLE WI_'U SObO TO _O00°F .rGID _'iDR6US' 'bZR'_!ics ]
CTE COnPATIDLE WIT11 RFC SfIBST'I_ATE
flIGll EMITTANCE [>_ O, 80)
LOW CATALICITY, SI_fILAR TO CLASS 2 (RCG) COATING
433
C(iHPUS[ IE CLAU flIP SIII(ICIIlI_AI CIIHF IL;UI_III)N5
I II Ill
=SANOI41CII" SIHPLE CURVE/RAUIUS PARABOLIC CUI_VE
12 6
HAIERIAL HAIRIX FOil CONPOSi1E STRUCIURES
1YPE CLADDING PLYS CORE THICKNESS
IV
CONIC BODY
• 8141 - BISHALEIHIOE
G/E 2 16-22
BHI*/SIO Z 2 16-22
GIE 2 15-22
BHI/SIO 2 2 16-2Z
I SiCISIOC 2 16-22
II G/E 2 16-22
IV eXltSiO z 2 15-22
(xz)
5!0 z CER_IIC 2 16-22
IIEXCEL
0.5 =
0.5"
1.5"
1.5=
N/A
RI= 12"
Rz=IO.75=
L-f2 =
IIT=16
DIA=6=
9]2
ENTRY SYSTEMS BACKGROUND: RON BANAS
1960-1964 PLANNED, CONDUCTED AND REPORTED ON TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
(NASA/DFRC} AERODYNAMIC HEATING EXPERIMENTS ON THE X-15 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT.
1965-1{b72 AERODYNAMIC HEATING ANALYST FOR ASCENT/ORBIT/REENTRY VEHICLES
_LM_C, INC) SYSTEMS TEST ENGINEER FOR AEROHEAT1NG WIND TUNNEL TESTS.
• PLANNED/PERFORMED/REPORTED ON MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
• PLANNED/PERFORMED/REPORTED ON RSI ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
- THERMAL, ACOUSTIC, ARC-JET AND ATTACHMENT TESTS
1973-1979 ANALYST PERFORMING TPS TRADE STUDIES
ACTIVE VS PASSIVE COOLING
- IVJETALLIC VS RSI (CERAMIC) EXTERNAL INSULATION
- TPS SIZING
1979-1984 ENGINEERING MANAGER FOR ALL ASPECTS OF HRSI CONTRACT W]TH
ROCKWELUNASA-JSC f
- RESPONSIBLE FOR SCALE-UP TO PRODUCTION OF CL 2 (RCG)
COATING AND FRCI-12
. RESPONSIBLE FOR TECHNOLOGY CONTRACTS WITH NASA/JSC &
NASA/ARC
1985-1991 MARKETING, CUSTOMER INTERFACE/REQUIREMENTS FOR ALTERNATE
USES OF RSI MATERIALS.
- PROJECT LEADER ON VARIOUS EFFORTS WITH RIGID FIBROUS CERAMICS
. PRODUCTION SCALE-UP OF HTP-6; HTP-16, HTP-12 & HTP-60
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COMPARISON OF LI-900 AND
HTP PROPERTIES
PHYSICAL PROPERTY" LI-900 HTP-6-22 HTP-12-22 HTP_l_22i HTP-60-22
DENSITY (LB/FT "1) 8.8 6.5 12 16 60
TENSJLE STRENGTH (LB/IN 2)
- THRU-THE-THICKNESS 27 46 18 183 775
- IN-PLANE 68 131 320 421 1734
COMPRESS4ON STRENGTH (LB/IN 2)
- THRU-THE-THICKNESS 45 02 141 259 -
• IN-PLANE 105 95 571
COEF. OF THERMAL EXPANSION
(IN/IN°F) (70 TO 1,_00 °F)
- IN-PLANE Xl0"" 3.2
APPARENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
(BTU-IN/FT2.HR-OF)
- THRUoTHE-THICKNESS
@ 1 ATM AND 1000°F 0.79
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 1.13
LOSS TANGENT 0.0004
" AVERAGE VALUES AT 70°F UNLESS NOTED
15.7 14.2 13.5 14.0
1.02 0.80 0.90
1.07 1.22 1.27 2-11
0.0005 0.0010 0.0011 0.0017
HTP: ¥HAT'S HAPPENED SXNCE 1984
1985
• HTP-16-22 GOESINTO PROOUCT]ON:200* BILLL'rs, 13x13xS INCHES
• INTEGIU¢ NULT]PLE D[NS[TY HTP DEVELO#ED
• HTP-60 PROVENAS A HTGH TE.NPERAT_E RADONE
1986-1987
• HTP-6-22 ENTERSPRO(XICTION: LOAO-BF..AAINGERYO_ENIC |NSULATOR
200 BILLETS FANJICATED, 13X13X5-INCHES.
• VACUONFOR,M[NGFACILITY: LARGE, NF.NI-NET SHAPEHTP PARTS
• BOI_OSILICATEGLASS COATINGNODZFIED TO MATCHHTP-12-35 THERNALEXPANSION
1988
RCG COATEDINTEGRAL MULTIPLE DENSITY HTP PASSESNAIN EROSION TESTS
HTP-6 PASSES2700"F AJtC-JET PLASI_ATEST
HTP-6 USEDFOR CRYOGENICULLAGECONTROL
FIRST LASER-NACHINEDHTP PARTS
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COMPARISON OF MICROSTRUCTURES
• HTP FORMULATION AND PROCEBBING ACHIEVES CONTROLLED
MICROBTRUCTURE OF LI-BO0 AND BORON FUSION MECHANISM
OF FRCI WITHOUT LOSS OF SUB-MICRON SILICA FIBER.
• HTP TECHNOLOGY
- TAILOR FIBER COMPOSITES
-- FORMULATION
-- FIBER ORIENTATION
-- CONTROLLED FUSION
-- BINDER
-- FLUX
-- ADAPTABLE TO OTHER PROCESSING METHODS
COMMON IN FIBER PRODUCTS INDUSTRY
lOOOX
• :SELECTIVE FIBER RATIOS ALLOW
CTE CONTROL INDEPENDENT OF
BORON FUSION REACTIVITY.
HTP 1OOOX
(Original figure unavailable)
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10.3.14 Entry Systems Technology Assessment
by Archie Gay, General Dynamics Space Systems Division
437
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ENTRYSYSTEMSBACKGROUND
HYPERSONIC VEHICLES STUDIES
- Aerothermal / Structural Concepts
AEROBRAKING SPACE TRANSFER VEHICLES (ASTV) STUDIES
- Concepts Definition studies/Turnaround Operations/Space
Navigation and Aerobraking/Centaur- derived Lunar Transfer Vehicles
- ASTV-related 1R&D Studies involving wind- tunnel testing,
aerothermodynamics, GN&C and STV design studies
AFWAL
NASA centers
1985-1987
1979-1990
1983-1991
AEROTHERMAL / STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS STUDY
.i
t
• 4
Length
Height
• Wing span
Takeoff weight
Payload
Empty
Pfopellants
LOz
LH2
QB2E_CEIY_F_
• Establish aerothermal environments for hypersonic aerospace vehicles.
• Develop thermostructural design concepts.
• Obtain optimum Thermostructural designs by performing trade studies
• Identify areas for further development
95 It
26 ft 8 in,
37 It 6 in.
98.000 Ib
5.000 Ib
43.000 Ib
48.400 Ib
41,500 Ib
6.900 Ib
Suborbital vehicle
and booster
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TPS TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
ADVANCED RADIATORS, INSULATORS AND ABLATORS
- COATED REFRACTORY METALS
- RIGID CERAMICS
- FLEXIBLE CERAMICS
- ADVANCED CARBON CARBON
• ACTIVE COOLING DEVICES FOR HOT STRUCTURES
J
PROGRAM ENABLING TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Program Area: Hvoersonics Technology Area: Aerothermodynamics
Aerodynamic Heating
Enabling Technology
Real gas effects
Boundary layer transition
Turbulence modeling
Shock boundary layer interaction
Shock impingement
Rarefied flows
Chemical non,equilibrium
Thermal non-equilibrium
Surface catalysis/surface reflectance
Thermal Control
Enabling Technology
High temperature heat pipes
Nose-tip and Leading edge cooling/
temperature control
Active cooling
Antenna cooling
Electronics cooling
Insulation
Ablation
Cu_ent
• SEI Studies
• NASP related studies
• HYFLEX
Needed
• Validated CFD methods
• Ground test (materials) data
• Flight test data
- HGV flight test
- AFE (14' brake)
- Deployable AFE (45' brake)
Current
Needed
Current
Current
ORIG/N_L PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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PROGRAM ENABLING TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Program Area:_ Technology Area: .J-li_oh Temperature Structures and T__
Priority Requirement
(Source)
Enabling Technology
Affordable, Reliable Hot Structures
Enabling Technology
High temperature materials
Hybrid design
Joints, seals and adhesives
Nose and leading edge
Fasteners
High Temperature TPS
Enabling Technology
Carbon/carbon insulation
High temperature flexible TPS
High temperature rigid TPS
Aclive cooling
Ablators
Cu_ent
Needed
Currenl
Needed
Government
Technology
Development
C.amml
NooO_
Current
Industry
Technology
Development
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